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THE EFFECTS OF REACTOR IRRADIATION ON SANTOWAX OMP AT
610*F AND 750*F
ABSTRACT
Santowax OMP has been irradiated in the M.I.T. In-Pile Loop Facil-
ity at 610*F and at 750 0F. At both temperatures the loop was operated in
a transient phase and a steady-state-HB phase. In the transient phase, un-
irradiated material was allowed to degrade to 60 w/o DP. In the steady-
state-HB phase, the HB content of the coolant was maintained constant at
about 33 w/o by the removal and distillation of samples and the replace-
ment of the HB by unirradiated material before returning the samples to
the loop.
Neutron and gamma ray doses were measured with adiabatic calor-
imeters and foil monitors. The average dose rate to the coolant in the
core region of the in-pile section was about 0. 5 watts/gm, of which 37%
was due to fast neturon interactions and 63% to gamma ray interactions.
Terphenyl concentrations were measured by gas chromatography
and HB concentrations by distillation. Analysis of the transient phase
terphenyl concentration and absorbed dose data showed that first order
kinetics provided an adequate description of the degradation rate of the
terphenyls. At 610*F no significant difference in the stabilities of the
terphenyl issomers was found and the overall degradation rate of the cool-
ant was G'(-omp) = G(-omp)/Comp = 0. 26 ± 0. 01 molecules of terphenyl
degraded per 100 ev absorbed in the terphenyls. At 750*F the terphenyl
isomer stabilities were in the order para>meta>ortho. After corrections
for out-of-pile pyrolysis the overall degradation rate of the coolant was
G'(-omp) = 0. 49 ± 0. 02. The results are compared to those of other in-
vestigations.
For the 610*F irradiation the radiolytic gas generation rate was
G(total gas) = 0.037 ± 0.003 molecules of gas produced per 100 ev absorb-
ed in the coolant mixture, the principal product being hydrogen. During
the 750*F irradiation the generation rate was G(total gas) = 0.105 ± 0.008,
with a marked increase in the evolution of methane.
Physical property measurements included density, viscosity, spe-
cific heat, thermal conductivity, number average molecular weight, gas
solubility, carbon-hydrogen content and ash content. The increase in vis-
cosity with increasing DP concentration was significantly less for the
750'F irradiation than for the 610*F irradiation.
Heat transfer measurements showed that standard correlations
could be used to determine the heat transfer rates using the physical
properties of the irradiated coolant. The correlation obtained for the data
of both irradiations was Nu = 0. 0079(Re)0.9(Pr) 0 . 4 ± 10%. No evidence of
scale buildup on the heat transfer surfaces was observed over the entire
period of operation of the experiment. The results of preliminary meas-
urements with a fouling probe are also reported.
PREFACE
This report is essentially divided into three parts: summary, main
body and appendix. The summary (Chapter 1) provides an outline of the
main conclusions drawn from the study. The main body (Chapters 2-6)
discusses, in reasonable detail, all the results obtained. The appendix
(Appendices A1-A4) provides supplementary detail of the procedures
used and tabulates much of the data referred to in the main body.
The data presented in this report are the result of a group effort
by the staff of the M. I. T. Organic Coolant Irradiation Project. The
primary responsibility of each of the members of the team was as follows:
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W. N. Bley (project engineer), supervision of all phases of the program;
T. W. Carroll, supervision of loop operation; J. P. Casey, physical and
chemical measurements; R. A. Chin, foil dosimetry and heat transfer
measurements; E. J. Fahimian, foil dosimetry, heat transfer and physical
measurements; G. C. Nullens, calorimetric dosimetry; C. D. Sawyer,
data analysis and aid in all experimental measurements; A. H. Swan,
supervision of loop operation; J. F, Terrien, chemical measurements;
G. L. Woodruff, calorimetric dosimetry; J. F. Howard, chemical measure-
ments and loop operation; A. J. Pierni, chemical measurements and loop
operation; A. L. Seaver, physical measurements. In addition to these
full time members of the staff, many graduate and undergraduate students
have participated in the program.
Thanks go to the members of the M. I. T. Reactor operations staff,
in particular to T. J. Thompson and D. D. Lanning, for valuable assist-
ance in incorporation of the loop into the reactor experimental programs.
Recognition should be given to the staff of the M. I. T. Computation
Center, with whose aid the data reduction codes were developed and
debugged. Thanks go also to the Computation Center for the use of the
IBM 7090 Computer.
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CHAPTER 1
SUMMARY
1. 1 Introduction
Organic liquids used as coolants in nuclear reactors have several
desirable characteristics. These features include:
1. Low operating pressures at high coolant temperatures (100 -
200 psig at 600 - 7000F).
2, Negligible corrosion of conventional structural materials such
as carbon steel,
3. Low induced activity in the coolant.
4. Feasibility of use of the organic coolant as moderator because
of its hydrogen content, permitting compact and simple core
designs.
There are, however, some undesirable characteristics possessed
by organic coolants. First, organic coolants undergo irreversible radio-
lytic and thermal degradation. Aromatic hydrocarbons, particularly
polyphenyls, have proven to be the most stable of the organic coolants
tested to date (1._1). The main reaction induced by the radiation of poly-
phenyls is that of polymerization to a variety of hydrocarbons having
higher molecular weights, densities, viscosities, and hence poorer heat
transfer properties, than the original materials. Consequently, in the
operation of an organic cooled reactor the degradation products are con-
tinually removed and fresh coolant makeup added. Makeup costs of
0. 75 - 0. 90 mills/kwhr(e) have been reported (1. 2) for organic
moderated and cooled power reactors. Second, organic coolants have
relatively poor heat transfer properties due to low thermal conductivity.
These coolants also tend to foul heat transfer surfaces if excessive
temperatures and/or large concentrations of inorganic particulates are
allowed during operation of an organic cooled reactor (1.3).
Current organic cooled nuclear reactor concepts are generally
based on the use of mixtures of the isomers of terphenyl, since these
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materials have been found to be the most stable of the organic coolants
tested to date (1._1). Thus, Santowax OMP was the first material chosen
for study at the M. I. T. In-Pile Loop Facility. Santowax OMP is a com-
mercial mixture of terphenyls having the following nominal composition:
Less than 2 w/o biphenyl plus degradation products
-10 w/o ortho-terphenyl
-60 w/o meta-terphenyl
-30 w/o para-terphenyl.
This material was irradiated in the M. I. T. in-pile loop at 6100F
and at 750 0F. The principal studies performed on the irradiated material
were:
1. Analyses of the chemical composition and degradation rate of
the irradiated coolant.
2. Physical property measurements. Density, viscosity, specific
heat, thermal conductivity, number average molecular weight,
gas solubility, coolant melting point, carbon-hydrogen content
and ash content of the irradiated coolant were the most important
physical measurements.
3. Heat transfer measurements, including a study of the rate of
fouling of the heat transfer surfaces.
1. 2 Procedure
The in-pile loop at M. I. T. is an all-stainless-steel system with a
total circulating volume of 5800 cc and is capable of operation to 800 F and
600 psig. Design and operating characteristics of the loop are given in
Table 1. 1. A detailed description of the loop has been given by Morgan
and Mason (1. 4).
An important aspect of the work at M. I. T. has been to correlate the
changes in the chemical and physical properties of the irradiated Santo-
wax OMP with the energy absorbed from fast neutron and gamma ray radia-
tions. Because previous work at BEPO (1._5) and at the Curtiss-Wright
Research Reactor (1._2) has indicated that fast neutrons may be more
effective than gamma rays in degrading the terphenyls, an extensive calor-
imetry program, employing adiabatic calorimeters, was undertaken to
determine both the fast neutron and the gamma ray dose rates in the in-pile
1. 3
TABLE 1. 1
Design and Operating Specifications of the M. I. T. In-Pile Loop
Bulk temperature to 8000F
Loop pressure to 600 psig
Materials of construction Type 304 and 316 stainless steel
Volume of in-core capsule 205 cc
Circulating volume with 5200 cc
600 cc in surge tank
In-pile to out-of-pile volume ratio 0. 04
Circulating flow rate 2 gallons/minute
Maximum test heater heat flux 400, 000 Btu/(hr)(ft 2 )
Test heater wall temperature to 1000OF
Velocity in test heater to 20 ft/sec
In-core capsule located along axis of central fuel element of MITR
Specific dose rate at center 0. 33 watts/gm/MW of reactor power
of reactor to Santowax OMP
Ratio of fast neutron dose rate 0. 37/0. 63
to gamma ray dose rate
1.4
section. Due to space limitations in the thimble in the reactor, it was
not possible to make calorimetry measurements with the in-pile section
in the reactor, so measurements were performed in 1961, before the
start of the 6100F irradiation of Santowax OMP and in 1963, after the
end of the 7500F irradiation of Santowax OMP.
The irradiation of Santowax OMP at 610 ± 100F and about 100 psig
was begun in August, 1961, and completed in October, 1962. The irrad-
iation of Santowax OMP at 750 ± 50F and about 100 psig was begun in
November, 1962, and completed in April, 1963. In both irradiations, two
different modes of operation were employed. At the start of each irradia-
tion there was a transient phase, in which an initial charge of unirradiated
Santowax OMP was irradiated to about 60 w/o degradation products (DP)
without makeup. The DP concentration was determined by subtracting the
total terphenyl concentration in the coolant from 100. Following this
phase, the DP concentration was lowered to about 40 w/o by coolant with-
drawal and addition of fresh Santowax OMP and a steady-state-HB
phase begun. The object of this phase was to maintain a constant high
boiler (HB) concentration of about 33 w/o in the coolant and to study
the effects of long-term irradiation on the physical and chemical properties
of the coolant. HB refers to those fractions of the irradiated coolant
having higher boiling points than that of para-terphenyl. In order to main-
tain the HB level, samples containing about 300 grams of coolant were
removed from the loop at intervals and were distilled. Each distillate
was mixed with fresh Santowax OMP and returned to the loop after the
next sample was taken. The still bottom fraction (i. e. HB content) of
each sample was thus removed from the loop coolant.
1. 3 Coolant Composition and Stability
1. 3. 1 Major Variables Involved
When Santowax OMP is subjected to the effects of high temperature
and irradiation, a complex mixture of degradation products results. It
is very difficult, if not impossible, to determine all of the components
comprising the irradiated mixture, but these components can be class-
ified into four general divisions (1_4). These are:
1. Ortho-, meta- and para-terphenyls. The terphenyls compose
over 98 w/o of the unirradiated material, and in this report the
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combined terphenyl content will be denoted by w/o omp.
2. High boilers (HB). This part of the coolant is composed of
materials having boiling points higher than that of p-terphenyl
and having molecular weights ranging from 230 (that of the
terphenyls) to about 3000. The formation of these materials
is the predominant and most important process occurring in
the degradation of the terphenyls because of the pronounced
effects of the HB on the coolant physical properties, particularly
the viscosity.
3. Low and intermediate boilers (LIB). These liquid constituents
have boiling points less than or equal to those of the terphenyls
and have molecular weights of the order of 230. Probably no
serious effect on the coolant properties results from the LIB
fraction.
4. Non-condensable gases. Hydrogen, methane, ethane, ethylene
and other saturated and unsaturated hydrocarbons of low mole-
cular weight are the principal constituents. These gases dissolve
to some extent in the irradiated coolant at the temperatures
and pressures of the loop operation. The distinction between
non-condensable gas and low boiler is not always clear.
In the work at M. I. T. it has also been found convenient to group all of
the degradation products together under the label of DP. By definition,
the DP concentration is (100 - w/o omp).
Previous work (1._2, 1. 6, 1. 7, 1. 8, 1. 9) has indicated that in spite
of the complex mixture of degradation products formed during the irrad-
iation of terphenyls, reasonably good correlations can be made between
either the HB concentration (w/o) or the terphenyl concentration (w/o)
in the irradiated mixture, and the absorbed radiation dose in the mix-
ture. Experiments have also indicated that different types of radiation
may produce different rates of damage to the coolant (1 2, 1 6, 1. 10)
(referred to as the LET effect). In addition, if the temperature is high
enough, pyrolysis may play a significant role in the coolant decompo-
sition (1. 11, 1. 12, 1. 13, 1. 14).
At M. I. T. only fast neutrons and gamma rays produce a significant
radiation dose in the coolant (1.4). Thus the major variables considered
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in the analysis of the coolant degradation data were:
1. The coolant composition measured both as weight fraction ter-
phenyls and weight fraction HB.
2. The absorbed specific dose and its fractions of fast neutron and
gamma ray doses.
3. The coolant irradiation temperature.
The weight fraction of each of the terphenyl isomers in a given sample was
determined by gas chromatography. HB concentrations were determined
during the steady-state-HB periods by the distillation of 300 gram samples.
LIB concentrations were determined during the steady-state-HB periods
by the difference between the DP and HB concentrations.
1. 3. 2 Measurement and Calculation of Dose Rates
Since radiolysis occurred only while the reactor was operating, it
was found convenient to adopt an exposure scale based on the megawatt-
hours (MWH) of reactor operation. Normal reactor operation included
four days at a full thermal power of approximately 2 MW per week and a
shutdown over the weekend. To reduce any pyrolytic effect on the coolant
while the reactor was shut down, the loop temperature was lowered over
the weekend to about 450 0 F. The relation between specific dose delivered
to the coolant in the loop and the period of reactor operation was expressed
as
AT1-2 H2 - d(MWH) watt-hr/gm (1. 1)
1-2 1
-MWH 1
where
7 is the specific dose of fast neutron and gamma ray energy ab-
sorbed per gram of total coolant
p is the coolant density, gm/cc
M is the circulating coolant mass in grams
F is the in-pile dose rate factor (watt)(hr)(cc)/(MWH)(gm).
The quantity F is dependent on the carbon-hydrogen ratio of the coolant,
the geometry of the irradiation capsule, the spatial distribution of the
energy deposition in the capsule and on the period of reactor operation.
The total in-pile dose rate factor and the fast neutron and gamma ray
fractions of this factor were determined by adiabatic calorimetry (using
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absorbers having widely differing fast neutron and gamma ray heating
rates) both before the insertion of the in-pile section into the reactor and
after its removal. The results of these determinations are given in Table
1. 2. As may be seen from Table 1. 2, the fast neutron fraction of the dose
TABLE 1. 2
Results of Calorimetric Determination of Dose Rates
Total In-Pile Dose Average Dose Rate Fast Neutron Fraction
Date of Rate Factor, F in Core Region of Dose Rate, fN
Measurement (watt)(hr)(cc) watts/gm
(MWH)(gm)
3/20/61 6 0 . 5 ± 2 . 9a 0. 55 ± 0. 02 37 ± 2
4/24/63 55. 8 ± 1. 9 0. 51 ± 0. 02 37 ± 2
a. Estimated maximum possible errors.
rate remained constant during the entire irradiation period and the total
dose rate decreased only about 10% during this period. Based on sup-
plementary foil activation measurements for the fast neutron flux, a
linear decrease in the total in-pile dose rate factor was used for the
calculation of the specific absorbed dose.
1. 3. 3 Liquid Degradation - Theory
For each of the terphenyl isomers empirical rate equations may be
written, having the form
dC. n
dr =ki, (1. 2)
where
i refers to a particular component
n is the reaction order
k is the reaction constant
C is the weight fraction of the component
T is the specific dose delivered to the coolant, given by Eq. (1. 1).
The stability of a particular component in the coolant may be defined
simply as k. , the reaction constant, but two other stability terms are
z , n
also employed here. G(-i),by which radiation chemistry results are fre-
quently reported,is defined as
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G(-i) = molecules of component i degraded (1.3)100 ev absorbed in the total coolant
This stability term is just dC. /dr multiplied by a conversion factor
(11. 65 (molecules)(watt)(hr)/(100 ev)(gm of terphenyl)). The second
*
stability term used is G (-i) (1. 4):
G (-i) = G(-i)/C. (1.4)
Assuming that the dose given to component j is proportional to the con-
centration of i in the coolant, which should be true as long as the carbod-
hydrogen ratio of the various liquid organic components is fairly constant,
G (-j) has an interesting interpretation:
G (- )=molecules of component i degraded (1. 5)
100 ev absorbed in component i
During the transient periods of operation Eq. (1. 2) was integrated
in the form
1-n1
-k. T + a = ( z (1. 6)
n 1-n
In C. n =1
where "a" represents a constant of integration.
These linear relations between 7 and a transformed concentration
variable allowed the data to be treated by the method of weighted least
squares. Once a "best" value of k. was obtained, the stability criteria
G(-i) and G (-i) were calculated directly from Eqs. (1. 3)and (1. 4) for a
given component concentration.
Since the circulating coolant mass, the in-pile dose rate factor and
the coolant density did not vary significantly over any steady-state-HB
irradiation, the G(--i) criterion during these periods could be written as
(see Eqs. (1. 1) and (1. 3))
d(MC.)
G(-i) = -11. 65 1 (1 7)
F-d(MWH)
and the quantity -d(MC. )/d(MWH) equated to the makeup rate of component
* Hj in the coolant. G (-i) values during the steady-state-HB periods were
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determined from Eqs. (1. 7) and (1. 5) using the average concentration of
component i in the loop.
1. 3. 4 Liquid Degradation Results
During transient periods of operation Eqs. (1. 1) and (1. 6) were used
to analyze the terphenyl concentration data. Weighted least squares
analyses were performed with reaction orders of 0, 1, 2 and 3. The
results of the analysis on the data of the first transient period of the
6100F irradiation are presented graphically in Fig. 1. 1. It can be seen
that the 95% confidence limit envelope (based on n = 1) encompasses
both the n = 0 and n = 2 curves. The same conclusions were drawn
from similar plots for the individual isomers for all transient periods
of the 6100F and 7500F irradiations. It was thus concluded that
statistical arguments alone could not unequivocably determine the "best"
reaction order, n.
It was decided to correlate the 6100F and 7500F irradiation degra-
dation data by first order kinetics, which appeared to fit the data at least
as well as the other orders studied. Because of the choice of a first
order model, the stability parameter G (-i ) takes on additional meaning,
for it is just the first order rate constant (multiplied by a conversion
factor) for component i and is independent of concentration. Thus, the
liquid degradation results could be described by a single number for each
component over the range of compositions studied.
In a loop system, such as the one at M. I. T. , with auxiliary equip-
ment and a gas-liquid interface, it is difficult to accurately determine
the circulating coolant mass, M. Inspection of Eqs. (1. 1) and (1. 6)
shows that the results obtained from transient irradiation depend directly
on a knowledge of the circulating coolant mass. For this reason, and
also the fact that the G and G * values do not have to be determined from
the slope of a curve during steady-state-HB irradiation, the steady-state-
HB results were found to be more accurate than the transient results.
Consequently, the steady-state-HB results will be summarized here. The
transient results agreed with the steady-state-HB results within the
possible errors involved.
DUring the steady-state-HB irradiations only a constant HB level in
the coolant was directly maintained. However, the DP concentration
n =0
n =2
/n =3
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LIMITS BASED
ON n=I .
I I I I I I
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and the terphenyl isomer concentrations were also observed to remain
constant during the steady-state-HB irradiations. Figure 1. 2 shows as
an example the variation of HB and DP concentrations during the steady-
state-HB period of the 6100F irradiation.
*
The G values, based on first order kinetics, are listed in
Table 1. 3 for the steady-state-HB irradiations of Santowax OMP. The
quantities G (-+HB) and G *(-p-LIB) are defined in terms of the equivalent
degradation of terphenyl required to form the high boiler and low and
intermediate boiler fractions. Based on available data on pyrolysis of
terphenyls (1. 12, 1. 13), at 610 0F any pyrolytic contribution to terphenyl
degradation in these studies was negligible. At 7500F the pyrolytic
contribution was not negligible, but at present it is not known whether
the combined effects of radiolysis and pyrolysis can be computed from
their individual effects (1. 15). Corrections were therefore applied only
for pyrolysis occurring in the out-of-pile volume of the loop. Essen-
tially, these corrections involved subtracting from the observed makeup
rate used in Eq. (1. 7) the amount of the terphenyls calculated to be
degraded due to pyrolysis in the out-of-pile volume of the loop. Thus
*0
the G values reported for the 750 F irradiation are given both as,
measured and as corrected for out-of-pile pyrolysis. No attempt was
made to correct the G (-+HB) and G (--aLIB) values for out-of-pile
pyrolysis, since there are not sufficient data available on the pyrolytic
production rates of these two groups of degradation products.
From Table 1. 3 it may be seen that at an irradiation temperature
of 6100F the stabilities of each of the terphenyl isomers were not sig-
nificantly different from each other, and that HB was the principal
degradation product. At 750 0 F, the terphenyl isomer stability was found
to be para> meta > ortho. A significant production rate of LIB was also
observed for the 750 0F irradiation. The G* values for meta- and para-
terphenyl increased by about a factor of two, while the G values for
ortho-terphenyl increased almost three-fold due to the increase in ir-
radiation temperature. The HB production rate almost doubled and the
LIB production rate increased markedly due to the increase in irradiation
temperature.
1. 3. 5 Comparison of Liquid Degradation Results with Other Work
Since previous work (1. 2, 1. 5) has indicated that combined fast
neutron and gamma irradiation may be more effective in causing terphenyl
0 0
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TABLE 1. 3
*
First Order G Values for Steady-State-HB Irradiations
a. 95% confidence limits. Standard deviations are one half
of the errors quoted.
b. Corrected for pyrolysis occuring in out-of-pile circulating
volume of the loop.
c. For the calculations of G (-+HB) and G *(--LIB), a molecular
weight of 230 was used.
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degradation than is gamma irradiation alone, the decomposition yields
are dependent on the relative fraction of the energy absorbed due to fast
neutron interactions. In order to generalize the results obtained at one
laboratory with a given proportion of fast neutron dose to gamma ray dose,
the approach has been to assume that the effects of fast neutron and gamma
ray radiation are additive (1._6). The effects of fast neutron and gamma ray
*
interactions are then each assigned G (or G ) values which are assumed
independent of neutron and gamma ray energy distributions. In terms of
the stability criterion G this principle becomes
* * ~4f~*
G (-i ) = ) + (1-fN) G (-) (1. 8)N N N -y
where
f N = the fraction of absorbed energy due to fast
neutron interactions
GN(-i) = C GN(-j) = the molecules of component i degraded per
100 ev of fast neutron energy absorbed in
the total coolant
G (-i) = C. G (-i) = the molecules of component i degraded per
100 ev of gamma ray energy absorbed in the
total coolant.
An equivalent expression applies for G(-i), In the present work 37% of the
total dose is due to fast neutron interactions and 63% due to gamma ray
interactions (see Table 1. 2).
The results of this experiment, which was conducted in a radiation
environment with a fixed fast neutron dose fraction, are not sufficient to
determine both GN(-i) and G* (-i), and so reliance must be placed on data
obtained in other investigations with a significantly different fraction of
fast neutron dose.
Due to recently reported data which show discrepancies between electron
and gamma ray G (-i) values (1. 16, 1. 6), it was not deemed meaningful to
determine G (-i) from the reported Gelectron(i) or G (-i) values by usingN elcto -y
Eq. (1. 8) with the values of f and G (-i) found at M. I. T.. Instead aN
graphical procedure for comparing results from different irradiation
* *
facilities and at the same time for determining values of GN(-i) and G (-i)
was developed, GN(-i) and G (-i) were both considered as variables in
Eq. (1. 8), so the use of the'G (-j) and f values obtained'at a givenN
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irradiation facility at a given irradiation temperature in Eq. (1. 8) allowed
) to be plotted vs. G (-i) as a straight line. Thus, for a given
irradiation temperature, results of various irradiation facilities would
give a series of straight lines, and a common intersection of these
* *lines would (at least in theory) determine G* (-i) and G *(-i)
Figure 1. 3 compares the first order G (-omp) values obtained
from irradiation of terphenyl mixtures at temperatures near 610 0 F
for various irradiation facilities. The MITR results are shown on
Fig. 1. 3 with the overall standard deviation being represented as shaded
area on each side of the MITR line. From this plot several interesting
features may be observed. First, there appears to be a discrepancy
between the electron and gamma ray irradiations of encapsulated ter-
phenyl samples. The electron irradiations were performed at Harwell,
England (1.6) and at the Phillips Petroleum Company, Idaho Falls (1. 17);
the gamma ray irradiations were performed at the Susie reactor and at
the MTR gamma canal (1. 16). It can be seen that widely different values
* *
of GN(-omp)/GY (-omp) could be obtained from these irradiations in con-
junction with the MITR results. Second, the three in-pile loop experi-
ments for which data have been reported -- MTR (1._8), Melusine
(Grenoble, France) (1. 18) and the present work -- have an almost
* *
common intersection which indicates GN(-omp)/G *(-omp) - 1. Not
shown on the figure are the results obtained from operation of the OMRE
at 6000F (1. 19), for which only HB production rates were reported.
However, the HB production rate reported for the OMRE agreed quite
closely with that observed at the MITR. Third, the results of irradia-
tions of encapsulated samples of terphenyls at various facilities --
BEPO (Harwell, England) (1. 6), Oak Ridge Graphite Reactor (OGR) and
Curtiss-Wright Research Reactor (CWRR) (._9) and Susie (1. 16) -- do
not agree with the in-pile loop work, or with each other. Possible
reasons for these discrepancies may be:
1. Electrons and gamma rays may have different effects on the
degradation rate of the terphenyls.
2. Almost all of the irradiations of encapsulated samples were
performed at dose rates much less than those encountered in
the in-pile loop work. There may be a dose rate effect on ter-
phenyl degradation.
1. fN for OMRE = 0.28.
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3. All irradiation experiments with encapsulated samples were
carried out at fast neutron fractions reported to be 55 - 90%,
whereas the loop irradiation data were obtained with fast
neutron fractions of 12 - 37%. Accurate values of fast neutron
dose rates are usually more difficult to obtain than accurate
values of gamma ray dose rates (especially if threshold foils
are used to determine the fast neutron dose rate), and errors
in the fast neutron dose rate are relatively more important for
the in-pile capsule irradiations. (An error in dose rate would
manifest itself directly in the calculated G* values. )
4. The mixing effect achieved in in-pile loop irradiations may
serve to give a more consistent basis for terphenyl degradation.
It appears that more work must be done to more clearly establish the
reasons for the present discrepancies.
Figure 1. 4 compares data obtained at various irradiation facilities
at temperatures near 750 0 F. A discrepancy between the electron irrad-
iations at Harwell (1._6) and the gamma ray irradiations at the MTR gamma
canal (1. 16) also exists at this irradiation temperature. Preliminary
results obtained at the Melusine loop (1. 18) provide the only other in-pile
loop irradiation data for comparison with the MITR work at this time.
The Melusine results were not corrected for out-of-pile pyrolysis, and
so the uncorrected MITR results are shown for the comparison. The two
in-pile loop irradiation studies would indicate a value of
* *
G (-omp)/G (-omp) 2. Estimates of the effect of correction of theN y
Melusine results for out-of-pile pyrolysis and a comparison of the cor-
rected results with the corrected MITR results indicate that about the
same ratio of GN(-omp)/G(-omp) would be obtained. The results of
irradiations of encapsulated samples at BEPO (1_6) do not agree with
the in-pile loop work. The same reasons postulated above for the dis-
crepancies in the 6100F irradiation work are applicable to the 7500F
irradiation work. In addition, the low dose rate irradiations are more
affected by pyrolysis than the higher dose rate irradiations, making the
comparison of results even more difficult.
1. 3. 6 Gas Generation Rates
Gas generation rates were determined during the steady-state-HB
irradiations from the rates of removal of dissolved and undissolved gas
1.18
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0
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from the loop necessary to keep the total loop pressure at about 100
psig. Over 85% of the gas generated was removed as undissolved gas
from the top of the surge tank in the out-of-pile section of the loop.
Concentrations of various gaseous components were determined by mass
spectrographic analyses of gas samples at the Petroleum Analytical
Research Corporation (Houston, Texas). The method of reporting the
gas generation rates follows the standard practice for net radiation
yields (.2, L 6):
G(asi) =molecules of gaseous component i generated (1 9)100 ev absorbed in the total coolant
During the steady-state-HB periods of the 6100F and 7500F irradiations
the concentrations of all gaseous components observed were found to be
constant in both the dissolved and undissolved gas, and the total gas
solubility in the coolant in the loop was found to be approximately con-
stant, so that the net gas generation rates of each of the gaseous components
could easily be determined from a knowledge of the total gas generation
rate. Table 1. 4 summarizes the G(gas i ) values obtained for the steady-
state-HB irradiations. During the 6100F irradiation hydrogen was ob-
served to be the principal gas generated. During the 750 0F irradiation
hydrogen, methane and C 2 gases were the most prominent of the gases
generated. The overall gas generation rate was observed to increase
about a factor of three, but the hydrogen production rate only doubled
while the methane production rate increased about seven-fold when the
irradiation temperature was increased from 6100F to 7500F.
By comparing the G(total gas) and G(-omp) values on a weight
basis it was observed that less than 1 w/o of all the degradation products
formed were gases.
1. 4 Physical Property Measurements
Densities of samples of irradiated Santowax OMP were measured
at M. I. T. over the temperature range 400 - 800 0F with calibrated pyc-
nometers pressurized with nitrogen and immersed in a high temperature
fused salt bath. Viscosities of irradiated Santowax OMP samples were
also measured in the fused salt bath at M. I. T. over the temperature
range 400 - 8000F by observing the efflux times in semi-micro capillary
viscometers of the Ostwald type.
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TABLE 1. 4
G(gas i) Values from the 610 0 F and 750 0 F
Steady-State-HB Irradiations of Santowax OMPa
a.
b.
DP concentration -40 w/o, HB concentration -33 w/o.
Standard deviations.
molecules of gaseous
G(gas i) = component i produced100 ev absorbed in
the total coolant
Component 6100F Irradiation 750 0F Irradiation
Total gas 0. 037 ± 0. 00 3b 0. 105 ± 0. 008
Hydrogen (H ) 0. 020 ± 0. 002 0. 0 39 ± 0. 00 3
Methane(C1 ) 0. 0057 ± 0. 0005 0. 040 0. 003
Ethane and Ethylene(C 2 ) 0. 0060 ± 0. 0005 0. 018 ± 0. 001
Propane and Propylene (C 3 ) 0. 0026 ± 0. 0003 0. 00 57 ± 0. 0004
Butanes and Butenes (C 4 ) 0. 0011 ± 0. 0002 0.0013 ± 0.0001
Pentanes, Pentenes, 0. 0008 ± 0. 0001 0. 0004 ± 0. 00004
Hexanes, Hexenes (C 5+6)
Benzene, Toluene, 0.0003 ±0.00006 0.0012 ± 0.0001
Xylene (Aromatics)
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Specific heats of irradiated Santowax OMP samples were measured
over the temperature range 400 - 8000F by the Monsanto Research Cor-
poration (Dayton, Ohio), and at the French CEA laboratories at Grenoble,
France. Data were obtained on the thermal conductivity of irradiated
Santowax OMP over the temperature range 400 - 7000F for coolant samples
taken during the irradiation at 610 F, the measurements were performed
at Grenoble.
Table 1. 5 summarizes the results of these determinations. The
densities of all irradiated samples were found to have a linear temper-
ature dependence, and the smoothed values at 0, 30 and 60 w/o DP are
shown for both irradiations at two temperatures of interest to organic
cooled reactor designers: 6000F and 750 0 F. From the table it may be
observed that the densities of samples irradiated at both 6100F and 7500F
agreed quite well with each other, and the densities increased less than
10% as the DP concentration increased from 0 to 60 w/o. The results
obtained generally agreed to within ± 1% with the data reported at other
laboratories (1._20, 1. 21).
Viscosities of all irradiated samples were found to obey the relation
y = aeb/T centipoises (1. 10)
wh ere
a, b are constants
T is the temperature of measurement, 0 R.
over the temperature range of measurement, and the smoothed values
are shown in Table 1. 5. A very strong dependence on the DP concentra-
tion was observed, but a significantly lower increase in viscosity with
increasing DP concentration was found for the 7500F irradiation than for
the 6100F irradiation. The results obtained in general agreed with the
data reported at other laboratories to within ± 5% (1. 22, 1. 23).
The specific heats of irradiated Santowax OMP samples were found
to have a linear temperature dependence, but no dependence on the DP
concentration for both the 6100F and 7500F irradiations. These data
agreed with data obtained at Winfrith, England (1. 24) to ± 2%.
Thermal conductivity measurements have only been performed on
samples of the 6100F irradiation at DP concentrations of 0 and 40 w/o.
A linear temperature dependence of the thermal conductivity data was found,
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TABLE 1. 5
Summary of Physical Properties of Irradiated Santowax OMP
Temperature of Irradiation 610 F 7500F
Temperature of Measurement 6000F 7500F 600 0F 750 0F
Property w/o DP
Density, grams/cc 0 0.870 0.800 0.870 0,800
30 0. 896 0. 830 0. 896 0. 830
60 0.936 0.880 0.938 0.876
Viscosity, centipoises 0 0. 36 0. 23 0. 37 0. 23
30 0.55 0.34 0.55 0.34
60 1.58 0.86 1.03 0.60
Specific Heat, 0 0. 56 0. 60 0. 56 0. 60
cal/(gm)( C) 60 0. 56 0. 60 0. 56 0. 60
Thermal Conductivity, 0 2. 7 2. 4 -- - -
cal/(sec)(cm)(0 C) x 10 4 40 3. 1 2. 9 -- --
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and the thermal conductivities increased up to 20% as the DP concentra-
tion varied from 0 to 40 w/o. These findings are consistent with the
available data on irradiated terphenyl samples (1. 25, 1. 26).
In addition to these physical properties, number average molecular
weights of samples of irradiated Santowax OMP were measured at M. I. T.
using an osmometer. Samples of irradiated coolant and of the HB frac-
tions were dissolved in tetrahydrofuran at molal concentrations between
0. 01 and 0. 1 m. During the 610 0F irradiation the coolant number aver-
age molecular weight increased from a value of 230 (the molecular
weight of the terphenyls) at 0 w/o DP to about 350 at 60 w/o DP. During
the 6100F steady-state-HB irradiation (~40 w/o DP and -33 w/o HB)
the coolant and HB number average molecular weights remained constant
at values of 300 and 690 respectively. During the 750 0 F irradiation the
coolant number average molecular weight increased less rapidly with
increasing DP concentration than during the 6100F irradiation; from
230 at 0 w/o DP to about 340 at 60 w/o DP. During the 750 0F steady-
state-HB irradiation the coolant and HB number average molecular
weights remained constant at values of 285 and 580 respectively.
Measurements of gas solubility in the irradiated coolant were also
performed. The results indicate a gas solubility of
(8 ± 3) x 10- 3(std. cc)/(gm coolant)(psia) during the 6100F steady-state-
HB irradiation and a gas solubility of (3 ± 1) x 10 3(std. cc)/(gm coolant)(psia)
during the 7500F steady-state-HB irradiation.
The coolant melting points were found to decrease with increasing
DP concentration. The 6100F irradiation samples showed an initial
liquidus point and a final liquidus point of 1700F and 340 0 F, respect-
ively, at 0 w/o DP, and an initial liquidus point and a final liquidus
point of 100 0F and 260 0 F, respectively, at 60 w/o DP. During the
7500F irradiation the range of the final liquidus points was about the
same as for the 6100F irradiation, but the initial liquidus point decreased
much more rapidly with increasing DP concentration, reaching room tem-
perature at about 40 w/o DP.
No trend in the carbon-hydrogen ratios of all samples from the 6100F
and 7500F irradiations with DP concentration was observed. The C/H
ratio fluctuated within ± 7% of the value of 15. 4 for pure terphenyls.
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Finally, ash and inorganic content analyses were performed on ir-
radiated Santowax OMP samples by the Monsanto Research Corporation
(Dayton, Ohio). Results of these analyses indicate an ash content of less
than 20 total ppm of aluminum, copper, iron, magnesium, nickel and
silicon. Supplemental measurements of iron, chloride and water content
at Chalk River, Ontario, indicated 2 - 20 ppm, -3 ppm and 10 - 50 ppm
for these contents, respectively. These levels of impurities are generally
lower than the levels which have been maintained in other loop studies and
in the OMRE (1. 3).
1. 5 Heat Transfer Measurements
Heat transfer measurements were performed with the aid of electric
test heaters installed in the out-of-pile section of the loop. The test
heaters were constructed of stainless steel (1/4 inch 0. D. x 0. 020 inch
wall) and were heated by the passage of electrical currents of up to 450
amps A. C. along the tube walls. The coefficients of heat transfer were
based on the temperature differences from the inside wall of the test
heater to the bulk coolant as defined by
Q/A 2
U = (Btu) /(hr)(ft2 o F) (1. 11)
TW - TB
where
(Q/A) is the heat flux into the coolant, Btu/(hr)(ft 2
0T is the average inside wall surface temperature, F
w0
T is the average coolant bulk temperature, F.B
No evidence of any scale formation on the test heater walls was observed
over the entire period of operation of the test heaters (about 20 months).
This absence of any buildup of resistance to heat transfer in the heater
walls over the 20 months of operation of the loop is very encouraging and
is taken to indicate that operation of nuclear reactors using terphenyl
coolants will be facilitated by maintenance of a high level of coolant purity.
In view of the lack of evidence of a fouling film, the coefficient of
heat transfer, U, in Eq. (1. 11) was equated to the film heat transfer coef-
ficient, h .
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The range of variation of the major heat transfer variables involved
is given in Table 1. 6. Correlations of the heat transfer data by means of
TABLE 1. 6
Range of Variation of Major Heat Transfer Variables
During the 6100F Irradiation of Santowax OMP
Heat Flux, Q/A 0 4 - 2 x 105 Btu/(hr)(ft )
Velocity, v 5-25 ft/sec
Heat Transfer Coefficient, U 340-2400 Btu/(hr)(ft2 V F)
Nusselt No. , Nu 80-650
Reynolds No. , Re 8 x 10 3-105
Prandtl No. , Pr 7-32
Viscosity Ratio, p /gW 1. 2-2. 5
the standard dimensionless parameters (Nusselt number, Reynolds number,
Prandtl number) according to a Dittus-Boelter type relation (1. 27), yielded
the following "best" correlation for the data of both the 6100F and 7500F
irradiations:
Nu = 0. 0079 (Re)0. 9 (Pr)0.4 ± 10% (1. 12)
The measured physical properties of the irradiated coolant (evaluated at
the bulk coolant temperature) were used in the dimensionless parameters.
A fouling probe was installed in the out-of-pile section of the loop
during the 750 0F irradiation in order to obtain a more quantitative measure
of the rate of scale formation on heated surfaces. At present, only pre-
liminary measurements have been made, and measuring techniques are
being developed. In future work, quantitative data will be available.
V~riab le RangeRangea le
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CHAPTER 2
EQUIPMENT AND OPERATION
2. 1 Equipment
A complete description of the M. I. T. In-Pile Loop Facility has been
given by Morgan and Mason (2._1). Only a summary description will be
given here.
The loop is constructed entirely of stainless steel and is capable of
operation to 800OF and 600 psig. The design and operating specifications
of the loop are given in Table 2. 1 and a schematic flow diagram of the
loop in Fig. 2. 1. The loop can be conveniently divided into in-pile and
out-of-pile sections for further discussion.
The in-pile section is designed to fit down the axis of the central
fuel element of the MITR from which eight of the normal 16 fuel plates
have been removed. This section consists of a 1-1/4 inch O.D. x 0. 035
inch wall aluminum thimble containing a stainless steel irradiation cap-
sule (7/8 inch O.D. x 0. 035 inch wall) which provides 205 cc of coolant
holdup in the reactor core. Also in the in-pile section are the inlet-outlet
lines, consisting of two annular tubes, which connect the irradiation cap-
sule to the rest of the loop so that a continuous flow of coolant through
the irradiation capsule may be maintained. The aluminum thimble is
used to separate the D 2 0 moderator of the reactor from the hot organic
material in the irradiation capsule and inlet-outlet lines. To monitor
the fast and thermal neutron fluxes in the reactor core while the reactor
and loop are operating, a 5/16 inch O.D. x 0. 035 inch wall aluminum
monitor tube is provided on the outside of the thimble beside the irradia-
tion capsule.
The out-of-pile section (hydraulic console) consists of all loop
components containing coolant which are outside the reactor shield. All
of these components are enclosed in a sheet metal cabinet equipped with
an automatic fire extinguisher because of the flammable nature of the
organic coolant, The equipment contained in this cabinet is listed in
Table 2. 2 (see also the flow diagram, Fig. 2. 1). Under normal operation,
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TABLE 2. 1
Design and Operating Specifications of the M. I. T. In-Pile Loop
Bulk temperature to 800 0F
Loop pressure to 600 psig
Materials of construction Type 304 and 316 stainless steel
Volume of in-core capsule 205 cc
Circulating volume with 5200 cc
600 cc in surge tank
In-pile to out-of-pile volume ratio 0. 04
Circulating flow rate 2 gallons/minute
2-
Maximum test heater heat flux 400, 000 Btu/(hr)(ft2)
Test heater wall temperature to 10000F
Velocity in test heater to 20 ft/sec
In-core capsule located along axis of central fuel element of MITR
Specific dose rate at center 0. 33 watts/gm/MW of reactor power
of reactor to Santowax OMP
Ratio of fast neutron dose rate 0. 37/0. 63
to gamma ray dose rate
~) -)
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TABLE 2. 2
Tabulation of Out-of-Pile Components of Loop
Comprising Hydraulic Console
Component Purpose Description
Surge tank Provides holdup of excess Tank with total volume of
coolant for sampling and 1450 cc and a volume per
for temperature expansion. unit length of 61. 1 cc/in.
Also has gas space in
which evolved gases collect
Filters Remove particulates from Sintered stainless steel
coolant. elements. One filter has
98% removal rating of 55
microns. The other has
element with 98% removal
rating of 2 microns.
Pumps Circulate coolant at rates Two Chempump Model
up to 2 gpm, equivalent to CFHT-3-3/4S canned
20 ft/sec through test rotor stainless steel
heater. pumps. One operating
while other is stand-by.
Flowmeters Measure volumetric rate 3/8 in. Potter turbine-
of coolant flow, type volumetric flowmeter.
Test heater Measures heat transfer 1/4 in. OD x 0. 020 in.
coefficients and maintains wall stainless steel tube
loop temperature. heated by passage of up to
450 amps A.C. through
two sections, each 12 in.
in length. Thermocouples
are welded to test heater
wall for temperature
measurements.
Main loop Remove excess energy Reflux condenser type
coolers introduced during heat using Dowtherm A as
transfer measurements. cooling medium with
water-cooled coil as
condenser.
Sampling Take liquid and gas Liquid sample: taken in
stations samples. stainless steel capsule
through which coolant flows
before sample is collected.
Gas sample: taken in stain-
less steel capsule from
surge tank.
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TABLE 2. 2 (Concluded)
Tabulation of Out-of-Pile Components of Loop
Comprising Hydraulic Console
Component Purpose Description
Feed and dump Melts coolant prior to Tank with total volume of
tank charging to loop and col- 5200 cc and volume per
lects coolant drained from unit length of 223 cc/in.
loop.
3Safety expansion Rapid depressurization of Tank volume - 7 ft
tank loop in case of emergency
involving danger to reac-
tor or personnel.
Pressurizing Provides high pressure Purified nitrogen gas cyl-
system nitrogen gas for pres- inder plus regulators and
surizing loop. valves for control.
Valved off after pressuri-
zation at start of an irrad-
iation.
Valves Control coolant flow. Bellows-sealed stainless
steel valves.
Pressure gages Measure pressure in Diaphragm type pressure
surge tank and feed and probes connected to gages
dump tank. by capillary tubes.
Trace heaters Melt coolant for operation Double glass insulated
of loop. heating tapes.
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only one pump and one flowmeter were used and flow was passed only
through the coarse filter.
In addition to these two sections of the loop there is housed in a
single unit all the necessary instrumentation for the control of the loop
operation.
2. 2 Operation
2. 2. 1 General
Due to space limitations inside the fuel element and thimble, it was
not possible to make calorimetric dose rate measurements with the in-
pile assembly in the thimble in the reactor. For this reason a special
stainless steel thimble was constructed (1-1/4 inch 0. D. x 0. 050 inch
wall) to mock up the perturbation of the neutron spectrum by the in-
pile assembly. Measurements on March 20, 1961, with the Series III
calorimeters formed the basis for the calorimetric measurements be-
fore the insertion of the in-pile assembly for the start of the 610 F
irradiation (2._1). Measurements were again performed from April 22,
1963, to May 15, 1963, with the Series IV calorimeters after the removal
of the in-pile assembly at the end of the 750 F irradiation. These
measurements are discussed in detail in Chapter 3.
Two irradiations of Santowax OMP were performed in the interval
between the calorimetric measurements:- one at 610 ± 100 F and the
501
second at 750 ± 5 F. The temperatures referred to, both here and in
the rest of the report, are those of the coolant in the in-pile capsule in
the reactor, since it is in the in-pile capsule where the coolant is
subjected to irradiation. In the paragraphs that follow, operations com-
mon to both irradiations will be described.
Normally, the MITR operates for about four days at a full thermal
power of approximately 2 MW and is shut down over the weekend. To
match this reactor cycle, the loop was normally raised to operating
temperature Monday mornings by turning on and adjusting the test
heater power just before the reactor was brought up to full thermal
power. Similarly, on Friday evenings the test heater was turned off
when the reactor was shut down and the loop temperature lowered to
0
about 450 F to minimize possible changes in the coolant due to pyrol-
ysis while the reactor was shut down.
1. Loop pressure during both irradiations approximately 100 psig.
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Each irradiation was performed in two distinct phases. At the outset
of both irradiations there was a transient phase of operation, during which
an initial amount of unirradiated Santowax OMP was allowed to degrade with
periodic sampling but no makeup. Following this phase there was a steady-
state-HB phase of operation. The object of this phase was to maintain a
constant high boiler (HB) fraction of about 33 w/o in the coolant and to study
the long-term irradiation effects on the physical and chemical properties
of the coolant. An HB concentration of about 30 w/o has been used as the
basis for organic reactor designs (2._2) but it remains to be demonstrated
that this HB concentration level represents an economic optimum in the
balance between coolant makeup costs and overall plant efficiency. In order
to maintain the HB level, samples containing about 300 grams of coolant
were removed at regular intervals in stainless steel capsules and were
distilled. Each distillate was mixed with fresh Santowax OMP (to replace
the HB removed) and returned to the loop just after the removal of the next
sample to be distilled. In the next two sub-sections, the chronology of
each irradiation will be presented
2. 2. 2 6.10 0F Irradiation
The transient phase of operation of the 610 0F irradiation began on
August 9, 1961. Due to changes in density of the coolant and to sampling,
it became necessary on October 5, 1961, to add fresh Santowax OMP in order
to continue the irradiation. After this addition, the transient operation
was resumed and continued until January 3, 1962, at which time the coolant
contained about 60 w/o degradation products (DP). A period of about one
month followed, during which the coolant composition was gradually changed
from 60 w/o DP to about 40 w/o DP and the HB content lowered to near
33 w/o by coolant withdrawal and addition of unirradiated Santowax OMP.
The first period of steady-state-HB operation began on January 30,
1962, and lasted to March 28, 1962, at which time there was a failure of the
main circulating pump (Chempump). The HB concentration varied somewhat
during this period, which was thus termed the "quasi-steady-state-HB"
period. When the spare pump was put on stream on March 28, 1962, the
fresh Santowax OMP it contained was added to the circulating mass and
the irradiated coolant in the faulty pump removed. The HB content did not
level out at 33 w/o until May 24, 1962, at which time the steady-state-HB
operation was resumed and continued through August 30, 1962.
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From August 30, 1962, to the end of the 6100F irradiation on
October 12, 1962, the HB level was kept below 40 w/o, but strict con-
trol was not maintained on the HB content, so this period was termed
one of interim operation.
A summary of the operation of the loop during the 6100F irradiation
is provided by Table 2. 3, which lists appropriate dates, periods of
reactor operation (in MWH) and DP concentration ranges.
2. 2. 3 7500F Irradiation
Preparations for the 7500F irradiation were not complete on the
weekend of October 12, 1962, when the coolant from the 6100F irradiation
was removed. To allow the reactor to continue operation, the loop was
charged with unirradiated Santowax OMP on October 15, 1962. An
interim period of operation followed for about one month during which
preparations for the 7500F irradiation were completed.
After several flushes and drains with fresh Santowax OMP, the
750 F irradiation was begun on November 26, 1962. During the next
week, rapid drops in the surge tank liquid level indicated that all parts
of the loop had not been completely filled, so additional unirradiated
Santowax OMP was added on December 4, 1962, to start the transient
phase of the 7500F irradiation. On January 10, 1963, a coolant leak
occurred at the sampling position while removing a sample from the
loop, and this leak necessitated a further addition of fresh Santowax
OMP to continue the irradiation. After this addition, the transient opera-
tion was resumed and continued to February 15, 1963, at which time the
coolant contained about 60 w/o DP,
The coolant composition was changed from 60 w/o DP to about 40
w/o DP and the HB content lowered to near 33 w/o during the period Feb-
ruary 15, 1963, to February 26, 1963. On this latter date the steady-
state-HB phase of the 750 F irradiation was begun and continued to the
end of the irradiation on April 18, 1963. Having served for 20 months of
coolant irradiation, the in-pile assembly was removed on the weekend of
April 18, 1963, to allow calorimetric measurements of the dose rate to be
performed.
A summary of the operation of the loop during the 7500F irradiation
is provided by Table 2. 3.
TABLE 2. 3
Summary of Loop Operation During the 6100F and 750 F Irradiations of Santowax OMP
Operation
Series 111-3 calorimetric measurements
Interim to start of 610 0F irradiation
Dates
3/20/61
MWH of reactor
operation
-256 6 a
L F
3/20/61-8/9/61 -2566-0
Accumulated MWH
of reactor operation w/o DP range
-2566 -
-2566-0 --
610 0 F Transient No. 1 8/9/61-10/5/61 0-1623 0-1623 0 to 40
6100F Transient No. 2 10/5/61-1/3/62 1623-3891 1623-3891 33 to 60
Interim 1/3/62-1/30/62 3891-4630 3891-4630 60 to 40
6100F Quasi-Steady-State -HB 1/30/62-3/28/62 4630-6196 4630-6196 -40
Interim 3/28/62-5/24/62 6196-7880 ~6196-7880 -40
6100F Steady-State-HB 5/24/62-8/30/62 7880-10428 7880-10428 _ 40
Interim to end of 6100F irradiation 8/30/62-10/12/62 10428-11538 10428-11538 -40
Interim to start of 7500F irradiation 10/12/62-11/26/62 0-1056 11538-12594 -
Interim 11/26/62-12/4/62 0-253 12594-12847 0 to 10
7500F Transient No. 1 12/4/62-1/10/63 253-1056 12847-13650 10 to 37
Interim 1/10/63-1/14/63 1056-1126 13650-13720 37 to 34
7500F Transient No. 2 1/14/63-2/15/63 1126-2040 13720-14634 34 to 60
Interim 2/15/63-2/26/63 2040-2280 14634-14874 60 to 40
7500F Steady-State-HB 2/26/63-4/18/63 2280-3733 14874-16327 -40
Interim to end of 7500F irradiation 4/18/63 3733-3748 16327-16342 ~40
Series IV calorimetric measurements 4/23/63-5/10/63 0-522 16342-16864 --
a. MWH arbitrarily set to zero at the start of the 610 0 F irradiation.
co
Datesi i i
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CHAPTER 3
CALORIMETRY AND DOSIMETRY
3. 1 Introduction
An important aspect of the work at M. I. T. has been to correlate
changes in the chemical and physical properties of the irradiated Santowax
OMP with the energy absorbed from fast neutron and gamma ray radia-
tions. Previous work at BEPO (3._1) and at the Curtiss-Wright Research
Reactor (3.2) has suggested that fast neutrons are more effective than
gamma rays in degrading the terphenyls, so that a knowledge of both the
total energy deposition rate and the fast neutron and gamma ray fractions
was desirable.
At M. I. T. an extensive radiation calorimetry program, employing
adiabatic calorimeters, was undertaken to determine the fast neutron and
gamma ray dose rates in the in-pile section. Due to space limitations it
was not possible to make calorimetric measurements with the in-pile
section in the reactor, so the first calorimetric measurements were made
on March 20, 1961, before the insertion of the in-pile section into the
reactor, These measurements employed a single calorimeter containing
five separate energy absorbers operated under vacuum conditions. The
measurements were made inside a special stainless steel thimble, con-
structed to mock-up the perturbation of the neutron spectrum by the in-
pile assembly. Measurements could only be made to a reactor power
level of 200 kw and had to be extrapolated to the full reactor power level
(about 2 MW). The detailed design and the results obtained from these
calorimeters have been reported by Morgan and Mason (3._3).
After the removal of the in-pile assembly on April 20, 1963, the
special stainless steel thimble was again inserted into position and the
calorimetric measurements were again performed. A calorimeter of new
and simplified design was employed at this time, allowing the measurements
to be made at full reactor power. The new equipment will be described
in this report.
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In support of the calorimetry program to determine the fast neutron
and gamma ray dose rates in the in-pile section of the loop, foil activa-
tion measurements were made in a monitor tube affixed to the in-pile
assembly at intervals over the whole period of irradiation of Santowax OMP
from August 9, 1961, to April 18, 1963. The major purposes of the foil
measurements were:
1. To provide information on the shape of the neutron energy
spectrum in the in-pile section.
2. To determine the manner in which the neutron flux changed with
continuing use of the fuel element in which the in-pile section
was inserted. This would help determine how to evaluate a
change in the results of the calorimetric measurements made
before the insertion of the in-pile section and after its re-
moval.
3. To provide a check on the fast neutron dose rates as determined
by the calorimetric measurements.
3. 2 Calorimetric Measurements
3. 2. 1 Equipment (3. 4)
A complete description of the calorimeters used before the inser-
tion of the in-pile section (Series III) has been given by Morgan and
Mason (3. 3). The equipment used following the Santowax irradiations
(Series IV) will be described briefly.
Because measurements at full reactor power (about 2 MW) result
in rapid temperature increases in the calorimeter absorbers, automatic
recording equipment was used to measure the absorber and wall temper-
atures. Thus, each absorber was placed in a separate aluminum can and
measurements were made with one absorber at a time. The previous
designs had all absorbers in a single can (3._3). Figures 3. 1 and 3. 2
show the detailed construction of each calorimeter assembly. Each ab-
sorber, cylindrical in shape (1/2 inch in diameter), was enclosed in a
one-inch 0. D. aluminum can. Thermocouples attached to the absorber
and to the inside wall of the can were passed through a length of 1/2 inch
0. D. polyethylene supporting tubing to the recording equipment. Figure
3. 3 shows the recording equipment and the cooling equipment in place on
the reactor top. Figure 3. 4 is a schematic diagram of the vertical
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arrangement of the calorimeter equipment at the reactor. Cooling coils
were placed in a specially constructed upper shield plug to permit cooling
of the calorimeter between measurements.
3. 2. 2 Technique of Measurement
The basic method used was to observe the adiabatic rate of tempera-
ture rise in several materials having widely varying energy absorption
rates due to fast neutrons and gamma rays. The absorbers used in this
work were polyethylene, polystyrene, carbon, beryllium, aluminum and
solid Santowax OMP. The thermal energy generation rate in a material
due to radiation interactions is given by (3._3):
R = K C ( q= watts /gm (3. 1)
where
R7 is the total dose rate absorbed in material)j , watts/gmT
C1  is the specific heat of material j at temperature T,p
cal/(gm)(0 C)
(dT is the adiabatic rate of temperature rise of material),dt q=0
0 F/min
K = 0. 0387 (watt)(min)( 0 C)/(cal)(0 F).
The description and specific heats of the Series IV absorber materials
are given in Section Al. 1.
To perform a dose rate measurement, the calorimeter was cooled
in the upper shield plug to a temperature about 50 - 100F lower than the
ambient reactor temperature and then rapidly inserted into the radiation
zone. Shortly after insertion the temperature of the calorimeter can ex-
ceeded the temperature of the absorber due to thermal contact between the
can and the stainless steel thimble in the reactor, Due to the higher
radiation heating rate in the absorber, however, the absorber temperature
quickly rose to equal and then exceed the temperature of the can (see
Fig. 3. 5). At the point where these two temperatures were equal the
absorber was adiabatic and the desired temperature rise in Eq. (3. 1) was
calculated from the slope of the line showing the absorber temperature.
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3. 2. 3 Method of Determining Fast Neutron and Gamma Ray
Dose Rates
Calculations by Morgan and Mason (._3) have shown that the only
significant radiation sources of heating in the absorbers and in the Santowax
OMP in the in-pile section were gamma rays, slowing down of fast neutrons
and thermal neutron absorptions. Thus it is possible to write for the j th
absorber
R7 [Rh + R + R] watts/gm (3. 2)
where
R7 is the total dose rate measured in thej th absorber, watts/gmT
RZ is the dose rate due to thermal neutron absorption in theth
i nuclide in each absorber, watts/gm
R is the dose rate due to interactions between gamma rays
and the j th nuclide in the absorber, watts/gm
R is the dose rate due to slowing down of fast neutrons byN
the i th nuclide in the absorber, watts/gm.
Of the absorbers used, only aluminum had an appreciable thermal
neutron heating rate. This heating rate has been calculated at 2 - 10%
of the total heating rate in aluminum, depending on the length of time the
absorber was irradiated and the axial position in the reactor core (3._3,
3 4, 35). The calculation procedure for RAl is described in Section Al. 2.th
For the MITR gamma spectrum the gamma ray heating in all ab-
sorbers except aluminum was found to be due primarily to Compton scatter-
ing (see Section Al. 3). In aluminum it has been estimated that approxi-
mately 10% of the gamma ray heating was due to the photoelectric effect.
In view of the uncertainty of the magnitude of this effect and of the effect
of thermal neutron heating, aluminum is no longer used as an integral
part of the calorimetry program. However, the analysis presented in
this section will still include the aluminum absorber, in order to provide
a means of comparison with the results obtained in 1961 before the inser-
tion of the in-pile section into the reactor. The calorimeters used then
did not contain carbon and consequently the gamma ray determinations
3. 10
were based on measurements with aluminum calorimeters. Using the
fact that Compton scattering provides the primary gamma heating rate
in each absorber, the gamma ray dose rate in each absorber, RZ,
C -. 7
may be related to that in carbon, R , by:
. RC Z.
R watts /gm (3. 3)
7 (Z/A) A.
where
thZ. is the atomic charge of the i nuclide in the absorber
z
thA. is the atomic weight of the i nuclide in the absorber.
z
This relation was found to be valid for all absorbers except aluminum
(see Section Al. 3). About a 10% error occurs in assuming Eq. (3. 3) to
be valid for aluminum due to the photoelectric effect in aluminum.
The fast neutron contribution to the total heating rate in an absorber
is given by:
RZ= N. I. (3. 4a)
N g. S_ (E) 4(E) EdE watts /gm (3. 4b)
0 
s
where
N. is the number of atoms /gm of the ith nuclide in the absorber
z
thI. is the neutron energy transfer integral for the i nuclide
z
in the absorber, watts/atom
g. is the average fraction of neutron energy lost per col-
1 th
lision with the i nuclide in the absorber, equal to
2A. /(A. + 1-)2
z z 2S is a conversion factor, (cm )(watt)(sec)/(barn)(ev)
o is the elastic scattering cross section of the i th nuclide
in the absorber, barns
4(E) is the differential neutron flux, neutrons/(cm 2)(sec)(ev)
E is the neutron energy, ev.
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Utilizing Eqs. (3. 3) and (3. 4a), four equations of the form of Eq. (3. 2)
with ZR h = 0 may be written for four of the absorbers (polyethylene,
polystyrene, carbon and beryllium) containing four unknowns: RC and the
scattering integrals IH' C and IBe. (A fifth equation, introducing a fifth
unknown, IAl, may be written for the aluminum absorber if it is included
in the data analysis. The calculation procedure for RAl is given inthisgvni
Section Al. 2). Simultaneous solution of the four equations in four unknowns
involves taking the difference between quantities of similar magnitude,
which results in poor precision for the values of I. so obtained. This
problem was circumvented by using the fact that although values of IH ' IC'
IBe (and IA1) calculated from Eq. (3. 4b) with a knowledge of the neutron
cross sections are dependent on the neutron spectrum used, the ratios
IC HI Be H (and IAl/I H) were found to be essentially independent of the
neutron spectra measured at M. I. T. because the elastic scattering cross
sections of the absorbers have the same general energy dependence (see
Section 3. 3. 2). To increase the precision of the derived values, the ratios
of IC H' Be H (and IAl H) calculated from the measured spectra were
therefore used to eliminate IBe' IC (and IAl) from the equations found by
use of Eq. (3. 3) and (3. 4a) in Eq. (3. 2). In addition, the Santowax OMP
absorber provided more information without increasing the number of un-
knowns, adding still further to the precision. The values obtained for
IC H' IBe H and IAl H were 0.18, 0. 25 and 0. 12 respectively (obtained
from the results of Section 3. 3, 2). Thus for the polyethylene, polystyrene,
carbon, beryllium and Santowax OMP absorbers there resulted equations
of the form
R= a.R + b I watts/gm (3. 5)
T 7 jH I iAl Al(For the aluminum absorber RT in Eq. (3. 5) is replaced by [ R - Rt
The values of a. and b. are given in Table 3. 1.
j C
Using the experimentally determined RST values, R was ex ressed
as a function of IH for each absorber and a least squares analysis was
used to determine the "best" values of R and IH consistent with all the
data. The details of the least squares procedure are given in Section Al. 4.
Figure 3. 6 shows a graphical representation of the determination of the
tbest" values of R and I The aluminum absorber (corrected for
thermal neutron heating) was not included in the least squares analysis
1. See Section Al. 4 for details of the least squares analysis.
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TABLE 3. 1
Constants a. and b. Used for Calorimeter Absorbers
1 _ 1
Absorber aI b , 10-22 atoms / gm
Polyethylene 1. 14 9. 40
Polystyrene 1.08 5.48
Carbon 1.00 0.919
Beryllium 0.886 1.68
Santowax OMP 1. 06 4. 52
Aluminum 0. 964a 0. 263
a. Based on Compton scattering assumption.
and is shown in Fig. 3. 6 for comparison purposes only. The aluminum
curve (which here assumes all Compton scattering) appears to have too
high an intercept, which is consistent with the low value of aAl predicted
from the Compton scattering relation. (There is a significant photo-
electric effect in aluminum; see above.)
3. 2. 4 Results obtained with Series IV Calorimeters (3. 5)
A detailed listing of the results obtained with the Series IV calori-
meters may be found in Section Al. 6. The axial variation of the total
measured dose rates in the stainless steel thimble after the removal of
the in-pile assembly (4/24/63) is shown in Fig. 3. 7 for each of the ab-
sorbers used. At the time these measurements were made, the beryllium
calorimeter was being repaired.
Figure 3. 8 shows the results of the least squares analysis for the
"best" values of R and IH' using the data obtained with the polyethylene,
polystyrene, carbon and Santowax OMP absorbers. The results are
shown in terms of the calculated dose rates to Santowax OMP in the in-
SW SW SWpile assembly, R , R and R . These values are obtained from
CN
the "best" values of R and I by using the data of Table 3. 1:
SW CR , = 1. 06 RC watts/gm (3. 6)
SW 22R = 4. 52 x 10 IH watts /gm (3. 7)N H
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R = R SW + RSW watts/gm (3.8)T y N
The maximum possible errors in the values obtained have been estimated
SW SWSW
as follows: ± 4% for RSW, ± 6% for RSW and ± 3% for RT (see Section
-y NT
Al. 6). The calculated dose rate in Santowax OMP shown in Fig. 3. 8
agreed with the dose rate measured in the Santowax OMP absorber (see
Fig. 3. 7) to within 0. 5% in the core region of the reactor (-12" to + 12"
relative to core center).
Using the procedure given by Morgan and Mason (3.3) the integrated
dose rates to Santowax OMP in the in-pile assembly were obtained. The
rate at which energy is absorbed in Santowax OMP in the in-pile assembly
is given by:
dD L T R SW
d(MWH) = pFT = p T x dL (3.9)
LL 0
where
D is the absorbed energy, watt-hr
MWH is the period of reactor operation, megawatt-hours
p is the organic density, gm/cc
FT is the total in-pile dose rate factor.
(watt) (hr) (cc) (MWH)(gm)
LL is the bottom of the in-pile capsule, relative to the
reactor core center, inches
LT is the top of the in-pile assembly from the reactor core
center, inches
P is the power level of the reactor at the time of measure-
met f SWent of R T megawatts
x is the volume per unit length of the capsule or tubing,
cm/inch.
The period of reactor operation is given by the relation
d(MWH) = P(t) (3. 10)dt
where
t is the physical time elapsed, hours
P is the reactor power level at time t, megawatts.
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The definition of reactor MWH provides a convenient time scale, since no
changes occur in the fuel burnup of the reactor or in the properties of
Santowax OMP when the reactor is down. Both the coolant density, p, and
the in-pile dose rate factor, F were considered as functions of the reactor
MWH.
The quantity FT may be evaluated using the measured volume of the
irradiation capsule and tubing by the relation:
L U RSW L T RSW
F'TRT x 1dL + RT x2 dL (3. 11)
L PILL o 0 LU P
where
x, = 8. 02 cc/inch
x 2 =3. 21 cc/inch
LL = -12 75 inches
LU = + 12. 875 inches
LT may be replaced by oc.
Using these values and graphically integrating Fig. 3. 8, the results shown
in Table 3. 2 were obtained. The in-pile dose rate factor has been divided
TABLE 3. 2
Absorbed Dose Rates in Santowax OMP as Calculated from
Series IV Calorimetric Measurements (4/24/63) with Polyethylene,
Polystyrene, Santowax OMP and Carbon Absorbers
In-Pile Dose Rate Factors, (watt)(hr)(cc)a f =F IF f =F /F f If(MWH)(gm) N N T y y T N 7
T (%) (%)
N b_ 1Y T20.5 ±1.2 35.3 ±1.4 55.8 ±1.8 37 2 63 ±2 0.58 ± 0.04
a. Multiplication by the coolant density gives the absorbed dose rate.
b. Maximum possible error limits.
into the factor due to fast neutrons, F , and the factor due to gamma rays,
F. Also shown is the fast neutron fraction of the dose, fN, the gamma ray
1. A change in fuel burnup would cause a change in the dose rate to
Santowax OMP.
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fraction of the dose, f , and the ratio f /f . The maximim pos-
sible errors are based on the estimates given in Section Al. 6. The
average total dose rate in the core region of the reactor is calculated from
the data of Table 3. 2 as 0. 51 ± 0. 02 watts /gm.
A set of measurements with Series IV calorimeters was performed
over a period of a week, beginning on Monday, 4/29/63, to see whether
there was any measurable difference in dose rate delivered by the reactor
from startup Monday morning to shutdown Friday afternoon. The results
of these measurements are shown in Fig, 3. 9 in the form of calculated
dose rates to Santowax OMP. The absorbers used on each day are in-
dicated above each set of results. The error limits drawn are based
on the estimates given above, but it should be noted that the calorimeters
used were polyethylene, carbon and aluminum for the Monday, Tuesday
and Thursday measurements and polyethylene, polystyrene and carbon
for the Friday measurements. As stated above, the results obtained
SWwith aluminum are expected to give high values of R because of the
photoelectric effect in aluminum. This explains why the Friday results
differ somewhat from the rest of the week's measurements. In spite of
the consistent error in the aluminum absorber, trends may still be ob-
served with its use, and the Monday, Tuesday and Thursday measurements
certainly display no trend. Thus it was concluded that the total dose rate
to Santowax OMP, and the fast neutron and gamma ray fractions of this
dose rate, did not vary significantly over the course of a cycle of reactor
operation.
A final series of measurements was made on Friday, 5/10/63, with
the Series IV calorimeters before the removal of the central fuel element,
2MR11, (the one which had contained the in-pile assembly). The purpose
of these measurements was to check the linearity of absorbed dose in
Santowax OMP with reactor power level. Previous measurements reported
by Morgan and Mason (3._3) were performed at a power level of 100 kw
and extrapolated to full reactor power (approximately 2 MW) so a check
on the linearity of absorbed dose rate with reactor power was deemed
necessary. Figure 3. 10 shows the results of these measurements. Be-
cause the measurements were made in the order of decreasing reactor
power level, and because only about one hour elapsed between each drop
in power level and the calorimetric measurements made at the new power
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level, there existed a significant amount of excess (above equilibrium) de-
layed gamma ray heating. Thus the total dose rates measured at each
power level below the starting point (1. 95 MW) were too large due to the
excess delayed gamma dose rate. An approximate method of treating the
effect of these delayed gamma rays is developed in Section Al. 7. The
corrected dose rates are also shown in Fig. 3. 10, where it may be seen
that the steady-state dose rate does indeed appear to be linear with reactor
power. Error limits are shown for each data point based solely on the
calculated standard deviations in the least squares analysis of the data.
As may be seen the 50 kw data have a large possible error. In spite of
this, the corrected dose rates for the 50 kw measurements were not ex-
pected to be very meaningful as the delayed gamma corrections were
nearly as large as the measured dose rates.
The Series III calorimetric measurements reported by Morgan and
Mason (3_ 3) were obtained at a reduced reactor power level of 100 kw on
Monday mornings a few hours after reactor startup. The delayed gamma
heating was measured with the calorimeters before reactor startup and the
corrected dose rates obtained were extrapolated to full thermal reactor
power (about 2 MW). The data shown in Fig. 3. 10 clearly show the ad-
vantages of measurements made at full power without the need for
extrapolation.
3. 2. 5 Comparison of Series IV and Series III
Calorimetric Measurements
The measurements performed with Series III calorimeters on 3/20/61
before the insertion of the in-pile assembly have been reported by Morgan
and Mason (3._3). Meaningful measurements were performed with only
three Series III calorimeter absorbers: polyethylene, polystyrene and
aluminum. These measurements have also been subjected to the least
squares analysis recently developed for the Series IV calorimeters, and
the detailed results of these calculations are listed in Section Al. 6. The
results are also shown in Fig. 3. 11. A direct quantitative comparison
of Fig. 3. 11 with Fig. 3. 8 is not completely meaningful because of the
aluminum absorber used for the Series III measurements. Corrections
for this fact are described below, but a glance at the two figures does
show that the dose rate at core center had decreased about 10% during
the period 3/20/61 to 4/24/63. Graphical integrations of Fig. 3. 11 were
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performed with the aid of Eq. (3. 11) to obtain the in-pile dose rate
factors F N' F and FT and the fast neutron and gamma ray dose
N y T
fractions f and f . The results of these calculations are summarized
N y
in Table 3. 3. The error limits given are based on estimates of Morgan
TABLE 3. 3
Absorbed Dose Rates in Santowax OMP as Calculated from
Series III Calorimetric Measurements (3/20/61) with Polyethylene,
Polystyrene and Aluminum Absorbers
In-Pile Dose Rate Factors, (watt)(hr)(cc)a f =F/F f =F IF f If
(MWH)(gm) N=N/T f = N y
F N F FT (%) (%)
21. 1± 1. 5 40. 3 ± 2. 5 61. 4 ± 2. 9 34 ± 2 66 ± 2 10. 52 ± 0. 05
a. Multiplication by coolant density gives the absorbed dose rates.
and Mason (3.3). These estimates included errors due to extrapolation of
the measured dose rates, as only the range -10" to + 10" relative to core
center was covered by the measurements.
In order to provide a better comparison of the Series IV calorimetric
dose rates to those obtained with the Series III calorimeters, calculations
similar to those described above were performed with the Series IV
polyethylene, polystyrene, Santowax OMP and aluminum calorimetric
measurements (carbon was left out of the analysis). The replacement of
the Series IV carbon calorimetric measurements by the Series IV alumi-
num calorimetric measurements was done for comparison purposes with
the Series III calorimetric measurements only, as the Series III measure-
ments were performed without a carbon absorber. The results of these
calculations are summarized in Table 3. 4.
Comparison of Tables 3. 3 and 3. 4 shows no statistical change in
fast neutron-gamma ray ratio for the period 3/20/61 to 4/24/63. Since
measurements with the aluminum absorber were known to give a high
gamma ray dose rate due to the photoelectric effect in aluminum, the
fractions of the absorbed dose due to gamma rays and fast neutrons used
in this work were those obtained from the Series IV calorimetric measure-
ments excluding aluminum from the analysis (see Table 3. 2). The total
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TABLE 3. 4
Absorbed Dose Rates in Santowax OMP as Calculated from
Series IV Calorimetric Measurements (4/24/63) with Polyethylene,
Polystyrene, Santowax OMP and Aluminum Calorimeters
(watt)(hr)(cc ajIn- Pile Dose RaterFactors, (MWHgm)
FN F _
183±t1. 1 38.3 1. 5
F T
56. 6 ± 1. 9
N =FN/F T
(%)
32 ±2
f=F /F
f =F/F
(%)
68 ± 2 0. 48 ± 0. 03
a. Multiplication by coolant density gives the absorbed dose rate.
absorbed dose 'rate in Santowa x OMP measured with the Series III calor-
imeters was corrected for the use of an aluminum absorber by the
relation
(RSW)T III corr.
(Sw
S(RSW R T IV using CT III uncorr. (RSW)(RT IV using Al
The corrected total in-pile dose rate factor obtained for the Series
III measurements is shown in Table 3. 5 which provides a summary of
TABLE 3. 5
Comparison of Series III and Series IV Calorimetric Measurements
Measurement Total In-Pile Dose Average Dose Rate Fast Neutron Fraction
Rate Factor, F in Core Region of Dose Rate, fN
(watt)(hr)(cc) watts/gm
(MWH)(gm) watts_/_gm_(%)
Series 111-3 6 0. 5 t 2 . 9b 0. 55 ± 0. 02 3 7  2 a
(3/20/61)
Series IV 55. 8 ± 1. 9 0. 51 ± 0. 02 37 2
(4/24/63) 1 1
a. Best value for entire period of irradiation.
b. Maximum possible error limits.
the results of the Series III and Series IV measurements. It can be seen
that the dose rate to Santowax OMP in the in-pile assembly decreased
about 10% during the period 3/20/61 to 4/24/63.
(3. 12)
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3. 3 Foil Activation Measurements
3. 3. 1 Equipment and Theory
The foil activation program was developed by Sefchovich (3. 6) and
has been described by Morgan and Mason (3.3). Details of the theory
used are given in Sections Al. 8 to Al. 14.
Thermal fluxes were determined by cadmium difference measure-
ments on Co-Al wires, utilizing the relation
(Act) - (Act) 24 2
2 or 2 B Cd x 10 n/(cm )(sec) (3. 13)
where
2 2 0 0  is the 2200 m/sec cross section for Co5, barns
60 .- 1X is the disintegration constant for Co6, mn
T is the irradiation time, min
(Act) B is the bare absolute activity per atom of the irradiated
wire just after being removed from the radiation zone,
dis /sec
(Act)Cd is the cadmium covered activity per atom of the irrad-
iated wire just after being removed from the radiation
zone, dis/sec.
The absolute activities of the irradiated Co-Al wires were determined
by counting with a NaI well-type scintillation crystal of known efficiency,
and the precision of the results has been estimated at ± 8% (see Section
Al. 11 for details of the calculation of the standard deviation).
Epithermal fluxes were determined by assuming a l/E energy de-
pendence from the cadmium cutoff energy (0. 5 ev) through the resonance
region (100-1000 ev). Cadmium ratio measurements were made with
Co-Al and copper wires, and the neutron flux in this region was determined
from
4(E) = 0 (3. 14)
- 2200 a 2 2 0 0  (3, 15)
o (RCd - 1)(T. R. I.)
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00
T. R. I. a + a l E = total resonance (3. 16)
T E c res 1/v E integral
where
4(E) is the neutron flux per unit energy (differential flux)
n/(cm )(sec)(ev)
40 is a constant, n/(cm 2)(sec)
RCd is the cadmium ratio
ares is the resonance cross section, barns
a1/v is the 1/v cross section, barns
Ec is the cadmium cutoff energy (0. 5 ev).
59 63The resonance energies for Co and Cu are given in Table 3. 6 as
120 ev and 570 ev respectively. The cross sections used are tabulated
in Section Al. 9. The irradiated foils were also counted with the Nal
crystal, and the standard deviation of the results was estimated at
± 10% (see Section Al. 11 for details).
Neutron fluxes above 2 Mev were determined by a modification of
the Trice method (3._3). Four threshold detectors were used for the
measurement: sulfur, nickel, magnesium and aluminum; the nuclear
reactions used and the effective threshold energies are given in Table 3. 6.
The absolute count rates of the Ni, Mg and Al wires were determined with
the NaI scintillation crystal, knowing the crystal efficiency for each
species (see Section A1.10 for details). For the sulfur detectors, the ir-
radiated material was dissolved in 2N hydrochloric acid (containing 1 g
per 80 cc (NH ) 3POG as a carrier for the P 32), and the dissolved sample
was placed on a planchet and dried before counting in a GM tube. A
32
simulated P source with a known absolute count rate was used to deter-
mine the absolute count rate of the irradiated sulfur detectors. The
activity of each threshold cetector may be written as
00 00
Act = Na(E)O(E)dE = Nf ~ (E)dE
eff
Eth Eff
= No k(>E ) (3. 17)
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TABLE 3.6
Foils Used for Neutron Flux Measurements
Resonance
or Effective
Flux Detector Form Threshold Energy
Thermal Co 5 9  CoAl wire
Epithermal Co 5 9  CoAl wire 120 ev
Cu 6 3  Wire 570 ev
Fast S 3 2 [S 3 2 (n, p)P 3 2] MgSO 4  3.0 Mev
Ni58[Ni58(n,p)Co58 Cadmium- 2.9 Mev
covered wire
Mg 2 4 [Mg 2 4 (n,p)Na 2 4] Wire 6.3 Mev
Al 27 [A127 (n, a)Na 24 ] Wire 8.1 Mev
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where
N is the number of atoms in the detector
~ eff is an effective step function cross section
E is an effective threshold energy
>E fis the integral neutron flux above Ee.
The cross sections used are tabulated in Section Al. 9. For a first ap-
proximation O(E) was assumed to approximate the Watt fission spectrum
(see Section Al. 8 for details) so that 5 could be determined. Thus for
eff
each detector the integral flux could be determined as
(>E ) Act (3. 18)
eff eff(e
The integral fluxes obtained by this method followed a simple exponential
dependence on energy and so were fit by the method of least squares to
ln 0(>E) = c + dE (3. 19)
and the differential flux was determined by differentiation to be
O(E) = -dec + dE (3. 20)
Using Eq. (3. 20) the values of a were recomputed and an iterative pro-
cess was set up. The iteration was terminated when the values of '
eff
did not change by more than 1% between iterations. The standard devia-
tion in the fast flux determination by this method was estimated to be
± 13% (see section Al. 11 for details).
3. 3. 2 Results
It should be pointed out before the presentation of the results ob-
tained in this work that the results obtained from foil measurements are
quite dependent on the cross section data used in the calculations. Every
effort was made to obtain the best available cross section data for the
isotopes used (usually the most recent), and these data are tabulated in
Sections Al. 9 and Al. 13.
The axial distribution of the thermal neutron flux in the monitor tube
is shown in Fig. 3. 12 for typical runs. Runs R and S and 11 and 13 were
averaged since the time elapsed between the runs was small compared to
the two years of operation with the fuel element. The fluxes shown are all
3. 29
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normalized to a reactor power level of 1 MW (the reactor normally oper-
ated near 2 MW). The change of flux with time is discussed below. The
axial distribution of the differential flux at 120 ev (cobalt resonance) in
the monitor tube is shown in Fig. 3. 13 and the axial variations of the
differential flux at 3. 0 Mev (sulfur) and at 8. 1 Mev (aluminum) are shown
in Fig. 3. 14. Again the data are normalized to a reactor power of 1 MW.
The variation of the neutron flux at a given position with time is
exhibited in Fig. 3. 15 for the flux at the core center. The data are
plotted against the period of reactor operation, in MWH. Zero MWH
corresponds to the startup of the 610 F irradiation of Santowax OMP. As
may be seen from Fig. 3. 15, the thermal flux at the core center appears
to have remained constant over the period of operation, while the resonance
flux at 120 ev, O(E) 1 2 0 ev' appears to have decreased some 15% and the
fast fluxes 4(E) some 30%6 and O(E) some 25%.3 Mev 8. 1 Mev
Morgan and Mason (3._3) have shown that over 90% of the fast
neutrons in the in-pile section come from the central fuel element, which
was not replaced during the two years of irradiation. Surrounding elements
were replaced at intervals to maintain a reasonably constant power distri-
bution over the core. Therefore it is reasonable to expect a change in the
fast flux but not in the thermal flux, since the mean free path for thermal
neutrons in D 20 is very much larger than the slowing down length. The
data are plotted on a convenient scale to show the trend. It appears that
linear decreases in the resonance and fast differential fluxes fit the data
as well as any other manner of decrease.
In order to compare the neutron fluxes in the monitor tube with
those inside the in-pile capsule, a special experiment (run 14, 4/19/63)
was performed just before the removal of the in-pile section. A small
aluminum tube (1/4 inch 0. D.) whose lower end was sealed was inserted
into the stainless steel irradiation capsule from the top of the in-pile
section, and the in-pile section was filled with isopropyldiphenyl to mock
up the effect of the irradiated Santowax OMP in the in-pile section. Co-
balt, nickel and aluminum detectors were attached to lengths of aluminum
wire, and the wires were inserted simultaneously into the monitor tube and
into the aluminum tube with the reactor operating at 500 kw. The results
of this experiment (normalized to a reactor power level of 1 MW) are
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shown in Fig. 3. 16. The results of run 13 (run during the 7500F irrad-
iation of Santowax OMP, 3/28/63) are shown for comparison, and it
appears that the monitor tube measurements of run 14 agree quite well
with those of run 13, with the exception of the 8. 1 Mev flux. However,
as mentioned above, the fast flux was determined with only two detectors
for run 14, (four detectors are normally used) so that the difference seen
may be due to this fact. It appears that the thermal flux in the monitor
tube is some 7% greater than in the capsule. The 120 ev flux is about the
same for the two positions. The flux at 2. 9 Mev (nickel) appears to be
some 10% higher in the capsule than in the monitor tube and the 8. 1 Mev
flux (aluminum) some 7% higher in the capsule center. These data all
indicate somewhat more moderation of the fission neutrons before reach-
ing the monitor tube than before reaching the capsule centerline.
In order to calculate the fast neutron dose rate as measured by
the foil measurements and to facilitate calculation of the fast neutron and
gamma ray dose rates as measured by the calorimeters, it is necessary
to calculate the scattering integrals IIH I Al' Be and their ratios
(see Eq. (3. 4b)). Morgan and Mason (._3) have previously reported that
while the scattering integrals are quite sensitive to the neutron spectrum
used, the ratios of these integrals are quite insensitive to the neutron
spectrum used (for any reasonable spectrum). Figure 3. 17 shows typi-
cal neutron spectra obtained at the core center in the monitor tube. As
can be seen, there is a gap between 570 ev and 2. 9 Mev over which no
foil detectors were available to measure the neutron flux. Two sets of
calculations were thus made:
1. Spectrum type I. The flux between 120 ev and 0. 4 Mev was
assumed to have a 1/E behavior. Above 1. 5 Mev the measured
fast spectrum was used [0 (E) = -dec + , see Eq. (3. 20)] In
the region between 0. 4 and 1. 5 Mev a joining spectrum of the
type O(E) = pEq was used.
2. Spectrum type II. The flux between 120 ev and 1. 5 Mev was
assumed to be of the form O(E) = pEq [q will be close to -1]
The measured fast spectrum was used above 1, 5 Mev. This
latter case is the one shown in Fig. 3. 18.
A comparison of spectrum types I and II is given in Fig. 3. 18 for the data
of run 13. It was found that the lower limit on the scattering integral
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could be set at 0. 01 Mev with a negligible change in the result. Thus,
4
only the spectrum above 10 ev was of interest.
Another problem in the calculation of the scattering integrals is
the choice of neutron cross sections. The cross section data used are
given in Section Al. 13. For hydrogen and aluminum, the total cross
sections (which equal the elastic scattering cross sections in the energy
range of interest) were used. Carbon undergoes inelastic scattering
interactions above 5 Mev, but preliminary tests showed that the difference
in the values of I calculated from the use of the total cross section or
the elastic scattering cross section was less than 2%. The total cross
section was used since inelastic scattering presumably contributes some-
thing (not necessarily the same as elastic scattering) to the fast neutron
heating rate. Beryllium has an (n, 2n) reaction above 2 Mev which con-
tributes to the total cross section. The elastic scattering cross section
was used for Be, and it was assumed that the (n, 2n) reaction was a neg-
ligible contributor to the fast neutron heating rate in Be. In any event
preliminary calculations indicated that use of the total cross section in-
stead of the elastic scattering cross section increased the calculated
total heating rate in Be only about 3%.
Table 3. 7 shows the effect (using a typical measured spectrum) of
TABLE 3.7
Comparison of Scattering Integrals and Ratios Based on
Neutron Spectrum Type L and Neutron Spectrum Type II
(Based on Foil Run 11, 2/28/63 at Two Inches Above Core Center)
watts i 24Neutron Spectrum IH' am 10 C AlH B H1
___ __ __ atom__ CH Al__ Be H
I(1/E to 0. 4 Mev) 1. 81 ..190 . 125 . 261
I(l/E 94 to 1. 5 Mev) 2. 10 .183 .118 .251
Spectrum type I and Spectrum type II on the scattering integral calcula-
tions. Although IH changed by 15%, the ratios changed by only 4%. With
no experimental data between 570 ev and 2. 9 Mev, it was felt that spectrum
type II (Eq with q usually between -0. 95 and -1. 0) provided the better re-
presentation of the measured spectra, so that the rest of the results are
presented for calculations using spectrum type II.
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Table 3. 8 shows the variation of the scattering integral ratios with
position relative to core center for a typical measured spectra. It can be
seen that while IH varied over several orders of magnitude, the ratios of
the scattering integrals were only slightly affected. For each run for
which scattering integral calculations were made, an average of the
scattering integral ratios over the axial positions was calculated. More
weight has been given to the scattering integral ratios obtained for the
core region (-12" to + 12") than the reflector region in calculating the
averages, since about 95% of the dose rate delivered to the coolant came
from the core region. These average values are shown in Table 3. 9 for
various foil runs spanning the period of operation with the in-pile section.
It can be seen that the scattering integral ratios did not have any signifi-
cant variation with time, and so the values used for the calorimetry runs
were taken as
IC /IH = 0. 18
IAl /IH = 0. 12
IBe /IH = 0. 25
A plot of the calculated fast neutron dose rate in Santowax OMP
(4. 52 x 1022 H) using the values of IH calculated from two sets of foil
measurements is given in Fig. 3. 19. The in-pile dose rate factor due
to fast neutrons, FN, has been calculated for runs R (3/26/62) and 13
(3/28/63) for comparison with the calorimetric measurements. The
results obtained using the procedure outlined in Section 3. 2. 4 and the
data of Fig. 3. 19 are tabulated and compared with the calorimetric
measurements in Table 3. 10. It can be seen that the foil measurements
made in the monitor tube yield results which are about 15% lower than
those obtained by calorimetric measurements. Part of this difference
may be explained by the fact that the fast fluxes obtained in the monitor
tube were apparently lower than those in the capsule center by about
10% (see Fig. 3. 16). The neutron flux in the capsule should be more
representative of the dose rate to Santowax OMP. In addition the fast
neutron fluxes are estimated to be accurate only to ± 13% and so agree
with the calorimetric results within the experimental error.
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TABLE 3.8
Variation of Scattering Integral Ratios with Axial Position
(Based on Foil Run 13, 3/28/63)
Position relative
to core center,
inches
-9
-4
+2
+8
+13
+17
+22
+27
IH
watts/atom X
1.66
2.05
2.15
1.79
0.53
0.12
0.018
0.006
10 2 4 IC/ IH
.183
.183
.182
.183
.180
.179
.181
.179
IAl/IH
.119
.118
.118
.118
.116
.115
.117
.115
IBe H
.250
.250
.249
.250
.246
.246
.249
.246
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TABLE 3. 9
Average Scattering Integral Ratios Obtained
for Various Foil Activation Runs
Run Date IC/I H IAl IH IBe /IH
J-K 8/4/61 .186 .121 .256
R 3/26/62 .183 .118 .251
4 8/18/62 .181 .117 .248
10 1/29/63 .183 .119 .251
11 2/28/63 .183 .118 .251
13 3/28/63 .182 .118 .250
14
(Capsule) 4/19/63 .184 .119 .252
(Monitortube) 4/19/63 .184 .119 .252
Average .183 .118 .251
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TABLE 3. 10
Comparison of the In-Pile Dose Rate Factor for Fast Neutrons
Obtained by Foil Measurements and Calorimeter Measurements
Measurement Date FN, (watt) (hr)(cc) / (MWH) (gm)a
Calorimeter Series 111-3 3/20/61 21.1 ± 1. 4b
Calorimeter Series IV 4/24/63 20. 5 ± 0.6c
Foil Run R 3/26/62 18 ± 3
Foil Run 13 3/28/63 17 ± 3
a. Multiplication by the coolant density gives the absorbed dose rate.
b. Based on measurements with polyethylene, polystyrene and
aluminum absorbers.
c. Based on measurements with polyethylene, polystyrene, Santowax
OMP and carbon absorbers.
3. 4 Calculation of the Specific Dose Absorbed in Santowax OMP
In Section 3. 2. 4 the rate at which energy was absorbed in Santowax
OMP in the in-pile assembly was given as
dD
d(MWH) = pFT (watt) (hr)/MWH (3. 21)
The change of density with reactor MWH is given in Section A4. 3. Based
on the calorimetric measurements of FT on 3/20/61 and 3/24/63 and the
linear time dependence of the fast neutron fluxes found by the foil measure-
ments, the variation of FT with reactor MWH is given in Fig. 3. 20. A
linear decrease with MWH was assumed for FT' and the maximum possible
error limits were estimated as ± 4% (based on errors in the two sets of
calorimetric measurements).
The energy deposited in the in-pile assembly is, in effect, absorbed
by the whole circulating mass of coolant in the loop, M oop. This circu-
lating mass was defined for convenience as (see Section A2. 5 for details):
S M=M , M >>M (3.22)loop oo
where
M is a reference (constant) amount of circulating mass
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M is the relative amount of circulating mass, arranged so that
M = 0 at the time when the mass in the loop during an ir-
radiation was a minimum,
Thus the specific dose absorbed by the coolant was defined as
dT pFT
d(MWH) : (M + M')
where T is the specific dose in watt hr/gm.
The variation of M with reactor MWH is given in Section A2. 5.
specific dose absorbed by the coolant in the loop was thus
(3. 23)
The
pFT d(MWH)
(M 0 + M
1MWH2
A 
- MWH 
I
watt-hr/gm (3. 24)
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CHAPTER 4
COOLANT COMPOSITION AND STABILITY
4. 1 Introduction
When Santowax OMP is subjected to the effects of high temperature
and irradiation, a complex mixture of degradation products results. It
is very difficult, if not impossible, to determine all of the components
comprising the irradiated mixture, but these components can be clas-
sified into four general divisions (4.). These are:
1. Ortho-, meta- and para-terphenyls. The terphenyls compose
over 98 w/o of the unirradiated material, and in this report
the combined terphenyl content will be denoted by w/o omp.
2. High boilers (HB). This part of the coolant is composed of
materials having boiling points higher than that of p-terphenyl
and having molecular weights ranging from 230 (that of the ter-
phenyls) to about 3000. The formation of these materials is
the predominant and most important process occurring in the
degradation of the terphenyls because of the pronounced effects
of the HB on the coolant physical properties, particularly the
viscosity.
3. Low and intermediate boilers (LIB). These liquid constituents
have boiling points less than or equal to those of the terphenyls
and have molecular weights of the order of 230. Probably no
serious effect on the coolant properties results from the LIB
fraction.
4. Non-condensable gases. Hydrogen, methane, ethane, ethylene
and other saturated and unsaturated hydrocarbons of low molecular
weight are the principal constituents. These gases dissolve to
some extent in the irradiated coolant at the temperatures and
pressures of the loop operation. Morgan and Mason (4._1) point
out that the distinction between non-condensable gas and low
boiler is not always clear.
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In discussing the irradiated coolant composition, some laboratories
refer only to the HB content of the coolant (42, 4.3, 4. 4), but it has
been found convenient to describe the coolant irradiated at M. I. T. by the
degradation product content as well (41). The degradation product (DP)
concentration is defined to be (100 - w/o omp) and differs from the HB
concentration by the amount of LIB in the coolant.
Previous work (4.5, 4.6, 4 7, 4. 8, 4 9) has indicated that in
spite of the complex mixture of degradation products formed during the
irradiation of terphenyls, reasonably good correlations can be made
between either the HB concentration (w/o) or the terphenyl concentration
(w/o) in the irradiated mixture and the absorbed radiation dose in the
mixture. Experiments have also indicated that different types of radia-
tion produce different rates of damage to the coolant (4._3, 4. 5, 4. 9)
(referred to as the LET effect). In addition, if the temperature is high
enough, pyrolysis may play a significant role in the coolant decomposition
(4._10, 4. 11, 4. 12, 4. 13).
At M. I. T. only fast neutrons and gamma rays produce a significant
radiation dose in the coolant (see Section 3. 2). Thus the major variables
considered in the analysis of the data were:
1. The coolant composition, measured both as weight fraction terphen-
yls and as weight fraction HB.
2. The absorbed specific dose and its fractions of fast neutron
and gamma ray doses.
3. The coolant irradiation temperature.
The weight fraction of each of the terphenyl isomers in a given
sample was determined by gas chromatography with an F and M Model
500 chromatograph with a Model 1609 flame ionization detector. The
details of the column conditions are given in Section A2. 1. Analyses were
also performed by the Monsanto Research Corporation (Everett, Mass.)
as a check, and the results of the analyses on all samples of the 6100F
and 750 0F irradiations are tabulated in Section A2. 3. During the steady-
state-HB periods the HB concentration was determined by distillation of
300 gram samples. The details of the distillation conditions and HB
1.F and M Research Corporation Avondale Pa.
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concentration calculations are given in Section A2. 2. HB analyses are
tabulated in Section A2. 3. Mass spectrographic analyses of radiolytic gas
samples from both irradiations were performed by Petroleum Analytical
Research Corporation (Houston, Texas), and the data are tabulated in
Section A2. 4.
4. 2 Liquid Degradation - Theory
For each of the terphenyl isomers empirical rate equations may be
written, having the form
dC.
~d= n Cn (4. 1)
where
i refers to a particular component
n is the reaction order
k is the reactor constant
C is the weight fraction of the component
,r is the specific dose delivered to the coolant, given by
Eq. (3. 24).
The stability of a particular component in the coolant may be defined
simply as kni n the reactor constant, but two other stability terms will
also be employed. G(-i), by which radiation chemistry results are fre-
quently reported, is defined as
G(-i) = molecules of component i degraded (4 2)100 ev absorbed in the total coolant
This parameter is -dC. /dT multiplied by 2680/A. (molecules)(watt)(hr)/
(100 ev)(gram of componenti ), where A. is the molecular weight of com-
ponent i. In the field of organic reactor coolant technology it has been
conventional to use the molecular weight of the unirradiated material
(terphenyl = 230) for A. even when i does not refer to this material
(4._5). Using this convention there results
dC.
G(-i) = -11. 65 d = 11. 65k [ Cg n (4. 3)
The second stability term to be defined is G (-z) (4. 1):
G *(i) = G(-i) (4.4)
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Assuming that the dose given to component i is proportional to the con-
centration of i in the coolant, which should be true as long as the carbon-
hydrogen ratio of the various liquid organic components is fairly
constant (Section 5. 9 has shown that it is), G*(-i) has an interesting
interpretation (4.1):
G molecules of component i degraded (4. 5)
100 ev absorbed in component i
During transient periods of operation the circulating coolant mass
varied due to sampling and dilution (the addition of fresh coolant to the
loop). Figure 4. 1 shows the variation of circulating coolant mass with
MWH of reactor operation for the transient periods of the 610 F irradia-
tion as an example. The data are based on calculations given in Section
A2. 5 and assume no loss of mass due to gas formation. As may be seen,
the change in mass during this period was about 8%. The variation of the
0in-pile dose rate factor over the transient periods of either the 610 F or
750 F irradiations was less than 2% (see Section 3. 4) and the maximum
variation of coolant density during the transient periods less than 7%
(see Section 5. 2). Thus, the specific dose delivered to the coolant as
given by Eq. (3. 24) may be approximately integrated for periods between
dilutions as
F p
T. - = *- (MWH. -MWH.) (4. 6)
+1 J M9 + M7 7+1 70
where
th
refers to the j sample (or other loss of material)
stj+1 refers to the j+ s sample (or other loss of material)
+ 1
M +M is the circulating coolant mass in the loop (M>>M ).
M gives the variation of circulating coolant mass above
an arbitrary level, M.
p is the average coolant density during the interval j to
j+1
F is the average in-pile dose rate factor during the inter-
val j to j+ 1 (see Section 3. 4).
Since the coolant circulating mass does not vary greatly, the absorbed
specific dose is nearly proportional to the reactor MWH. Also, during
,54001
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transient periods, Eq. (4. 1) may be integrated to yield
C1-n
n n
-k. ' + a =(4.7)
1n C. n= 1
where
a represents a constant of integration.
These linear relations between T and a transformed concentration variable
allow the experimental data to be treated by the method of weighted least
squares. The details of the statistical analysis involved are given in
Sections A2. 6 and A2. 7. Once a "best" value of k. is obtained by a
least squares analysis, the stability criteria G(-i) and G (-i) may be
calculated directly for a given component concentration by Eqs. (4. 3)
and (4. 4).
During steady-state-HB operation, the G(-i) criterion may be
written as (see Eqs. (3. 24) and (4. 3)):
G(-i) = -11. 65 MdCi (4. 8)
Fpd(MWH)
The coolant density remained quite constant during these periods (see
Section 5. 2). Due to continual sampling and dilution the circulating coolant
mass in the loop was subject to small fluctuations. Figure 4. 2 shows as
an example the circulating coolant mass as a function of reactor MWH
during the 610 0F irradiation steady-state-HB period; on a time average
basis, the circulating coolant mass may be considered as constant. The
variation of the in-pile dose rate factor F during any steady-state-HB
period was less than 1% (see Section 3. 4). Thus Eq. (4. 8) may be
approximated by
d(MC)
G(-i) = -11. 65 M(4. 9)
Fpd(MWH)
where the bars denote averages over the steady-state-HB period. The
quantity d(MCg ) may be considered as the disappearance of a differential
number of grams of component i and may be equated to the differential
makeup by
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-d(MCg) = d(makeup.) + 6 (4. 10)
where 6 is a correction for the fact that the makeup rate may not be
exactly equal to the disappearance rate. This would be manifested
through a change in concentration in component i during the steady-state-
HB period.
The concentration of the species under consideration is not exactly
constant during the steady-state-HB period but varies as shown
schematically in Fig. 4. 3. In both the 6100F and 750 0F irradiations
0
sample.f dilution j
Reactor MWH
Figure 4. 3 Schematic Concentration Variation During Steady-State-HB
Periods
the sampling frequency was adjusted to keep the peak-to-valley difference
at about 2 w/o for the HB and DP concentrations. Thus, the concentra-
tion level was considered approximately constant, and the stability cri-
terion G(-i) was considered constant during steady-state-HB operation.
Integration of Eqs. (4. 9) and (4. 10) therefore yields
G(-j) = 11. 65 [net grams of i makeup + A(
Fi[ MWH 2 -MWH 1 ]
A M C -M2 C2 (4. 12)loop i loop z
where
1 refers to the start of the steady-state-HB period
2 refers to the end of the steady-state-HB period.
4. 9
*
The G (-i) criterion is still given by Eq. (4. 4), where the value of C.
used is the loop average value over the period, Note that the loop average
value of C. is not, in general, equal to the average of the concentrations
in the samples removed, since the samples are removed at the bottoms
of the saw-tooth shown in Fig. 4. 3. The calculation of the peak-to-valley
difference, and hence the difference between the loop average and sample
average concentrations, may be made using the calculated values of
G(-i) from Eq. (4. 11) or by performing a mass balance on the system at
the time of dilution with unirradiated material (see Section A2. 10).
4. 3 Corrections for Out-of-Pile Pyrolysis
The theory discussed in Section 4. 2 will yield values of G and G
due to the combined effects of radiolysis and pyrolysis. At present, it
is difficult to tell whether the combined effects of radiolysis and pyroly-
sis on terphenyls can be computed from the individual effects or not
(4. 15) but it is possible to correct the data obtained at the M. I. T. loop
for out-of-pile pyrolysis, since radiation and high temperatures act
together only in the in-pile capsule.
The details of the pyrolysis corrections are given in Section A2. 9.
Data taken at other laboratories (4. 11, 4. 12) were used to calculate the
pyrolysis rates of the terphenyl isomers. The contribution of out-of-
pile pyrolysis to the degradation of terphenyls at 6100F was found to be
negligible. At 7500F the out-of-pile pyrolysis was found to contribute
about 10% to the terphenyl degradation. ietpAeyI
Briefly, during the transient periods the concentration of each com-
ponent in an irradiated sample was raised by an amount calculated to be
due to out-of-pile pyrolysis. During the steady-state-HB period, the
lr-h e-yl
calculated number of grams of each~component pyrolyzed in the out-of-
pile section was subtracted from the number of grams of makeup in
Eq. (4. 11).
4. 4 6100F Irradiation Liquid Degradation Results
4. 4. 1 Transient Periods
The results from the transient periods of operation are quite de-
pendent on the value used for the mass of circulating coolant in the
4. 10
loop (see Eq. (4. 6)), or, in other words, on M 0 since M is defined by
**
M = M + M , M >>M* (4.13)loop o o
This consideration is of great importance in interpreting the results of
the transient periods, since it has been shown in Section A2. 5 that the
circulating coolant mass is subject to a sizeable discrepancy depending
upon how the value of the mass was obtained. It should be pointed out
that the problem of obtaining an accurate value for the circulating coolant
mass is a difficult one for any circulating system which has a number of
pieces of auxiliary equipment and a gas-liquid interface. The two main
methods used to obtain the circulating coolant mass during the transient
period were:
1. A calculation of the type described by Morgan and Mason (4._1)
at the end of the first transient period. For this calculation
the volume of each section of the loop was assumed filled with
coolant, and from the knowledge of the coolant density and the
temperature profile around the loop, the mass in the loop was
calculated. Some correction was made for dead-end lines in
which not much circulation was assumed to occur.
2. The same type of calculation as described in 1. made during the
steady-state-HB period. From a knowledge of the coolant masses
removed and added to the loop, the circulating mass in the loop
at the end of the first transient period was calculated.
These two methods gave results for the circulating coolant mass at the
end of the first transient period of 4400 gm and 3700 gm (see Section A2. 5
*
for details). Since M was equal to zero at this time, M = M at the
loop o
end of the first transient period. This discrepancy has not yet been re-
solved, but much useful investigation may still be pursued with the
transient period data, such as an investigation of the kinetics of terphenyl
degradation, since these studies are insensitive to the circulating coolant
mass assumed.
Table 4. 1 shows the variation of the terphenyl isomer concentrations
during the two transient periods of operation with the convenient time
scale of reactor MWH. As stated previously, the absorbed specific dose
is nearly proportional to the reactor MWH in each transient period. These
TABLE 4.1
Terphenyl Concentration During the Transient Periods of the 610*F Irradiation
Sample Terphenyl Concentration, w/o o:m:p Biphenyl, Reactor
Number Ortho-* 3  Meta-* 3  Para-* 3  Total omp Ratio w/o MWH
1L1 6a 10.7 64.8 24.6 100.1 1:6.1:2.3 - 0
1L27 10.5 59.1 20.4 90.0 1:5.6:1.9 0.2 250
1L35 9.4 54.8 22.2 86.4 1:5.8:2.4 0.2 392
1L37 9.4 54.5 22.3 86.2 1:5.8:2.4 0.3 400
1L42 8.6 50.2 20.2 79.0 1:5.8:2.3 0.4 643
1L50 7.3 47.8 17.8 72.9 1:6.5:2.4 0.2 930
1L51 7.5 44.6 19.3 71.4 1:5.9:2.6 0.3 1076
1L52 7.5 42.3 17.0 66.8 1:5.6:2.3 0.3 1174
1L59 6.6 38.2 17.7 62.5 1:5.8:2.7 0.3 1472
1L62 6.3 37.4 16.2 59.9 1:5.9:2.6 0.3 1621
End of Transient No. 1
1L63 6.7 41.2 18.7 66.6 1:6.1:2.8 0.2 1659
1L66 6.8 39.4 17.8 64.0 1:5.8:2.6 0.3 1793
1L74 6.1 37.8 16.6 60.5 1:6.2:2.7 0.3 2164
1L82 5.6 34.4 15.1 55.1 1:6.0:2.6 0.3 2529
1L91 5.3 32.4 13.5 51.2 1:6.1:2.6 0.3 2869
1L92 5.3 31.9 14.5 51.7 1:6.0:2.7 0.4 2879
1L99 4.7 30.1 13.2 48.0 1:6.4:2.8 0.3 3215
1L111 4.3 24.8 11.7 40.8 1:5.8:2.7 0.4 3621
1L116 4.1 26.2 11.2 41.5 1:6.4:2.7 0.3 3839
1L118 4.1 25.1 10.4 39.6 1:6.1:2.5 0.3 3887
End of Transient No. 2
a. Not included in analysis due to sampling difficulties during first week of operation. I.
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data are also plotted in Figure 4. 4 along with the analyses performed by
the Monsanto Research Corporation (Everett, Mass. ). In general, the
agreement between the results is good, with the exception that the Mon-
santo analyses tend to yield higher analyses for m-terphenyl, and lower
analyses for p-terphenyl. The use of a slightly impure m-terphenyl
standard by Monsanto was responsible for this apparent difference.
Using Eqs. (4. 6) and (4. 7), weighted least squares treatments of
the data obtained at M. I. T. have been performed with the following para-
meters:
1. Weighting of the transformed concentration variables (C1-n or
1nC) assuming two cases: (a) the relative error in the measured
concentration (AC/C) is constant and (b) the absolute error in
the measured concentration (AC) is constant. 1
2. Values of M0 of 4400 and 3700 gm (see Eq. (4. 6)).
3. Reaction orders of 0, 1, 2 and 3.
A statistical test based on the desire for a minimum root-mean-
square deviation of the data points from the assumed correlation showed
no preference for either of the assumed weightings. However, an error
analysis of the terphenyl concentration data (see Section A2. 1) indicated
that the relative error in the measured concentrations was constant for
all samples, so that the results will be presented assuming the relative
error to be constant.
Although the magnitudes of the reaction constants, k ,n obtained
from the parameter survey depend directly on the value used for M 0 , a
comparison of different reaction orders with each other was found to be
insensitive to the values of M used, so the discussion which follows is
based on the higher value of M of 4400 gm. The variation of the circu-
lating coolant mass in the loop for the transient periods of the 610 0 F
irradiation is shown in Fig. 4. 1 on this basis.
1. Implied in the method of least squares is the assumption that
the random error in the dependent variable, C, is much larger than the
error in the independent variable, r. Errors in - due to errors in the
circulating coolant mass are consistent errors. It is felt that the cri-
terion for the least squares analysis is satisfied.
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The most convenient way to present the results of the reaction order
parameter survey is through the reaction constants k in. and Table 4. 2
presents the results in this fashion. It is quite difficult to state unequivo-
cably which is the "Ibest" reaction order, n. Figure 4. 5 makes this point
more clear; plotted is the total terphenyl concentration versus the calcu-
lated absorbed dose (based on M = 4400 gm) for the first transient
period with the various least squared rate laws drawn through the data
points. It can be seen that the 95% confidence limit envelope (based on
n = 1) encompasses both the n = 0 and n = 2 curves. The same conclu-
sions may be drawn from similar plots for the individual isomers for
both transient periods of the 610 0 F irradiation.
One statistical argument to determine the "best" reaction order
consists of accepting as giving the "best fit" the value of n which yields
the minimum relative standard deviation in the reaction constant (4_5).
On the basis of this test the data of Table 4. 2 indicate in all cases but
one that the "best fit" is given by the first order rate law. However, this
statistical argument cannot be regarded as conclusive.
A closer inspection of the results in Table 4. 2 reveals some inter-
esting facts. If the rate law model (Eq. (4. 1)) is valid, the reaction con-
th
stant for the i component, k i n' should not in any way depend on the
concentration of the i th component. However, there does appear to be a
concentration dependence for ki n for some values of n. Noticing that
the o:m:p ratio in the samples obtained during each transient period
remained statistically constant (see Table 4. 1) it is possible to use
Eq. (4. 1) to investigate under what conditions there will be solutions
which have a constant ratio of the concentrations of component i to com-
ponentj . It is easy to show that the condition for constant o:m:p ratio is
[(C :C :C ) 1-n = k :k :k (4. 14)
o m p7=0 ~ o, n m, n p,n (414
where the concentrations are the initial concentrations (at -r = 0), and
o refers to ortho-terphenyl
m refers to meta-terphenyl
p refers to para-terphenyl
Table 4. 3 shows the ratios of the reaction constants from Table 4. 2 and
the o:m:p ratio of the terphenyl in the coolant which would be necessary to
produce those ratios according to Eq. (4. 14). For zero, second and
4. 15
TABLE 4.2
Reaction Constants Calculated from Data of the Transient Periods
of the 610*F Irradiation
Period
Transient
No. 1
Transient
No. 2
Re action
Order
-0
1
2
3
0
1
2
3
Reaction Constants (-k n in gm
Ortho-4
3
0.22±0.05 6 b
2.9
38.0
470.0
0.1
2.2
41.0
750.0
± 0.59
± 6.5
± 7 5.0
1±0.010
± 0.12
± 3.7
± 110.0
1.3
2.8
6.0
13.0
0.66
2.1
6.3
19.0
± 0.16
± 0.27
± 0.62
± 1.7
±0.094
i0.29
i 1.1
i±4.2
coolant /watt-hr X 10 2
Para-4
3
0.33
1.8
9.5
50.0
0.31
2.2
15.0
100.0
i±
i±
i±
i±
i
±
i±
i±
0.15
0.81
4.3
24.0
0.034
0.23
2.1
20.0
Total
omp
1.9± 0.19
2.6 ±0.17
3.5± 0.23
4.6 ± 0.46
1.1± 0.10
2.1 ± 0.19
4.0 ± 0.51
7.5 ± 1.4
a. Based on a circulating coolant mass constant M = 4400 gm.
b. 95% confidence limits based on scatter in data only. Standard
deviations are approximately one half the errors quoted.
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TABLE 4.3
Comparison of the Ratio of Reaction Constants for
Terphenyl Isomers with Terphenyl o:m:p Ratio
Ratio of Reaction Constants
Reaction Order Required o:m:p Ratioa k :km,n :kp,n
Transient No. 1
0 1: 5.8: 1.5 1: 5.8 : 1.5
1 1: x : y 1: 0.96 :0.61
2 1: 6.2: 4.0 1: 0.16 :0.25
3 1:6.1:3.1 1:0.027:0.106
o:m:p ratio found 1: 5.9: 2.4
Transient No. 2
0 1: 5.9: 2.8 1: 5.9 :2.8
1 1: x : y 1:0.95 :1.02
2 1:6.5: 2.7 1:0.15 :0,38
3 1:6.4: 2.7 1:0.025:0.14
o:m:p ratio found 1: 6.1: 2.7
a. Required to satisfy ratio of k values and observed constant o:m:p ratio.
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third order rate mechanisms, the rate constants calculated from the ex-
perimental data and the observed constant o:m:p ratio are compatible
only for the initial o:m:p ratio used. However, the rate constants are,
by definition, independent of concentration, and it is considered highly
improbable that the initial concentrations of ortho-, meta- and para-
terphenyl actually employed just happened to be those needed to satisfy
Eq. (4. 14). Since Eq. (4. 14) for the observed constant o:m:p ratio has
only one case in which the reaction constants are not concentration de-
pendent, that of n = 1, the results of Table 4. 3 give a strong argument in
favor of a first order description of the data.
It has been decided to describe the 6100F irradiation data by first
order kinetics for several reasons. The statistical and physical reasons
are stated above. In addition, it can be seen from Fig. 4. 5 that the first
order model is at least as good as the other models allowed by Eq. (4. 1).
Finally, because the first order rate constants appear to be statistically
equal for the individual terphenyl isomers (see Table 4. 2), the linearity
of the first order equation allows a consistent model; that is, the sum of
the rate expressions for the terphenyl isomers yields exactly the same form
of expression for the total terphenyl concentration. For second and third
order mechanisms, the sum of the rate expressions for the individual
isomers does not form a simple second, or third, order expression of
the form of Eq. (4. 1).
Because of the choice of a first order model the stability parameter
G (-i) takes on an additional meaning, for it is just the first order rate
constant (multiplied by a conversion factor) for component i and is in-
dependent of concentration. Table 4. 4 gives the G (-) values for the
610 F irradiation transient period data based on a first order model and
a value of M = 4400 gm quoted above. The error limits quoted are
maximum possible errors and include errors in the scatter of the data. in
the circulating coolant mass and in the in-pile dose factor F (see Section
3. 4). These latter two maximum possible errors are estimated at
± 16% and ± 4% respectively. As noted at the beginning of this section,
the possible error in the circulating coolant mass is a major error in
*
determining the absolute values of G (-i). Values of G(-i) may be ob-
tained from Table 4. 4 for any terphenyl concentration by multiplication
4. 19
TABLE 4.4
G (-i) Values for the Transient Periods
of the 610*F Irradiationa
a. Based on M 0 = 4400 gm.
b. Estimated maximum possible errors.
G*(-i = G(-i)/Cg
Component Transient No. 1 Transient No. 2
Ortho-$ 3  0.34 ± 0 . 0 9b 0.25 ± 0.04
Meta-$ 3  0.33 ± 0.06 0.24 ± 0.04
Para-$ 3  0.21 ± 0.10 0.26 ± 0.05
Total omp 0.30 ± 0.05 0.25 ± 0.04
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by the concentration C. (see Eq. (4. 4)); this is of considerable convenience
to the reactor design engineer.
From Table 4. 4 it can be seen that the G*(-i) values for each com-
ponent during each transient period are about the same. The anomalously
low value of G *(-p0 3 ) obtained for the first transient period is offset by
the larger error which accompanies it; this is more clearly seen in the
data of Table 4. 2. It is difficult to say whether the apparent reduction of
G (-) values obtained for the second transient period is real or not.
4. 4. 2 Steady-State-HB Periods
The results obtained from the steady-state-HB periods are essen-
tially independent of the circulating coolant mass (see Eq. (4. 11)), and
so are expected to be more accurate than the transient period results.
An additional piece of information on coolant degradation is available for
the steady-state-HB periods since both the terphenyl concentration and
HB concentration are measured during this period. In the discussion of
coolant stability in terms of the formation of HB or LIB, Eq. (4. 11) still
applies, except that the "makeup" term is replaced by a "removal" term
for the HB and LIB fractions and the A term in Eq. (4. 12) must have the
signs reversed. The notation used to describe the stability against the
*
formation of HB and LIB will be G(-.HB), G(-LIB), G (-HB) and
G (--.LIB) (4. 5). That is to say, the measured HB and LIB production
rates will be converted to an equivalent amount of terphenyl degradation
rate by using a molecular weight of 230 in the conversion from grams of
HB and LIB formed to molecules of coolant producing these fractions.
* *
The concentration used in the calculation of G (--'HB) and G (--LIB) is
that of total omp. The LIB fraction is determined by difference only,
1. e.
w/o LIB = w/o HB - w/o DP (4. 15)
Therefore, the following relations must hold for the degradation rate of
total terphenyl during the steady-state-HB period:
G(-omp) = G(--HB) + G(--LIB) (4. 16)
and * * *G (-omp) = G (---HB) + G (--LIB) (4. 17)
Figure 4. 6 shows the measured DP and HB concentrations of samples
taken during the two steady-state-HB periods. Analyses by Monsanto
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Research Corporation are shown for comparison purposes. Good control
was not maintained on the HB level of the first "steady-state-HB" period.
and it is therefore given the label of "quasi-steady-state-HB. " During
the steady-state-HB period (the second steady-state-HB period will hence-
forth be referred to as the "steady-state-HB period") the sample HB con-
centration was maintained at 33. 2 ± 0. 1 w/o and the DP concentration
was found to be statistically constant at 39. 0 ± 0. 2 w/o. The error limits
quoted here are based on the scatter in the data from the average value
from the period. Additional consistent errors will be treated later. The
terphenyl isomer concentrations during the steady-state-HB period are
shown in Fig. 4. 7. The isomer concentrations remained statistically
constant with the averages and standard deviations based on scatter from
the mean values as follows: O-3 = 5. 9 0. 05 w/o, m-4 3  37.0 ± 0. 01
w/o, p-0 3 = 18. 1 ± 0. 2 w/o, total omp = 61.0 ± 0. 2 w/o.
Table 4. 5 summarizes the results of the G calculations for the
steady-state-HB period. A more detailed analysis, including analysis
of errors, may be found in Section A2. 10. Notice that the concentrations
quoted in the table are slightly higher than the sample average concentra-
tions. This is because the samples are removed just before dilution and
do not give the loop average concentrations (see Section 4. 2). The
results of Table 4. 5 do indeed verify the transient period results in that
the stabilities of the terphenyl isomers appear to be the same. From the
table it is also apparent that very nearly all of the degradation products
formed were HB components. This finding is consistent with the data of
Mackintosh (4._8), who reports a constant LIB concentration in irradiated
Santowax OM (a mixture of ortho- and meta-terphenyls) above 30 w/o
0*HB (irradiation at 675 F). It may also be seen that the G values ob-
tained in the transient periods (see Table 4. 4) agree with those of the
steady-state-HB period within the possible errors.
In spite of the larger fluctuations in concentration levels during
the quasi-steady-state-HB period some stability information was still
obtained, but the errors involved were larger due to these fluctuations.
Table 4. 6 summarizes the calculations performed for the quasi-steady-
state-HB period; the detailed calculations are given in Section A2. 10.
The results obtained agree with those of the steady-state-HB period
within the limits of the possible errors,
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TABLE 4.5
G* Values for the Steady-State-HB Period of the 610*F Irradiation
Loop Average
Grams Net Grams Concentration,
Component Processed Replaceda~a w/o G
Total coolant
Ortho-* 
3
Meta-$
3
Para-#
3
Total omp
HBc
LIBc
a. Corrected for
5361
318
1983
968
3269
1778
314
180
1105
587
1872
1778
92
6,0
37.6
18.3
61.9
32.3
5.8
0.26 ± 0.0 b
0.26 ± 0.02
0.28 ± 0.03
0.26 ± 0.02
0.25 ± 0.01
0.01 ±0.01
slight change in circulating coolant mass during the period.
b. 95% confidence limits. Standard deviations are one half of the errors quoted.
c. For the calculations of G*(-+>HB) and G*(-LIB), a molecular weight of
230 was used.
d. Net ya-s reoved Fo-r H8 &ra LIB.
TABLE 4.6
G* Values for the Quasi-Steady-State-HB Period of the 610*F Irradiation
Component
Total Coolant
Total 
< 3
HBc
LIBc
Grams Processed
Net Grams
Replaceda,d
Loop Average
Concentration, w/ o
I. I i I
4189
2575
1360
254
1219
1156
63
61.5
32.5
6.0
a. Corrected for changes in circulating coolant mass and concentrations during
b. 95% confidence limits.
the period.
Standard deviations are one half of the errors quoted.
c. For the calculations of G*(+--HB) and G*(+- LIB), a molecular weight of 230 was used.
I. Net pams yemoved Ft HB oad L18.
c-Il
0.28 ± 0.05
0.26 ± 0.03
0.0 2 ± 0.0 3
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Although the concentrations of the various liquid components, the
gas phase composition (see Section 4. 9) and the physical properties of
the coolant appear to have achieved constant values during the steady-
state-HB periods (see Chapter 5 for physical properties) it is worth
asking whether the steady-state-HB periods constituted a long-term ir-
radiation or not. One criterion can be the number of masses equivalent
to the circulating coolant mass in the loop which have been processed.
In terms of this criterion the steady-state-HB and quasi-steady-state-HB
periods each processed about the equivalent of one "loop mass. " A
second criterion can be the number of masses equivalent to the circulating
coolant mass in the loop which have been replaced. In terms of this cri-
terion the steady-state-HB periods each replaced about one-third of the
circulating coolant mass. Apparently this relatively short period of
time was sufficient to establish a steady-state level in the coolant compo-
sition and properties.
4. 5 7500F Irradiation Liquid Degradation Results
4. 5. 1 Transient Periods
As discussed in Section 4. 4. 1 the transient period results are
quite dependent on the value used for the circulating coolant in the loop.
For the 750 0F irradiation the results of the two methods mentioned above
for calculating the circulating coolant mass yielded 3660 gm and 3170 gm
respectively for the circulating coolant mass at the end of the first
transient period (M = M lop at that time) (calculations are given in
Section A2. 5). This discrepancy amounts to about 13%, which is a
smaller error than the corresponding discrepancy during the 6100F ir-
radiation.
Figure 4. 8 shows the measured terphenyl isomer concentrations
during the transient periods of the 750 0F irradiation. The data are also
tabulated in Table 4. 7 for reference. Two differences between the 750 0F
irradiation transient periods and those of the 6100F irradiation may be
noted immediately. First, there was a significant buildup of biphenyl
concentration during the 750 0 F irradiation transient periods, and, second,
ortho-terphenyl definitely appeared less stable than the meta- and para-
terphenyl isomers during the 7500F irradiation transient periods.
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TABLE 4.7
Terphenyl Concentration During the Transient Periods of the 750*F Irradiation
Sample Terphenyl Concentration, w/o Ratio Biphenyl, Reactor
Number Ortho-$ 3  Meta-4 3  Para-$ 3  Total omp o:m:p w/o MWH
2L5 10.4 53.0 27.0 90.4 1:5.1:2.6 - 253
2L6 9.9 51.0 26.4 87.3 1:5.2:2.7 0.9 378
2L7 8.8 48.2 25.9 82.9 1:5.5:2.9 0.9 494
2L9 7.3 45.7 24.2 77.2 1:6.2:3.3 0.6 628
2L10 7,5 42.0 22.1 71.6 1:5.6:3.0 0.8 810
2L11 6.3 37.0 19.7 63.0 1:5.9:3.1 1.7 1056
End of Transient No. 1
2L12 6.9 38.4 20.6 65.9 1:5.6:3.0 1.7 1126
2L13 6.0 34.5 19.2 59.7 1:5.8:3.2 2.4 1406
2L14 4.6 29.8 15.3 49.7 1:6.5:3.3 2.6 1650
2L16 3.5 25.7 14.0 43.2 1:7.3:4.0 2.4 1936
2L17 3.1 24.2 13.8 41.1 1:7.8:4.4 2.9 2040
End of Transient No. 2
c
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Studies similar to those performed on the 6100F transient period
data showed no real statistical preference for a reaction order; the re-
sults are presented according to first order kinetics which fit the data
at least as well as the other orders studied.
One item is worth discussing in view of the observed different
stabilities of the terphenyl isomers. If the terphenyl isomers have dif-
ferent degradation rates, and if a relation of the form of Eq. (4. 1) is
used to describe the kinetics of the individual isomers, a first order
description of the data for total terphenyl should really be given by
dC T = k C + k C + k C (4. 18)
dT o,1 o m, 1 m p, 1 p
In other words, even for first order kinetics, the relation describing the
total terphenyl kinetics is not a simple one. However, a-preliminary
investigation for first order kinetics showed that, over the concentration
range studied, Eq. (4. 18) could be replaced by a relation of the form of
Eq. (4. 1), i.e.
SdCT = k C (4. 19)dT T,1 T
with a maximum of a 1% difference in the G (-omp) values obtained.
Table 4. 8 gives the G (-i) values for the 750 0F transient periods
based on a first order model and a value of the circulating mass constant,
M , of 3660 gm. These results include the effects of out-of-pile pyroly-
sis and are labelled as total G (-i) values. The maximum possible errors
quoted are the result of errors of fit and maximum possible errors in the
in-pile dose rate factor, F, and the circulating mass constant, M 0 . It
may be seen that the isomer stability appears to be para > meta > ortho.
Corrections for out-of-pile pyrolysis are described in detail in
Section A2. 9; studies have also been performed on the "pyrolysis cor-
rected" data which are tabulated in that section. Again, the first order
model described the data at least as well as the other models studied.
Table 4. 9 presents the corrected G (-i) values.
Comparison of these results with those of the 610 0F irradiation
is postponed until Section 4. 6.
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TABLE 4.8
Total G (-i) Values for the Transient Periods
of the 750*F Irradiationa
G (-i) = G(-i)/C.
Component Transient No. 1 Transient No. 2
Ortho- 3  0.63 ± 0 . 2 7 b 0.89 ± 0.25
Meta-4 3  0.45 ± 0.07 0.52 ± 0.09
Para-$ 3  0.41 ± 0.10 0.48 ± 0.21
Total omp 0.46 ± 0.07 0.54 ± 0.13
a. Based on M =3660 gm.0
b. Estimated maximum possible errors.
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TABLE 4.9
G'(-i) Values (Corrected for Out-of-Pile Pyrolysis)
for the Transient Periods of the 750*F Irradiationa
G (-i) = G(-i)/Cg
Component Transient No. 1 Transient No. 2
Ortho-+ 3
Meta-*
3
Para-P
3
Total omp
0.50 ± 0.27b
0.40 ± 0.06
0.39 ± 0.10
0.41 ± 0.07
0.58 ± 0.15
0.42 ± 0.07
0.43 ± 0.21
0.44 ± 0.11
a. Based on M0 = 3660 gm.
b. Estimated maximum possible errors.
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4. 5. 2 Steady-State-HB Period
Figure 4. 9 shows the measured DP and HB concentrations during
the steady-state-HB period of the 750 0F irradiation. Analyses by the
Monsanto Research Corporation are shown for comparison. The period
is divided into two parts by a 200 MWH fouling probe run (see Section 6. 4. 2)
at about 3000 MWH. During the first portion the sampling rate was a
little too rapid, causing both the HB and DP concentrations to decrease
about 2 w/o. After the fouling probe run, the sampling rate appears to
have been sufficient to maintain the HB and DP levels constant. The HB
and DP concentrations at the end of the period were very nearly equal to
those at the beginning of the period, There appeared to be no buildup of
the LIB fraction. The terphenyl isomer concentrations during this period
are shown in Fig. 4. 10 and were found to be quite constant. Ortho-
terphenyl appeared to have the largest percentage change (about 8%)
during the irradiation. The variation of the terphenyl isomer and HB
concentrations was considered small enough to use average concentra-
tions for the period in calculating the G (-i) values. During the period
the averages of the sample analyses were: o-43 = 5. 9 ± 0. 1 w/o,
=34. 9 ± 0. 2 w/o, p-4 3 = 18. 4 ± 0. 1 w/o, total omp = 59. 2 ± 0. 2 w/o,
HB = 33. 3 ± 0. 2 w/o. The errors quoted are standard deviations based on
scatter from the average values for the period only. Consistent errors
will be included in the error analysis of G values. Table 4. 10 summar-
izes the results of the calculations for total G values during the steady-
state-HB period. Details of the calculations may be found in Section
A2. 10.
Corrections have been made for out-of-pile pyrolysis during the
steady-state-HB period (see Section A2. 9) and the "pyrolysis corrected"
G (-i) values are also tabulated in Table 4. 10. It can be seen that the
out-of-pile pyrolysis correction for ortho-terphenyl amounts to about
13%, whereas the correction is only 8% for meta-terphenyl and 5% for
para-terphenyl. No attempt has been made to correct the G (--HB) and
G (--LIB) values for out-of-pile pyrolysis since sufficient data are not
available on the pyrolytic production rates of these fractions. Wilkinson
and Bates (4. 10) have noticed a significant production rate of biphenyl in
the pyrolysis of para-terphenyl; this could be one reason for the six-fold
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TABLE 4.10
G* Values for the Steady-State-HB Period of the 750*F Irradiation
Loop Average Pyrolysis
Grams Net Grams Concentration, Corrected
Component Processed Replacedad w/o Total G* G*
Total coolant
Ortho-4
3
Meta-4
3
Para-
3
Total omp
HBc
LIBc
283
1091
499
1873
1660
213
6.1
35.3
18.6
60.5
32.4
7.1
0. 7 9 i 0.07b
0.52 ± 0.03
0.45± 0.03
0.53± 0.04
0.47 ± 0.02
0.06± 0.0
0.70 ± 0.07
0.48 ± 0.03
0.43 ± 0.03
0.49 ± 0.04
a. Corrected for slight changes in circulating coolant mass and concentrations during the period.
b. 95% confidence limits. Standard deviations are one half of the errors quoted.
c. For the calculations of G"(-HB) and G*(-+LIB), a molecular weight of 230 was used.
. Net gfarms -reynovea Fo< HB and LIB.
5077
302
1771
932
3005
1695
377
C,3
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increase in the LIB production rate from the 610 0 F irradiation to the
750 0 F irradiation (the HB production rate was not quite twice the value
for the 6100F irradiation).
The length of the 750 0F irradiation steady-state-HB period, as
measured by number of grams processed, was more than one "Iloop
mass. " Over one-third of the circulating coolant mass in the loop was
replaced during the period. This length of time appears to have been
sufficient to establish a steady level in all components (except perhaps
ortho-terphenyl, which should have eventually reached a steady level at
a slightly lower concentration), a steady level in the gas phase composi-
tion (see Section 4. 9) and a steady level in the physical properties
measured (see Chapter 5).
The data of the 750 0F irradiation transient periods agreed with the
steady-state-HB measurements within the possible errors. For the 7500F
irradiation, even after correction for out-of-pile pyrolysis, the stability
of the terphenyl isomers is (to a 95% confidence level) para > meta > ortho.
4. 6 Comparison of 6100F and 750 0F Irradiation Liquid Degradation
Results
A comparison of the 7500F irradiation data with the 6100F irradia-
*
tion data is given by Table 4. 11, which shows the G values obtained for
the steady-state-HB periods of both irradiations. The transient values
are not included in the comparison since they are less accurate. However,
as stated above, the transient values agreed with the steady-state-HB
values within the possible errors. While the 6100F irradiation data did
not indicate any significant difference in the stability of the three ter-
phenyl isomers, the stability at 7500F was para > meta > ortho. The
degradation rates of meta- and para-terphenyl at 7500F were nearly
twice the values at 610 0 F, while the degradation rate of ortho-terphenyl
at 7500F was nearly three times the value at 610 0 F. There was a large
increase in the LIB production rate during the 750 0F irradiation. Some
evidence of the increase was also provided by the increased biphenyl con-
tent of irradiated samples which reached about 2 w/o for the 750 0F irrad-
iation but remained at less than 0. 5 w/o for the 6100F irradiation,
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TABLE 4.11
*
First Order G Values for Steady-State-HB Irradiations
*
G (-i) = G(-i)/C.
Component 610*F 750*F 7 50OFb
Ortho-p
3
Meta-$
3
Para-4
3
Total omp
HB C
LIBc
0.26 ± 0.02a
0.26 ± 0.02
0.28 ± 0.03
0.26 ± 0.02
0.25 ± 0.01
0.01 ± 0.01
0.79 ± 0.07
0.52 ± 0.03
0.45 ± 0.03
0.53 ± 0.04
0.47 ± 0.02
0.06 ± 0.05
0.70 ± 0.07
0.48 ± 0.03
0.43 ± 0.03
0.49 ± 0.04
a. 95% confidence limits. Standard deviations = 1/2 errors quoted.
b. Corrected for pyrolysis occurring in out-of-pile circulating
volume of the loop.
c. For the calculations of G (-+HB) and G (-+'LIB), a molecular
weight of 230 was used.
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If it is assumed that an Arrhenius relation holds for the increase in
*
G values with temperature (4. 15):
* * -AE/RTG =G *e (4.20)
The activation energies of the various terphenyl isomers for in-pile
effects only would be
ortho-terphenyl: 10 ± 2 kcal/mole
meta-terphenyl: 6 ± 2 kcal/mole
para-terphenyl: 4 ± 2 kcal/mole
total-terphenyl: 6 ± 2 kcal/mole
over the temperature range studied. In addition to the standard deviations
*
in the G values, the ranges in the coolant irradiation temperatures were
also considered in the computation of the standard deviations in the activa-
tion energies. These temperature ranges were ± 10 F for the 6100F ir-
radiation and ± 5F for the 750 F irradiation. Using Eq. (4, 20) as a guide,
*
the variation in G values from the average values obtained at each tem-
perature due to the irradiation temperature variations has been estimated
as ± 0. 01 molecules degraded per 100 ev absorbed. This variation is
*
only 2 - 5% of the absolute levels of the average G values found and in-
dicates that the temperature ranges at each irradiation temperature did
*
not significantly affect the G values obtained.
4. 7 Comparison of Liquid Degradation Results with Other Work
4. 7. 1 Relative Effects of Fast Neutrons and Gamma Rays on
Terphenyl Degradation - Theory
Since previous work (4, 5, 4. 9) has indicated that combined fast
neutron and gamma irradiation is more effective in causing terphenyl
degradation than is gamma irradiation alone, the decomposition yields
are dependent on the relative fraction of the energy absorbed due to fast
neutron interactions. In order to generalize the results obtained at one
laboratory with a given proportion of fast neutron dose to gamma ray dose,
the approach has been to assume that the effects of fast neutron and gamma
ray radiation are additive (4. 5). The effects of fast neutron and gamma
ray interactions are then each assigned G (or G ) values which are
assumed independent of neutron and gamma ray energy distributions.
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In terms of the stability criterion G* this principle becomes
* * *
G (-i) = f G (-i) + (1 - f )G (-i) (4. 21)N N N ly
where
f N is the fraction of absorbed energy due to
fast neutron interactions
*
GN(_i) Cg GN Hi) is the molecules of component i degraded
per 100 ev of fast neutron energy absorbed
in the total coolant
*
G (-i) = C G (-i) is the molecules of component i degraded
-y
per 100 ev of gamma ray energy absorbed in
the total coolant.
An equivalent expression applies for G(-i). In the present work 37% of the
total dose is due to fast neutron interactions and 63% due to gamma ray
interactions (see Section 3. 4).
The results of this experiment, which was conducted in a radiation
environment which had a fixed fast neutron dose fraction, are not suf-
* *
ficient to determine both GN( i) and G (-i), and so reliance must be placed
on data obtained in other investigations with a significantly different frac-
tion of fast neutron dose, 1
4. 7. 2 Results of Electron and Gamma Ray Irradiations
In comparing results between different investigators, care must be
taken to distinguish between radiation yields reported as G(--HB), which
is determined from the observed rates of HB formation, and G(-j), which
is derived from observed rates of disappearance of the terphenyl isomers.
For a given set of radiation conditions, the two yields are usually not the
same due to the formation of low and intermediate boilers (LIB).
Electron irradiations using 1 Mev electrons from a Van de Graff
generator have been performed on encapsulated samples of Santowax R
(similar in composition to Santowax OMP) at Harwell (4_2, 4. 5) and on
encapsulated samples of Santowax OM (a mixture of ortho- and meta-
1 It should be noted that the results of other irradiations to be
presented for comparison with the present results do not include every
possible source of data. Some data (see for instance reference (4._21))
have not been included in the presentation begause it has not been pos-
sible to correct the data to the first order G (- i ) values used in this
report.
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terphenyls) at Chalk River (4_). The results have been reported in terms
of initial G(-+-HB) values (i. e. G(-+HB) at zero dose) determined from a
second order kinetics fit to the HB concentration data. The HB concentra-
tions were determined by a microsublimation technique (4._2) at both labor-
atories, but the omp concentrations were determined (by gas chromato-
graphy) only at Chalk River. The initial G(-HB) values obtained are
listed in Table 4. 12. Mackintosh (4._8) reports how the LIB concentration
built up with dose, so that his data can be converted into results which can
be compared to the results reported here. Although Mackintosh's data for
HB production do appear to fit second order kinetics somewhat better than
first order, his terphenyl disappearance results fit first order kinetics at
least to 40 w/o DP. The conversion between (100 - w/o HB) and w/o omp
was accomplished through the reported LIB concentration of about 6 w/o
at 30 w/o HB. This LIB concentration is consistent with the average LIB
concentration of 5. 8 w/o obtained during the steady-state-HB period of the
6100F irradiation of Santowax OMP at M. I. T. (see Section 4. 4. 2). Thus
both the results obtained at Harwell and those obtained at Chalk River were
converted to terphenyl disappearance and fit by first order kinetics. The
values of Gecr(-omp) after this conversion coincided (perhaps for-
tuitously) with the reported initial G(--HB) values (refer to Table 4. 12).
Mackintosh also observed for the irradiated Santowax OMP that
ortho-terphenyl was less stable than meta-terphenyl at 707 0 F. This finding
is consistent with the findings at M. I. T. (see Section 4. 6). The value
reported in Table 4. 12 is the overall value for Santowax OM.
The Phillips Petroleum Company has reported preliminary results
of irradiation of encapsulated samples of Santowax OMP with 6 Mev elec-
trons from a LINAC at 600 0 F (4, 16). They used a microsublimation tech-
nique similar to that developed at Harwell for HB analyses and reported HB
concentrations as a function of absorbed dose but made no G value calcula-
tions. Using the same conversion of (100 - w/o HB) to w/o omp mentioned
above, a first order fit to their data gave a value of Gelectron( omp) of
0. 17, in excellent agreement with the values obtained at Harwell for the
same temperature.
The results of the three laboratories mentioned above for electron
irradiation of terphenyls have proven to be quite consistent and show a
value of G et (-omp) which increases only slightly with temperature;
electron
TABLE 4. 12
Summary of G and G Values Obtained by Irradiation
electron 
_y_
of Encapsulated Terphenyl Samples
Labor atoryv
Material
Irradiated
Irradiation
Method
Dose Rate
watts /gm
Irradiation
Temperature
0 F
Reported G (-omp)
Initial (First Order
G(-+-HB) Kinetics)
Harwell Santowax R 1 Mev electrons ~3 572 0. 17a 0. 17b
(4.2, 4.5) 662 0. 17 0. 17
752 0.19 0.19
Chalk River Santowax OM 1 Mev electrons 7. 3 707 0. 18a 0. 18
(4.8)
Phillips Petroleum Santowax OMP 6 Mev electrons -1 600 -- 0. 1 7
Co. (4. 16)
Cal. Research at Ortho-, meta- Reactor -y rays up to 600 -- 0. 2 8 c
Susie (417) and para- 0. 013
terphenyls
c
Cal. Research at Ortho-, meta- Spent fuel up to 425 -- 0. 19
MTR y Canal and para- element y rays 0.013 600 -- 0. 28
(4._17) terphenyls 675 -- 0. 32.
750 -- 0. 68
a. Determined from second order fit to HB appearance.
b. Calculated by first order fit to omp disappearance assuming 6 -
c. Assumes a terphenyl mixture containing an o:m:p ratio of 1:6:3.
d. Not includeca are the results firoim an MviTRi{ -y canal irradiation of
(4.21), since only a smoothed curve of G(-+HB) over the range of
Consequently, a valid extrapolation to an initial value of G(--HB)
7 w/o LIB at 30 w/o HB.
a polyphenyl mixture at 7b0"F
5 to 17 w/o HB was reported.
could not be made for these dat.
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0. 17 at 600 0 F and 0. 19 at 750 0 F (see Table 4. 12). However, recent
measurements by the California Research Corporation (4. 17) using reactor
y rays at the "gamma rich" face of Susie (SPTF) reactor and gamma
radiation from spent fuel elements in the MTR gamma canal indicate much
higher G values for the terphenyls than those of the electron irradiation
measurements for irradiations in the range of 6000 to 750 0 F. For these
irradiations, encapsulated samples of pure ortho-, meta- and para-
terphenyl were irradiated, and the terphenyl concentrations at any time
determined by gas chromatography. Isothermal calorimeters were used
to determine the gamma dose rates, in much the same manner as the adi-
abatic calorimetric method used at M. I. T. . The results of the irradia-
tions were analyzed by first order kinetics. At each irradiation tempera-
ture, the para- and meta-terphenyls were found to have about the same
stability. Ortho-terphenyl was found to have about the same stability as
0
meta- and para-terphenyl at 425 F, but as the irradiation temperature was
increased, it became increasingly less stable than meta- and para-
terphenyl. The values given in Table 4. 12 are based on the linear average
for a synthetic mixture of terphenyls having an o:m:p ratio of 1:6:3
(approximating Santowax OMP).
There could be two possible reasons for the discrepancy between the
values obtained at California Research Corporation and by other investi-
gators. The first is that gamma rays may be more effective than electrons
in degrading terphenyls. It has previously been assumed that electron ir-
radiations are equivalent to gamma ray irradiations because most gamma
ray interactions involve Compton collisions with the atomic electrons of
the material being irradiated. High energy electrons, however, undergo
many types of interactions with the irradiated material (4. 18) and perhaps
could cause less damage than gamma rays to terphenyls for an equal amount
of energy absorbed. The second possibility lies in the much lower dose
rates to terphenyl (up to 0.013 watts/gm) for the California Research Cor-
poration measurements than for the electron irradiation measurements
(1 - 7 watts/gm). Possibly there is a dose rate effect on the terphenyl de-
gradation which would cause the measurements by California Research Cor-
poration to have higher G values than those measured by electron irradiation.
In view of these large differences in the reported values for
G (-omp) obtained with electron and gamma irradiations, it was not
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considered meaningful to select a value for Gy(-omp) from such work and
*
then attempt to calculate G (-omp) using Eq. (4. 21), the selected value
* *
of G (-omp) and the value of G (-omp) from the M. I. T. loop studies. An
alternative procedure of comparing the results of various irradiation
facilities and at the same time evaluating G*(-omp) and G (-omp) hasNy
been developed. This method involves using Eq. (4. 21) to express
* *
G (-omp) as a function of G (-omp). Thus, the results obtained atN ly
each facility (where fNis fixed) may be represented graphically as a
straight line. Presumably, the different lines obtained should have a
* *
common intersection on the G (-omp) vs. G (-omp) plane, yielding the
* * 
desired values of GN(-omp) and G y(-omp).
4. 7. 3 Comparison with Other Irradiations Near 610 F
**
Figure 4. 11 is the plot of G (-omp) vs. G (-omp) for the resultsN
of different facilities performing irradiations on terphenyls at tempera-
tures near 610 0 F. In the paragraphs that follow, a discussion of the data
obtained at each laboratory will be given.
The results obtained from the steady-state-HB period of the 6100F
irradiation at M. I. T. are shown in Fig. 4. 11. The data utilized with
Eq. (4. 21) were: G (-omp) = 0. 26 (see Section 4. 6) and fN = 0. 37 (see
Section 3. 4). The shaded area on each side of the MITR line displays
the overall standard deviation of the MITR results. The average dose
rate in the core region of the in-pile section is also listed (-530 milli-
watts/gm). The results of the electron and gamma irradiations near
610 F are also plotted in Fig. 4. 11. For Gelectron(-omp), the value of
0. 17 obtained from the Harwell and Phillips Petroleum Company data
*(see Table 4. 12) was used. For G * (-omp) the value of 0. 28 obtained from
the California Research Corporation data (see Table 4. 12) was used.
From these three lines it can now more clearly be seen why the deter-
* *
mination of G (-omp) and G (-omp) from the MITR results and the
* N I L ' Sitevit
G electron(-omp) and G (-omp) results is . If the Harwell
and Phillips Petroleum data were taken as representative of G (-omp)
at 610 0 F, a value of G (-omp) of 0. 41 would be obtained, yielding
* *N
GN (-omp)/G (-omp) = 2. 4. On the other hand, if the California Re-
search Corporation data were taken as representative of G (-omp) at
610 0 F, a value of G (-omp) of 0. 23 would be obtained, yielding
* *
G (-omp)/G*(-omp) = 0. 9.N
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Keen et al. (4_6) report the results of transient in-pile loop irradiations
of Santowax R and Santowax OM in the Materials Testing Reactor (MTR)
by Bley (4. 19). The measurements were performed over the temperature
range 620 - 6500F. Steel isothermal calorimeters were used to measure
the gamma ray dose rate, and nickel foils to measure the fast neutron
dose rate. The average dose rate obtained in the in-pile section was
350 milliwatts/gm and the fast neutron fraction 0. 12. Dosimetric errors
have been estimated at ± 15% in the total dose rate and ± 50% in the fast
neutron fraction (4. 19). The data were correlated by first order kinetics
and the following results reported by Keen:
G (-o-4k3 ) = 0. 40 0. 02
*G (-m-0 3)= 0. 27 0. 02
*
G (-p-4 3 ) 0. 32 0. 02
where the standard deviations are presumed to be in the fit of the first
order law to the data alone. The results indicate a slightly lower stability
for ortho-terphenyl than the meta- and para-terphenyl isomers. Using a
synthetic mixture having an o:m:p ratio of 1:6:3 (approximating Santowax
OMP) and taking into account dosimetric errors, a value of G *(-omp) =
0. 30 ± 0. 05 was calculated for comparison with the present data, and a
graphical representation of the MTR results is also given in Fig. 4. 11.
* *
Discussion of G and G values obtainable with these results and those atN -y
the MITR is po stponed until the data for the other loop irradiation of
terphenyls are given below.
Van der Venne (4. 14) reports the preliminary results obtained from
the transient irradiation of Terphenyl OM-2 (meta-rich terphenyl mixture)
in an in-pile loop at the 2 MW swimming pool reactor, Melusine
(Grenoble, France). The measurements were performed at various tem-
peratures between 3920F and 840F in this section only the 6080F
results are considered. Dosimetric measurements were made by foil
activation for fast neutron fluxes and graphite isothermal calorimeters
for the gamma dose rates. The fast neutron fraction was determined as
0. 18 and the overall dosimetric error was estimated as ± 10% (4._7).
The total dose rate delivered to the coolant in the Melusine loop was not
reported by Van der Venne, but a preliminary value of 0. 14 watts/gm
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has previously been stated by the Melusine staff (4. 20). It is presumed
that the dose rate in the Melusine loop at the time of irradiation of Ter-
phenyl OM-2 was at least the same order of magnitude as this previously
given value. By fitting the terphenyl concentration versus absorbed dose
data by first order kinetics, a value of G *(-omp) of 0. 28 was obtained.
These data were plotted on Fig. 4. 11 for comparison with the present work.
From Fig, 4. 11, it is evident that the results of the three loop ex-
*
periments (MITR, MTR, Melusine) indicate a value of GN(-omp) nearly
*N
equal to that for G (-omp) . These findings are thus more consistent with
*
the G (-omp) values obtained at the California Research Corporation than
the G ltrn(-omp) values obtained at Harwell and at Phillips Petroleum
Company. However, this finding cannot be regarded as conclusive, since
it will be presently demonstrated that the in-pile capsule irradiation
work disagrees with the in-pile loop irradiation work.
Before describing the results of the in-pile capsule irradiations at
temperatures near 610 0 F, comparison of the HB production rates obtained
at the MITR during the steady-state-HB period of the 6100F irradiation
can be made with the HB production rate observed from operation of the
OMRE. Gercke and Trilling (4. 21) report the results of irradiations of
OMRE coolant at 6000F (primarily ortho- and meta-terphenyl) and at
various HB concentration levels. The overall dose rate delivered to
the coolant in the core was 1. 2 watts/gm, and the fast neutron dose rate
fraction in the OMRE was 0. 28. At 33 w/o HB, they report a G(--HB)
value of 0. 14 ± 0. 03. At the MITR, after converting G* values to G
values, a value of G(-+'HB) of 0. 15 ± 0. 01 was obtained for the steady-state-
HB period of the 610 0F irradiation, in good agreement with the OMRE
data. The OMRE results would thus tend to be classed with the results of
the loop experiments on Fig. 4. 11; they are not plotted, however, as
Fig. 4. 11 is concerned with G (-omp), not G* (-HB).
Zack et al. (4,_9) report the results of in-pile experiments at the
Oak Ridge Graphite Reactor (OGR) and at the Curtiss-Wright Research
Reactor (CWRR) on encapsulated samples of Santowax OMP. The irrad-
iation temperature for the OGR experiments was 620 0 F, and that for the
CWRR experiments was 625 0F. At the OGR, threshold foils were used to
determine the fast neutron dose rate and an adiabatic carbon calorimeter
1. Note that the ratio GN/Gy is quite sensitive to the location of
the straight lines (Eq. (4.21)) for the loop data. Considering the relative
slopes of the lines, the intersection in turn is sensitive to relatively small
changes in the reported values of G*(-omp).
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to determine the gamma ray dose rate. The average dose rate at the
OGR was determined to be ~ 3 mw/gm, of which 63% was due to fast
neutrons. No errors in the dosimetry were quoted. At the CWRR, an
aluminum threshold foil was used to determine the fast neutron dose rate
and a carbon calorimeter to determine the gamma ray dose rate. The
dose rate was calculated as -400 mw/g, 65% being due to fast neutrons.
A possible error of ± 50%6 was estimated in the dosimetry (4.22) as experi-
ments were not complete when the reactor was closed down. In both
experiments gas chromatography was used to measure the terphenyl
content of the irradiated material.
Both the OGR results and CWRR results have been evaluated at
M. I. T. , using the same least squares parameter survey as applied to
the data from the transient periods of the MITR irradiations. It was
found that first order kinetics could describe these data as well as other
orders, so the results of these capsule irradiations are presented in
Table 4. 13 using first order kinetics. These results indicate an
TABLE 4. 13
G (-j) Values Obtained from OGR and CWRR Data
Using First Order Kinetics
G (-i) = G(-i)/C.
Component OGR(620 0 F) CWRR(625 0 F)
Ortho-0 3  0. 51 ± 0. 13a 0. 51 ± 0. 07
Meta-4 3  0. 46 ± 0. 07 0. 41 ± 0. 07
Para-4 3  0, 46 ± 0. 09 0. 37 ± 0. 08
Total omp 0. 47 ± 0. 05 0, 39 ± 0, 07
a. 95% confidence limits based on scatter in data only.
approximately equal stability for all three terphenyl isomers, just as the
results of the 610 0F irradiation of Santowax OMP do. Using the G* (-omp)
values found for the OGR and CWRR data, and the reported fast neutron
fractions, curves have been placed on Fig. 4. 11 for comparison with the
other reported data. Further discussion of these data is postponed
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until the other in-pile capsule irradiation work have been presented.
Bolt (4._17) reports results of in-pile irradiations of encapsulated
samples of pure ortho-, meta- and para-terphenyl at the "neutron rich"
face of the Susie reactor. Isothermal calorimeters were used to determine
the fast neutron and gamma ray dose rates in much the same manner as
the adiabatic calorimetric method used at M. I. T.. The irradiations were
performed at 600 0 F. The measured dose rate to the terphenyl samples
varied up to about 19 mw/gm, of which about 90% was due to fast neutron
interactions. The terphenyl concentrations were measured by gas
chromatography, and the concentration vs. absorbed dose data were
*
analyzed by first order kinetics. The G (-) values obtained were:
*
G (-o-63) = 0.79
*
G (-m-k 3 ) = 0,70
G (-p-43 ) = 0. 59
These results did not show an equal stability for the terphenyl isomers,
*
and a synthetic G (-omp) value of 0. 69 is obtained by assuming an o:m:p
ratio of 1:6:3 (approximating Santowax OMP) for the purpose of comparison
here. The Susie results are displayed graphically on Fig. 4. 11 for com-
parison with the other results obtained near 6100F.
In-pile irradiations have also been performed on encapsulated
samples of Santowax R at BEPO and the results reported by Bates, Burns
et al. (4._5). The three temperatures studied were 572 0 F, 662 F and
752 0 F. Dosimetric measurements were performed by means of calori-
meters using the method described by Anderson and Waite (4._23), and
the energy deposition was related to the thermal neutron dose to cobalt
monitor wires in the capsules (4._24). The energy deposition rate in the
samples was measured as - 8 mw/gm, of which 54. 4% was due to fast
neutron interactions. HB concentrations in the irradiated samples were
measured by microsublimation and initial G(-+-HB) values (G(-HB) at
zero dose) given. Most of the work was done at 6620F, with only one
sample being irradiated at 5720F and two at 752 0 F. A second order
kinetics fit to the 6620F irradiation data yielded G. (-+-HB) = 0. 62
mitial
to 0. 70, and, based on a single irradiation at 572 0 F, an initial G(-'-HB)
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value of 0. 51 was given for this temperature. Conversion of the initial
G(-+HB) data at 6620F to first order G (-omp) data by the method described
in Section 4. 7. 2 above yielded exactly the same range of first order
G *(-omp) values as the initial G(--HB) values based on second order
kinetics. The same agreement between the second order initial G(-+-HB)
values and first order G *(-omp) values was found for the electron ir-
radiation data reported at Harwell, so the initial G(--HB) value obtained
from the single sample at 572 0F was presumed to be equal to G (-omp).
By linear interpolation in temperature, a value of G *(-omp) at 6100 F
of 0. 6 was used for comparison with the data of this report. This result
is also shown graphically on Fig. 4. 11.
It may be seen from Fig. 4. 11 that the in-pile irradiation experiments
on encapsulated samples of terphenyls agree neither with each other nor
with the more-or-less common intersection given by the in-pile loop work.
Several reasons for these discrepancies are possible. First, it may be
possible that the mixing effect achieved in in-pile loop irradiations served
to produce a more consistent basis for terphenyl irradiation. Second,
there may be a dose rate effect on terphenyl degradation. Except for the
CWRR work, all the in-pile irradiations of encapsulated samples have
been performed at very low dose rates compared with the loop irradiation
work and the operation of OMRE. Third, all the irradiation experiments
on encapsulated samples report fast neutron dose rate fractions from
55 to 90%, whereas the loop irradiation data were obtained with fast
neutron fractions of 12 to 37%. Accurate values of the fast neutron dose
rates are usually more difficult to obtain than accurate values of gamma
ray dose rates (especially if threshold foils are used to determine the fast
neutron dose rate), and errors in the fast neutron dose rate determinations
are relatively more important for the irradiations of encapsulated samples.
4. 7. 4 Comparison with Other Irradiations Near 7500F
Data on terphenyls irradiated near 750 0F at other laboratories are
meageri and the data which have been published make no attempt to correct
for pyrolytic damage, which makes data comparison somewhat more dif-
* *
ficult. Figure 4. 12 is the total G (-omp) vs. GN(-omp) plot for the
results of different laboratories performing irradiations on terphenyls
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near 750 0 F. No data on this plot have been corrected for pyrolytic
damage. In the paragraphs that follow, a discussion of the data obtained
at each laboratory will be given.
The results obtained from the steady-state-HB period of the 7500F
irradiation at M. I. T. are shown in Fig. 4. 12. The data utilized with
Eq. (4. 21) were G *(--omp) = 0. 53 (uncorrected for out-of -pile pyrolysis;
see Section 4. 6) and fN = 0. 37 (see Section 3. 4). The shaded area on
each side of the MITR line displays the overall standard deviation of the
MITR results. The average dose rate in the core region of the in-pile
section is also listed (- 530 mw/gm). The results of the electron and
gamma irradiations near 750 0F are also plotted in Fig. 4. 12. For
G * (-omp), the value of 0. 19 obtained from the Harwell data at
el 8 ctron
752 F (see Table 4. 12) was used. For G (-omp) the value of 0. 68 ob-
tained from the California Research Corporation data at 750 0F (see
Table 4. 12) was used. As with the 610 0F data, the wide divergence of
* *
the Gec (-omp) and G (-omp) values makes almost meaningless the
electron *
calculation of G (-omp) from these data and the MITR results; using theN *
electron irradiation data GN(-omp)/G (-omp) would be nearly 6, and using
* y*
the gamma irradiation data GN(-omp)/G 7 (-omp) would be less than 0. 5!
Reasons for this discrepancy have been suggested in Section 4. 7. 3, In
addition, it should be noted that because of the low dose rates used in the
gamma irradiation work, the pyrolytic contribution to the degradation of
the terphenyls would be relatively more important than in the electron
irradiation work, thus causing the gamma irradiation work to yield higher
*
G values. The data have not been corrected for pyrolytic damage since
it is presently unknown whether the combined effects of radiolysis and
pyrolysis in the radiation zone can be computed from the individual ef-
fects or not (4. 15).
To date, there has been only one other in-pile loop irradiation of
terphenyls near 750 0 F, and only preliminary results are available from
this irradiation. Van der Venne (4. 14) reports a first order G *(-omp)
value for the transient irradiation of Terphenyl OM-2 at the Melusine
reactor at 752 0F (see Section 4. 7. 3 for a more complete description of
*
the methods used at Melusine). The value reported was G (-omp) = 0. 47,
not corrected for out-of-pile pyrolysis. Using this value and the reported
1. At leas. u other irradiation at 750*F has been performed (4.21):
however, see footnote d of Table 4.12.
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fast neutron fraction of 0. 18, the data are presented graphically in Fig.
4. 12. These data, in comparison with the MITR data, would indicate a
* *0
ratio of GN(-omp) /G *(-omp) equal to 1. 8 at 750 0F, The out -of -pile
volume of the Melusine loop was reported to be about 80% of the total
loop volume (4. 14), but the average in-pile dose rate delivered to the
coolant was not reported, and has only been inferred as about 0. 14
watts/gm from previous statements by the Melusine staff (4. 20). In view
of this uncertainty and the uncertainty in the exact isomeric composition
of the terphenyl irradiated, no formal correction was applied to the results
reported. Assuming an average in-pile dose rate of 0. 14 watts/gm, an
out-of-pile volume fraction of 0. 8, and an ortho:meta ratio of 1 in the
unirradiated Terphenyl OM-2 to correct the Melusine results, and
graphically comparing the corrected G (-omp) value with the out-of -pile
pyrolysis corrected value obtained at the MITR, the intersection of the two
corrected lines would yield a value of GN(-omp)/G (-omp) of about 1. 7,
close to the ratio obtained with the uncorrected results of the two loop ir-
radiations.
The results of in-pile irradiations of encapsulated samples of Santo-
wax R at BEPO at 7500F have been reported by Bates, Burns et al. (4. 5).
A description of the methods used at BEPO has been given in Section 4. 7. 3.
Not enough data was available at this temperature to fit the data by a kinetic
equation, so the results are quoted for initial G(--HB) values, based on the
low conversions measured. Because of the previous success in equating
the initial G(-HB) values to G (-omp) values for the electron irradiations
and in-pile capsule irradiations at lower temperatures, a value of
G (-omp) = G(--HB) = 0. 83 was used in conjunction with the measured fast
neutron fraction of 0. 544 in the graphical presentation of the data on
Fig. 4. 12. That the BEPO results appear high is not surprising in view
of the high values obtained at temperatures near 6100F (see Fig. 4. 11).
Again, the low dose rate may have something to do with the conversion ob-
tained (dose rate effect). Also, because of the elevated temperature,
pyrolytic decomposition would be more important in the BEPO results
(due to the low dose rate at BEPO).
As with the 610 F irradiation data, it may be seen from Fig. 4. 12
that the in-pile irradiation experiments on encapsulated samples of
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terphenyls have no common agreement either with each other or with the
results of the in-pile loop irradiation experiments. Possible reasons for
these disagreements have been given above in Section 4. 7. 3. In addition,
the effect of pyrolysis at 750 0F is not negligible, especially at the low
dose rates, making a meaningful comparison of the data even more dif-
ficult.
4. 7. 5 Conclusions and Recommendations for Future Work
At irradiation temperatures of 6100F and 7500F results obtained
from irradiations of encapsulated samples of terphenyl at various ir-
radiation facilities agree neither with each other nor with the results of
in-pile loop irradiations of terphenyl. This situation is somewhat dis-
* *
concerting, for it casts some doubt on the G and G values to be usedN
in organic cooled reactor designs. Possible reasons for these discrep-
ancies are:
1. Electrons and gamma rays may have a different effect on the
degradation rate of the coolant.
2. Almost all the in-pile irradiation work on encapsulated samples
was performed at very low dose rates compared to the dose
rates encountered in the in-pile loop work. There may be a
dose rate effect on the degradation rate of the coolant.
3. All irradiation experiments with encapsulated samples were
carried out at fast neutron fractions reported to be 55 - 90%,
whereas the loop irradiation data were obtained with fast
neutron fractions of 12 - 37%. Accurate values of fast neutron
dose rates are usually more difficult to obtain than accurate
values of gamma ray dose rates (especially if threshold foils
are used to determine the fast neutron dose rate), and errors
in the fast neutron dose rate determinations are relatively more
important for the in-pile capsule irradiations.
4. The mixing effect achieved in in-pile loop irradiations may serve
to produce a more consistent basis for terphenyl irradiation.
In view of these findings, a more complete investigation of the dis-
crepancies between the electron and gamma ray irradiations is recommended.
Research is also strongly recommended on the effects of mixed in-pile
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loop irradiation of terphenyls at various temperatures in the range 600
to 800 0 F, at dose rates varying over several orders of magnitude and at
fast neutron fractions (fN) which vary as widely as possible. The ob-
jective of this research would be to determine the magnitudes of any dose
rate effect and of the relative effects of fast neutron and gamma rays as
a function of temperature under loop conditions. Based on the MITR
experience, it is recommended that such future in-pile loop irradiations
be carried out in a series of steady-state-HB irradiations at different
HB concentrations at each irradiation temperature, since the G and G
values obtained from steady-state -HB irradiations are more accurate
than the G and G values obtained for transient irradiations, Such ir-
radiations would also provide a more conclusive basis for the choice of a
reaction order than is presently available with the transient irradiations.
Until further research can point out the answers to the present dis-
crepancies in the reported degradation rates, it is recommended that
design calculations for organic cooled reactors place more credence on
the reported results of the in-pile irradiation work because the total dose
rate, the fast neutron dose rate fractions and the continuous flow aspects
of the loop irradiation work are generally similar to the conditions to be
encountered in an operating organic cooled reactor. Furthermore, the
loop experiments, taken alone, yield a reasonably consistent set of re-
sults.
Consequently it is recommended that design calculations for an
organic reactor using terphenyl near 6100F be performed with the MITR
* *0G results and GN(-omp)/G (-omp) = 1. Design calculations at 750 FN
would be influenced both by the ratio of absorbed dose to elapsed time (i. e.
the dose rate) and the ratio of in-pile to out-of-pile volume because of the
pyrolytic effect on the coolant at this temperature. For radiation-
induced coolant degradation, using the data currently available for com-
parison with the MITR results, it is recommended that the G values from
the MITR irradiation be used in conjunction with a value of
* * * *
G (-omp)/G (-omp)-~ 2 (i. e. GN(-omp)- 0. 7, G (-omp)~ 0. 35). The
N N y
MJTR results have been summarized in Table 4. 11.
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4. 8 Radiolytic Gas Generation Rate - Theory
The total radiolytic gas generation rate of the irradiated coolant at
any time may be written as
undis dis V-mdis disdV. dV dV dVdi dV.
= i, rem + Vi, rem + Z, accum + z, accum (4. 22)
dD dD dD dD dD
where
D is the total absorbed dose in the coolant, watt-hr
dVundisi, rem is the removal rate of undissolved gaseous component
dD i in gas samples from the loop, (std. cc)/(watt)(hr)
dVdisi , rem is the removal rate of dissolved gaseous component
dD i in liquid samples from the loop, (std. cc)/(watt)(hr)
dVundisi, accum is the rate of accumulation of undissolved gaseous
dD component i in the loop, (std. cc)/(watt)(hr)
dis
dVi , accum is the rate of accumulation of dissolved gaseous com-
dD ponent i in the loop, (std. cc)/(watt)(hr).
Undissolved gas was removed from the top of the surge tank in the loop
via stainless steel capsules at frequent intervals in order to maintain the
total pressure in the loop at about 100 psig. A selected number of these
samples were transferred to evacuated glass bulbs for subsequent mass
spectrographic determinations of the gas phase composition. These
measurements were performed by the Petroleum Analytical Research
Corporation (Houston, Texas). The rest of the gas samples were vented.
Dissolved gas was removed from the loop via the liquid samples. Accumu-
lation of undissolved gas in the loop arises from a change in liquid level
of the surge tank, providing more (or less) space for the undissolved gas.
Accumulation of dissolved gas in the loop arises from a change in the
gas solubility in the irradiated liquid and from a change in liquid inventory
in the loop.
G(gas i ), by which gas production rates are commonly reported
(4.5, 2 ), is defined as
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G(gas i) = molecules of gaseous component i generated (4 23)100 ev absorbed in the total coolant
This stability criterion is just dVg /dD (see Eq. (4. 22)) multiplied by a
conversion factor (0. 1195 (molecules)(watt)(hr)/(100 ev)(std. cc)).
Preliminary calculations were performed by Morgan and Mason
(4_1) on the total gas generation rate of irradiated Santowax OMP during
the first transient period of the 6100F irradiation. For these calculations,
the integral curve of Eq. (4. 22) was obtained and then differentiated to
give G(total gas). With the assumption of constant gas solubility, they
estimated that about 50% of the gas in the loop existed as dissolved gas.
It was subsequently found that the gas solubility data obtained were only
accurate to ± 30% (see Section 5. 7). Furthermore, during the transient
periods there were some unexplained drops in the surge tank liquid level,
indicating that there may have been more gas in the loop than measured in
the surge tank. These two uncertainties caused a doubtful estimate of the
gas inventory in the loop during that (and all other) transient periods of
operation of the loop, so that useful G(gas ) data were obtained only from
the steady-state-HB periods of operation.
During the steady-state-HB periods of the 6100F and 7500F irrad-
iations, the liquid and gas inventory in the loop remained essentially
constant. The concentration of each gas component measured in both
the undissolved and dissolved gas also remained fairly constant (see
Section 4. 9 below), so that with the assumption of constant total gas solu-
bility during the steady-state-HB period, which appeared reasonable from
the data (see Section 5. 7), the two accumulation terms in Eq. (4. 22)
could be set to zero and the gas evolution rate set equal to the gas removal
rate. Because of the constancy of the liquid density, p, and the in-pile
dose rate factor, F, during the steady-state-HB periods, the two removal
rates were evaluated as
undisdV, rem total amount of gas component i removed in
= gas samples during steady-state-HB period (4. 24)
dD
Fp5[MWH 2 MWHI]
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dVdis total amount of gas component i removed ind, rem liquid samples during steady-state-HB period (4. 25)
dD Vp~[ MWH2 -MWH 1 ]
where
subscript 1 refers to the start of the steady-state-HB period
subscript 2 refers to the end of the steady-state-HB period.
The procedure for calculating the total gas removed via the stainless
steel capsules has been described by Morgan and Mason (4_). Essentially,
the volume of gas removed was corrected to standard temperature (32 0F)
and pressure (14. 7 psia). The amount of each gaseous component removed
was determined from the analysis of the undissolved gas composition (see
Section 4. 9). The total amount of dissolved gas removed in each liquid
sample was determined from the relation
Vdis Wsp (4. 26)
rem
where
W is the sample weight
s is the gas solubility, (std. cc)/(gm coolant)(psia)
p is the total loop pressure at the time of removal of the sample,
psia.
The amount of each gaseous component removed as dissolved gas
was calculated from Eq. (4. 26) using the analyses of the dissolved gas
samples.
4. 9 Radiolytic Gas Generation Rate Results
4. 9. 1 610 0 F Irradiation
Figure 4. 13 shows the undissolved radiolytic gas phase composition
during the 6100F irradiation of Santowax OMP. The results of the mass
spectrographic analyses are shown on a nitrogen and oxygen free basis
since these two components were not decomposition gases, but arose from
two sources:
1. The initial pressurizing nitrogen at the beginning of the irrad-
iation.
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2. Air leakage into the gas sample during transfer or analysis.
No further nitrogen was added to the loop after the start of the irradia-
tion, and as may be seen from Fig. 4. 13, the concentration of nitrogen
(and some oxygen) fell to a negligible level by the end of the second tran-
sient period. After this time there continued to be about 5 mol % N 2 + 02
in the sample analyses, which was presumed to come from air leakage
into the samples.
The hydrogen concentration decreased very rapidly during the
transient periods of operation while the concentrations of the higher
molecular weight hydrocarbon gases, containing up to six carbon atoms,
increased. It seems apparent from the data that the concentrations of
the gas phase components are strongly dependent on the DP and HB con-
centration in the system. It also appears from Fig. 4. 13 that at the
beginning of the irradiation, when the DP concentration was nil, hydrogen
was the primary gaseous product from the radiolysis of Santowax OMP.
During the steady-state-HB period, the concentrations of the gas
phase components remained essentially constant. Table 4. 14 lists the
average concentrations of each component in the undissolved gas during
the steady-state-HB period, together with the standard deviations based
on the deviations from the mean concentrations during the period. Of the
C 2 gases produced, about 98% were ethane and only 2% ethylene. For the
C 3 and C 4 gases produced, about 85% were saturated hydrocarbons and
15% unsaturated. About 50% of the C5+ 6 gases were pentanes, and about
60% of the aromatic gases were benzene. For more details refer to
Section A2. 4.
Also listed in Table 4. 14 are the dissolved gas compositions during
the steady-state-HB period. No gas solubility samples were taken during
this period, but the dissolved gas compositions of samples 1L118 (com-
position 60 w/o DP and taken at the end of the transient irradiation) and
1L195 (composition 30 w/o DP and taken at the end of the quasi-steady-
state-HB irradiation) were not radically different, so the average of these
two sets of analyses is given. For the detailed analyses of dissolved gas
samples, see Section A2. 4. Again, the preponderance of the gases formed
at each number of carbon atoms were the saturated hydrocarbons.
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TABLE 4.14
Undissolved and Dissolved Radiolytic Gas Composition During the
Steady-State-HB Period of the 610 0F Irradiation of Santowax OMP
Nitrogen and Oxygen Free Composition, Mole
Component Undissolved Gas Dissolved Gas
Hydrogen (H 2 )
Methane (C 1 )
Ethane and Ethylene (C 2 )
Propane and Propylene (C 3 )
Butanes and Butenes (C 4 )
Pentanes, Pentenes,
Hexanes (C 5+6)
Benzene, Toluene,
Xylene (Aromatics)
60. 5 ± 0. 7 a
15. 6 ± 0. 3
14. 9 ± 0. 4
5. 5 ± 0. 1
2.0 ± 0, 1
1.0 ± 0.07
0. 5 0.08
20. 6 ± 4. 7
15. 8 ± 0. 4
25. 6 ± 2. 1
16. 6 ± 1. 8
9. 7 0. 2
8. 6 0. 1
3. 1 ± 0.05
deviation from mean value during the period.a. Standard deviation based on
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During the steady-state-HB period the radiolytic gas removal rates
were determined as
undissolved gas: 13. 9 ± 1. 0 (std. cc)/MWH
dissolved gas: 2. 2 ± 0. 7 (std. cc)/MWH
total gas: 16. 1 ± 1. 2 (std. cc)/MWH
The gas solubility used was the average of 1L118 and 1L195 (see Section
5. 7):- 8. 5 x 10-3 (std. cc)/(gm coolant)(psia). A standard deviation of
± 7% was assigned to the undissolved gas production rate (4._1). Since
over 85% of the total gas removed from the loop was in the form of undis-
solved gas, the overall standard deviation was still only about 10% in
spite of the ± 30% possible error in the gas solubility data. Using the
data of Table 4. 14 and Eqs. (4. 22), (4. 23), (4. 24) and (4. 25) there
resulted the data tabulated in Table 4. 15. The standard deviations quoted
include errors in dosimetry (± 2%) as well as the other errors quoted
in the section.
By comparing the G(total gas) value with the G(-omp) value during
the steady-state-HB period, it can be seen that about 15% of the degrada-
tion products formed were gases on a molecule basis. However, on a
weight basis, since the average molecular weight of the degradation
products in the coolant was probably close to 600 (the number average
molecular weight of the HB; see Section 5. 6) and that of the gases about
14 (see Table 4. 14), only about 0, 5 w/o of the degradation products were
in the form of gases.
4. 9. 2 750 0F Irradiation
Figure 4. 14 shows the undissolved radiolytic gas composition during
the 750 0F irradiation. As with the 610 0F irradiation data the compo-
sitions have been plotted on a nitrogen and oxygen free basis. Again the
composition seems to be a function of the DP concentration. It is inter-
esting to note that for this irradiation, extrapolation back to the start
of the irradiation (0 w/o DP) did not show just hydrogen to be the principal
initial component as with the 6100F irradiation data, but both methane
and the C 2 's were present in appreciable amounts as well.
During the steady-state-HB period, the composition of the undis-
solved gas remained essentially constant. Of note was the large in-
crease in the methane content over the 6100F steady-state-HB irradiation
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TABLE 4. 15
G(gas j ) Values for the Steady-State-HB Period
of the 610 F Irradiation of Santowax OMPa
molecules of gaseous
G(gas ) component i produced100 ev absorbed in
Component the total coolant
Total gas 0. 0 37 ± 0. 00 3b
Hydrogen (H2) 0. 020 ± 0. 002
Methane (C 1) 0.0057 ± 0.0005
Ethane and Ethylene (C ) 0. 0060 ± 0. 0005
Propane and Propylene (C 3 0. 0026 ± 0. 0003
Butanes and Butenes (C 4 ) 0.0011 ± 0.0002
Pentanes, Pentenes, 0.0008 ± 0.0001
Hexanes (C5+6
Benzene, Toluene, 0. 0003 ± 0. 00006
Xylene (Aromatics)
a. DP concentration -40 w/o, HB concentration -33 w/o.
b. Standard deviations.
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data (see Fig. 4. 13). Table 4. 16 tabulates the average composition of
the undissolved gas during the steady-state-HB period. The errors quoted
were based on deviations from the mean values for the period. The C 2
composition during this period was about 99% ethane, while the C3 and C4
compositions were about 95% saturated hydrocarbons, a significant in-
crease over the 6100F steady-state-HB irradiation saturated hydrocarbon
composition. Another significant difference between the 7500F and 6100F
irradiation data was the 80% pentenes and hexenes found in the C5+6 com-
position. The aromatic composition was found to be about 90% benzene.
For further details, see Section A2. 4,
The dissolved gas composition during the steady-state-HB period of
the 7500F irradiation is also listed in Table 4. 16. This composition is
the average of the three dissolved gas samples obtained during the steady-
state-HB period, as there appeared to be no significant trend of the com-
position with irradiation. The dissolved gas samples, like the undissolved
samples, showed a preponderance of unsaturated hydrocarbons for each
number of carbon atoms, with the exception of the pentenes and hexenes.
For a detailed listing of these data see Section A2. 4. Using an average
gas solubility of 2. 5 x 10 3 std. cc)/(gm coolant)(psia) during the steady-
state-HB period (see Section 5. 7) the following gas removal rates from the
loop were obtained:
undissolved gas: 40. 4 ± 2.8 (std. cc)/MWH
dissolved gas: 1.0 ± 0. 3 (std. cc)/MWH
total removed: 41. 4 ± 2. 8 (std. cc)/MWH
A standard deviation of ± 7% was set on the undissolved gas removal rate
(4.1). Since only about 2. 5% of the gas removed was via the dissolved
gas, the ± 30% possible error in the gas solubility had almost no effect
on the results. Using the data of Table 4. 16 together with Eqs. (4. 22),
(4. 23), (4. 24) and (4. 25) the data of Table 4. 17 resulted. The standard
deviations quoted include the errors in dosimetry (± 2%) as well as the
other errors mentioned in this section. By comparison with the liquid
degradation data, it was observed that on a weight basis about 1 w/o of
the degradation products was radiolytic gases.
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TABLE 4.16
Undissolved and Dissolved Radiolytic Gas Composition During the
Steady-State-HB Period of the 750 0F Irradiation of Santowax OMP
Nitrogen and Oxygen Free Composition, Mole %
Component Undissolved Gas Dissolved Gas
Hydrogen (H 2 ) 37. 5 ± 0. 4 a 14.0 ± 1. 6
Methane (C 1 ) 38. 4 ± 0. 3 26. 9 ± 0. 4
Ethane and Ethylene (C 2) 16. 5 ± 0. 3 26. 9 ± 1. 1
Propane and Propylene (C 3 ) 5. 1 ± 0. 1 19. 1 ± 0. 8
Butanes and Butenes (C 4 ) 1. 1 ± 0. 1 6. 1 ± 0. 1
Pentanes, Pentenes, 0. 3 ± 0. 02 4. 2 ± 0. 2
Hexenes (C5+6
Benzene, Toluene, 1. 1 ± 0. 08 2. 8 ± 0. 3
Xylene (Aromatics)
a. Standard deviation based on deviation from mean value during the period.
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TABLE 4. 17
G(gas i) Values for the Steady-State-HB Period
of the 7500F Irradiation of Santowax OMPa
a. DP concentration -40 w/o, HB
b. Standard deviations.
concentration -33 w/o.
molecules of gaseous
G(gas i) component i produced100 ev absorbed in
Component the total coolant
Total gas 0. 105 ± 0, 008b
Hydrogen (H 2 ) 0. 0 39 ± 0. 00 3
Methane (C 1) 0.040 ± 0. 00 3
Ethane and Ethylene (C 2) 0.018 ± 0. 001
Propane and Propylene (C 3 ) 0. 0057 ± 0. 0004
Butanes and Butenes (C4) 0. 0013 ± 0. 0001
Pentanes, Pentenes, 0. 0004 ± 0. 00004
Hexenes (C 5 + 6)
Benzene, Toluene, 0. 0012 ± 0. 0001
Xylene (Aromatics)
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4. 9. 3 Comparison of 6100 F and 7500F Irradiation Results
Table 4. 18 summarizes the results obtained during the 610 0 F and
750 0 F steady-state-HB irradiations of Santowax OMP. The total gas
evolution rate increased almost three-fold from 610 0 F to 750 0 F. The
hydrogen evolution rate, however, only doubled, while the methane
production increased about seven-fold.
4. 9. 4 Comparison with Other Irradiations
Comparison with other work is made more difficult by the fact
that the gas production rates were obtained at M. I. T. only for a liquid
composition of - 40 w/o DP and - 33 w/o HB. Based on the varying com-
positions obtained during the transient periods the production rates for
the individual components might vary significantly if the DP concentration
were changed. However, in-pile capsule measurements by Berg et al.
(4. 22) and Bates, Burns et al. (4.. , 4i) indicated that the G(total gas)
value was approximately independent of the DP concentration, at least at
the lower irradiation temperatures. Thus, the data at M. I. T. will be
compared to these data using the assumption that G(total gas) is indepen-
dent of DP concentration.
Morgan and Mason (4._1) have previously suggested using a relation
similar to that for the liquid degradation G values, i. e.
G(total gas) = fN G N(total gas) + (1 - f N)G (total gas) (4. 27)
where
f N is the fast neutron dose rate fraction
G N(total gas) is the total gas generation rate due to fast neutron
interactions
G(total gas) is the total gas generation rate due to gamma ray
interactions.
As with the liquid degradation calculations, results obtained in a single
irradiation facility cannot alone determine GN(total gas), and so the
same graphical procedure devised for the liquid degradation results
was applied. Figure 4. 15 shows the graphical representation of the
MITR results at 6100F on the G N(total gas) vs. G (total gas) plane,
using Eq. (4. 27) with a fast neutron fraction of 0. 37 (see Section 3. 4)
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TABLE 4. 18
G(gas i) Values from the 610 0 F and 750 0 F
Steady-State-HB Irradiations of Santowax OMPa
molecules of gaseous
G(gas component i produced100 ev absorbed in
the total coolant
Component 6100F Irradiation 750 0 F Irradiation
Total gas 0. 037 ± 0. 003b 0. 105 ± 0. 008
Hydrogen (H 2 ) 0. 020 ± 0. 002 0. 039 ±0. 003
Methane (C 1 ) 0. 0057 ± 0. 0005 0.040 ± 0.003
Ethane and Ethylene (C 2 ) 0.0060 ± 0. 000 5 0.018 ± 0.001
Propane and Propylene (C3) 0. 0026 ± 0. 000 3 0. 0057 ± 0. 0004
Butanes and Butenes (C 4 ) 0.0011 ± 0. 0002 0. 0013 ± 0.0001
Pentanes, Pentenes, 0. 0008 ± 0. 0001 0. 0004 ± 0. 00004
Hexanes, Hexenes (C 5 + 6)
Benzene, Toluene, 0.0003 ± 0. 00006 0. 0012 ± 0.0001
Xylene (Aromatics)
a. DP concentration -40 w/o, HB concentration -33 w/o.
b. Standard deviations.
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and a G(total gas) value of 0. 037 (see Table 4, 18). The shaded area re-
presents the standard deviation of the results. Also shown is the average
dose rate in the core region in-pile section (-530 mw/gm).
Initial G(total gas) values have been reported by Bates, Burns et al.
(4. 24) for the electron irradiation work on encapsulated samples of Santo-
wax R at Harwell. The procedures used at Harwell have been described
in Section 4. 7. 2 above. The total amount of gas produced was nearly
linear with absorbed dose, at least to 50 w/o HB (4._2) so that G(total gas)
at any DP concentration was about equal to the initial G(total gas) value.
At 5720F a value of 0. 011 was reported, and at 6620F a value of 0. 016 was
reported for the initial G(total gas). The composition of the evolved gas
for both these irradiations was reported at over 90% H2 initially, with an
increase in the CH 4 and C 2 concentrations as the irradiations proceeded
(4._2). This observation is in keeping with the MITR results for the
transient periods of operation. A value of 0. 014 for 6100F obtained by
linear interpolation between the two irradiation temperatures is shown in
Fig. 4. 15.
Berg et al. (4. 22) report an average G(total gas) value of 0. 054 for
the experiments on encapsulated samples of Santowax OMP in the CWRR
at 625 0 F. with no trend of the G(total gas) value with increasing irradia-
tion (i. e. total gas produced was linear with irradiation). No gas phase
composition was reported. The procedures used at the CWRR have been
described in Section 4. 7. 3. Using the value of 0. 054 found, and the fast
neutron fraction of 0. 65, the data are plotted in Fig. 4. 15. It can be seen
that the CWRR, MITR and electron irradiation results have an almost com-
mon intersection point.
Bates, Burns et al. (45) also report initial G(total gas) values for
in-pile irradiations of encapsulated samples of Santowax R at BEPO at
572 0 F and 662 0 F. The procedures used at BEPO have been described in
Section 4. 7. 3. It was found that the total gas evolved was linear with ab-
sorbed dose to 30 w/o HB (the extent of the measurements) (4. 24). Later
work on Santowax R at 6620F confirmed this linearity to about 50 w/o HB
(4..5). Again hydrogen was observed as the principal product, consistent
with the MITR results. The data obtained were G(total gas) = 0. 064 at
5720F and G(total gas) = 0. 080 at 662 0 F. Using a linearly interpolated
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value of 0. 072 at 6100F and the fast neutron fraction of 0. 544, the results
are presented graphically on Fig. 4. 15. The results (as with the results
of liquid degradation studies made in capsules at BEPO) appear to be
higher than predicted by the three other irradiations.
Figure 4. 16 graphically presents the results of the 750 0F steady-
state-HB irradiation of Santowax OMP at M. I. T.. A value of G(total gas)
= 0 105 (see Table 4. 18) in conjunction with a fast neutron fraction of
0. 37 (see Section 3. 4) was used for this plot. The shaded area represents
the standard deviation of the MITR results. Also indicated is the dose
rate in the core region of the in-pile section (- 530 mw/gm).
Bates, Burns et al. (4. 24) report the results of electron irradiations
of encapsulated samples of Santowax R at 752 0 F. The total gas generated
was linear with absorbed dose to 30 w/o HB (the extent of the measure-
ments) (4 2), so that the reported initial G(total gas) value of 0. 023 was
placed on Fig. 4. 16 for comparison with the present data. Hydrogen still
composed the largest fraction of the gas, but an increased amount of the
CH 4 and C2 concentrations were observed (4_ 2), consistent with the MITR
findings.
In 1962, Bates, Burns et al. (4._5) also reported initial G(total gas)
values for in-pile capsule irradiations of Santowax R at 7520F in BEPO.
Preliminary work by them (4. 24),reported in 1959, had indicated that
G(total gas) increased with irradiation and that there was initially very
appreciable amounts of CH 4 and C 2 as well as H 2 . Subsequent determi-
nations of initial G(total gas) with better temperature control on the
samples were reported but the variation of the gas production rate with
observed dose (or with w/o DP) was not reported. Measurements on
pure meta-terphenyl at 7520F reported in 1962 (4._5) indicated an increase
in G(total gas) with irradiation. Using the initial G(total gas) value of
0. 119 reported for Santowax R and the fast neutron fraction of 0. 544, the
data are shown graphically in Fig. 4. 16. The data appear lower than the
electron irradiation measurements and the MITR measurements, but,
as mentioned above, this may be due to an (unreported) increase in
G(total gas) with increasing DP concentration (only the value at 0 w/o
DP was available).
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4. 9. 5 Conclusions
In view of the fact that less than 1 w/o of the degradation products
formed during the irradiation of Santowax OMP in the MITR at 6100F
and at 7500F was in the form of radiolytic gases, it is not as important
to know accurately this gas generation rate as it is to know accurately
the liquid degradation rate. However, the following tentative con-
clusions have been reached in comparing the MITR gas generation data
with the available results of other work:
1. At 6100 F: G N(total gas) _ 0. 076, G (total gas) -0. 015,
GN(total gas)/G (total gas) -5.
2. At 7500 F: G N(total gas) . 0. 24, G (total gas) ~ 0. 023,
GN(total gas)/G (total gas) _ 10.
It should be noted that comparisons were made entirely with ir-
radiations of encapsulated samples, as no gas generation data are current-
ly available from in-pile loop irradiations. The values for the 7500F
irradiation are subject to extra doubt due to the lack of available data
on the pyrolytic gas generation rate.
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CHAPTER 5
PHYSICAL PROPERTY MEASUREMENTS
5. 1 Introduction
One of the important aspects of the work at M. I. T. has been the
determination of the effects of temperature and irradiation on some of
the physical properties of Santowax OMP. A knowledge of how some
of these properties vary with irradiation is essential. For instance,
in heat transfer and pumping power design calculations, the effect of
irradiation on the coolant density, viscosity, heat capacity and thermal
conductivity would have to be known.
The results of density, viscosity, specific heat, thermal conduc-
tivity number average molecular weight, gas solubility, coolant melting
point, carbon-hydrogen content and inorganic content measurements on
irradiated Santowax OMP are discussed. The results of miscellaneous
other physical measurements are also presented.
5. 2 Density
Densities of samples of irradiated Santowax OMP were determined
using calibrated pycnometers. The pycnometers were pressurized with
nitrogen and immersed in a high temperature fused salt bath for measure -
ments at temperatures ranging from 400 0F to 800 0 F. Details of the
apparatus used are given by Morgan and Mason (5._1).
The theory of the use of the pycnometers is discussed in Section
A3. 1. The data obtained for each sample have been found to closely
follow a linear temperature dependence and were fit by the method of
least squares to a relation of the form
p=A+ BT (5. 1)
where
p is the sample density, gm/cc
A, B are constants
T is the sample temperature, 0F.
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The results of this smoothing process for the individual samples for
both the 6100F and 7500F irradiation are listed in Section A3. 4. The
data obtained for each sample are believed accurate to an average stan-
dard deviation of ± 0. 3%.
Figure 5. 1 shows the variation of the smoothed density data ob-
tained from the 6100F irradiation of Santowax OMP with the concentration
of degradation products (DP). For each sample, the smoothed density
data at 400, 500, 600, 700 and 800 0F are plotted. The DP concentration
of each sample has a standard deviation of about ± 2 w/o at 0 w/o DP
and to about ± 1 w/o at 50 w/o DP (see Section A2. 1). The coolant den-
sity can be seen to have increased about 10% during the two transient
periods of operation of the loop, when the DP concentration increased
from 0 to 60 w/o. During the steady-state-HB period the density re-
mained approximately constant (see below) as did the DP concentration
(see Section 4. 4). Thus, the average density is shown for the average
DP concentration for the steady-state-HB period in Fig. 5. 1. The data
indicate about a 1% higher density for a given temperature and DP con-
centration during the steady-state-HB period than during the transient
period. A slight increase in number average molecular weight of the de-
gradation products (at the same DP concentration) from the transient to
the steady-state-HB periods was observed for the irradiated coolant (see
Section 5. 6), and it appears that this observed increase was responsible
for the density increase from transient to steady-state-HB periods.
Figure 5. 2 presents the density data of the steady-state-HB
period plotted against the period of reactor operation in MWH. The
quasi-steady-state-HB data are also shown and agree within 0. 5% with
the steady-state-HB data. The data show no change with increasing
irradiation, indicating little or no change of average molecular weight
of the coolant during these periods (see Section 5. 6).
An overall correlation of the density data for the transient periods
of the 6100F irradiation (valid over the temperature range 400 - 8000F)
is given graphically in Fig. 5. 3. The data are presented as
p = p - p 1 (T - 400) (5. 2)
with the functional dependence of p and p1 on the concentration of
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degradation products being given in Fig. 5. 3. T is the temperature in
0 F. As stated above, the data for the steady-state-HB periods indicate
slightly higher densities than those given by the correlation.
The density data from the 7500F irradiation of Santowax OMP are
given in Fig. 5. 4 as a function of DP concentration. In contrast to the
6100F irradiation results, the steady-state-HB data agree quite well
with the data of the transient periods. A good agreement of number aver-
age molecular weight of the coolant for the steady-state-HB period with
the transient periods of the 750 0F irradiation at the same DP concentra-
tion was also observed (see Section 5. 6). During the steady-state-HB
period of the 750 0F irradiation the densities remained quite constant, as
shown in Fig. 5. 5. An overall correlation of the density data from the
transient periods of the 750 0F irradiation (valid from 400 - 800 0F) using
an equation of the form of Eq. (5. 2) is given in Fig. 5. 6.
A comparison of the density data from the 6100F and 750 0F irrad-
iations with each other and with the results of other laboratories is given
in Fig. 5. 7. The data of the two irradiations agree quite well with each
other over the temperature range of interest, but the change in density
with temperature for the higher DP concentrations is greater for the
7500F irradiation than for the 6100F irradiation (compare Figs. 5. 3,
5. 6 and 5. 7). For the 7500F irradiation a slower increase in number
average molecular weight of the coolant with DP concentration than for
the 610 0 F irradiation was observed (see Section 5. 6). These two phen-
omena appear to be related.
Gercke and Asanovich (5._2) report the results of measurements made
at Atomics International with pycnometers on samples of Santowax R ir-
radiated in the MTR (5._3). Their data are shown for comparison with
the present data in Fig. 5. 7. The fact that the data appear to be 1 - 2%
lower than the present results is somewhat misleading since the material
used for their report, Santowax R, contained about 18 w/o low and inter-
mediate boilers (LIB) even before irradiation and these products prob-
ably have densities close to those of o-, m-, and p-terphenyl.
Density measurements on a sample of the charge material for the
750 0F irradiation were also made at Grenoble, France (5,_4), using a
Mohr balance (5._5), and the smoothed values obtained are shown for
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comparison with the present data in Fig. 5. 7. The data obtained were
not fit to a linear temperature dependence but still agree almost exactly
with the present data to 600 0 F. At 8000F the results appear to be about
1% lower than those obtained at M. I. T..
Bowring and Garton (5._6) made measurements on unirradiated
Santowax R at Harwell using a glass dilatometer. The p-terphenyl and
HB compositions of the material were reported as one value, so that the
DP concentration is not exactly known but is believed to lie between 10
and 20 w/o. The data were fitted to a parabolic temperature dependence
and are shown in Fig. 5. 7 at a DP concentration of 15 ± 5 w/o. For
6000F their data agree quite well with the present results, but their data
appear to be about 1%6 lower than the present data both at 400 and 800 0 F.
Bates, Burns et al. (5._7), who also made measurements on unirradiated
Santowax R with glass dilatometers, report values in agreement with
those of Bowring and Garton, except at temperatures approaching 800 0F,
where their results are about 1% higher than those of this work and 2%
higher than those of Bowring and Garton.
In general, the agreement of the density data of this work with those
obtained at other laboratories is within about 1%, which is quite good.
5. 3 Vis cosity
Viscosities of irradiated Santowax OMP samples were determined
over the temperature range 400 - 800 0F by measuring efflux times in
semi-micro capillary viscometers of the Ostwald type. As with the
density measurements, the viscometers were pressurized with nitrogen
and immersed in a high temperature fused salt bath. Morgan and Mason
(5_1) describe the equipment in detail, and the theory of the use of visco-
meters is described in Section A3. 2.
The viscosity data obtained for each sample were fit by the method
of least squares to the relation
AE
= g e (5. 3)
where
y, g9 are in centipoises
AE is an "activation energy, " kcal/mole
5. 12
R is the gas constant, kcal/mole 0 R
T is the sample temperature, 0 R.
The data have been found to fit this type of relation over the temperature
range of interest (400 - 800 0 F), even for DP concentrations approaching
60 w/o. The smoothed constants a9 and AE are reported for all samples
from the 6100F and 7500F irradiation in Section A3. 4, and the viscosities
for each sample are believed accurate to an average standard deviation
of ± 3%.
Figure 5. 8 shows the variation of the smoothed viscosity data ob-
tained from the 610 0F irradiation of Santowax OMP with DP concentration.
For each sample the smoothed viscosities at 400 0 F, 600 0F and 8000F
are plotted. As stated above, the DP concentration of each sample has a
standard deviation of 1 - 2 w/o. The viscosities increased about four-fold
through the two transient periods when the DP concentration increased
from 0 to 60 w/o. This strong DP concentration dependence becomes very
important in heat transfer and pumping power calculations. As with the
density measurements the averaged steady-state-HB data are higher than
the transient data for the same w/o DP, the difference amounting to about
10% at 6000F. This implies a buildup of high molecular weight compounds
in the HB fraction from the transient to steady-state-HB periods (see
Section 5. 6). During both steady-state-HB periods, the coolant viscosity
seems to have remained fairly constant, as shown in Fig. 5. 9, implying
little change of the molecular weight distribution during these periods.
The number average molecular weight data support this conclusion (see
Section 5. 6).
An overall correlation of the viscosity data from transient periods
of the 6100F irradiation (valid over the temperature range 400 - 8000F)
is given in Fig. 5. 10. The correlation is of the form
y = y exp [- - 1. 163 x 10-3 (5 4)
where T is in 0R and the variations of g 1 and N with DP concentration
are displayed graphically.
The viscosity data from the 750 0F irradiation are shown in Fig.
5. 11 as a function of DP concentration. As with the density data for the
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750 0 F irradiation, the steady-state-HB data agreed with those of the
transient period for the same DP concentration, in contrast to the
results of the 6100F irradiation. The viscosities during the steady-
state-HB period of the 750 0F irradiation remained quite constant, as
shown in Fig. 5. 12.
An overall correlation of the viscosity data from the transient
periods of the 7500F irradiation (valid over 400 - 8000F) by a relation
of the form of Eq. (5. 4) is given in Fig. 5. 13.
A comparison of the viscosity data from the two irradiations to-
gether with data of other laboratories is provided by Fig. 5. 14. To
about 20 w/o DP the viscosity data of the two irradiations agree with
each other within the possible errors in the viscosities and the DP
concentrations, but at higher conversions the 7500F irradiation viscos-
ities are significantly lower than the 6100F irradiation viscosities.
Also, as shown in Figs. 5. 10 and 5. 13, the "activation energy, " AE,
did not increase as rapidly with DP concentration for the 750 0F irrad-
iation as for the 6100F irradiation. The number average molecular
weight of the HB fraction of the coolant was found to be significantly
lower for the steady-state-HB periods of the 7500F irradiation than for
the steady-state-HB period of the 6100F irradiation (see Section 5. 6).
The coolant viscosity thus appears to be more influenced by the mole-
cular weight distribution in the coolant than by the average molecular
weight of the coolant, and apparently the higher irradiation temperature
hinders the buildup of high molecular weight compounds.
Corrected viscosity data of Santowax R samples irradiated in
the MTR (5. 3) are reported by Atomics International (5._8). The vis-
cosities were also measured with Ostwald-type viscometers and are
shown in Fig. 5. 14. As mentioned in Section 5. 2, the fact that the data
seem low compared to the present results is somewhat misleading since
the unirradiated Santowax R composition contained about 18 w/o LIB.
Bessouat et al. (5._5) report measurements on unirradiated Santo-
wax OMP (composition not given but assumed 0 w/o DP) made at Grenoble.
The method utilized was to time the fall of a cylindrical plummet through
a given distance in the liquid. Their results are shown in Fig. 5. 14
and agree within 5% with the present results.
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The viscosity of unirradiated Santowax R was also measured by
Bowring et al. (5._9) at Harwell using the same method as Bessouat et al..
Since the p-terphenyl and HB concentrations were reported together, the
DP concentration is not exactly known but is believed to be 15 ± 5 w/o.
The agreement with the present results is good (within 4%) over the whole
temperature range 400 - 800 0 F. Measurements made by Bates, Burns
et al. (5._7) at Harwell on unirradiated Santowax R did not agree very well
with either those of Bowring et al. or those of this work.
In general the data obtained at other laboratories agree with those
of M. I. T. to within ± 5%
5. 4 Specific Heat
Specific heat measurements were made on selected samples from
the 6100F and 7500F irradiations by the Monsanto Research Corporation
at Dayton, Ohio (5. 10). The method used was to find the heat content
(enthalpy) of the samples at three temperatures -- near 400 0 F, 6000F
and 8000F -- by drop calorimetry and to fit the heat content versus tem-
perature curves by parabolas. Upon differentiation of these fitted curves,
the specific heat as a (linear) function of temperature was obtained. The
method is estimated accurate to ± 4% (see Section A3. 5).
Measurements were also made on a mixture of two samples (having
about the same composition) from the 6100F irradiation at Grenoble (5._4).
The method used for this measurement was to deduce the specific heat of
the sample at a given temperature from the observed temperature rise of
the sample in an adiabatic calorimeter after a known amount of heat had
been added. This method is said to yield results good to ± 1% (5. 11).
These data, together with the data from Monsanto, are given in detail in
Section A3. 5, and smoothed values at 400, 600 and 8000F are shown in
Fig. 5. 15 as a function of w/o DP.
As may be seen from Fig. 5. 15, the Monsanto and Grenoble data
seem to agree quite well. There is no significant variation of specific
heat with DP concentration or temperature of irradiation.
A comparison of the data obtained for this report with data of other
laboratories is given in Fig. 5. 16. Bowring et al. (5. 12) report the
results of specific heat measurements on unirradiated Santowax R at
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Winfrith, England. The method used was the same as the method used at
Grenoble, and their data cover the range 350 - 600 0 F. As seen from
Fig. 5. 16 their data appear to agree with the results of this study at
about 4000F but have a larger slope with temperature. However, for the
calibration experiments at Winfrith, Bowring et al. measured the specific
heat of diphenyl ether over the range 100 - 400 0 F and compared their
measurements to those of the National Bureau of Standards (5. 18). Their
comparison showed higher specific heats for diphenyl ether than measured
by the National Bureau of Standards. If the percentage discrepancy be-
tween the Bowring et al. data and those of the National Bureau of
Standards were extrapolated to 600 0 F, it would account for the difference
between the Bowring et al. results for Santowax R and those of the present
study. In any event, these two sets of data agree within 2% at 6000F.
Specific heat data have been reported over the temperature range
400 - 7000F for unirradiated Santowax OMP and Santowax R by Atomics
International (5. 13). Their measurement techniques were similar to
those used by Monsanto. The data are shown in Fig. 5. 16 and are some-
what lower than the present data, the discrepancy amounting to about 10%
0
at 700 F. This discrepancy is greater than the reported accuracy of
± 5%.
5. 5 Thermal Conductivity
Thermal conductivity measurements have been made over the tem-
perature range 400 - 7000F on two samples from the 6100F irradiation of
Santowax OMP and on the charge material for the 750 0F irradiation of
Santowax OMP. These measurements have been made at Grenoble, and
the results are reported by Elberg (5._4). The method used was to pass a
step change in current through a thin platinum wire submerged in the
liquid at a certain temperature. The rate of rise of temperature of the
wire can be related to the thermal conductivity of the liquid (5._5). The
data for each sample were smoothed by assuming a linear dependence of
thermal conductivity on temperature. The measured data are tabulated
in Section A3. 5 and are stated as accurate to ± 2% (55).
The smoothed data are shown in Fig. 5. 17 as a function of DP con-
centration at 400, 600 and 800 0 F. Straight lines were drawn through the
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data due to lack of better information. It appears from the data that the
thermal conductivity may increase by over 20% as the DP concentration
increases from 0 to 60 w/o.
A comparison of the present results with those of other laboratories
is given in Fig. 5. 18. The data obtained at Grenoble are shown in the
figure, together with the DP concentration for the three samples analyzed.
Ziebland and Burton (5. 14) report the results of thermal conductivity
measurements on unirradiated Santowax R over the temperature range
300 - 750 0 F. The p-terphenyl and HB compositions were reported together
so that the DP concentration was estimated to be between 10 - 20 w/o,
since unirradiated Santowax R usually contains some degradation products.
Their method was to place the liquid between two coaxial cylinders and to
heat the inner cylinder. At steady-state, the thermal conductivity can be
calculated from the heat input, the temperature drop across the gap and
the geometry of the system. Their results, stated as accurate to ± 2%,
are shown on Fig. 5. 18 and can be seen to agree quite well with the re-
sults of this work.
Measurements on the thermal conductivity of irradiated OMRE coolant
have been reported over the temperature range 350 - 650 0F by Atomics
International (5. 15), and their data are shown in Fig. 5, 18. The concen-
tration of degradation products for the OMRE coolant was defined as
100 - w/o omp - w/o biphenyl,since biphenyl was a significant fraction of
the unirradiated coolant, and the values are shown in the figure for the
two sets of measurements reported. The data are seen to agree with the
present data with a maximum deviation of 6% over the range covered.
In general, the thermal conductivity data agree with those of other
laboratories; however, the data are somewhat sparse, and more measure-
ments should be made in the future to more accurately determine this
property.
5. 6 Number Average Molecular Weight
During the 6100F and 7500F irradiations number average molecular
weight measurements were made on both coolant and HB (bottoms) samples.
Measurements were made at M. I. T. , using a Mechrolab Model 301A
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1
osmometer, and at the Monsanto Research Corporation (Everett, Mass.)
using a cryoscopic method. The procedures used at M. I. T. are des-
cribed in detail in Section A3. 6 and the standard deviation of the measure -
ments has been estimated to be + 3% to - 2%. A tabulation of the data may
be found in Section A3. 7.
The number average molecular weight is defined as
EC.
MWN =N - A(5. 5)
where
C. is the weight fraction of species i in the mixture
A. is the molecular weight of species i.
and gives emphasis to low molecular weight species. The HB samples
were therefore corrected for the small amount of m- and p-terphenyl in
them by applying the formula
1-y
corrected =56
N 1y
uncorrected 270
-N
where y is the weight fraction of omp in the HB samples.
Figure 5. 19 shows the number average molecular weight of the
coolant and HB fraction (distillation bottoms) as a function of the DP
concentration for the 6100F irradiation. As stated above, the DP concen-
tration of each sample has a standard deviation of 1 - 2 w/o. The MWN
of the coolant increased with increasing DP concentration from a value of
230 at 0 w/o DP to about 350 at 60 w/o DP. The number average molecular
weight of the coolant was about 5% higher during the steady-state-HB
periods for the same DP concentration, implying a slight buildup of higher
molecular weight species. During the steady-state-HB period the average
bottoms MW was near 690.N
During the steady-state-HB period of the 6100F irradiation the
coolant MW values remained quite constant (see Fig. 5. 20) with an av-N
erage near 300. The HB results were much more scattered, and it is
1. Mechrolab, Inc. , Mountain View, California.
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difficult to tell whether there was a trend during the irradiation or not.
Some of this scattering may be due to insolubility effects (see Section
A3. 6) of the HB material. Since the number average molecular weights
give emphasis to low molecular weight compounds, the coolant MWN
data would be expected to show less scatter than the HB MWN data, in
view of the 60 w/o terphenyl concentration in the coolant.
Figure 5. 21 shows the coolant and bottoms MWN data obtained
during the 7500F irradiation of Santowax OMP as a function of the DP
concentration. The steady-state-HB coolant data agreed quite well with
those of the transient period for the same DP concentration. The
coolant and HB MWN data remained constant within experimental error
during the steady-state-HB period (see Fig. 5. 22) with the coolant MW N
averaging about 285 and the bottoms MW N averaging 580.
The data for the two irradiations indicate a fairly good agreement
of the MWN's of the coolant during the transient periods. The MWN
data for the 750 0 F irradiation appeared to be only 2/o lower at 40 w/o
DP for the 750 0F irradiation. However, the HB data show that the MWN
of the bottoms was about 15% lower for the 7500F irradiation. This would
indicate that the increase in irradiation temperature either inhibits
formation or promotes breakdown of high molecular weight compounds.
Number average molecular weight data have been reported for OMRE
coolant by Atomics International for the 30 w/o HB phase of the Core II
operation at 6000F (5. 15). Their HB data show an average of 600,
which is about 12% lower than the average for the 6100F irradiation at
M. I. T.. Considering the differences of coolant (unirradiated OMRE
Core II coolant contained about 15 w/o diphenyl) and the slightly lower
HB level at Atomics International, the molecular weight results of the
OMRE and M. I. T. irradiations appear to be consistent.
5. 7 Gas Solubility
Measurements on the solubility of radiolytic gas in irradiated Santo-
wax OMP were performed at intervals during the 6100F and 7500F ir-
radiations. The purpose of these measurements was to determine the
amount and composition of dissolved gas in the loop during the irradia-
tions in order to complete the gas balance for the determination of the
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gas generation rate in irradiated Santowax OMP (see Section 4. 8).
The procedure for these measurements has been described in de-
tail by Morgan and Mason (5._1). Briefly, the capsule containing the
sample to be analyzed was connected directly to a reflux boiler and the
organic material boiled under a vacuum. A cold trap on the condensing
side of the boiler prevented low boilers from entering a collecting buret,
which collected the gas evolved.
It should be remembered that these measurements are inherently
more difficult to make in a loop system than in a batch system, due to
the greater chance for gas leakage from the irradiated sample while it
is being transferred to the gas solubility apparatus from the loop. Ano-
ther source of error arose from the leakage of air into the gas solubility
apparatus during the measurement. This latter error was partially cor-
rected by assuming that all the oxygen and nitrogen found in the mass
spectrographic analysis of the dissolved gas came from this air leak and
not from a leak in transfer to the mass spectrometer. (Mass spectro-
graphic analyses of dissolved gas from the gas solubility samples are
listed in Section A2. 4. )
The overall error in the gas solubility has been estimated at ± 30%.
Fortunately, this large error did not affect the gas production rate analy-
sis much, since most of the gas removed from the loop was via samples
of undissolved gas and not through the dissolved gas in the liquid samples
(see Section 4.9).
A summary of the data obtained is presented in Table 3. 1. As is
evident from the table, there is considerable scatter in the data, but the
data do indicate a greater gas solubility during the 6100F irradiation
(range 3 to 9 x 10 (std. cc)/(gm coolant)(psia) over the course of the
irradiation) than during the 7500F irradiation (range 1 to 4 x 10 3
(std. cc)/(gm coolant)(psia) over the course of the irradiation). These
findings were consistent with the data reported by Atomics International
(5. 16), who reported a value of about 5 x 10-3 (std. cc)/(gm coolant)(psia)
for OMRE coolant irradiated at 400 - 600 0F.
1. In this report, the designation "1L" refers to liquid samples
from the 6100F irradigtion, and the designation "2L" refers to liquid
samples from the 750 F irradiation.
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TABLE 3. 1
Gas Solubility in Irradiated Santowax OMP Samples
from the 610 0 F and 750 0 F Irradiations
Sample w/o DP Solubility, (std. cc)/(gm coolant)(psia) x 10
1L52 33 3
1L118 60 8
1L195 31 9
2L8 17 2
2L14 50 1
2L30 40 4
2L35 41 3
2L39 41 2
5. 8 Coolant Melting Point
As pointed out by Morgan and Mason (5._1) the coolant melting
point is a nebulous quantity due to the large range in melting points of
the components comprising the irradiated Santowax OMP; for instance,
pure o-terphenyl melts at 1340F and pure p-terphenyl at 416 0F. Two
melting points were defined:
1. The initial liquidus point, which is the temperature at which
the first liquid drop appears.
2. The final liquidus point, which is the temperature at which
the last crystal disappears.
These temperatures were measured visually using a Fisher-Johns
apparatus (5._1). The determinations were difficult to make because of
the tarry black color of the samples; this is particularly true of the
initial liquidus point. The data for the individual samples are tabulated
in Section A3. 8.
The data obtained for the 610 0F irradiation of Santowax OMP are
shown in Fig. 5. 23, where the melting points are seen to decrease with
increasing DP concentration. The data for the steady-state-HB periods
appear to be lower than those of the transient periods for the same DP
concentration, which is probably due to the buildup of the LIB fraction
in the coolant.
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The data obtained for the 750 0F irradiation are presented in
Fig. 5. 24. It may be seen that the melting points of the 750 0F irrad-
iation are lower than those of the 6100F irradiation. This is particu-
larly true of the initial liquidus point, which reached room temperature
around 40 w/o DP. All samples with a DP concentration of 40 w/o DP
or more contained some liquid at room temperature.
5. 9 Carbon-Hydrogen Content
Carbon-hydrogen content measurements on samples of irradiated
Santowax OMP have been performed by the Monsanto Research Corpora-
tion (Everett, Mass. ) using a standard combustion technique, and the
results are said to be accurate to ± 0. 5 w/o (5._1). A summary of the
results for the 6100F and 7500F irradiations is presented in Table 5. 2.
A more detailed listing may be found in Section A3. 9. For comparison,
the carbon-hydrogen content of the pure terphenyls is 93. 88 w/o carbon
and 6. 12 w/o hydrogen with a C/H ratio of 15. 4.
TABLE 5. 2
Carbon-Hydrogen Content of Irradiated Santowax OMP Samples
from the 6100F and 7500F Irradiations
Sample No. w/o DP w/o Carbon w/o Hydrogen C/H Ratio
1L16 0.0 93.8 6.2 15.1
1L50 27.1 93. 7 6.3 14. 9
1L66 36.0 94.2 5.9 16.0
1L91 48.8 94.0 6.0 15.7
Average 610 0 F 39. 0 94. 2 6. 1 15. 5Steady-State-HB
2L1 0.0 93.9 6.1 15.4
Average 750 0 F 40.8 93.9 5.7 16. 5Steady-State-HB
In view of the experimental accuracy and the lack of a definite
trend of the data, it appears that no change in the carbon-hydrogen con-
tent occurred during the irradiation of Santowax OMP at both 610 0 F and
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750 0F. This result is not surprising, since the primary cause of a
change in the C-H content would be the evolution of a substantial mass
of gas having a widely different carbon-hydrogen content than that of
the pure terphenyls. Since the weight of gas formed during the irradia-
tions was less than 0. 5 w/o of the original coolant, the C/H ratio could
not change greatly even if all the gas was hydrogen.
5. 10 Ash and Semi-Quantitative Emission Spectroscopy
Since it has been suggested that inorganic particulate matter in the
coolant is responsible for the eventual fouling of heat transfer surfaces
(5. 18), the ash or inorganic content of the irradiated coolant is of
interest. The Monsanto Research Corporation (Dayton, Ohio) has per-
formed ash analyses on five gram samples of irradiated Santowax OMP
from the 610 0 F and 750 0 F irradiation. The residue of the ashing was
subsequently analyzed by emission spectroscopy for individual components.
A summary of the results of these analyses is given in Table 5. 3. A
TABLE 5. 3
Ash and Semi-Quantitative Emission Spectroscopy Analyses on
Irradiated Santowax OMP Samples
from the 610 0 F and 750 0 F Irradiations
Sample Reactor Ash Concentration of Inorganic Material, ppm (by wt)
Number MWH ppm Al Cu Fe Mg Mn Mo Na Ni Si
1L35 392 90 <2 <2 1-3 3-9
1L116 3839 15 2-4 2-7 <3 <3 <3 2-7
1L180 5785 20 3-8 3-8 3-8 <3 <3 3-9 9-28
1L269 10579 0 <2 2-5 <2 <2 <2 <2 2-5
2L5 253 20 2-5 2-5 3-8 2-6 2-5 5-15
2L22 2278 40 <3 <3 2-5 <3 <3 8-25
2L36 3445 20 <3 <3 3-9 <3 2-6 6-19
more detailed listing may be found in Section A3. 10.
The quantity of ash obtained was apparently quite sensitive to the
ashing procedure used. The conditions used for the samples listed in
5.40
0
Table 5. 3 are 1000 C for 90 minutes. Morgan and Mason (51) have re-
ported results up to 1 w/o ash for 750 0 C for 3 minutes. Furthermore,
it is believed that because of the small sample size (five grams), determi-
nations to better than ± 100 ppm cannot be expected, so that the major
conclusion to be drawn from the ashing analyses is that there seems to be
no significant amount present.
The major inorganic constituents in the ash residue were found to
be silicon (Si), iron (Fe), copper (Cu), aluminum (Al), magnesium (Mg)
and nickel (Ni), all of which appear to be present in amounts < 10 ppm.
In connection with the study of fouling in the M. I. T. In-Pile Loop,
analyses for iron (Fe), chloride (Cl) and water content of several samples
from the 6100F irradiation of Santowax OMP have been performed at
Chalk River, Ontario. The results of these analyses are tabulated in
Section 6. 4. 1, where it is shown that the analyses yield
Fe 2 - 20 ppm
C1 -3 ppm
Water 10 - 50 ppm
These trace amounts are consistent with the findings of the Monsanto
Research Corporation and indicate that the coolant under irradiation
was quite "clean.
5. 11 Other Physical Measurements
Other physical measurements on the irradiated coolant were: ultra-
violet (UV) and infrared (IR) transmission analyses (both performed by
the Monsanto Research Corporation (Everett, Mass.); and mass spectro-
graphic analyses on some liquid samples from the first transient phase
of the 610 F irradiation (performed by the California Research Corpora-
tion, (Richmond, California).
The only distinguishing feature in the UV spectra for samples of
irradiated and unirradiated coolant was a large peak at 370 mg.
The IR analyses were performed over the range 2 - 15 u,
and many peaks were observed. Some changes in the spectra were noted
as the irradiation progressed. A typical IR spectrum is shown in
Fig. 5. 25. At present no meaningful interpretation of these data has
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been made, and it is doubted that much useful information will be obtained
due to the complexity of the irradiated samples.
Mass spectrographic analyses on irradiated liquid samples yielded
only qualitative information about the coolant composition. Molecular
weights were assigned to the peaks reported, and suggestions were made
as to the possible compounds in the coolant. In a qualitative way the
analyses showed the buildup of aromatic linked compounds with irradia-
tion up to nonaphenyl at the end of the first transient period of the 610 0F
irradiation. The results were not found to be useful, and analyses were
not performed after this period.
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CHAPTER 6
HEAT TRANSFER MEASUREMENTS
6. 1 Introduction
The heat transfer properties of an irradiated coolant are im-
portant considerations in the use of organic liquids in nuclear reactor
systems. Two test heaters, installed in the out-of-pile section of the
M. I. T. loop, were used to measure the changes in heat transfer pro-
perties of Santowax OMP with irradiation during both the 610 0 F and
7500F irradiations. A complete description of the test heaters has
been given by Morgan and Mason (6. 1). Briefly, the heat transfer
measurements were performed in two 1/4 inch 0. D. stainless steel
tubes (wall thickness 0. 020 inches) with thermocouples spot welded
to the outsides of the tubes. The tubes were heated by the passage of
AC currents up to 450 amps along the test heater walls and heat trans-
fer coefficients determined from the net electrical heat input and the
difference between the wall temperatures and bulk liquid temperatures.
Correlations of tjie heat transfer data obtained with changes in
physical properties of the irradiated Santowax OMP were performed;
the data analysis and results obtained are reported in Sections 6. 2
and 6. 3.
During the latter half of the 7500F irradiation of Santowax OMP
a fouling probe obtained from the AECL (Chalk River, Ontario) was in-
stalled in the out-of-pile section of the loop, and preliminary measure-
ments have been performed with the probe. The results of this and
other fouling tests are reported in Section 6. 4.
6. 2 Theory
Details of the theory behind the heat transfer measurements are
given in Sections A4. 1 - A4. 5, A summary will be given here.
Thermocouples spot welded at intervals along a test heater tube
were used to measure the outside wall temperature of the tube.
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Immersion thermocouples inserted in mixing chambers at the upstream
and downstream ends of a test heater served to measure the bulk liquid
temperature. The outside wall thermocouples and the bulk thermocouples
were read on a precision potentiometer. A typical temperature profile
along the test heater is shown in Fig. 6. 1.
The heat flux in the test heater being utilized was determined from
the voltage drop in each half of the heater and the electrical resistance of
the stainless steel tube which was known as a function of the temperature
of the tube (6. 1). Small corrections for heat losses from the tube were
applied.
A turbine type flowmeter was used to measure the volumetric flow
rate of the coolant through the test heater.
From the inside wall temperature, which was obtained by correcting
the outer (measured) wall temperature for internal heat generation ( and
heat loss) in the tube (see Section A4. 1) the total heat transfer coefficient
from the inside surface of the wall to the bulk of the fluid was expressed as
Q. Btu
U =in (6. 1)
I - (hr)(ft2 )( F)
A(TW TB
where
Q. is the heat transfer rate into the coolant, Btu/hrin
A is the wall surface through which the heat flows, ft 2
T is the average temperature of the inside surface of the
test heater wall, 0F
T is the average coolant bulk temperature, OF.
If the heat transfer resistance due to scale on the test heater wall is small
compared with the overall heat transfer resistance, U is equivalent to
hf, the film heat transfer coefficient. (This has indeed proven to be the
case; see Section 6. 4).
For a series of measurements in a given day, the physical proper-
ties (density, viscosity, specific heat and thermal conductivity) of the
coolant were known (see Chapter 5 and Section A4. 3), and with the
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knowledge of the coolant velocity,v, and the inside diameter of the test
heater, D, the following dimensionless parameters were calculated:
1. Nusselt number = Nu = (6. 2)
2. Reynolds number = Re = Dvp (6. 3)
U
3. Prandtl number = Pr = (6.4)
k
4. Viscosity Ratio = - (6. 5)
W
All physical properties except yW were evaluated at the coolant bulk
temperature. gW is the viscosity of the coolant evaluated at the inside
test heater surface temperature. The heat transfer data were correlated
in terms of the dimensionless parameters described above by relations of
the form
Nu = A(Re)B (Pr)C (6.6)
This type of relation has proved valuable in the correlation of heat trans-
fer data (62, 6. 3). Each of the constants A, B, C and D were determined
from a least squares analysis of the data (see Section A4. 4 for details),
The least squares method allowed any of the constants (A, B, C or D) to
be fixed at certain values and the remainder determined from the least
squares analysis.
One of the methods used to determine the buildup of scale on the
test heater walls is due to Wilson (6._1). The general relation between the
overall heat transfer coefficient from test heater surface to bulk coolant
and the film heat transfer coefficient is
+R (6. 7)U hf S
where R is a scale resistance to heat transfer.
The film heat transfer coefficient is related to the fluid velocity by (6,_2):
B
hf = av (O. 8<B <1.O0) (6. 8)
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where the constant "a" is dependent on the geometry of the system and
the physical properties of the coolant. On a given day, heat transfer coef-
ficients were determined at several velocities. Since the constant "a"
did not vary over this short period of time, a plot of 1/U versus 1/vB
for the data of that day should be a straight line yielding R 5 as an inter-
cept. Various values of B were used, including the value obtained from a
least squares analysis of Eq. (6. 6). The results of these Wilson plots
are reported in Section 6.4. Briefly, it was found that U could be re-
placed by hf in Eq. (6. 2) within the accuracy to which these determina-
tions of R could be made. This indicates that the amount of resistance
to heat transfer due to scale buildup was insignificant over the period of
the two irradiations at 6100F and 7500F.
6. 3 Results
6. 3. 1 M. I. T. Results
The ranges of variation of the major variables associated with the
heat transfer data obtained during the 610 0F and 750 0F irradiations of
Santowax OMP are given in Tables 6. 1 and 6. 2 respectively. The more
restricted range on the variables for the 750 0F irradiation data was a
result of the higher bulk temperature of the coolant and the desire to
keep the maximum wall temperature under 900 0 F. A more detailed
listing of the heat transfer data may be found in Section A4. 6.
The heat transfer data from the two irradiations were subdivided
into several categories. All the data obtained during the 610 0F irrad-
iation of S antowax OMP were placed in category 1. These data were also
divided into three further categories. Category 2 data were data ob-
tained during the 610 0F irradiation using test heater no. 5 (TH5) at a
nominal heat flux of 2 x 105 Btu/(hr)(ft 2) Category 3 data were data
obtained during the 6100F irradiation using TH5 at a nominal heat flux
of 105 Btu/(hr)(ft 2). Category 4 data were obtained during the 6100 F
irradiation using TH6 at a nominal heat flux of 105 Btu/(hr)(ft2 ).
All the data obtained from TH6 during the 7500F irradiation of
Santowax OMP at a nominal heat flux of 1. 3 x 105 Btu/(hr)(ft 2) were
placed in category 5. Some of these data were obtained from a special
run at a constant velocity and a variation in bulk temperature to provide
6. 6
TABLE 6, 1
Range of Variation of Major Heat Transfer Variables
During the 6100F Irradiation of Santowax OMP
Heat Flux, Q/A 2 x 10 4-2 x 105 Btu/(hr)(ft )
Velocity, v 5-25 ft/sec
Heat Transfer Coefficient, U 340-2400 Btu/(hr)(ft2 0 F)
Nusselt No. , Nu 80-650
Reynolds No. , Re 8 x 10 3-105
Prandtl No. , Pr 7-32
Viscosity Ratio, p /pW 1. 2-2. 5
TABLE 6. 2
Range of Variation of Major Heat Transfer Variables
During the 7500F Irradiation of Santowax OMP
Variable Range
Heat Flux, Q/A 4 x 10 4-1. 5 x 105 Btu/(hr)(ft 2
Velocity, v 9-22 ft/sec
Heat Transfer Coefficient, U 550-2000 Btu/(hr)(ft2 )(OF)
Nusselt No. , Nu 150-570
Reynolds No. , Re 2 x 10 4-105
Prandtl No. , Pr 6-19
Viscosity Ratio, pp W 1 2-1. 9
RangeVariable
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a variation in the dimensionless parameters. These special data, run
with a nominal heat flux of 1. 3 x 105 Btu/(hr)(ft 2), were also placed in
category 6. Category 7 contains further special runs during the 7500F
irradiation at a constant velocity with a nominal heat flux of
4, 5 x 104 Btu/(hr)(ft2 ).
The first analyses were performed using Eq. (6. 6) in two forms:
1. Nu = A(Re)B (Pr) [Dittus-Boelter type (6._3)]
2. Nu = A(Re)B (Pr) (M /UW)D [Sieder-Tate type (6._2)]
with all constants to be determined from a least squares analysis of the
data. The results of these analyses are shown in Table 6. 3. The expo-
nent on the Reynolds number using a least squares analysis for A, B and
C on the Dittus-Boelter type relation was higher than the normally used
0. 8 value reported in the literature (6._2, 6. 3), and so least squares
analyses were performed on the Sieder-Tate type relation to see if the
viscosity effect (i /gW) would lower the exponential dependence on the
Reynolds number. The results tabulated in Table 6. 3 show that the
inclusion of this term only served to raise the magnitude of the exponen-
tial dependence on the Reynolds number. From a statistical analysis
of the fit to the data, the power D had errors-of-fit alone of the order of
100%. Because of this error and two other facts -- the viscosity data
had to be extrapolated to the wall temperatures (800 - 9000F) and the
range on the variable (y /huW) was much less than on the other dimension-
less variables studied -- it was felt that the Dittus-Boelter type
correlation gave a better representation of the data.
Based on the fits of the data to the Dittus-Boelter type correlation
reported in Table 6. 3, a Reynolds number power dependence of 0. 9 was
chosen as the "best" value to characterize all the data. To obtain the
"best" value of the Prandtl number power dependence, C, the power, B,
was fixed at 0. 9 and a least squares analysis performed on the relation
0.9 CNu = A(Re) (Pr) . The results of these analyses are given in Table
6. 4. On the basis of these results a Prandtl number power dependence
of 0. 4 was chosen as the "best" value for all the data.
Thus, all data were characterized by an equation of the form
TABLE 6. 3
Least Squares Analysis of Heat Transfer Data Using the Correlation N B C Du = A(Re) (Pr) (y /gW
Irradiation Nominal NU = A(Re)B(Pr) Nu = A(Re)B CPr) )D
Temperature Test Heat Flux2  W
Category OF Heater Btu/(hr)(ft ) A B C A B C D
1 610 TH5+TH6 10 5-2 x 105 0. 0068 0. 93 0. 37 0. 0037 0. 97 0. 40 0. 19
2 610 TH5 2 x 105 0.0029 0.98 0.48 0.13 0.69 0.35 -0.76
3 610 TH5 105 0. 0053 0. 93 0.45 0.0055 0. 93 0.45 -0.008
4 610 TH6 105 0.0074 0. 89 0.45 0.0037 0. 95 0.47 0.20
5 750 TH6 1. 3 x 105 0.0073 0. 90 0.41 0.0058 0. 92 0.41 0.08
6a 750 TH6 1. 3 x 105 0.0072 0. 88 0.51 0.0057 0. 90 0.51 0.07
7 750 TH6 4.5 x 10 0.012 0. 86 0.30 0.0079 0. 90 0.31 0.19
a. Special runs with constant velocity and varying bulk temperature.
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TABLE 6. 4
Least Squares Analysis of Heat Transfer Data
Using the Correlation Nu = A(Re)09 (Pr) c
Irradiation Nominal Nu = A(Re)0. 9(Pr) C
Temperature Test Heat Flux
Category OF Heater Btu/(hr)(ft 2 ) A MC
1 610 TH5+TH6 10 5-2 x 105 0.0096 0. 34
2 610 TH5 2 x 10 5  0. 0093 0. 37
3 610 TH5 105 0.0081 0.41
4 610 TH6 105 0. 0069 0.45
5 750 TH6 1. 3 x 105 0.0071 0.41
6a 750 TH6 1, 3 x 105 0. 0053 0. 54
7 750 TH6 4. 5 x 105  0.0074 0. 34
a. Special runs with constant velocity and varying bulk temperature.
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Nu = A(Re)0. 9 (Pr)0. 4 (6. 9)
Comparison of the various categories of data with each other has been
postponed until this point, as the constant A may now be used as a direct
measure of comparison. The value of A depends strongly on the values
of the powers B and C used, and so the values of A obtained while B and
C were being least squared could not give as meaningful a comparison of
the data. Table 6. 5 presents the results of correlations using Eq (6. 9)
and also the results of correlations using the Dittus-Boelter relation
(6._3):
Nu = A(Re)0 . 8 (Pr)0 . 4 (6. 10)
It can be seen that in all cases but one, the preferred fit on the basis of
the root-me an-square deviation of the data points from the correlation
would be given by Eq. (6. 9).
Figure 6. 2 shows graphically the results of Table 6. 5 for all the
data of the 6100F irradiation of Santowax OMP (category 1). It can be
seen that a 0. 9 Reynolds number power dependence is preferred to a
0. 8 power dependence but that the correlation obtained with the 0. 8
power dependence still has a maximum deviation of 20% from the depen-
dence data over the range studied. The value of 0. 023 obtained for this
0. 8 power dependence agrees very well with the literature (6. 2, 6. 3).
The effect of the heat flux, Q/A, on the heat transfer rate is compared
graphically in Fig. 6. 3 for measurements using TH5 during the 6100F
5 5irradiation of Santowax OMP at nominal heat fluxes of 2 x 10 and 10
2Btu/(hr)(ft ) (categories 2 and 3 in Table 6. 5) Morgan and Mason (6,_1)
have pointed out that consistent errors in the measurement of heat
5transfer coefficients amount to about ± 10% for heat fluxes above 10
2
Btu/(hr)(ft2). These errors would not be taken into account by the RMS
errors quoted in Table 6. 5, which assume only random errors in the
data. However, based on the RMS errors alone, it can be stated that no
effect of Q/A on the data of the 6100F irradiation was observed.
The data obtained by TH6 for the 6100F irradiation of Santowax
OMP (category 4) are shown graphically in Fig. 6. 4. The correlation
obtained agreed with those obtained with TH5 within the errors set by
Morgan and Mason.
TABLE 6. 5
Least Squares Analysis of Heat Transfer Data Using the Correlations
Nu = A(Re)0. 9(Pr) and Nu = A(Re) (Pr)0 4
-~--0.9 0.4 0.8 0 4
Irradiation Nominal Nu = A(Re) (Pr) Nu = A(Re) (Pr) 4
Temperature Test Heat Flu RMS RMS
Category OF Heater Btu/(hr)(ft ) A Error, %a A Error, %
1 610 TH5+TH6 105-2 x 10 5  0.0081 5.0 0.023 8.2
2 610 TH5 2 x 10 5  0.0086 2.8 0.025 5. 2
3 610 TH5 105 0.0084 2.1 0.024 4.7
4 610 TH6 10 5  0.0079 4. 3 0.021 5. 2
5 750 TH6 1. 3 x 105 0.0073 3. 6 0.021 5.0
6b 750 TH6 1. 3 x 105 0.0074 2. 8 0.021 2. 1
7b 750 TH6 4. 5 x 104 0.0063 1. 5 0.017 2. 5
a. Root-mean-square deviation of data points from assumed correlation.
b. Special runs with constant velocity and varying bulk temperature.
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The correlations obtained for the 7500F irradiation Santowax OMP
data (categories 5 and 7) are shown in Fig. 6. 5. The data obtained at a
nominal heat flux of 1. 3 x 105 Btu/(hr)(ft 2) agreed both with the overall
correlation obtained for the 6100F irradiation data (category 1) and with
the data obtained just using TH6 during the 6100F irradiation (category
4) within the possible error limits set by Morgan and Mason. The appar-
ently lower value of A obtained for the 750 0F data can be explained by the
fact that the calibration data, originally obtained only for a bulk coolant
temperature of near 600 0 F, had to be extrapolated for the 750 0F irrad-
iation data.
As the heat flux is lowered below 105 Btu/(hr)(ft 2 ) consistent errors
in the calibration of the test heater thermocouples, in the calculation of
outside to inside wall temperature and in the measured heat losses become
much more important. The correlations obtained with a heat flux of
4. 5 x 10 Btu/(hr)(ft 2) during the 750OF irradiation differ from the other
correlations obtained by as much as 20% and it is felt that the increase in
importance of the possible consistent errors was responsible for this
discrepancy.
In summary, the recommended correlation for heat transfer'studies
based on all of the data obtained for both irradiations of Santowax OMP is
Nu = 0. 0079 (Re)0. 9 (Pr)0.4 ± 10% (6. 11)
6. 3. 2 Comparison with Other Work
It has been mentioned above that the 0. 9 Reynolds number power
dependence observed in this work is somewhat higher than the 0. 8 power
dependence predicted by the correlation of Dittus and Boelter (6._3). Other
recent work on organic fluids has also indicated a Reynolds number power
dependence greater than 0. 8 (6. 4, 6_. 5, 6. 6).
Stone et al. (6_4) have reported the results of heat transfer measure-
ments on biphenyl, isopropylbiphenyl (unirradiated and about 40 w/o HB),
a mixture of ortho-terphenyl, meta-terphenyl and biphenyl (unirradiated
and about 30 w/o HB) and two aliphatic compounds The measurements
were made with bulk liquid temperatures of 200 to 600 0 F, heat fluxes of
4 x 104 to 3 x 105 Btu/(hr)(ft 2) and a Reynolds number range of
4 51. 2 x 10 to 4 x 10 .Their best correlation was given by
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Nu = 0. 0175 (Re)0. 84 (Pr)0. 4 ± 5. 5%, and the correlation is compared
with that of the present work in Fig. 6. 6. Their results are about 20%
4higher at a Reynolds number of 10 and about 10% higher at a Reynolds
number of 105 than the correlation obtained in the present work.
Stone et al. also report another interesting aspect of their work.
Using the irradiated terphenyl-biphenyl mixture, they increased the tem-
perature difference between the heater wall and the bulk fluid from 780F
to 3220F by increasing the heat flux and noticed no change in the film heat
transfer coefficient. The Sieder-Tate type of relation [using (y /gW)
would have predicted an 11% increase in the heat transfer coefficient.
Bessouat et al. (6._5) have reported the results of heat transfer
measurements on unirradiated Santowax OMP and Santowax OM (unir-
radiated and containing 24 w/o HB). The measurements were made with
bulk liquid temperatures of 550to 770 0 F, heat fluxes of 1. 5 to 3 x 105
2 4 5Btu/(hr)(ft ) and a Reynolds number range of 7. 5 x 10 to 4 x 105. Their
best correlation was given by Nu = 0. 0098 (Re)0. 88 (Pr)0.4 ± 6% and is
compared with that of the present work in Fig. 6. 6. At a Reynolds
number of 105 their correlation is lower than that of the present work by
only 2%. If their correlation were extrapolated to a Reynolds number of
410 , it would agree almost exactly with the one obtained in the present
work.
Silverberg and Huber (6._6) report the results of heat transfer
measurements on biphenyl, Santowax R and Santowax OM. Measure-
ments were made with bulk liquid temperatures of 480 to 770 0 F, he at
fluxes of 4 x 104 to 3 x 105 Btu/(hr)(ft 2) and a Reynolds number range
4 5
of 2 x 10 to 3 x 10 . Their best correlation was given as
Nu = 0. 015(Re)0. 85 (Pr)0. 3 ± 9% Since the exponent on the Prandtl
number differed from the one used in this work, the results of the
present work were least squared with the following type of equation to
compare the results with those of Silverberg and Huber:
Nu = A(Re)0. 85 (Pr)0. 3 (6. 12)
The "best" value of A obtained by this procedure for all the data ob-
tained during both irradiations of Santowax OMP was 0. 017, some 12%
higher than that obtained by Silverberg and Huber, but within the possible
errors in both correlations.
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Thus, the results obtained at M. I. T. were found to generally agree
with those obtained by other investigators of polyphenyl coolants.
6. 4 Fouling Studies
6. 4. 1 Introduction
In addition to the heat transfer properties of an organic coolant, a
major consideration in the selection of such a coolant is the extent to
which it fouls, or forms scale on the high temperature surfaces.
Previous investigators have noted gradual fouling of heat transfer
surfaces in organic reactors and in organic loops (6._7, 6. 8). However,
it is generally agreed that the impurities in the coolant are prime factors
in causing scaling or fouling of heat transfer surfaces (6,_7). To eliminate
this cause of fouling considerable effort was made to maintain the coolant
purity in the MITR in-pile loop. All materials charged and used for
makeup in the loop were vacuum distilled in glass equipment in the labor-
atory. After distillation, atmospheric contamination of the charge and
makeup material was minimized by keeping the material blanketed with
high-purity nitrogen whenever in the liquid state, and by keeping the
material tightly stoppered at other times. The loop itself is an all
stainless steel system with bellows seal valves and with two sintered
stainless steel filters provided in the loop main stream to keep the
organic material clean after charging it to the loop. One filter has a mean
pore opening of 165 microns and a 98% removal rating of 55 microns. The
other filter has a mean pore opening of 5 microns and a 98% removal
rating of 2 microns. The fine filter was used only at the start of an ir-
radiation and the coarse filter was used continually during normal oper-
ation.
Activation of the coolant in the loop was very low, about 0. 05
microcuries/gm. Gamma ray spectrometry indicated the contaminants
to be primarily Mn56 and Na 2 4 . Total ash and X-ray emission spectro-
scopy analyses were performed by the Monsanto Research Corporation
(Dayton, Ohio) on several liquid samples taken from both the 610 0 F and
7500F irradiations of Santowax OMP. These analyses indicated the ash
content to be on the order of 20 ppm total of aluminum, copper, iron,
magnesium, manganese, sodium, nickel and silicon (see Section 5. 10
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for more details of these analyses). Analyses for water, iron and chloride
were performed by the AECL at Chalk River, Ontario (6._9, 6. 10), and
the results are reported in Table 6. 6. Three samples of the irradiated
coolant were run in a special out-of-pile fouling test loop at Chalk River
(6.9) before the analytic determinations were made. Results of fouling
rates observed will be discussed in Section 6. 4. 2 below together with
preliminary measurements made at M. I. T. using a fouling probe obtained
from the AECL. These results corroborate the findings by the Monsanto
Research Corporation and indicate that the coolant in the MITR in-pile
loop was quite "clean. "
Operating procedures were separated into three distinct portions.
The major portion (more than 60%) of the operating time was spent in
maintaining the irradiation temperature in the in-pile capsule of the loop,
and during this period the test heater was used continuously as a heat
4I 2 o
source. Heat fluxes were at about 8 x 10' Btu/(hr)(ft ) for the 610 F
irradiation and about 1. 2 x 105 Btu/(hr)(ft 2) for the 750 0F irradiation.
The fluid was pumped at maximum velocity (about 20 ft/sec). Under these
conditions the average wall temperature on the test heater was about 7000 F
0 0 0for the 610 F irradiation and about 850 F for the 750 F irradiation. On
weekends, when the reactor was shut down, the test heater was shut off
and the loop temperature lowered to about 450 0 F. About 35% of the total
operating time was spent at this low temperature.
A third set of conditions existed when heat transfer measurements
were being made. The range of conditions for these measurements has
been given in Tables 6. 1 and 6. 2. Less than 5% of the total operating
time was spent in making heat transfer measurements. At the low velo-
cities and high heat fluxes one or two wall thermocouples registered
temperatures of 9000F for approximately 20 minutes per week (measure-
ments were normally performed weekly).
The precautions taken at M. I. T. to keep a clean coolant have re-
sulted in the operation of the loop for 14 months at an irradiation tempera-
ture of 610OF and for five months at an irradiation temperature of 750 F
with no evidence of fouling of the test heater surface.
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TABLE 6. 6
AECL Inorganic Content Analyses on Samples of Irradiated
Santowax OMP from the 6100F and 750 0F Irradiations
Sample Reactor MWH Inorganic Content, ppm by wt.
Number Exposurea H20 Fe C1
1L121b 3999 2. 5 3. 1
1L123 4083J
1L131b 4379 -10 2. 5 2. 7
1L275 11538 19
1L278 11538 54 4.5
2LO 0 22 20
2L5 253 46 6
a. The MITR normally operates at a power level of 2 MW.
b. Samples run in a special fouling test loop before
analysis (6._9).
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6. 4. 2 Fouling Probe Work
During the 750 0F irradiation of Santowax OMP, a fouling probe was
obtained from the AECL, Chalk River, Ontario, and was incorporated into
the out-of-pile section of the loop. The fouling probe was installed in a
by-pass line parallel to the liquid sampling position, and this by-pass line
was equipped with a turbine-type flowmeter similar to the one used to
measure the main loop flow rate.
A photograph of the fouling probe is shown in Fig. 6. 7. The test
section of the probe consists of a three inch long piece of type 316 stainless
steel tubing (1/16 inch 0. D. x 0. 006 inch wall) which is heated by the
passage of A. C. currents up to 50 amp (at 6 volts) along the tube wall.
The test section is cooled by the flow of organic coolant in the annular
region between the outside wall of the tube and the inside wall of the probe
assembly. This annular region (1/16 inch I. D. x 3/16 inch 0. D. )
allows coolant flow rates up to 10 ft/sec. The fouling probe assembly
consists of a heavy-walled tube made from a piece of hexagonal stainless
steel stock(one inch x six inches long)which has an axial 3/16 inch hole bored
through it to receive the test section and which is machined to receive
Autoclave seals at both electrodes.
The high voltage electrode is sealed with a combination Autoclave-
Conax2 fitting and has a 1/16 inch I. D. hole for the insertion of a test
section thermocouple. This stainless steel clad thermocouple is 0. 027
inch 0. D. and is used to measure the temperature profile of the inside
wall of the test section tube and to monitor the maximum temperature
during a fouling probe run.
The grounded electrode is sealed with a combination Autoclave
fitting and Teflon packed seal. While the test section is being heated, a
spring on the ground electrode provides approximately five pounds of
tension to prevent the test section from bowing and grounding out to the
3/16 inch outer diameter of the annulus.
A preliminary run with the fouling probe was made over a 78 hour
period from March 26, 1963, to March 29, 1963. (This was during the
steady-state-HB period of the 7500F irradiation of Santowax OMP.)
1. Autoclave Engineers Sales Corporation, Erie, Penn.
2. Conax Corporation, Buffalo, New York.
1/16 OD. TEST SECTION WITH ELECTRODE
FIGURE 6.7 AECL FOULING PROBE
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Figure 6. 8 shows the temperature profile of the inside tube wall of the test
section for this run. The temperature was quite level at about 8950F
except near the ends of the test section where the wall temperature rapidly
approached the coolant bulk temperature of 730 0 F. The maximum tem-
perature of the inner wall was maintained constant at 895 ± 50F through-
out this run by varying the power input, and the coolant flow by the outer
wall of the test section was kept constant at 7. 5 ft/sec. The temperature
drop through the wall of the test section was estimated at about 50F,
so that the wall exposed to coolant was kept at about 8900F for the dura-
tion of the run.
At the end of the run, the fouling probe was taken from the loop
and the center inch of the test section removed, carefully cleaned with
tetrahydrofuran and weighed on a precision balance. A hard, dull-
edged knife was used to scrape the weighed test section, which was then
weighed again on the precision balance. The total amount removed in the
scraping performed on the preliminary run was 0. 5 milligrams out of a
total test section weight of about 250 milligrams. Because of the lack of
experience in scraping the test section, it is not known how much stain-
less steel was removed along with the scale, and techniques are currently
being developed to improve the precision of the method. Bancroft (6_.9)
has suggested that a good method of estimating the amount of stainless
steel removed in the scraping is to scrape the test section several times
to get a "background" removal of stainless steel. The preliminary result
would indicate a scale buildup rate of about 3 x 10 6 grams /(cm2 )(hr);
no error limits have been assigned to this result since the reproduci-
bility of the scraping technique has not yet been demonstrated. However,
the result does appear high, in view of two careful fouling probe measure-
ments performed at Chalk River on samples of irradiated Santowax OMP
from the 6100F irradiation (6. 9). The results of the Chalk River deter-
minations are summarized in Table 6. 7.
6. 4. 3 Wilson Plot and Other Tests for Scale Formation on Test
Heater Surfaces
As mentioned in Section 6. 2 above, the Wilson plot method for
determining a scale resistance to heat transfer makes use of the following
relations:
1 + R (6. 13)U h f S
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TABLE 6. 7
Results of Fouling Probe Studies at Chalk River
on Samples of Irradiated Santowax OMP from the 610 0F Irradiation
Sample w/o DP Inside Wall Coolant Bulk Depo ition Rate 6Temperature, Temperature, gm/(cm )(hr) x 10
0F 0F
1L121+ 50 895 725 0. 8 ± 0. 3
1L123
1L121+ 50 895 725 0. 5 ± 0. 3
1L123+
1L131
and
Bhf =av (0. 8 <B < 1. 0) (6. 14)
For a set of heat transfer measurements on a given day, the physical
properties of the coolant and the scale resistance (if any) would not
B
change appreciably, so that by plotting 1/U versus 1/v , the scale resist-
ance could be determined by a least squares fit of a straight line through
the data.
One problem involved in this method is the choice of the power B.
Since the Nusselt number defined in this work is based on U, the overall
heat transfer coefficient from test heater surface to bulk coolant, it might
be argued that the 0. 9 Reynolds number power dependence observed in
this work was the result of there being some scale resistance on the test
heater surface, so that U was not equal to hf. the film coefficient of heat
transfer. In Section A2. 7 the results of various tests of hypothetical
scale buildup on the test heater walls are discussed. In all tests, the
Reynolds number power dependence for correlations based on the hypo-
thetical h was found to be higher than those actually obtained for Uf
(assuming no scale resistance). The results of these tests indicated
that the value of the Reynolds number power dependence of 0. 9 observed
for all the M. I. T. data (which was higher than the Dittus-Boelter value
of 0. 8) was not'a direct cause of there being any scale resistance on the
test heater walls.
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In view of the results of the tests of hypothetical scale on the test
heater walls, it was decided to use the value of B = 0. 9 obtained in the
correlation of the data (using U in the Nusselt number) for the Wilson
plot analyses. Plots were also constructed with values of B = 0. 8 and
1. 0 to see what differences in conclusions might result. Figure 6. 9
shows typical Wilson plots for the heat transfer data of the 6100F and
750 0F irradiation of Santowax OMP based on a Reynolds number power
dependence of 0. 9. All of the data analyzed by this method gave inter-
cepts of -1 to + 1 x 10~4 (hr)(ft )( F)/Btu. Considering a possible
consistent error of ± 10% in the measurement of U and the necessary
extrapolations to obtain the intercepts, the Wilson plot results indicate
little or no scale buildup at all for the entire periods of irradiation.
Using Reynolds number powers of 0. 8 and 1. 0 served only to shift the
range of intercepts on the Wilson plots down or up respectively, with
about the same spread in the intercepts. Thus, it was concluded that
within the accuracy of this technique, no appreciable fouling of the
test heaters used was observed.
One final test of scale buildup was provided by the changeover from
test heater TH5 to test heater TH6. It has been emphasized to this
point that no changes in the overall heat transfer coefficients obtained
could be attributed to scaling or fouling of the test heater tube surface
throughout the period of irradiation of Santowax OMP. However, a
highly abnormal situation developed after three and one half months
of operation with TH5 when the test heater was accidentally overheated
by a drastic reduction in coolant flow rate for a brief period (less than
a minute) while the heat flux through the tube was 2 x 105 Btu/(hr)(ft 2)
As a result, a coke deposit was formed in the heater tube which re-
duced the maximum flow rate attainable in the loop by about 10% and
the overall heat transfer coefficient by about a factor of two. Continued
operation with this heater in the coked state under normal operating
conditions for a period of about a month showed no further changes in
the flow or heat transfer rates. When this heater was replaced by TH6,
the heat transfer rates and Wilson plot intercepts obtained with the new
heater agreed with those obtained in TH5 before the coking incident,
indicating that little or no scale had been formed on the inside walls
of TH5. The coked test heater was cut apart, and inspection showed
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carbon-like material which easily flaked off the walls, indicating that the
material on the walls of the coked test heater was coked coolant and not
the adherent scale reported by other investigators (6. 7).
Al.1
APPENDIX Al
CALORIMETRY AND DOSIMETRY
Al. 1 Description and Specific Heats of Series IV Calorimeter
Absorbers (Al. 1)
The materials used in the calorimeters were aluminum, polyethyl-
ene, polystyrene, carbon, beryllium, and Santowax OMP. The aluminum
used was type 1100 which is more than 99% pure. It was purchased as solid
one-half inch diameter rod from American Steel and Aluminum Company.
The polyethylene and polystyrene samples were cut from standard one-half
inch commercial rods purchased from Forest Products, Inc., Cambridge,
Mass. The carbon used was pyrolytic graphite made in a furnace by vapor
deposition of natural gas. It was purchased from High Temperature Mat-
erials, Inc. , Brighton, Mass. The beryllium used was furnished by
Nuclear Metals, Inc., Concord, Mass. No specifications regarding the
amounts or nature of impurities of the beryllium were available.
The Santowax OMP used came from a portion of the makeup used
for the steady-state-HB period of the 610 F irradiation, labelled Makeup
M-3. The composition of this material was 9. 4 w/o ortho-terphenyl,
58. 7 w/o meta-terphenyl and 31. 9 w/o para-terphenyl. The sample was
prepared in the following way: The Santowax was melted, then poured into
a one-half inch inside diameter, stainless steel cylinder fitted with pistons
at either end. Immediately after the cylinder was filled, it was placed in
a vise and compressed. The compression was gradually increased for a
period of approximately thirty minutes when the cylinder was placed into
dry ice and frozen. The resulting Santowax rod was then pushed out of
the cylinder. This procedure evolved from a series of tests of various
techniques and produced the maximum in structural strength and homo-
geneity of all the methods tried.
The specific heat of a portion of each absorber was measured by the
Dynatech Corporation, Cambridge, Mass., using the method of mixtures
and a drop calorimeter. The results are plotted in Fig. Al. 1. The data
points represent average temperatures. In particular, the Santowax data
Al. 2
point at 150*F represents an average value for the range 125*F-175*F.
Since phase changes in some of the components in Santowax may occur in
this region, the curve presented for this absorber is not expected to be
very accurate in this region. An overall assignment of a ±2% uncer-
tainty, based on the reproducibility at a given temperature, was given the
data.
Al. 2 Calculation of the Thermal Neutron Heating Rate in Aluminum
(Al. 1, Al. 2)
The thermal neutron heating rate in aluminum results from self-
absorption from the following sources:
27 281. Prompt gamma radiation from the reaction Al (n,y) Al 2 .
2 8
2. Gamma radiation from the decay of Al.
3. Beta radiation from the decay of Al .8
The calculation of each of these effects has been reported by Morgan and
Mason (Al. 2) for the Series III calorimeters. Due to slight changes in
the geometry of the absorbers the calculations were again performed for
the Series IV calorimeters with the following result (Al. 1):
Rl= $2200 1016 [3. 2+ 9. 3 (1-e-0. 3t)] watts/gm (Al. 1)
where
2
2200 is the thermal neutron flux, neutrons/(cm )(sec)
t is the length of time the calorimeter has been exposed to
the thermal flux, min.
It is estimated that Eq. (Al. 1) is accurate to ±15% (Al. 2) because of the
approximations made in deriving the relation.
Al. 3 Assumption of Compton Scattering for Absorbers
In Section 3. 2. 3 it was assumed that all interactions between gamma
rays and the calorimeter absorbers were Compton interactions. This
allowed allowed the gamma dose rate in any material to be related to
that in carbon by a simple formula:
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(Z/A).
Ri C (Al. 2)
Y (Z/A)C
where
Z/A for compounds is the weighted average Z/A.
The fission gamma ray spectrum extends from 0 to 10 Mev, and, for the
low Z materials used in the absorbers (hydrogen Z = 1, beryllium Z = 4,
carbon Z = 6, aluminum Z = 13), Compton interactions are predominant
over most of this energy range. However, there are also some photo-
electric and pair production interactions which should be taken into account.
These two effects do not follow the simple law given by Eq. (Al. 2) and,
furthermore, do not occur at the same energy in all the absorbers.
The gamma ray dose rate in any material is given by (Al. 2):
= g(E) I(E) E + + dE Mev (A. 3)
Y J0 P 1 (gm)(sec)
where
g(E) is an attenuation coefficient taking into account the absorp-
tion of gamma rays by materials separating the calorim-
eter absorber from the radiation field
2I(E) is the intensity of the gamma field, photons/(cm )(sec)(Mev)
E is the gamma ray energy, Mev
Ta is the photoelectric energy absorption coefficient of the
-1
absorber, cm
a is the Compton energy absorption coefficient of the absorber,
cm
Ka is the pair production energy absorption coefficient of the
absorber, cm
p is the absorber density, gm/cc.
Morgan and Mason (Al. 2) have made calculations of RI /R using
Eq. (Al. 3) with a prompt gamma fission spectrum:
-1.iE -l1
N(E) =14e Mev if E > 1 Mev
(A1. 4)
-2. 3E - E=46. 9e Mev ifE <l1Mev
Al. 5
where
N(E) is the number of photons of energy E emitted per Mev and
per fission, and is proportional to I(E).
For the calculations, they also used an attenuation coefficient of the form
g(E) = e e
a a a
X is the thickness of
and aluminum)
(Al. 5)
the attenuating material (stainless steel
and
subscript 1 refers to the stainless steel thimble
subscript 2 refers to the aluminum can of the calorimeter.
It should be noted that this type of attenuation coefficient does not take
into account the replacement of attenuated low energy gamma rays by
scattered higher energy gamma rays. Their results are listed in the
second column of Table Al. 1, where it can be seen that the only signifi-
cant deviation from the Compton scattering relation occurred for alumi-
num, which had about a 3% higher calculated R ratio than Z/A ratio.
The photoelectric effect in aluminum was responsible for this increase.
TABLE A1.1
Comparison of (Z/A) Ratios to Calculated R Ratios
Material (Z/A) /(Z/A)C R! /RC (Al.2)a R/R
Carbon (Z = 6) 1.00 1.00 1.00
Hydrogen (Z = 1) 1.99 1.99 1.99
Aluminum (Z 13) 0.964 0.990 1.058
a. Prompt gamma fission spectrum with attenuation in stainless steel
thimble and aluminum can.
b. Measured gamma spectrum (Al. 4) and no attenuation in stainless
steel thimble and aluminum can.
where
Al. 6
When the series IV calorimeters were employed for dose rate
measurements in the stainless steel thimble after the removal of the in-
pile section, discrepancies between the carbon and aluminum calorimetric
measurements of the order of 10% indicated that there were more low
energy gamma rays in the thimble than given by the attenuated fission
gamma spectrum used by Morgan and Mason. More recently, gamma
ray spectra have been measured at the M, I. T. reactor by Kaiz (Al. 4).
Figure Al. 2 shows two measured gamma spectra from a beam port at the
M. I. T. reactor. The first spectrum was measured as the beam came out
of the port, and the second after it had passed through 12" of polyethylene
and 0. 5" of boral (an alloy of aluminum containing a small amount of
boron). The unattenuated fission spectrum used by Morgan and Mason
[see Eq. (Al. 4)] is shown for comparison (not normalized). Even after
traversing 0. 5" of boral the spectrum appears to have a greater slope for
low energies than given by the fission spectrum. It is precisely this por-
tion of the spectrum which leads to deviations from the Compton scattering
relation for the aluminum absorber, because the photoelectric effect in
aluminum is important in this low energy range.
For gamma rays with energies of 0. 05 Mev or less, 0. 5" of alumi-
num is equivalent to 0. 05" of stainless steel (the thickness of the stainless
steel thimble) in absorbing gamma rays. Thus it appears that there should
be a considerable buildup of low energy gamma rays in the stainless steel
thimble.
Calculations using Eq. (Al. 3) were therefore made using the meas-
ured spectrum of Kaiz (Al. 4) [the spectrum after crossing 12" of poly-
ethylene and 0. 5" of boral] and these calculations are also shown in the
third column of Table Al. 1. It can be seen that aluminum was the only
material with a deviation from the Compton scattering relation (calcula-
tions for beryllium were not performed inasmuch as the photoelectric
effect is very strongly dependent on Z and the Z for beryllium is less
than that for carbon). Based on these calculations, aluminum had about
a 10% greater gamma dose rate than predicted from the Compton scat-
tering relation, but the other absorbers followed the Compton scattering
relation quite well.
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Al. 4 A Least Squares Method for Determining R and IH from Calorim-
eter Measurements
As stated in Section 3. 2. 3, the calorimetric measurements may be
substituted into a set of N (N greater than 2) equations with only two un-
Cknowns: R , the gamma energy absorption rate in carbon and IH, the
neutron scattering integral for hydrogen.
The equations for the absorbers used in this experiment are
described in detail in Section 3. 2. 3 and may be written in the form
R =a .R + b. I (Al.6)T j'j jH
where
j may refer to Santowax OMP, polyethylene, polystyrene,
carbon, and beryllium. (For aluminum, R1 must be
replaced by [RA1 RtA 1
What is desired are the values of RC and IH which would give a minimum
'H
variance in the calculated total dose rate in the organic liquid (Santowax
OMP) being irradiated in the in-pile section. The variance in the total
dose rate to Santowax may be expressed as
72 =SW  (a) 2 2 RC , + (bSW 2 2(I (Al. 7)
u ITJ) SWy I S
where the asterisks denote the "best" values of R and I by the propa-
C 'gation of variance rule, and the variances in R and IH may be approxi-
mated by
N
R - R 2
C2 (RC j (Al. 8)
N (N - 1)
NN N
2
2* (1 (Al.9)
NN(NN-)
Al. 9
where
R , IH are the values of R Hand I predicted by absorber j
R , IH are the "best" values of R and IH
N is the number of absorbers considered to have a sufficient
gamma dose rate to provide a reasonable estimate of the
C
error in R . In this experiment all absorbers used are
considered to meet this qualification.
NN is the number of absorbers considered to have a sufficient
fast neutron dose rate to provide a reasonable estimate
of the error in IH. Only the polyethylene, polystyrene
and Santowax absorbers meet this qualification.
An illustration of how these variances are formed is given in Fig. Al. 3.
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Figure Al. 3 Graphical Representation of Errors in R and IH
The variances estimated thus far have been variances of the mean,
and if N and NN were equal a least squares analysis could be applied
directly to Eq. (Al. 7) after substituting in the analytic expressions given
by Eqs. (Al. 6), (Al. 8) and (Al. 9). Since in this experiment N is always
greater than NN and since it is desirable to assign equal weight to the var-
iances of the fast neutron and gamma dose rates, it is important to note
that the quantities to be minimized should really be the population variances.
Thus, after substitution, the expression to be minimized is
R4T
a.I
b.
a.
+I
2
IH)
N N
+ I
j = 1
IH
T
b.
I
2
a.
+ R = minimum
J 5
(Al. 10)
where
2 N
b SW 'D = and supplies the necessary weighting ofS NN the two sums.
By taking the partial derivatives of Eq. (Al. 10) with respect to RC
and I and setting them equal to zero there result two equations for the
solution of RC and H:Y
NN a. 2
+D 3)
j =1 ( 11-
RC +
'Y
N-Y b.
a
N-y
= 3
j =l
N b
/ a.
jj=1
NN
+D
j = 1
Rib.TJ1
2
a.
I7
NN (Ra.)
+ D b2 _
j=l j
a.+
RC+
b.j RY
N b.2
- + DNN I
a Ni H
ki/
N N R
+D
j=l I
(Al. 12)
The coefficients on the left sides of Eqs. (Al. 11) and (Al. 12) are constant
for any set of calorimetric runs; only the dose rates R, vary. Once the
C T
"best" values, R. and IH, are computed Eqs. (Al. 7), (Al. 8) and (Al. 9)
I SW C*
may be used to compute the variances in RT , R and IH. If it is
desired only to minimize a.2( ) , then D may be set equal to zero.
Al. 5 Calorimetry Computer Program, MNCAL
MNCAL is an IBM 709/7090 FORTRAN program (for use with a 32K
storage) which takes the measured dose rates in the calorimeter absorbers
Al. 10
N j
j=1
R *
'Y
N
'Y
NN
+D
j = 1
(Al. 11)
a.
I )
Al. 11
(aluminum corrected for thermal neutron dose rate) and finds the "best"
values of R , IH and RTS using the equations described in Section A1.4.
The FORTRAN listing of MNCAL is given in Table Al. 2 and a logic flow-
sheet is given in Fig. Al. 4. The program has the option of minimizing
C Cthe variance in R alone, the variance in R , or both. In the paragraphs
that follow a brief description of how to use the program will be given;
a sample input and sample output are given in Tables Al. 3 and Al. 4,
respectively, as an aid. Some familiarity with FORTRAN input/output
format is assumed; for details see the IBM 709/7090 FORTRAN refer-
ence manual (Al. 5).
The input is arranged as a series of tables, each headed by a card
upon which any desired information may be placed. All fixed point data
use 14 format and all floating point data E12. 5 format. Alphanumeric
data, used to describe the run numbers, use A6 format.
The first table supplies two control constants:
1. The number of absorbers for which the constants a. and b. will
be supplied. In this work there are six such absorbers: Santo-
wax, polyethylene, polystyrene, aluminum, carbon and beryl-
lium.
2. The number of absorbers having a sufficient fast neutron dose
to provide an estimate of the error in IH* In this experiment
there are three: Santowax, polyethylene and polystyrene.
The second table gives the constants a. and b. for the absorbers
in the form al, b1 , a 2 , b 2 ... . The input to the program as shown in
Table Al. 3 is arbitrarily arranged in the order: Santowax, polyethyl-
ene, polystyrene, aluminum, carbon, beryllium. Since Santowax is
both an absorber and the material being irradiated in the actual experi-
ment, the arrangement of data given is correct. If some material other
than Santowax were being irradiated, a1 and b 1 would be the constants
for this material, and all absorber data would have to be shifted one
place to the right.
The third table is headed by a "free" card upon which any infor-
mation punched will be printed as a heading for the output. The card
after the heading contains the following control data:
1. The number of runs in the group of data to follow.
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TABLE A1.2
FORTRAN LISTING OF MNCAL
C
LIST 8
LABEL
SYMBOL TABLE
MNCAL -HAS 108 CARDS 7-8-63
DIMENSION A(20).8(20),DOSE(20),NC(20)
NOT=2
NIT-4
READINPUTTAPE NITleNCALSNCALG
1 FORMAT(/(1814))
SENSE LIGHT 0
42 READINPUTTAPE NIT92v(A(I),B(I),IulNCALS)
2 FORMAT(/(6E12.5))
39 READINPUTTAPE NIT93
3 FORMAT(80H
1
READINPUTTAPE NIT,4,NRUNSN2.(NC(J)JulNCALS),NOVERKPUNCH
4 FORMAT(1814)
READINPUTTAPE NIT969FAC
6 FORMAT(6E12.5)
WRITEOUTPUTTAPE NOT93
WRITEOUTPUTTAPE NOT910
10 FORMAT(1H03X3HRUN,3X9HR GAMMA C93X1OHS.D.(RG Cle6X2HIHo7XHS.D.(I
1H193X9HRTOTAL SW,3X1OHS.D.(RTSW))
IF(KPUNCH1100,100,101
100 PUNCH 3
PUNCH 10
101 CluNCALS
ClONCALG
C200.
C3=0.
C4u0.
C5=00
DO 17 J-1.NCALS
IF(NC(J))18.1819
19 ClCi-le
IF(J-NCALG)50,50,17
50 CloClo-l
GO TO 17
18 C3=C3+8(J)/A(J)
C5=C5+(B(J)/A(J))**2
IF(J-NCALG)20#20917
20 C2uC2+(A(J)/B(J))**2
C4=C4+A(J)/B(J)
17 CONTINUE
ENCALSsC1*(Cl-1.)
TF(ABSF(C1O-1.)-1.0E-7)60,60.61
60 ENCALG=1.
GO TO 62
61 ENCALG=C10*(C10-1.)
62 DO 38 IalNRUNS
IF(NCALS-6)200.2009201
200 READINPUTTAPE NlT,202,RUN,(DOSE(J),JulNCALS)
202 FORMAT(A6.6E12.5)
GO TO 203
201 READINPUTTAPE N!T,5,RUN,(DOSE(J),J=lNCALS)
5 FORMAT(A6,6E12.5/(6E12.5))
203 C6*0.
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TABLE A1.2 (CONCLUDED)
C7u0.
C8-0.
C9=00
DO 21 J-19NCALS
IF(NCIJ) )15915*21
15 C6nC6+DOSE(J)/A(J)
CB=C$.D0SE(J)*B(J)/A(J)**2
IF(42 )16916921
16 IF(J-NCALG)22922921
22 C7*C7+D0SE(J)*A(J)fB(J)**2
C9sC9+DOSE(J)/s(J)
21 CONTINUE
IF(N2 )25925929
25 Da(B(l)/A(1))**2#Cl/C2ONFAC
9 C11uC140*C2
Cl 2-C3+D*C4
C22=C5+0*C1 0
DEL TA uC 1*C22-C 12**2
Cl 3uC64D*C7
C23*CB+D*C9
RGAL= (C13*C22-C23*C12 )/DELTA
EYEHU (C11*C23-Cl2*C13) /DELTA
RTOTALmA(1)*RGAI+B( 1)*EYEH
SIG2XsO*
STG2Y=0*
DO 12 J*19NCALS
IFANC(J) )11911912
11 DELTAY.RGAL-(DOSE(J)-B(J)*EYEH)/A(J)
SIG2Y-SIG2Y+DELTAY**2
12 CONTINUE
DO 14 J-19NCALG
?P(NCfJ) )13*13914
13 DELTAX.EYEH-(DOSE(J)-A(J)#RGALI/B(JI
SIG2XuSIG2X+DELTAX**2
14 CONTINUE
SJGX=SQRTF (S IG2X/FNCALGI
SIGY*SORTF (SIG2Y/ENCALS)
SIGRT.SORTF(SIG2X/ENCALG*B(1)**2+SIG2Y/ENCALS*A(1)**2)
WR ITEOUTPUTTAPE NOT. 37,RUN .RGALSIGVEYEHSIGX ,RTOTALSTGRT
37 FORMAT(2XA696E12*4)
IF(KPUNCH) 102.102929
102 PUNCH 37*RUN#RGAL*SIGYEYEHSIGX* RTOTALSIGRT
29 IFtSENSE LIGHT 1)3896
8 IF(N2)3S,31931
31 SENSE LIGHT 1
D-O.
GO TO 9
38 CONTINUE
I~fROVER142939941
41 CALL EXIT
END
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FIGURE AI.4 LOGIC FLOWSHEET FOR MNCAL
6 3
1.060 0.0452
0.9639 0.00263
DOSE
8 0 0 0 0 1
I.
6
7
a
9
10
11
12
0.2443
0.3024
0.306
0.2523
0.1303
0.0644
0.0331
0.01745
0.3681
0.4284
0.4369
0.3516
0.1618
0.07435
0.03555
0.02085
TABLE A1.3
SAMPLE INPUT TO MNCAL
NUMBER OF CALORIMETERS
SLOPES AND INTERCEPTS
1.141 0.094
1. 0.00919
AT 2 MW G. NULLENS
0 1
0.2691
0.348
0*3449
0*2746
0.1392
0.07915
0.04025
0.02625
0.1539
0.1903
0.1961
0.1601
0.08725
0.05305
0.03075
0.01725
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1
1.078
0.886
NO AL
0.0548
0.0168
0.1538
0.1837
0.1951
0.1684
0.0894
0.05115
0.0301
0.01725
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TABLE A1.4
SAMPLE OUTPUT FROM MNCAL
R GAMMA C
0.1323E-00
0.1324E-00
0.1736E-006
0.1691E-00
0.1796E-00
0.1770E-00
0. 1554E-00
0. 1538E-00
0.9015E-01
0.8751E-01
0.5419E-01
0.5285E-01
0.3173E-01
0.3131E-01
0.1783E-01
0.1785E-01
DOSE AT 2 MW
S.D.(RG C)
0. 1209E-03
0.1140E-03
0.7319E-02
0.7127E-02
0.4357E-02
0.4251E-02
0.1913E-02
0.1826E-02
0.2959E-02
0.2813E-02
0.3424E-02
0.3380E-02.
0. 1617E-02
0.1605E-02
0.1751E-02
0.1749E-02
G. NULLENS NO AL
IH
0.2308E 6 1
0.2307E 01
0.2613E 01
0.2652E 01
0.2564E 01
0o.2586E 01
O.1897E 01
0.1913E 01
0.6939E 00
0.7199E 00
0.2021E-00
0.2113E-00
0.2276E-01
0.2476E-01
0.2973E-01
0.2664E-01
S.D. ( IH)
0.2448E-02
0.3045E-02
0.1473E-00
0.1657E-00
0.8949E-01
0.9953E-01
0.3305E-01
0.4192E-01
0.5059E-01
0.6544E-01
0.7973E-01
0.8358E-01
0.4029E-01
0.4128E-01
0.4852E-01
0.4867E-01
RTOTAL SW
0.2446E-00
0.2446E-00
0.3022E-00
0.2991E-00
O.3063E-00
0.3045E-00
0.2505E-00
0.2495E-00
0.1269E-00
0.1253E-00
0.6657E-01
0.6557E-01
0.3467E-01
0.3431E-01
Q.2024E-01
0..2013E-01
S.D.(RTSW)
0.1693 E-03
0.1831E-03
0. 1022E-01
0.1Q64E-01
0.6139E-02
0.6368E-02
0.2518E-02
0. 27Q9E-02
0.3881E-02
0..420,% 602
0.5207E-02
0.2501E-02
0.2525E-02
0.2873E-02
0.2877E-02
RUN
5
5
6
6
7
7
8
8
9
9
10
10
11
11
12
12
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2. A least square control, called N2 in Fig. Al. 4. If this constant
Cis positive, only the variance in R will be minimized; if it is
zero, both methods will be used.
3. Calorimeter control constants telling the computer which of the
absorbers to use in the least squares analysis. For each of the
absorbers for which a. and b. data were given a constant must
appear. If the constant is greater than zero the computer will
not use any data supplied for that absorber; otherwise the com-
puter will include the data from that absorber in the analysis.
Thus, in the example given in Table Al. 3, the aluminum data
are not used; and since there are no beryllium data, no beryl-
lium data are used.
4. A repeat control, called NOVER in Fig. Al. 4. If this constant
is zero, the computer will expect another group of data to follow
this one; if it is less than zero, the computer will start from
the beginning again after completing the analysis of this group;
if it is positive, the computer will stop upon completion of the
analysis of this group.
5. A punch control. If the constant is 60, a punched record of the
output will appear along with the printed record. If it is >0, no
punched record will be given.
The card after the control data card contains a factor by which to multiply
the constant D (see Eq. (Al. 10)) to attain other than equal weighting
between the variance in the gamma dose rate and the fast neutron dose
rate. Normally this factor is 1. 0. Next the calorimeter data for all the
runs in the group to be analyzed are given. Each run has the following
information:
1. The run number, format A6.
2. The measured dose rates, format E12. 5 for each. The data
must be given the order: Santowax, polyethylene, polystyrene,
aluminum, carbon, beryllium. If an absorber is not used, a
zero is placed in the appropriate place.
Each group of data which follows the first (the repeat control being selected
above) must have the format described above. In addition, if it is desired
to run data with different values of a. and b. the formats must be as
d i
described for the second table and following for each such group of data.
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The output needs almost no explanation. As can be seen in Table A1.4
-24the IH results are to be multiplied by 10-. In addition, when the same
run is printed out twice, the first is the result of minimizing the variances
of both the gamma dose rate and the fast neutron dose rate, and the second
is the result of minimizing the variance of the gamma dose rate alone.
The loading time for an IBM 7090 type computer is 0. 13 minutes and
running time is about 0. 007 minutes per printed line of output desired.
Al. 6 Tabulation of Results of Series IV and Series III Calorimetric
Measurements
Measurements with the Series IV calorimeters have been performed
by Nullens (Al. 3). The measured dose rates obtained just after the removal
of the in-pile section (4/23/63 to 4/25/63) are given in Table Al. 5. Also
shown in Table Al. 5 are the thermal neutron dose rate corrections in
aluminum, calculated with the aid of Eq. (Al. 1).
The results of the computer least squares analyses for the "best"
solutions for R and I are shown in Table Al. 6 in terms of RSW (4. 52 XY H NN
10 I), R (1.06 RC) and RT RSW +R SW Two sets of analyses
were performe - one set with the Santowax, polyethylene, polystyrene,
and carbon calorimeters, and one set with the Santowax, polyethylene,
polystyrene and aluminum calorimeters. This latter set was calculated
for comparison with the Series 111-3 calorimetric measurements (see
below).
Table Al. 7 lists the results of the dose rate measurements with
Series IV calorimeters during the week of 4/29/63. Dose rate measure-
ments were also performed with the Series IV calorimeters at various
reactor power levels, and the results of these measurements are given in
Table Al. 8. Corrections for delayed gamma heating in the data taken at
different reactor power levels are discussed in Section Al. 7.
Error limits must still be placed on the results obtained from the
Series IV calorimetric measurements at full reactor power. Errors are
from two main sources: random errors in the measured dose rates giving
C
rise to random errors in the "best" values of R and I and errors
r iHe
inherent in each calorimeter, such as the error in the specific heat of each
TABLE A1. 5
Measured Dose Rates in Series IV Calorimeters, 4 / 2 3 / 6 3 -4/ 2 5 / 6 3 a
Position SW RPS bRelatTvento R T RT RT RT Rl R RT (corrected)Core Center Tt
inches watts/gm watts/gm watts/gm watts/gm watts/gm watts/gm watts/gm
-9-7/8 0.244 0.368 0.269 0.154 0.159 0.005 0.154
-4-7/8 0. 302 0. 428 0. 348 0. 184 0. 195 0. 005 0. 190
1-1/8 0. 306 0. 437 0. 345 0. 195 0. 201 0.005 0. 196
7-1/8 0. 252 0. 352 0. 275 0. 168 0. 165 0.005 0. 160
12-1/8 0.130 0.162 0.139 0.0894 0.0919 0.0046 0.0873
16-1/8 0.0644 0.0744 0.0792 0.0512 0.0582 0.0051 0.0531
21-1/8 0. 0331 0. 0356 0. 0403 0. 0301 0. 0349 0. 0041 0. 0308
26-1/8 0.0175 0.0208 0.0263 0.0173 0.0193 0.0020 0.0173
a. Data normalized to a reactor power of 1 MW.
b. Calculated from Eq. (Al. 1).
I.
a-i
TABLE Al.6
Calculated Dose Rates in Santowax OMP in the In-Pile Assembly Based
on the Data of Table Al. 5a
Based on SW, PE, PS, C Based on SW, PE, PS, Al
Position Calorimeters Calorimeters
Relative to SW SW SW SW SW SW
Core Center RN R RT RN R RT
inches watts/gm watts/gm watts/gm watts/gm watts/gm watts/gm
-9-7/8 0. 105 0.140 0. 245 0.093 0. 156 0.249
-4-7/8 0.118 0.184 0.302 0.103 0. 206 0. 309
1-1/8 0.116 0.190 0.306 0.103 0.209 0.312
7-1/8 0.086 0. 165 0. 251 0.081 0. 172 0. 253
12-1/8 0.031 0.096 0.127 0.029 0.099 0.128
16-1/8 0.009 0.057 0.066 0.007 0.061 0.068
21-1/8 0.001 0.034 0.035 0.000 0.035 0.035
26-1/8 0.001 0.019 0.020 0.001 0.019 0.020
a. Data normalized to a reactor power of 1 MW.
I.
rN,
0
TABLE A1. 7
Dose Rate Measurements with Series IV Calorimeters, Week of 4 / 2 9 / 6 3 a
Date
and
Time
Monday (1500)
Tuesday(1500)
Thursday (1500)
Friday (1230)
Measured
R PT
0.
0.
0.
0.
458
456
454
451
R PST
10 331
Dose Rates, watts/gmb
R CT
0.
0.
0.
0.
197
199
191
193
RAlT
0.
0.
0.
198
199
199
RAl -R AlT th
0.
0.
0.
194
195
195
Calculated Dose Rates
in Santowax, watts/gm
RSWN
0.
0.
0.
0.
119
117
118
125
RSWY
0.
0.
0.
0.
194
197
193
177
RSWT
0.
0.
0.
0.
313
314
311
302
a. Date normalized to a reactor power of 1 MW.
b. Measured at 1-1/8 inches above core center.
TABLE A1. 8
Dose Rate Measurements with Series IV Calorimeters
at Different Power Levels,
a. Data normalized to a reactor power of 1 MW.
b. Measured at 1-1/8 inches above core center.
c. Standard deviation based on calculations of "best" values from the data above.
Measured Dose
b Calculated Dose Rates in Santowax, watts/gmReactor Rates, watts/gm
Power
kw RPE RPS RC RSW W RSWT T T N RS T
1950 0.450 0.330 0.193 0 . 1 2 4 ± 0 . 0 0 0 6 c 0.177±0.0006 0.301±0.001
700 0.457 0.361 0.214 0.114±0.005 0.210±0.006 0.324±0.008
193 0.521 0.422 0.259 0.122±0.007 0.258±0.007 0.380±0.011
50 0.522 0.608 0.308 0.089±0.063 0.394±0.065 0.483±0.090
5/10/63 a
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absorber. Unfortunately, these two errors are coupled, since the "best"
values of RC and I are determined through the simultaneous use of the
measured rates of temperature rise and the specific heats of the absorbers.
Thus an approximate method of estimating the errors in the results was
used. Errors in the "best" values of RC , I and R S were determined
by the computer program MNCAL. For the data of Table Al. 6, the largest
SW
relative error in the computed "best" value of RTr obtained in the reactor
core (-12" to 12") was chosen as the possible error in the results. This
criterion led to the following maximum possible errors:
RSW = ±3%, RSW = ±4%, RSW = ±6%.T y N
The data reported by Morgan and Mason (Al. 2) and Turricchia(Al.6)
(calorimeter Series 111-3) are shown in Fig. Al. 5. These data were also
analyzed by the computer program MNCAL. As is evident from Fig. Al.5
the measurements for each calorimeter could not be made at the same
position in the core, since all the calorimeter absorbers were housed in
a single unit. Thus calculations were made using the smoothed data, and
the results are given in Table Al. 9.
Al. 7 Calculation of the Effect of Delayed Gamma Rays on the Dose Rate
Measurements Made at Different Reactor Power Levels (Al. 3)
As noted in Section 3. 2. 4, the experimental measurements of reactor
dose rate at various reactor powers made with the Series IV calorimeters
were not linear with reactor power. This was due to the fact that the equil-
ibrium fission product concentration in the reactor existed only for the first
full power measurement which was made on a Friday, following four days
of continuous reactor operation at full power. Subsequent measurements
made a few hours after a power reduction were too high as a result of the
fission product gammas from the previous higher power levels. An
approximate method of correcting the data for this delayed gamma heating
is presented in this section.
It was assumed that at full power (1. 95 MW) on Friday, 5/10/6 3,
the reactor was operating at a steady-state level. Under these conditions,
C
the measurements of Table Al. 8 yielded a value of R = 0. 326 watts/gm.7
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FIGURE Al. 5 MEASURED DOSE RATES IN SERIES II-3
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TABLE Al. 9
Calculated Dose Rates in Santowax OMP in the In-Pile Assembly
Based on Series 111-3 Measurements,
a. Data normalized to a reactor power of 1 MW.
b. Smoothed data from Fig. Al. 5 used.
The period of time elapsing between the moment the reactor power was
reduced and the dose rate measurement was different for each absorber,
and so each was corrected separately. A fission of one atom of U 2 3 5
yields on the average 193. 5 Mev of thermal energy (excluding the energy
of the neutrons) (Al. 7). Of this energy 7% comes from gamma rays, and
46% of the delayed energy (y+P) comes from delayed gamma rays.
Untermeyer and Weills (Al. 8) have tabulated the fraction of operating
power, f, left at time t after shutdown of a pure U235 fissioning system.
Thus, assuming that all gamma rays have the same effect on the
dose rate, when the reactor was reduced in power from 1950 kw to 700 kw
the excess delayed gamma ray dose rate in carbon was approximately
(R excess _ (1950 - 700) X f X 46 X 0. 326 watts/gm
\Y) 1950 kw 1950 X 7
Position S WS
Relative to RSW RSW RSW
Core Center N y T
inches watts/gm watts/gm watts/gm
-10 0.091 0.148 0. 239
-8 0. 107 0. 193 0. 300
-6 0. 117 0. 215 0. 332
-4 0. 124 0. 223 0. 347
-2 0.125 0.228 0.353
0 0.123 0.229 0.352
2 0.119 0.225 0.344
4 0.113 0.217 0.330
6 0.106 0.201 0.307
8 0.092 0.180 0.272
10 0.075 0.137 0.212
3/20/61 a, b
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and the corrected dose rate in each absorber used for the 700 kw meas-
urements was thus
excess
T = R - aR ) (Al. 13)
cor. T measured a 1950 kw
where
a. is the ratio (Z/A). /(Z/A)C
For the 193 kw and 50 kw runs the corrections follow from the above dis-
cussion. For instance, the 50 kw run included the effect of delayed gamma
rays from the reduction 1950 - 700 kw, plus the effect due to the reduction
700 - 193 kw, plus the effect due to the reduction 193 - 50 kw.
One problem remained in these calculations.Untermeyer and
Weills (A1. 8) have a series of curves for the factor f, depending on the
length of time the reactor had been operating at full power. Since the
reactor is normally shut down over the weekend, it is difficult to say
whether four days is an appropriate operating time to use, or whether,
since the fuel elements have been exposed to this cycle continually, some
longer time should be used. Turricchia (Al. 6) has measured the residual
background heating rate at the axial center of the core in stainless steel
thimble after 72 hours of shutdown as 9. 5% of the total dose rate in alumi-
num. Using the data of Table Al. 9 at core center together with the data
procided by Fig. Al. 5 it is possible to calculate f (the reactor operated
at a power level of 1 MW in March, 1961).
AlRT = 0. 232 watts/(gm)(MW)
AlR = 0. 208 watts/(gm)(MW)
1000 X f X 46 X 0. 208 = 0. 095 X 0. 1 X 0. 232
1000 X 7
-3
which gives f = 1. 6 X 10 . This value corresponds to an irradiation time
of about one week in the curves of Untermeyer and Weills, so one week
was the value used for the corrections.
The corrected results of these measurements are given in Table A1.10
(compare with Table Al. 8). The corrected results show the dose rate to
be linear with reactor power at least down to 200 kw. For the 50 kw meas-
urements the corrections were almost as large as the measured values so
TABLE A1. 10
Corrected Dose Rate Measurements with Series IV Calorimeters
at Different Power Levels, 5/ 1 0 /6 3 a, b
Measured Dose Rates Calculated Dose Rates in Santowax
Reactor watts/gm watts/gmPower
kw R RS RC R SW RSW RTWRT RT RT N'
1950 0.450 0.330 0.193 0 .1 2 4 ± 0 . 0 0 0 6 c 0.177±0.0006 0.301±0.001
700 0.439 0.340 0.194 0. 118±0.005 0.186±0.005 0.304±0.007
193 0.439 0.348 0. 178 0. 126 ± 0.010 0. 176 ± 0.010 0. 302±0.014
50 0.220 0.306 0.060 0.079±0.057 0.122±0.054 0.201±0.078
a. Data normalized to a reactor power level of 1 MW.
b. Measured at 1-1/8 inches above core center.
c. Standard deviation based on calculations of "best" values from the data alone.
ts3
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that the corrected results were not expected to be meaningful. In view of
the errors computed for the "best" values by the computer program
MNCAL, the results for the 50 kw run appear to be not statistically
different from the others.
Al. 8 Measurement of the Differential Neutron Flux $(E) - Theory
The techniques used in this report for determining the differential
neutron flux were, with minor modifications, the same as those reported
by Morgan and Mason (Al. 2) and Sefchovich (Al. 9). This section sum-
marizes the theory used.
In the thermal energy range, high purity cobalt-aluminum (Co-Al)
wires (0. 595 w/o Co) were irradiated. The 2200 m/sec flux was calcu-
lated from the relation (Al. 2):
(Act)B - (Act)Cd
#2200 -%T (Al. 14)
2200G
where
a-2200 is the 2200 m/sec cross section for Co 5 9 barns
60 .- 1\ is the disintegration constant for Co , min
T is the irradiation time, min
(Act)B is the bare absolute activity per atom, disintegrations/sec
(Act)Cd is the cadmium covered absolute activity per atom,
disintegrations/sec
and
(C -Cb A e
Act = WN A (Al. 15)
0
where
C is the measured count rate of the detector, disintegration/sec
Cb is the background count rate of the detector, disintegration/sec
A is the atomic weight of the detector
W is the weight of the detector, grams
N is Avogadro' s Number
0
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t is the time elapsed between irradiation and counting (waiting
time)
E is the overall counting efficiency for the wire.
The count rates of irradiated Co-Al wires were measured in a Nal well-
type scintillation system (Al. 2).
The neutron flux in the resonance region was determined by the
59 63Co-Al measurements since Co has a resonance at 120 ev. Cu , which
has a resonance at 570 ev, was also used to determine the resonance flux.
In this region, the flux was presumed to have a l/E behavior, i. e.,
= (E)  (Al. 16)
where
o= constant, n/(cm 2)(sec)
E = neutron energy, ev.
For the determination of #9 the following relation was used:
= - 22002200 (Al. 17)
0 (RCd 1) (T. R. I.)
where
RCd ~ (Act)B d cadmium ratioCd(Act)C d
and T. R. I. is the total resonance integral, given by
T+. R. I. = (a + ) barns (Al. 18)T.ET = res 1/vE
c
where
is the resonance cross section, barns
al/v is the 1/v cross section, barns
Ec is the cadmium cutoff energy, assumed to be 0. 5 ev
in this work.
The cadmium ratios were determined by irradiating bare and cadmium
covered Co-Al and copper wires, counting them in the NaI system and
applying Eq. (Al. 15).
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For the determination of the fast neutron flux (above about 1 Mev)
detectors undergoing threshold reactions were used. Following the Trice
method (Al. 10) the reaction rate for a threshold reaction with a thresh-
old of energy E th may be written as
Reaction Rate = No-(E) p(E) dE = No ~ *(E) dE = No ff )
Eth E eff
(Al. 19)
where
N is the number of atoms in the detector
Cyeff is an effective step function cross section
E is an effective threshold energy.
Thus, if *(E) were known so that ae could be determined from Eq. (A1.19),
the integral flux, *(NE ), could be determined from
$(NE ) = Act -XT (Al. 20)
oeff (l-e )
where the detector activity, Act, is evaluated from Eq. (Al. 15).
From a set of measurements of the integral flux with different detect-
ors having different values of E ff the derivative may be taken with respect
to energy to determine the differential flux in the fast neutron energy
region. However, c*(E) had to be assumed to determine the integral fluxes,
so an iterative procedure was set up for determining 4(E). For an initial
estimate of the fast flux shape the fission spectrum of Watt (Al. 11),
X(E)= e-E sinh &25 (Al. 21)
was used. However, for E > 2 Mev the fission spectrum may be approxi-
mated very closely by an exponential (e dE), and, furthermore, the results
obtained suggested that the actual spectrum in the in-pile section did have
an exponential form in the fast region. Thus, the technique applied was to
use the Watt spectrum to obtain a first approximation to the flux shape and
to fit the integral flux versus energy curve by means of the relation
In j(>E) = c + dE (Al. 22)
by the method of least squares. Once the constants c and d were found
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Eq. (Al. 22) was differentiated to give the differential flux:
-(E) =dec+dE (Al. 23)
and the effective threshold cross sections were re-evaluated using
Eqs (Al. 19), (Al. 23), and the previously calculated integral flux, 4 (>Eth)'
The iteration on the flux shape was continued until 7 ef for each detector
did not change significantly. The threshold detectors used in this experi-
ment were sulfur in the form of MgSO 4 (S 32(n, p)P 32), nickel wire
(Ni 58(n, p)C058 magnesium wire (Mg 24(n, p)Na 24) and aluminum wire
(Al 27(n, a)Na 2). The Nal system was also used to count all threshold
detectors but sulfur. A brief description of the counting procedure for the
sulfur detectors is given in Section Al. 10.
The data used for all detectors are given in the next section.
Al. 9 Neutron Cross Sections Used for the Calculation of the Differential
Neutron Flux *(E)
The cross sections for the thermal and resonance activation foils,
Co 5 9 and Cu 6 3 , have been obtained from the data of Dahlberg et al. (Al.12).
Table Al. 11 summarizes the data. A cadmium cutoff energy of 0. 5 ev has
TABLE A1.11
Cross Sections for Thermal and Resonance Foils Co59 and Cu 6 3
Isotope Resonance a-a L (a-~ +0- d2200 0.5ev res 0.5 res 1/v E
ev barns barns barns
Co59 120 38.0±0.7 55. 2±4.5 72±4.5
Cu63 570 4.50±0.15 3.09±0.15 5.1±0.2
been assumed. Eq. (Al. 16) may be written in the form
= K2200 (Al. 24)
o (RCd- 1)
where K, determined from Table Al. 11, is 0. 528 for Co 5 9 and 0. 887 for
63Cu6. It is desirable to have as large a ratio of the resonance integral,
re tE he 1/v contribution, E , as possible so thatc t contribution, SEc 1/v
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the error introduced by the assumed cadmium cutoff energy, E c, is as
small as possible. For instance, if the cadmium cutoff were actually
0. 4 ev there would be a 3% error introduced into the C059 measurements,
63but a 5% error in the Cu measurements, since its resonance integral
is relatively smaller than that of Co 5 9 . For this reason the Co 5 9 data
are believed to be more accurate.
32 32The cross section data for the S (n, p)P reaction have been taken
from Howerton (Al. 13) and are plotted in Fig. Al. 6. The data appear to
be quite reliable.
The data used for the Ni 58(n, p)Co58 reaction are those of Passell
and Heath (Al. 14) and are plotted in Fig. Al. 7. Their best curve is
based on theory and the experimental results of Gonzales et al. (Al. 15),
Preiss and Fink (Al. 16) and Howerton (Al. 13). More recent data in the
low energy range (Al. 17) agree fairly well with the best curve shown by
Passell and Heath, but the data of Barry (Al. 18) in the 4-9 Mev range
appear to be somewhat higher than the theoretical curve shown. The data
presented show considerable scatter and are therefore considered some-
what unreliable.
24 24The data used for the Mg (n, p)Na reaction are plotted in Fig. A1.8.
The curve shown is the theoretical curve of Bullock and Moore (Al. 19),
and it can be seen that not much experimental data are available to support
the theory. The available data of Hughes (Al. 20) and Howerton (Al. 13)
are also plotted in Fig. Al. 8. It appears that there is some scatter in
these data, but the error limits are unknown due to the lack of experi-
mental data, especially in the lower energy region.
The data of Bayhurst and Prestwood (Al. 21) and Howerton (Al. 13)
are used for the Al 27(n, a)Na24 reaction and are plotted in Fig. Al. 9. The
data appear to be quite reliable.
In using the Trice method (Al. 10), explained in the previous sec-
tion, it is necessary to make an initial estimate of the effective thresh-
old cross section for a given threshold foil by assuming that the fast
flux distribution approximates that of a fission spectrum. Table Al. 12
lists the effective threshold energies used for the threshold detectors
in this work (Al. 14, Al. 22) together with the values of T calculated
eff
using the Watt spectrum (Al. 11).
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TABLE A1. 12
Threshold Energies and Effective Cross Sections
for S32, Ni58, Mg24 and Al27a
Isotope E (Mev) ae (barns)
S32 3.0 0.3
Ni 5 8  2.9 0.41
Mg 2 4  6.3 0.051
Al 2 7  8.1 0.1
a. Watt fission spectrum used for initial iteration. reff
values represent those calculated using the Watt
spectrum.
Al. 10 Counting Efficiency, E, for Foil Measurements
The procedure for determining the counting efficiencies for the var-
ious foils used in this experiment has been described in detail by Sefchovich
(Al. 9). For the sulfur detectors the sulfur was irradiated as MgSOg,
then dissolved in 2N-hydrochloric acid (containing 1 g/80 cc (NH 4 ) 3 P 4
as a carrier for the P 32). The dissolved sample was placed on a planchet
and dried before counting by a GM tube. A simulated P32 Reference
Source Kit from the Tracerlab Co., Waltham, Mass. with a known abso-
lute count rate was used as a reference to determine the absolute count
rate of the irradiated samples.
The nickel, magnesium, aluminum, cobalt and copper detectors
were in the form of wires of lengths varying from 1/8" to 1", and were
counted in a Na well-type scintillation crystal. The efficiency of the crys-
tal for all detectors but the copper was determined by the use of coinci-
dence counting. The coincidence counting procedure is nearly the same
as described by Sefchovich (Al. 19), except that only one of the gamma
photo peaks was allowed in each channel (Sefchovich counted both photo
peaks in each channel). For the calibration, the absolute count rate of
each wire was determined by the coincidence method, and then the wire
was counted in the NaI crystal used for this experiment. The ratio of
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the two count rates determined the efficiency of the crystal. Coincidence
counting cannot determine the absolute count rate of the copper detector,
so the copper measurements were used only to determine the resonance
flux (at 570 ev), since only the cadmium ratio is needed for this calcula-
tion.
The efficiency of the NaI crystal used for the nickel, magnesium,
aluminum and cobalt detectors is given in Table Al. 13. The error limits
are calculated from the counting statistics. Also shown are the corrected
values obtained by Sefchovich (Al. 9). In general, the results compare
favorably with the previous measurements, and there seems to be no
effect of wire size on the crystal efficiency. The present measurements
are believed more accurate.
Using the data of Table Al. 13 and the weight precent of the desired
isotope in each detector, the overall counting efficiency of the Nal system
for the foils used was calculated. The results are given in Table Al. 14.
TABLE Ai. 13
NaI Crystal Efficiency for Foil Measurements
Foil Efficiency Efficiency
(this work) [Previous Measurements
at MIT] (Al. 9 )a
Ni-i cm 0. 37 ± 0. 01 0.41
Ni-1/4 cm 0. 38 ± 0. 01
Mg-1 in. 0. 50
Mg-1/4 in. 0. 53 ± 0. 0 2
Al-1 in. 0. 53 ± 0. 0 2 0.50
Al-1/4 in. 0. 53±0.02
Co-1 in. 0. 46 ± 0. 01 0.47
Co-1/4 in. 0. 45±0. 01
a. Corrected values.
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TABLE Al. 14
Overall Counting Efficiency for Foil Measurements
Foil E
Ni 0. 25
Mg 0.42
Al 0. 53
Co 0.0027
Al. 11 Accuracy of Absolute Neutron Flux Measurements
In general, the largest sources of error in the absolute flux meas-
urements were in the counting efficiencies (see Table Al. 13) and in the
cross sections (reported in Section Al. 9). Table Al. 15 lists the standard
deviations assigned to the individual detectors.
TABLE Al. 15
Errors in Absolute Neutron Flux Measurements
Flux Detector Standard Deviation, %
Thermal Cobalt ±8
Epithermal Cobalt ±10
Copper ±11
Fast Sulfur ±13
Nickel ±20
Magnesium ±13
Aluminum ±10
For the thermal flux measurements the standard deviation in the
counting efficiency was about 3% and the standard deviation in the cross
section about 2%. However, there is also a possible error in the weight
percent cobalt in the Co-Al wires. Sefchovich (Al. 9) has reported a
standard deviation of 6. 7% in the weight percent determination, so that
the overall standard deviation was about 8%.
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The epithermal flux was not affected by errors in counting efficiency
or weight percent cobalt directly, since the cadmium ratio was the quan-
tity measured. However, it was affected by errors in the thermal flux,
errors in the cross sections used, and a possible error in the cadmium
cutoff energy (see Section Al. 9).
For all fast flux measurements a standard deviation of 5% was
assigned to the iterative method for determining the differential fluxes,
since these fluxes were determined by differentiating an exponential curve
fitted to the integral flux measurements. For the sulfur detectors, the
counting standard used was accurate to ±10% (Al. 2), and a standard devi-
ation of 5% was assigned to the cross section data. For the nickel detect-
ors, the counting efficiency had a standard deviation of 4% (see Table A1.13)
but the cross section data seem to be quite scattered (see Fig. Al. 7) so a
standard deviation of 20% was assigned to these data. The magnesium
and aluminum detectors had a counting efficiency error of ±6%. An error
of ±10% was assigned to the cross section data for magnesium, as the data
are based mostly on theory. An error of ±5% was assigned to the alumi-
num cross section data, which seem reliable.
In the reflector region of the reactor additional errors in the fast
flux were possible due to small amounts of impurities in the detectors
and low count rates. This was because of the large ratio of thermal to
fast flux in the reflector region. No formal error can be assigned to the
effect of impurities, since the amounts and types of impurities are unknown
at present. Therefore the fast flux data in the reflector region are subject
to some doubt.
Al. 12 Foil Activation Computer Program, MNFOIL
MNFOIL is an IBM 709/7090 FORTRAN program (for use with a
32K storage) which uses the theory of Section Al. 8 to determine the differ-
ential flux <(E) from the foil activation measurements. The FORTRAN
listing of MNFOIL is given in Table Al. 16, and a logic flowsheet is given
in Fig. Al. 10. In the paragraphs that follow a brief description of how to
use the program will be given; a sample input and sample output are given
in Tables Al. 17 and A. 18, respectively, as an aid. Some familiarity with
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TABLE A1.16
FORTRAN LISTING OF MNFOIL
* LIST 8
* LABEL
* SYMBOL TABLE
CMNFOIL
C MNFOIL HAS SUBPROGRAMS MAINeLtNLSO(2) IN FORTRAN* LINLAG IN FAP
C MAIN HAS 156 CARDS 2.28.63
COMMON SUMX SUMYSUMX2,SUMXYSUMY2,SLOPEENTCPTSIG2ESIG2PSIGAS
ITGB.RLIN.NOT#KPUNCH
DIMENSION NENG(50),H(5O),EFFIC(50),ATWT(50)eSIGAV(50),ELAMB(50).ET
1H(50).SIGENG(100.50),ENG(100950),SIGAV1(50),POS(100).RUN(50),PHIIN
2T(50),Y(50) PHIDIP(50),SIGAV2(50),NLAST(50),FACTOR(50),N(50),SL(1O
30)SIGS(100)1ENT(100),SIGE(100).RL(100)
NOTa2
NIT.'.
READINPUTTAPE NIT,2,NFOTNFORKPUNCH,(NENG(I)I1,1lNFOT)
NFOwNFOT+NFOR
NFwNFOT+1
DO 42 Iw1NFOT
NEuNENG( I)
READINPUTTAPE NIT,5,(SIGEtIG(JI).ENG(J,)l J=l.NE)
42 CONTINUE
READINPUTTAPE NIT,5,TAUERROR1ERROR2,(FACTOR(U)eIUNFeNFO),(ATWT(I
1),SIGAV(I),ELAMB(I),ETH(I),I=1,NFO),(.EFFIC(I),1u2,NFO),(H(I),lf=1N
2FOT)
DO 6 I=19NFOT
SIGAV1(T)=SIGAV(T)
6 CONTINUE
41 READINPUTTAPE NIT91
1 FORMAT(80H
1
READINPUTTAPE NIT,2,NFOILTNFOTLRNPOS,(N(,),falNFO),KEND
2 FORMAT(/(1814))
WRITEOUTPUTTAPE NOT91
WRITEOUTPUTTAPE NOT930
30 FORMAT(/8X8HPOSITTONe2X8HOETECTOR93X5HETM/Re2X37HSIGMA AV/CR PHI I
INT/F2200 PHI DIFF/FO)
IF(KPUNCH)3,3,4
3 PUNCH 1
PUNCH 30
4 NFOtLuNFOT+NFOILR
5 FORMAT(/(6E12.5))
DO 23 J=leNPOS
READINPUTTAPE NIT,5,POS(J)
IF(NFOILT)99999,98
98 DO 9 Iw1,NFOT
IF(N(1)163.63964
64 Y(TI)0.
PHIlNT(I)=0.
GO TO 9
63 IF(I-1)60.60.61
60 READINPUTTAPE NIT8COUNTTCOUNTBACKTBACKWTqEMW*RUN(IITIRRTWA
1ITsEFFIC(I)
GO TO 62
61 READINPUTTAPE NIT8COUNTTCOUNTBACKTBACK.WT.EMWRUN(I )TIRR*TWA
lIT
O FORMAT(6E12.5,A6/(6E12.5))
62 COUNTwCOUNT/(TCOUNT-TAU*COUNT)
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TABLE A1916 (CONTINUED)
BACKsBACK ( TBACK(-TAU*BACKI
1?)*36.138*EMW*WT*SIGAVIl*(1.O-EXPFf-ELAMB(T)*TIRR)))
Y( I)uLOGF(PHI INT( I)i
9 CONTINUE
26 CALL LTNLSQ(1,NFOTETHY,-1)
IF (SLOPE )101919. 19
101 00 10 IuleNFOT
NLAST( Ma
PKID!P (1) uSLOPE*1 .OE-6*EXPF( ENTCPT.SLOPE*ETH( I
10 CONTINUE
KTESTwO
DO 18 !ulNFOT
IFI(II)S)1 81.18
61 SENSE LIGHT 0
ENTGRL=O0
EuENGI 1.1)
NEwNENGI I)
NSTEPS.(ENGINEti)-ENG(1,Ifl/H(I)-0.99999
CR!Tm(ENG(NETI-ENG(1I) )t/SIGAVI(I)/PMTINTTI
PHISG1*090
DO 15 KnlNSTEPS
E.E+H( 1)
CALL LINLAG(NENG(I),NLAST(I).OENG(1I),SIGENG(1,K1,ESIGNA)
PH! STG.-SLOPE*EXPF IENTCPTSLOPE*E )*5IGMA
TFfPHISTG*CRIT-ERRORI )11.11.12
11 IF(PHISIG-PHISG1)24*12912
12 PHISGImPHYSIG
IFISENSE LIGHT 1)14913
13 ENTGRL*ENTGRL+4*0*PHTSIG
SENSE LIGHT 1
GO TO 15
14 ENTGRL*ENTGRL+2.0*PHISIG
15 CONTINUE
24 SIGAV2( I)uHI'II#*ENTGRL/3*0/EXPF(SLOPE*ETH(TI+ENTCPTI
TF(ABSFII(SIGAV1 I I -SIGAV2( 1I) /SIGAVI( I I IERROR2)1S1S,116
16 KTESTal
18 CONTINUE
IF IKTEST 119. 19 7
19 +SL IJ) =SLOPE
ENT(J)=ENTCPT
S!GS(J)wSIGS
SIGE(J)*SIGA
RL(J)uRLIN
99 IF(NFOILR)65,65966
66 Do 21 IONFNFOIL
READINPUTTAPE p4T8,COUNTTCOUNTBACKTBACKWTTIRR.RUNI I) .TWA!T.C
10UNTCTCOUNCBACKCT8ACKCoETC.TIRRCTWAITCEMW
BACKsBACK/ CTSACK-TAU*BACK)
BACKC*BACKC/ ITBACKC-TAU*BACKC)
COUNT.(COUNT/(TCOUNT-TAU*COUNT,-8ACK)*EXPF(ELAM8I I)*TWATT*144*0,/
1I1.O-EXPF(- ,ELAMBI T)*TIRR)1/WT
COUNTCuICOUNTC/(TCOUNC-TAU*COUNTC)-BACKC)*EXPFIELAMI I)*TWAITC*144
100/IOEP(EASI*IRI/T
SIGAVi (I) sCOUNT/COUNTC
iF( I-NP)50950951
50 P1Ht!NT ITI)a(COUNT-COUNTC)*ATWT IT)/ (EFFIC t)*369 13S*EMW *SIGAVMI)
PqPHIINTI I)*EP4W
31 PHIDIP(IlsFACTOR(I)*P/(SIGAVII)-1.O)/EMW
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TABLE A1.16 (CONTINUED)
21 CONTINUE
65 WRITEOUTPUTTAPE NOT#33*POS(J)
33 FORMAT(F15.2)
IF(KPUNCH)34.34.35
34 PUNCH 33,POS(J)
35 IF(J-1131. 3132
31 DO 36 I=leNFO
IF(N(I))37#37936
37 WRITEOUTPUTTAPE NOT,38eRUN(T),FTH(I),SIGAV1(I).PHIINT(IlePHIDIP(I)
38 FORMAT(19XA6,OPF10.5,1PE12.5,1P2E13.5)
IF(KPUNCH)39,39,36
39 PUNCH 380RUN(I),ETH(T)sSIGAV1(I),PHIINTITI)PHTDIP(I)
36 CONTINUE
GO TO 23
32 DO 90 -1NFO
IF(N( I) )91.91990
91 WRITEOUTPUTTAPE NOT,92,SIGAV1(I).PHIINT(I),PHIDIP(I)
92 FORMAT(34X1P3E13.5)
IF(KPUNCH)93,93990
93 PUNCH 92.SIGAV1(I),PHIINT(l),PHIDIP(I
90 CONTINUE
GO TO 23
7 DO 17 IwlNFOT
IF(N(t))100.100*17
100 PHIINT(I)*PHIINT(I)*SIGAV1(I)/SIGAV2(t)
SIGAVI(I)=SIGAV2(I)
Y(I)uLOGF(PHI NT(I))
17 CONTINUE
GO TO 26
23 CONTINUE
IF(NFOILT)96.96997
97 WRITEOUTPUTTAPE NOT,94,(POS(J),SL(J),SIGS(J),ENT(J),SIGE(J),RL(J).
1JUl ,NPOS)
94 FORMAT(1H-,5XSHPOSITION,5X5HSLOPE,5XI1HS.D.(SLOPE e2X9HINTERCEPT,3
1X11HS.D. tNTCP)I2X1IHCORR. COEF./(0PF12.2*1X1P5E13.5)j
IF(KPUNCH19595996
95 PUNCH 94,(POS(J),SL(JISIGS(J),ENT(J).SIGE(J),RL(J)JlNPOS)
96 IF(KEND)41941940
40 CALL EXIT
END
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TABLE Ale16 (CONTINUED)
LIST 8
LABEL
SYMBOL TABLE
SUBROUTINE LINLSO(N1,N29X*YeN3)
CLINLS2
C LINLSO(2) HAS 47 CARDS 7-26-63
COMMON SUMXSUMYSUMX2 ,SUMXY#SUMY2#SLOPEENTCPTSIG2EStG2PStGAS
1IGBRLIN*NOTKPUNCH
DIMENSION X(300)9Y(300)
SUMX-0.0
SUMY.0.O
SUMX2-0.0
SUMXY0. 0
SUMY2*0.0
EN=N2-N1+1
DO I I N1.N2
IF(YIVI)12.11.12
11 EN=EN-1.0
GO TO 1
12 SUMX=SUMX+X(TI)
SUMYUSUMY+Y(I)
SUMX2nSUMX2+X(t)**2
SUMXYUSUMXY+X(I)*Yf )
SUMY2=SUMY2+Y(1)**2
1 CONTINUE
DEN=EN*SUMX2-SUMX**2
SLOPE=(EN*SUMXY-SUMX*SUMY)/DEN
ENTCPT=(SUMY*SUMX2-SUMX*SUMXY)/DEN
SIG2E.tSUMY2-ENTCPT*SUMY-SLOPE*SUMXY)/(EN-2.0)
IF(SIG2E)9,9g10
9 SIG2E=0.0
10 SIG2P.(SUMY2-SUMY**2/EN)/(EN-1.0)
SIGB-SQRTF EN*SIG2E/DEN)
STGA*SQRTF(SUMX2*SIG2E/DEN)
RLINUSORTF(1.O-SIG2E*(EN-2.01/SIG2P/(EN-1.0)I
IF(M3)86295
2 WRITEOUTPUTTAPE NOT93
3 FORMAT(75H SLOPE S.D.(SLOPE) INTERCEPT S*De(INTCP)
1RR* COEFF SIG2E)
TF(KPUNCH)4,4,5
4 PUNCH 3
5 WRTTEOUTPUTTAPE NOTe6.SLOPE.Sy68eENTCPTeSTGARLINSIG2E
6 FORMAT(1P6E13.51
IFIKPUNCH11.796
7 PUNCH 6.SLOPESIGBENTCPTStGAeRLINSIG2E
6 RETURN
END
CO
*
41
*
I
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TABLE A1.16 (CONTINUED)
* LINLAG
* * FAP
COUNT
1 TTL
LBL
ENTRY
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
LINLAG CLA*
SUB
TZE
STD
SXA
SXA
SXD
CLA
STA
STA
ADD
STA
CLA*
PDX
LOOPI CLA*
SETAI FSB
TPL
NZT
TRA
TXI
TXL
TRA
FOUND ZET*
TRA
STO
CLA
STA
STA
ADD
STA
SETA2 CLA
SETAS FSB
STO
SETB1 CLA
SETS3 FSB
FOP
FMP
SETS2 FAO
STO*
PXD
SUB
"AS 141 CARDS
140
LINEAR AND LAGRANGIAN INTERPOLATION SUBROUTINE
LINLAG
LINLAG
THE FORTRAN CALLING SEQUENCE IS . . .
CALL LINLAG(N.NLAST.MOR9A.B9P9O)
N IS THE NUMBER OF ELEMENTS IN A AND 8
NLAST IS LAST TIMESS CORRECT INTERVAL
MOR IS THE NUMBER OF POINTS TO BE USED IN INTERPOLATION.
A FASTER LINEAR INTERPOLATION RESULTS WITH MORwO
A IS THE INDEPENDENT VARIABLE (ID MATRIX$
B IS THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE (ID MATRIX)
P IS THE PARTICULAR VALUE OF A
0 IS THE ANSWER RETURNED BY THE SUBROUTINE
194
U01000000
ONEEL
NLOOP
BACK .1
BACK+1.2
LINLAG-2*4
4,4
SETA1
SETA2
*1
SETA3
2.4
091
6,4
**.1
TEST1
CONST
FOUND
*+.101-1
LOOPI.1e-2
OUT
394
LGRNG
DATA
5.4
SET81
SETB2
*1
SETB3
**,1
**.1
**,1
**91
0
DATA
**#1
7.4
091
001000000
TEST NO. OF ELEMENTS
SET UPPER BOUND ON THE A TABLE
SAVE INDEX REGISTERS
SET UP A
SET UP A+1
LAST TIMES CLOSEST
ELEMENT NO, TO IRi
P-AfIR1)
IS CONSTw0
NO, DECREASE IRI BY 1
IS P LESS THAN All)
YES. ERROR IN CALLING PROGRAM
IS INTERPOLATION TO BE LINEAR
NO. GO TO LAGRANGIAN
YES. STORE P-AIL) IN DATA
SET UP B
SET UP 8+1
A(L)-A(L-1)
B(L)-B (L-1)
V
B(L)
ANSWER
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STO*
BACK AXT
AXT
SXD
TRA
TESTi STZ
TXI
NLOOP TXL
OUT TSX
PZE
TXI
PZE
TSX
LGORNG PXD
SUB
STO*
CLA*
PDX
STO
ARS
ALS
SUB*
TZE
TPL
STO
ADD*
SUB
SUB
TMI
CLA
NOW ARS
ADD
STA
STA
STA
SUB
ADD
STA
CLA
STA
STZ
LOOP2 SXD
CLA
STO
LXD
LOOP3 PXD
SUB
TZE
ALOW2 CLA
ALOW3 FSB
STO
SETP CLA
ALOW1 FSB
FDP
FMP
STO
TESTS TIX
BLOW LDO.
FMP
2.4
**.1
**.2
CONST.4
8,4
CONST
TABLE A1.16 (CONTINUED)
STORE NEW NEAR ELEMENT NO.
RESTORE INDEX REGISTERS
RETURN TO CALLING PROGRAM
*+1.1.1
LOOPi 919**
SERROR.4
ALPHA
*+2.0,0
LINLAG-2.0.0
SEXIT#4
0,1
=01000000
2.4
3,4
0.1
M1
19
18
2.4
NOW+1
SETLO
LOW
1.4
M1
=01000000
SETHI
LOW
18
4.4
ALOW1
ALOW2
ALOW3
4,4
5.4
BLOW
6,4
SETP
0K 9Kel
*1.0
PK
M1.2
0.2
K
TEST3
**.2
DATA
**
DATA
PK
PK
LOOP32l
**$1
PK
INCREASE IRI BY 1
ERROR SUBROUTINE
STORE NEW NEAR ELEMENT NO.
Ml TO IRI
INTEGER DIVISION BY TWO
CHECK LOW END OF TABLE
CHECK HIGH END OF TABLE
SET UP A+LOW
SET UO B+LOW
0*0.0 INITIALLY
PK*1.o INITIALLY
M1 TO IR2
COMPARE IRI WITH IR2
A(-LOW+IR11-A(-LOW+IR2)
P-A(-LOW+IR2)
PK=PK*(P-A(-LOW+IR2))
DECREASE IR2 BY 1
8(-LOW+IR1)
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TABLE Ae16 (CONCLUDED)
FAD
STO
TIX
STO*
TRA
SETLO CLA
TRA
SETHI SSP
ADD
TRA
ONEEL CLA*
STO*
TRA
DATA PZE
M1 PZE
LOW PZE
PK PZE
K PZE
0 PZE
CONST OCT
ALPHA BC!
OCT
END
G
a
LOOP2 *l
7,4
BACK
*01000000
NOW
LOW
NOW
S,4
7,4
6.4
DECREASE IRI BY 1
ANSWER IS SINGLE ELEMENT
1
So EXTRAPOLATION IS NOT POSSIBLE
7"7777777777
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MNFOlL
START
CONTROL, CROSS READ
SECTIONS, OTHER TAPECONSTANT DATA
CONTROL DATA RED
FOR GROUP
GROUP L INK
ANY
THRESHOLD DATA READ Y THRESHOLD N
FOR ONE RUN TAPE DATA?
COMPUTE #(REeff)
LEST SQUARE AND]
COMPU TE * (E)
COMPUTE i-eff
ERROR
N CRITERION Y
SATISFIED,,
ANY READ RESONANCE
N RESONANCE Y TAPE DATA
DATA?
COMPUTE 0 220o0,00
PRINT AND/OR
PUNCH Feff , Rcd, WRITE
0 ( E), 02200,00 TAP
4(E )
MORE
RUNS THIS Y
GROUP?
N
MORE
Y GROUPS?
N
FIGURE A1.10 LOGIC FLOWSHEET FOR MNFOIL
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TABLE A1.17
SAMPLE INPUT TO MNFOIL
4 2 0 24 24 16 18
S32 (N.P) P32
0.
.07
.187
.25
.38
.45
.47
- 33
0.0
0.0665
0.180
0.205
.0.21
0.165
0.0
0.050
0.112
0.126
0.1295
0.111
1.2300E-07
0.3
2.9
0.*098
1.20000E-4
0.417
0.1
1
4 2 *8
-9.
45386.
30.
906683.
30.
140067.
25.
313974.
23.
506833o
.11.
1.59 0.0052
2.18 0.073
3.56 0.302
4.82 0.248
6.11 0.336
7.61 0.324
9.07 0.376
13.1 0.28
NISS (NOP) C058
.999 0.
2. .14
2.75 .195
40 .3
5.5 .39
7. .46
10. .45
13. .275
MG24 (N#P) NA24
5.85 0.0147
8.0 0.1075
11.0 0.191
12.5 0.21
14.3 0.201
17.0
AL27 (NALPHA) NA24
6.0 0.0145
9.0 00071
12.0 0.120
13.0 0.1-28
13.75 0.128
150 0.088
EFFICIENCIES. ATOMIC
0.0005 0.01
3.37100E-5 3.0
24.32 0.06
7.70200E-4 8.1
63.57 4.5
0.530 0.00270
0.1
20.
7.8562
4. '
11*1569
4.
2.0424
4.
2.0271
4.
69469.
CONTROL CONSTANTS
DATA
1.98
2.57
4.04
5.33
6.61
8.09
. 9.56
13.5
DATA OF
1.
2.25
3.
6.
8.
11.
14.
THEORY OF
6.5
9.0
11.5
13.0
15.0
OF HOWERTON
0.0072
0.117
0.263
0.304
0.322
0.351
0.333
0.23
PASSELL AND HEATH
.011
*17
.2
.34
.45
.47
.4
.23
BULLOCK AND MOORE
0.029
0.146
0.199
0.212
0.184
LA 2493
7.0 0.0305
1000 0.093
12.5 0.123
13.25 0.1295
14.0 0.1205
16.0 0.065
WTS. CROSS SECTIONS ETC
0.528 0.887
58.69 0.43
7.70200E-4 6.3
58.94 38.0
9.01130E-4 5.70000E-4
0.1
THIS IS RUN SERIES 13
CONTROL TAELE
RUN 13 IN POSITION -9.
19719.
0.01006
7003.
48036.
8431.
10077.
4.
90.
7.
60.
10.
12.
29579.
2.08
2.92
4.54
5.69
7.11
8.58
12.0
14.3
1.5
2.5
3.5
5.
6.5
9.
12.
15.
7.0
10.0
12.0
13.5
16.0
8.0
11.0
12*75
13.5
14.5
17.0
32.07
6.69700E-6
26.98
2.50300E-7
0.254
0.1
3.28.63
0.000954 1.95
0.01750
0.00498
0.02154
0.01342
30.
1.95
1*94
1.95
30.
0.01398
0.0
0.022
0.221
0.25
0.331
0.346
00351
0.3
135
13NI
13MG
13AL
13C0
30.
558783.
6.0972
31.
-4.
25602.
30.
1100957<
30.
174078.
25.
330647.
21.
622582.
11.
30.
803962.
6.7104
30.
2.
27739.
30.
1020441
30.
174368.
25.
399458.
23.
583252.
11.
30.
645759.
6.9861
31.
8.
40955.
30.
990177.
30.
148862.
25.
280294.
21.
506620.
11.
30.
645737.
6.7188
30.
13.
17145.
30.
298888.
30.
46627.
11.
4.
52947.
6.7069
RUN
10.
7.8472
4.
11.1375
4.
2.0576
4.
2.1125
4.
91072.
11.
4.
59513.
6o9924
RUN
10.
7.8382
4.
11.1597
4.
2.0667
4.
2.0214
4.
98692.
11.
4.
71017.
6.7153
PUN
20.
7.8236
4.
11.141
4.
2.0715
4.
2.1056
4.
76690.
11.
4.
47943.
6.9806
RUN
20.
7.8090'
4.
11.1632
4.
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TABLE A1.17 (CONTINUE0M
1.95
62267. 60. 0
4. 50993. 6
1.95
13 IN POSITION -4.
19719. 90. 0
0.01006
7003. 7. 0
48036. 60. 0
26255. 30. 0
29579. 30. 0
4. 10077. 1
1.95
50993. 60. 0
4. 62267. 6
1.95
13 IN POSITION 2.
19719. 90. 0
0.01006
7003. 7. 0
48036. 60. 0
8431. 10. 0
10077. 12. 0
4. 29579. 3
1.95
62267. 60. 0
4. 50993. 6
1.95
13 IN POSITION 8.
19719. 90. 0
0.01006
7003. 7. 0
48036. 60. 0
26255. 30. 0
29579. 30. 0
4. 10077. 1
1.95
50993. 60. 0
4. 62267. 6
1.95
13 IN POSITION 13.
19719. 90. 0
0.01006
7003. 7. 0
46036. 60. 0
.01085
0.
.000859
.01776
.005
.02154
.01357
2.
.01087
0.
.0009
.01602
.00498
.02152
.01339
0.
.01073
*0.
.000774
.01832
.00502
.02163
.01359
2.
.01092
0.
.000931
.01855
.00513
30.
0.01166
1.95
1.95
1.94
1.95
30.
0.014
31.
0.01174
1.95
1.95
1.94
1.95
30.
0.01396
30.
0.01159
1.95
1.95
1.94
1.95
30.
0.01426
31.
0.01175
1.95
1.95
1e94
13CU
13S
13NI
13MG
13AL
13C0
13CU
13S
13NI
13MG
13AL
13CO
13CU
135
13NI
13MG
13AL
13C0
13CU
13S
13NI
13MG
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TABLE A1.17 (CONCLUDED)
25.
111657.
23.
3897176
11.
30.
457977.
6.9771
31.
17.
7322.
30.
71070.
30.
23160.
25.
23957.
21.
297469.
11.
30.
390039.
6.7257
30.
22.
4919.
30.
25461.
30.
20203.
25.
25307.
23.
148906.
11.
30.
165906.
6*9507
31.
27.
4532.
*30.
22712.
. 30.
23079.
25.
24616.
21.
66058.
11e
30.
84331.
6*7403
30.
2.0757
40
2.0125
4.
42674.
11.
4.
29268.
6.7215
RUN
20.
7.7938
4.
11.1456
4.
2.0792
4.
2.0993
4.
30377.
11.
4.
26436.
6.9708
RUN
20.
7.7792
6.
11.1667
12.
2.0826
10.
2*0021.
4.
21676.
11.
4.
26248.
6.7285
RUN
20.
7.7625
12.
11.1479
20.
2.0875
20.
2*0813
4.
23143.
11.
4.
23965.
6.9507
8431.
10077.
4.
1.95
62267.
4.
1.95
13 IN POSITION
19719.
0.01006
7003.
48036.
26255.
29579.
6.
1095
50993.
8.
1.95
13 IN POSITION
19719.
0.01006
7003.
48036.
8431.
10077.
12.
1.95
62267.
16.
1.95
13 IN POSITION
19719.
001006
7003.
48036.
26255.
29579.
20.
1095
50993.
20.
1.95
10.
12.
29579.
60.
50993.
17.
90.
7.
60.
30.
30.
10077.
60.
62267.
22.
90.
7.
60.
10.
12.
29579.
60.
50993.
27.
90.
7.
60.
30.
30.
10077.
60.
62267.
0.02192
0.01363
30.
0.01117
60.
0.000977
0.02084
0.00516
0.02212
0.01382
12.
0.01126
60.
0.001006
0.02142
0.00518
0.02237
0.01385
30.
0.01130
60.
0.000919
0.02269
0.00539
0.02329
0.01393
12.
0.01131
60.
1.95
30.
0.01428
30.
0.01176
1.95
1.95
1.94
1.95
30.
0.01446
31.
0.01198
1.95
1.95
1.94
1.95
30.
0.0145
30.
0*01223
1.95
1.95
1 94
1.95
30.
0.01460
31.
0.01250
13AL
13C0
13CU
13S
13NI
13MG
13AL
13CO
13CU
13S
13NI
13MG
13AL
13CO
13CU
135
13NI
13MG
13AL
13C0
13CU
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TABLE A1.18
SAMPLE OUTPUT FROM MNFOIL
THIS IS RUN SERIES 13 3.28.63
POSITION DETECTOR ETH/R SIGMA AV/CR PHI INT/F2200 PHI DIFF/FO
-9.00
135 3.00000 3.03473E-01 4.64228E 11 3.39064E 05
13NI 2.90000 4.36504E-01 5.52457E 11 3.63419E 05
13MG 6.30000 5.89627E-02 4.91812E 10 3.43648E 04
13AL 8.10000 9.92332E-02 1.42946E 10 9.85916E 03
13CO 0.00012 8.11352E 00 9.12230E 12 6.77102E 11
13CU 0.00057 1.83961E 01 0. 4.65163E 11
-4.00
3.03473E-01 5.88485E 11 4.15993E 05
4.36504E-01 6.65494E 11 4.45625E 05
5.89627E-02 6.22623E 10 4.29450E 04
9.92332E-02 1.81237E 10 1.24452E 04
7.39785E 00 1.09741E 13 9.05671E 11
1.07330E 01 0. 1-.00018E 12
2*00
3.034735-01 6.12696E 11 4.33111E 05
4.36504E-01 6.82022E 11 4.64218E 05
5.89627E-02 6.32542E 10 4.39068E 04
9.92332E-02 1.81790E 10 1.25984E 04
6.48688E 00 1.01836E 13 9.79959E 11
1.53152E 01 0. 6.31041E 11
8.00
3.03473E-01 5.09534E 11 3.64685E 05
4.36504E-01 5.77980E 11 3.90907E 05
5.89627E-02 5.36423E 10 3.68797E 04
9.92332E-02 1.51303E 10 1.05679E 04
7.29980E 00 8.85307E 12 7.41996E 11
1.10831E 01 0. 7.78850E 11
13.00
3.02838E-01 1.48011E 11 1.03187E 05
4.33109E-01 1.68368E 11 1.10456E 05
5.99755E-02 1.54080E 10 1.09131E 04
9.83213E-02 4.83278E 09 3.20451E 03
1.05641E 01 7.09127E 12 3.91485E 11
2.69365E 01 0. 2.42531E 11
17.00
3.00811E-01 3.26824E 10 2.18518E 04
4.21584E-01 3.47655E 10 2.32597E 04
6.41077E-02 6.60729E 09 2.78371E 03
9.52923E-02 1.12180E 09 9.04725E 02
1.83377E 01 5.53306E 12 1.68503E 11
3.23332E 01 0. 1.56644E 11
22.00
2.99420E-01 5.82019E 09 3.54957E 03
4.12648E-01 6.67415E 09 3.75810E 03
6.83904E-02 1.09542E 09 5.39537E 02
9.30150E-02 3.07511E 08 1.93088E 02
4.66383E 01 2.82043E 12 3.26303E 10
7.66637E 01 0. 3.30660E 10
27.00
2.99420E-01 1.77821E 09 1.05479E 03
4.12648E-01 1.73261E 09 1.11712E 03
6.83904E-02 4.23552E 08 1.58601E 02
9.30150E-02 7.43611E 07 5.64251E 01
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TABLE A1.18 (CONCLUDED)
POSITION SLOPE
-9.00 -6.93684E-01
-4.00 -6.88105E-01
2.00 -6.93613E-01
8.00 -6.94356E-01
13.00 -6.80780E-01
17.00 -6.24394E-01
22.00 -5.70870E-01
27.00 -5.74153E-01
5.13753E 01 1.19612E 12 1.25370E 10
1.02933E 02 0. 1.04091E 10
S.D.(SLOPE) INTERCEPT S.D.(INTCP) CORR. COEF#
1.20268E-02 2.89962E 01 6.66131E-02 9.99700E-01
6.07550E-03 2.91921E -01 3.36506E-02 9.99922E-o1
4.85202E-03 2.92409E 01 2.68740E-02 9.99951E-01
6.47685E-03 2.90701E 01 3.58735E-02 9.99913E-01
1.03794E-02 2.77867E 01 5.74887E-02 9.99768E-01
7.63971E-02 2.61517E 01 4.23142E-01 9.85357E-01
3.00230E-02 2.42633E 01 1.66289E-01 9.97246E-01
8.35849E-02 2.30539E 01 4.62954E-01 9.79457E-01
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FORTRAN input/output format is assumed; for details see the IBM
709/7090 FORTRAN reference manual (Al. 5).
The input is arranged as a series of tables, each headed by a card
upon which any desired information may be placed. All fixed point data
use 14 format and all floating point data E12.5 format. Alphanumeric data,
used to describe the run numbers, use A6 format.
The first table supplies control data for the program. It must con-
tain the following information:
1. The total number of threshold detectors for which data will be
supplied; in the present case, 4.
2. The total number of thermal and resonance foils for which data
will be supplied; in the present case, 2. It is assumed that only
one thermal detector will be used to calculate the thermal flux,
and that this detector can also be used to calculate an epithermal
flux.
3. A punch control. If the constant is <0, a punched record of the
output will be given along with the printed copy. If it is >0, only
a printed record will be given.
4. For eachthreshold detector, the number of pairs of entries in
the cross section-energy tables to be supplied. The order has
been arbitrarily arranged as sulfur, nickel, magnesium, alumi-
num.
The next series of tables supplies the cross section-energy data for
each threshold detector in the form uy, E 1 , a 2' E ... , where the cross
sections are in barns and the energies in Mev. The order of threshold foils
must be the same as mentioned in the first table.
The table following the threshold detector cross section data must
contain the following information:
1. The dead time for the counting system used, min.
2. An error criterion which will allow the computer to stop inte-
grating in the calculation of each r before the maximum energy
eff
specified in the cross section table has been reached. The error
specified is a fraction of the average value of the integrand,
*(E)o(E), which can be easily approximated from the input f
(see below), the first approximation of the integral flux *(>E )
and the total range of integration given in the cross section tables.
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For example, a typical curve of *(E)o-(E) versus energy might
look schematically as shown in Fig. Al. 11.
AEE
Figure Al. 11 Typical Curve of $(E)o(E) versus Energy
for a Threshold Detector
A good approximation of the average value of $(E)o(E) may be
calculated by
*(E)o-(E) ~ B eff (Al. 25)
The computer, which uses Simpson's Parabolic Rule
(Al. 23) to evaluate the integral $(E)o(E) dE, should be
00
allowed to stop once the integrand becomes very small with
respect to the value calculated by Eq. (Al. 25), since conserva-
tive values of AE are usually supplied in the cross section
tables. The error criterion used for the data of this experi-
ment is 0. 0005, meaning that when the ratio of $(E)o-(E) cal-
culated at a point past the maximum to Eq. (Al. 25) is less
than 0. 0005 the computer will consider the integration complete.
3. An error criterion specifying the allowable fractional change
of ~eff for each detector between iterations on the flux shape.
In this experiment the criterion chosen was 0. 01, meaning
that once the fractional change in the a-eff for every threshold
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detector is less than 0.01 between iterations, the computer will
consider the iteration to have converged.
4. The factors, K, needed for use in Eq. (Al. 24) for the resonance
detections.
5. i) Isotope atomic weight.
ii) Cross section, barns; initial approximation to o- for
threshold detector, 2 2 0 0 for the thermal detector.
iii) Decay constant, min~1 .
iv) Detector energy, Mev; effective threshold energy for
threshold detectors, resonance energy for resonance
detectors.
The threshold detector data must be given first, and the data
are arbitrarily ordered as sulfur, nickel, magnesium, alumi-
num, cobalt, copper in this work.
6. The counter efficiency for all but the first threshold detector,
sulfur. The order is nickel, magnesium, aluminum, cobalt,
copper. The copper efficiency will not be used since only its
cadmium ratio will be computed.
7. The integration step size for the threshold detectors, Mev. In
the present case a step size of 0. 1 Mev was used for all thresh-
old detectors.
Next, the measured data are given the computer in groups. Normally,
a group will consist of a series of measurements made at one time at dif-
ferent positions in the in-pile section. Heading each group is a "free"
card upon which any desired information may be printed; the computer
will re-print the information on this card to head the output from the group
of data. Also, a control table must be given for each group, supplying
the following information:
1. The number of threshold detectors in the group. There must be
a minimum of 2 for the least squares analysis, but a zero may
be typed if only thermal and resonance data are to be evaluated.
2. The number of thermal and resonance detectors in the group.
There is assumed to be one thermal detector which also provides
data in the resonance region. A zero may be typed if there are
no data in this energy region.
3. The number of runs in the group.
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4. A series of control constants for each detector. If the constant
is <O the computer will expect data for the detector; if it is >0,
the computer will not expect data for the detector. The order
for this experiment is, as stated above, sulfur, nickel, mag-
nesium, aluminum, cobalt, copper. For example, the data of
Table Al. 17 include all the detectors used in this work.
5. A repeat control. If it is <O, the computer will search for
more groups of data to analyze after the present one has been
completed. If it is >0, the computer will halt after analyzing
the present group.
For each run included in the group, a table of data will be given with the
following information
1. The position relative to the core center where the run was made.
i) The number of constants measured.
ii) The counting time, min.
iii) The number of background counts measured.
iv) The background counting time, min.
v) The detector weight, gm.
vi) The reactor power level in MW at the time of the run.
vii) In columns 73-78 of the first card for each detector,
alphanumeric information describing the run number.
viii) The irradiation time, min.
ix) The waiting time, days.
The first threshold detector must also supply the counting effi-
ciency. This is because the counting efficiency for sulfur, the
first detector used in this experiment, must be evaluated in a
special way (Al. 9) and may vary from run to run. The order
for this work is sulfur, nickel, magnesium, aluminum.
3. For the thermal and resonance detectors for which data were
taken
i) The number of counts measured for the bare foil.
ii) The counting time for the bare foil, min.
iii) The number of background counts for the bare foil.
iv) The background counting time for the bare foil, min.
v) The weight of the bare foil, gm.
vi) The irradiation time for the bare foil, min.
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vii) In columns 73-80 of the first card for each detector, alpha-
numeric information describing the run number.
viii) The waiting time for the bare foil, days.
ix through xv) Data for the cadmium covered foil in the same
position in the same order as for the bare foil, i) to vi)
and viii).
xvi) The reactor power level in MW at the time of the run.
The order for this work is cobalt, copper.
For each group of data which follows the first (the repeat control
being selected above), the format must follow that described above.
The output from MNFOIL needs some explanation (refer to Table A1.18).
In the column marked "DETECTOR," the alphanumeric data used in the in-
put are printed. As can be seen, it is advantageous to give both the run
number and the detector name to unambiguously define the results quoted.
The results given for every position have the same format, so that it is
necessary to fill in the "DETECTOR" column only once. In the column
marked "ETH/R" the effective threshold energy is printed for the threshold
foils and the resonance energy for the resonance foils (in Mev) for reference.
The column headed by "SIGMA AV/CR" serves two purposes: for the thresh-
old detectors the values Of after convergence of the Trice method are
printed, and for the resonance foils the cadmium ratios are given. In the
column headed by "PHI INT/F2200" the integral fluxes in n/(cm 2)(sec) are
given for the threshold detectors and the 2200 m/sec flux in n/(cm 2)(sec) is
given for the thermal detector (cobalt). In the final column, marked "PHI
DIFF/FO " the differential flux, *(E), in n/(cm )(sec)(ev) is given for the
threshold detectors, and the 1/E flux constant (see Eq. (Al. 16)) is given
for the resonance foils.
After the results quoted above for every run in the series have been
printed, the least square constants c and d for the integral fast flux shape
(see Eq. (Al. 23)) and their standard deviations are given for each run. The
-1
constant d has the units of Mev
The loading time for MNFOIL. in an IBM 7090 type computer is 0.14 min.
and the running time is about 0. 02 min. per set of detectors in a given posi-
tion.
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Al. 13 Neutron Cross Sections Used for the Calculation of the Energy
Transfer Integrals I' IC' IAl' BE
As defined in Section 3. 2. 3 the energy transfer integral is given by
I. =( A S +1 T(E) 4(E) E dE watts/atom (Al. 26)
z(A.1 +1 )2 0 s
where
A. is the atomic weight of atom i
S is a conversion factor, (cm 2)(watt)(sec)/(barn)(ev)
o is the elastic scattering cross section of atom i , barns.
For the neutron spectra observed in the in-pile section the lower limit on
the integral was replaced by 0. 01 Mev without any significant change in
the result (Al. 2), since the scattering contributions below this energy were
insignificant. In order to evaluate the integral, the scattering cross sec-
tion must be known as a function of energy.
The data for hydrogen were obtained from Hughes (Al. 20) and are
plotted in Fig. Al. 12. The data are given for the total cross section of
hydrogen, and it is presumed that the elastic scattering cross section
is equal to the total cross section in the region E > 0. 01 Mev.
The carbon data were obtained from Parker (Al. 24) and are plotted
in Fig. Al. 13. The total cross section is equal to the elastic scattering
cross section in the range 0. 01 Mev < E < 4. 8 Mev. Above 4. 8 Mev
carbon also undergoes inelastic scattering interactions with neutrons.
The data for aluminum were obtained from Howerton (Al. 13). The
elastic scattering cross section is very nearly equal to the total cross
section in the range 0.01 < E < 13 Mev. Aluminum has so many reso-
nances in the energy region of interest that an integration scheme, such
as Simpson's Parabolic Rule (Al. 23), would give results which depend
strongly on the step size used if the fine structure of the data were used.
To avoid this problem, the cross section data were averaged for use with
an integration step size of 0. 01 Mev beginning at 0. 01 Mev. For instance,
the cross section used for 0. 31 Mev was the average cross section of the
energy range 0. 26-0. 36 Mev. The resultant averaged cross section data
are presented in Fig. Al. 14, and are intended for use only with Simpson's
25
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Rule applied to Eq. (Al. 25) with an energy step size of 0. 1 Mev beginning
at 0. 1 Mev.
The data for beryllium are taken from Parker (Al. 25) and are plotted
in Fig. Al. 15. For the two resonances below 1 Mev an averaging procedure
identical to that used for aluminum was applied. From 0.01 Mev to 2 Mev
the elastic scattering and total cross sections are identical. Above 2 Mev
the (n, 2n) reaction becomes an important contributor to the total cross
section.
Al. 14 Dosimetry Computer Program, MNDOS
MNDOS is an IBM 709/7090 FORTRAN program (for use with a 32K
storage) which evaluates the energy transfer integrals, Eq. (Al. 26), by
means of Simpson's Parabolic Rule and calculates the ratio I. /IH for use
in the calorimetry program. The neutron flux data are taken from the
results of MNFOIL, and the program has the option of using two flux
shapes. The first assumes a 1/E energy dependence to a specified cut-
off energy from the resonance region, and then a joining function of the
form c(E) = pEq between the cutoff energy specified and the beginning of
the fast neutron energy spectrum (about 2 Mev). The second assumes
that the epithermal part of the spectrum does not quite behave a 1/E and
assumes that 4(E) = pEq describes the flux shape between the resonance
region and the fast region. Both assume the fast flux shape is the expo-
nential shape given by Eq. (Al. 23). Table Al. 19 gives the FORTRAN
listing of the program, and a logic flowsheet is given in Fig. Al. 16. In
the paragraphs that follow a brief description of how to use the program
will be given; a sample input and sample output are given in Tables A1.20
and Al. 21, respectively, as an aid. Some familiarity with FORTRAN
input/output format is assumed; for details see the IBM 709/7090 FOR-
TRAN reference manual (Al. 5).
The input is arranged as a series of tables, each headed by a card
upon which any desired information may be typed. All fixed point data
use 14 format and all floating point data E12. 5 format.
The first table supplies control data for the program. It contains
the following information:
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1. A punch control. If the constant is <0, a punched record on the
output will be given along with the printed record. If it is >0,
only the printed record will be given.
2. The number of atomic species for which the energy transfer
integrals will be computed. The program expects at least 3
- hydrogen, carbon and aluminum.
3. For each atomic species, the number of pairs of entries in the
cross-section-energy tables to be supplied. The data must be
given in the order hydrogen, carbon, aluminum. The data for
any other species may be arranged in any order after aluminum.
The next table appears only if data for more than 3 atomic species
are given. If this is the case, then using format A4 (left adjust in each
field), the name of each species after aluminum must be given. In
Table Al. 20 the data for beryllium are given, so the label BE appears
in the atom table.
The next table must contain the following "constant" data
1. The minimum energy at which integration is to begin. For
this experiment 0. 01 Mev was chosen as the lower limit.
2. The energy at which integration will be considered complete.
In this experiment 13 Mev was chosen as the upper limit.
3. For each integral I. to be computed:
i) The integration step size (0. 1 Mev was chosen for this
experiment).
2 --13ii) A factor equal to 2A. /(A. + 1) X 1.60 X 10 (see
Eq. (Al. 26)) to obtain the results in units of watts/atomX
24
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The order must be as stated above.
The next series of tables supplies the cross section-energy data
for each atomic species in the form a-, E, a2, E 2 ... , where the cross
sections are in barns and the energies in Mev. The order of these tables
must be as stated above.
Last, the flux shape data are given the computer in groups. Each
group must be headed by a "free" card upon which any desired informa-
tion may be punched, and the computer will re-print this information to
head the output for the group. Before the flux data are given, a control
table must also be supplied, containing:
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TABLE Ale19
FORTRAN LISTING OF MNDOS
* LIST 8
* LABEL
* SYMBOL TABLE
C MNOOS
C MNDOS HAS SUBPROGRAM MAIN IN FORTRAN. LINLAG IN FAP
C MAIN HAS 104 CARDS 1-3-63
DIMENSION NSIG(1O),H(10).FAC(10)eNLASTS(1O)oSSGL20001).ESIG(20091
10),ENTGRL(10).ENTRAT(1O),ATOM(10)
NOT=2
NIT-4
READINPUTTAPE NIT,2.KPUNCH.NATOM.(NSIG(fIe.*1.NATOM)
2 FORMAT(/418141)
IF(NATOM-3)18918917
17 READINPUTTAPE NIT,19e(ATOM(IpI.49NATOM)
19 FORMAT(/(18A4))
18 READINPUTTAPE NIT5,EMIN.EMAX,(H(I),FAC(I).Iu1,NATOM)
5 FORMAT(/(6E12.5))
DO 6 I1seNATOM
NS-NSIG(I)
NLASTS(t)=1
READINPUTTAPE NIT.5I(SIG(J.I),E.SIGJeI),J.leNS)
6 CONTINUE
41 READINPUTTAPE NITe1
1 FORMATI80H
1
WRITEOUTPUTTAPE NOT91
IF(KPUNCH)393.4
3 PUNCH 1
4 READINPUTTAPE NIT.2.NPOS.KEND
00 16 K=1eNPOS
READINPUTTAPE NIT,7EMAXE.EMINFPHIZERABBLANK.RUN
7 FORMAT( (6E12.5A61)
DO 11 Iu1*NATOM
SENSE LIGHT 0
EnEMIN
NSTEPS3(EMAXE-EMIN)/H( I-0.99999
IF(NSTEPS-1136.31.31
31 CALL LINLAG(KSIG(I).NLASTS(Il),OESIG(1.I),SGE1,1).ESIGC)
ENTGRL(t)uSIGC
DO 10 J*1,NSTEPS
E=E+H(I)
CALL LINLAG(NSIG(T),NLASTS(l)0,ESIG(1eI).SIG(1,et EtSIGC)
IF(SENSE LIGHT 119.8
8 ENTGRL( I)ENTGRL( I )+40*SIGC
SENSE LIGHT 1
GO TO 10
9 ENTGRL(I)=ENTGRL( I)+200*SIGC
10 CONTINUE
EwE+H(I1
CALL LINLAG(NSIG(fIeNLASTS(I).0,ESIG(1Ie)fSIG(,leI)ESIGC)
ENTGRL( I tutENTGRL( I )+2.0*SIGC)*PHIZER
36 SLOPE.(A+B*EMINF-LOGF(PHIZER/EMAXE/(-B)))/LOGFIEMINF/EMAXE)
ENTCPTnA+B*EMINF-SLOPE*LOGFEMNF)+LOGF(-)
IF(NSTEPS-1)32.33.33
32 CALL LINLAG4NSIG(I).NLASTS(T),00ESIG(e1IofISIG( 1I)E9SIGC)
ENTGRL(I)USIGC*E*EXPF(ENTCPT+SLOPE*LOGF(E)i
NSTEPSutEMAX-EMINI/H( I-0.99999
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TABLE Ald19 (CONTINUED)
GO TO 34
33 NSTEPSe(EMAX-EMAXE)/H(I9-099999
34 DO 60 Jw1NSTEPS
E-E+H(I)
CALL LINLAGtNSIG(I),NLASTS(I),0OESIG(lel)eSIG(le,).E.SIGC)
IF(SENSE LIGHT 3)65.66
66 IF(SENSE LIGHT 2) 62.61
61 ENTGRL(tI)=ENTGRL(I)+4.0*SIGC*E*EXPF(ENTCPT+SLOPE*LOGF(E))
SENSE LIGHT 2
GO TO 63
62 ENTGRL(I).ENTGRL(I)+2.O*SIGC*E*EXPF(ENTCPT+SLOPE*LOGF(E)I
63 IF(E-EMINF)60,64964
64 SENSE LIGHT 3
GO TO 60
65 SENSE LIGHT 3
IF(SENSE LIGHT 2168.67
67 ENTGRL(I)=ENTGRL(I)-4.0*SIGC*E*EXPF(A+B*E)*B
SENSE LIGHT 2
GO TO 60
68 ENTGRL(I)=ENTGRL(I-2.0*SIGC*E*EXPFIA+B*E)*B
60 CONTINUE
ENTGRL( I ENTGRL(I)*H(I)/3.0*FAC(I)
11 CONTINUE
DO 12 I=29NATOM
ENTRAT(I)aENTGRL(I)/ENTGRL(1)
12 CONTINUE
WRITEOUTPUTTAPE NOT,13,ENTGRL(1),RUNSLOPEENTGRL(2),ENTRAT(2) ENT
1GRL(3).ENTRAT(3)
13 FORMAT(1H030X3H***/31X5H*IH *lPE11.4.11H WATTS/ATOM/2X8HRUN NO. A
16b2X6HSLOPEu0PF6.3,6H *IC m1PE11.4v5X2H--#3X7HIC /IH*OPE11.4/31X5H
2*IALOIPE11.4,5X2H--,5X7HIAL/IH'1PE11.4)
IF(NATOM-3)20.20921
21 WRITEOUTPUTTAPE NOT,30(ATON(I)ENTGRL(I)ATOM(I),ENTRAT(Il.I=4NA
iTOMI
30 FORMAT((31X2H*I.A2,1H.1PE11.4,5X2H-5X1HIA2.4H/IH*1PE11.4)
20 WRITEOUTPUTTAPE NOT914
14 FORMAT(31X3H***)
IF(KPUNCHI15.15*16
15 PUNCH 13.ENTGRL(1),RUN-SLOPE.ENTGRL(2),ENTRAT(2heENTGRL(3),ENTRAT(
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IF(NATOM-3)22922923
23 PUNCH 30.(ATOM(I).ENTGRL(I)ATOM!().ENTRAT(I).la4NATOM)
22 PUNCH 14
16 CONTINUE
IF(KEND941#41940
40 CALL EXIT
END
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TABLE A1.19 (CONTINUED)
* LINLAG
* FAP
COUNT
1 TTL
LL
ENTRY
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
LINLAG CLA*
SUB
TZE
STD
SXA
SXA
SXD
CLA
STA
STA
ADO
STA
CLA*
PDX
LOOPI CLA*
SETA1 FSB
TPL
NZT
TRA
TXI
TXL
TRA
FOUND ZET*
TRA
STO
CLA
STA
STA
ADD
STA
SETA2 CLA
SETA3 FSB
STO
SETBI CLA
SETS3 FSB
FDP
FMP
SET92 FAD
STO*
PXD
SUB'
HAS 141 CARDS
140
LINEAR AND LAGRANGIAN INTERPOLATION SUBROUTINE
LINLAG
LINLAG
THE FORTRAN CALLING SEQUENCE IS . . .
CALL LINLAG(N#NLAST#MORvABP0)
N IS THE NUMBER OF ELEMENTS IN A AND B
NLAST IS LAST TIMESS CORRECT INTERVAL
MOR IS THE NUMBER OF POINTS TO BE USED IN INTERPOLATION.
A FASTER LINEAR INTERPOLATION RESULTS WITH MORwO
A IS THE INDEPENDENT VARIABLE (ID MATRIX)
B IS THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE (1D MATRIX)
P IS THE PARTICULAR VALUE OF A
0 IS THE ANSWER RETURNED BY THE SUBROUTINE
194
001000000
ONEEL
NLOOP
BACK. I
BACK+1.2
LINLAG-2#4
494
SETA1
SETA2
*I
SETA3
2.4
0.1
694
**.1
TEST1
CONST
FOUND
*+1.1-1
LOOP19le-2
OUT
3,4
LGRNG,
DATA
5.4
SETB1
SETB2
=I
SET83
**.1.
**#1
0
**.1
** 1
DATA
**.1
7.4
0 1 -
01000000
TEST NO. OF ELEMENTS
SET UPPER BOUND ON THE A TABLE
SAVE INDEX REGISTERS
SET UP A
SET UP A+1
LAST TIMES CLOSEST
ELEMENT NO. TO fRI
P-A(IRI)
IS CONSTo0
NO. DECREASE IRI BY 1
IS P LESS THAN AMl)
YES. ERROR IN CALLING PROGRAM
IS INTERPOLATION TO BE LINEAR
NO, 60 TO LAGRANGIAN
YES. STORE P-AlLI IN DATA
SET UP B
SET UP .8+1
AL)-AIL-1)
B(L)-Btt-1)
B(L)
ANSWER
STO*
BACK AXT
AXT
SXD
TRA
TESTI STZ
TXI
NLOOP TXL
OUT TSX
PZE
TX!
PZE
TSX
LGRNG PXD
SUB
STO*
CLA*
PDX
STO
ARS
ALS
SUB*
TZE
TPL
STO
ADD*
SUB
SUB
TMI
CLA
NOW ARS
ADD
STA
STA
STA
SUB
ADD
STA
CLA
STA
STZ
LOOP2 SXD
CLA
STO
LXD
LOOP3 PXD-
SUB
TZE
ALOW2 CLA
ALOW3 FSB
STO
SETP CLA
ALOWI FS8
FDP
FMP
STO
TEST3 TIX
BLOW LD
FMP
2.4
**.1
**.2
CONST.4
TABLE A1.19 ICONTINUED)
STORE NEW NEAR ELEMENT NO.
RESTORE INDEX REGISTERS
894
CONST
*+1,1 91
LOOPl ItI**
SERROR94
ALPHA
*+29090
LINLAG-2.0.0
SEXIT94
0.1
=01000000
2.4
3,4
0.1
Ml
19
18
2.4
NOW+1
SETLO
LOW
1,4
M1
=01000000
SETHI
LOW
18
494
ALOWI
ALOW2
ALOW3
494
5,4
BLOW
694
SETP
0
K91
=1.0
PK
Ml.2
0.2
K
TEST3
**9.1
**#2
DATA
**
**.2
DATA
PK
PK
LOOP39291
**I t
PK
RETURN TO CALLING PROGRAM
INCREASE IRI BY 1
ERROR SUBROUTINE
STORE NEW NEAR ELEMENT NO.
MI TO IRI
INTEGER DIVISION BY TWO
CHECK LOW END OF TABLE
CHECK HIGH END OF TABLE
SET UP A+LOW
SET UP 8+LOW
0=0.0 INITIALLY
PK=1.0 INITIALLY
M1 TO TR2
COMPARE IR1 WITH IR2
A(-LOW+IR1)-A(-LOW+R2)
P-A(-LOW+I2)
PKePK*(P-At-LOW+IR2))
DECREASE IR2 BY 1
8(-LOW4IR1l
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TABLE Al.19 (CONCLUDED)
SETLO
FAD
STO
TIX
STO*
TRA
CLA
TRA.
SETHI SSP
ADD
TRA
ONEEL CLA*
STO*
TRA
DATA PZE
M1 PZE
LOW PZE
PK PZE
K PZE
0 PZE
CONST OCT
ALPHA SCI
OCT
END
aG
LOOP21o1
74
BACK
*01000000
NOW
LOW
NOW
5,4
74
DECREASE fR1 BY 1
ANSWER IS SINGLE ELEMENT
I
So EXTRAPOLATION IS NOT POSSIBLE
777777777777
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FIGURE A1.16 LOGIC FLOWSHEET FOR MNDOS
Al. 72
TABLE A1.20
SAMPLE INPUT TO MNDOS
0 .4 33 56 96 32
BE
13.0
0.1104E-13,
TOTAL HYDROGEN
0.00999
0*075
0.20
0.4
0.7
1.0
1.75
3.0
5.0
8.0
11.0
TOTAL CARBON CR
0.001
0.5
1.66
2.08
2.4
2.7
2.93
3.05
3.51
4.0
4.3
5.0
5.5
6.25
7.5
8.0
9.5
11.0
12.5
TOTAL ALUMINUM
0.00999
0.31
0.61
0.91
1.21
1.51
1.81
2.11
2.41
2.71
3.01
3.31
3.61
3.91
4.21
4.51
4.91
CONTROL TABLE
ATOM TABLE
INTEGRATION DATA
0.1
0.1
CROSS
17.4
12.6
8.6
6.15
4.8
3.75
2.9
2.05
1.4
1.05
0.8
OSS SE
4.68
2.68
1.61
1.67
1.55
1.795
3*1
1.38
2.295
1.865
1.76
1.08
1.05
1.09
1.66
1.22
1.2
1.4
1.40
CROSS
5.95
4.05
3.37
2.9
2.91
2.89
2.96
3.06
3.06
2*73
2.49
2.59
2.53
2.40
2o24
2.3
2.47
SECTIO
0*8010E-13
0.2880E-13
S NL325
0.01
0.1
19.0
13.8
9.5
6.9
5.15
4.25
3.1
2.25
1.6
1.15
0.85
4.71
3.4
1.835
5.0
1.54
1.695
2.615
1.105
2.3
1.93
1.975
1.55
1.26
1.9
1.79
1.82
1.17
1.36
1.42
3.52
3o43
3.61
3.21
3.65
3.13
2.53
3.22
2.51
2*74
2*68
2.51
2*82
2.43
2934
2.3
2.3
0.1
15.4
10.8
7*95
5.6
4.5
3.4
2.5
1.9
1.25
0.95
0.74
0-71/60
4.38
2.01
1.62
1.57
1.635
1.815
1.31
1.96
2.225
1.86
1.43
1.35
1.11
0.78
2.25
1.06
1.1
1.35
HOWERTON
4*40
3.63
4.34
3*28
3.13
3.16
3.12
2.96
3.15
2.47
2.47
2.72
2.55
2*40
2o27
2.25
2.45
0.1
0.25
0.5
0.8
1.25
2.0
3.5
6.0
9.0
12.0
:TION AWRE
0.01
1.0
2.0
2.15
2.51
2.76
2.95
3.1
3.62
4.1
4.5
5.15
5.8
6.5
7.6
8.5
10.0
11.5
13.5
SECTION
0.11
0.41
0.71
1.01
1.31
.1.61
1.91
2.21
2.51
2.81
3.11
3.41
3.71
4.01
4.31
4.71
5.01
0.2273E-13
0.05
0.15
0.3
0.6
0.9
1.5
2.5
4.0
7.0
10.0
13.01
0.1
1.5
2.02
2.28
2.65
2.77
3.0
3.25
3.76
4.21
4.7
5.4
6.0
7.0
7.75
9.0
10.5
12.0
0*21
0.51
0.81
1.11
1.41
1.71
2.01
2.31
2.61
2.91
3.21
3.51
3.81
4.11
4.41
4.81
5.11
0.025
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TABLE AI.20 (CONCLUDED)
5.21
5.51
5.81
6.11
6.41
6.71
7.01
7.31
7.71
8.11
8.71
10.31
11.31
12.31
12.61
ELASTIC CROSS
0.001
0.1
0.38
0.61
0.91
1.5
2.5
3.0
4.5
8.0
12.0
8
0.00012
0.00012
0.00012
0.00012
0.00012
0,00012
0.00012
0.00012
1.51
1.51
1.51
1.51
1.51
1.51
1.51
1.51
2.18
2.19
2.31
2.35
2*35
2.12
2.0
1.9
1.9
1.83
1.6
1.67
1.6
1.67
1.77
SECTION OF
6.0
4.9
3.88
3.48
3.4
1.66
2.36
1.57
1.21
1.07
5.31
5.61
5.91
6.21
6.51
6.81
7.11
7.51
7.81
8.21
9.31
10.41
12.11
12.41
12.71
BERYLLIUM
0.01
0.15
0.46
0.71
1.0
1.7
2.6
3.5
5.0
8.5
2.32
2.14
2.29
2.35
2.35
2.17
2.0
1.9
1.95
1.88
1.8
1.61
1.6
1*64
1.74
6.0
5.4
4.2
5.27
3.49
2.09
2.18
2.55
1*26
1*28
1.03
6.3609E 11
1.0287E 12
1.1593E 12
9.8309E 11
6.6351E 11
3.4139E 11
8.0995E 10
1.8064E 10
27.8319
29.2196
29.333C
25.2414
28.8497
26.6296
25.1465
23.6719
2.29
2.22
2.37
2.4
2.3
2.04
1.95
1.95
1.9
1.8
1.6
1.69
1.61
1.71
1.8
AWRE 0-27/60
5.8
4.35
3.65
4.03
3.1
1.59
3.8
1.37
1.21
1.03
-0.629953
-0.671276
-0.675573
-0.675929
-0.669772
-0.533503
-0.508718
-0.448205
0.983 13.5
RUN R DATA
CONTROL TABLE
1
5*41
5.71
6.01
6.31
6*61
6.91
7.21
7.61
8.01
8.31
10.21
10.51
12.21
12.51
13.011
0.06
0.25
0.51
0.81
1.2
2.0
2&72
4.0
7.0
9.5
RB
RL
RC
RU
RT
RR1
RR2
RR3
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TABLE A1.21
SAMPLE OUTPUT FROM MNDOS
RUN R DATA
*IH = 5.9928E-01 WATTS/ATOM
RUN NO. RB SLOPE=-1.037
RUN NO. RL SLOPE=-0.941
RUN NO. RC SLOPE=-0.941
RUN NO. RU SLOPE=-0.934
RUN NO. RT SLOPE=-0.933
RUN NO. RR1 SLOPE=-1.100
RUN NO. RR2 SLOPE=-1.106
*IC =
*IAL=
*IBE=
*IH =
*IC =
*IAL=
*I BE=
*IH =
*IC =
*IAL=
*IBE=
*IH =
*IC =
*IAL=
* I BLE
*IBE=
***
*IH
*IC =
*IAL=
*I b E
*IH =
*IC =
*IAL=
*I BE=
*IH =
*IC =
*IAL=
*IBE=
1.0828E-01
6.9876E-02
1.4885E-01
2.1497E 00
3.9397E-01
2.5544E-01
504233E-01
2.4012E 00
4.3935E-01
2.8474E-01
6.0522E-01
2.1772E 00
3.9916E-01
2.5885E-01
5.4967E-01
1.4783E 00
2.7160E-01
1.7624E-01
3.7366E-01
2.0272E-01
3.7343E-02
2.4207E-02
5.0607E-02
4.6892E-02
8.7285E--03
5.6717E-03
l.1768L-02
IC /IH=
IAL IH=
IBE/ IH
WATTS/ATOM
MYAT TS/ ATOM
MAT T S /ATOM
WATTS/ATOM
WATTS/ATOM
WATTS/ATOM
IC /IH=
I AL / Iri=
IBE/IH=
IC /IH=
IAL/IH=
IBE/IH=
IC /
IAL/
IBE/
IH=
IH=
IH=
IC /IH=
IAL/IH=
IBE/IH=
IC /IH=
IAL/IH=
IBE/ IH=
IC /
IAL/
IbE/
IH=
IH=
IH=
0.1807E-00
1.1660E-01
2.4839E-01
0.1833E-00
1.1883E-01
2.5229E-01
0.1830E-00
1.1858E-01
2.5205E-01
0.1833E-00
1.1889E-01
2.5247E-01
0.1837LE-00
1.1922E-01
2.5277E-01
0.1842L-00
1.1941E-01
2.4963E-01
0.1861E-00
1.2095E-01
2.5096L-01
RUN NO. RR3 SLOPE=-1.107
*IH =
*IC =
*I AL=
*I BE=
* **
1.1081E-02
2. 1346E-03
1.3973E-03
2.8347E-03
WATTS/ATOM
-- IC /IH=
-- IAL/IH=
-- IBE/IH=
0.1926E-00
1.2609E-01
2.5581E-01
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1. The number of runs in the present group.
2. A repeat control. If the control is <O, the computer will expect
more data after analyzing the present group of data. If it is >0,
the computer will halt after the completion of computations on
the group of data.
For every run in the group the following data must be given:
1. The maximum energy at which the flux can be assumed to follow
a 1/E law. If this energy is less than the lower limit on the
integral given above, the computer will assume no 1/E depend-
ence, but one of a form *(E) = pEq between the energy stated
and the minimum energy at which the fast flux exponential shape
is assumed (see Step 2 below). Because of the nature of the
Simpson's Rule used, if a 1/E dependence is to be assumed at
all it must hold for a minimum of five integration steps (Al.23).
That is, in the present case it must hold to 0. 41 Mev. There-
after, to retain the accuracy of Simpson's Rule, the integration
over the 1/E part of the spectrum should terminate on any odd
number of steps. For instance, possible numbers for the input
of this work would be 0. 41, 0. 61, 0. 81, .. . M ev.
2. The minimum energy at which the fast flux spectrum, given by
*(E) = -dec+dE (Eq. (Al. 23)), describes the flux shape. The
only restriction on this number is that it ought to coincide with
one of the energies used for Simpson's Rule, i. e., 0. 01 +
0. ln Mev (n integer) for the input used in this work.
3. * as computed by MNFOIL, n/(cm 2)(sec).
4. and 5. The values of c and d (see Eq. (Al. 23)) as given by
MNFOIL for use in the fast flux shape.
6. In columns 72-78, according to format A6, an alphanumeric
description of the run being analyzed.
For each group of data to be analyzed (the repeat control being
selected above) the format must be as described above.
The output needs very little explanation. The quantity SLOPE
refers to the exponent, q, on the energy dependence of the joining function
q 244(E) = pE The integrals as given have the units of watts/atomX10
The loading time for MNDOS is 0. 14 min. and the running time is
about 0. 005 min. per integration.
A2. 1
APPENDIX A2
COOLANT COMPOSITION AND STABILITY
A2.1 Gas Chromatographic Analysis of Irradiated Santowax OMP Samples
Samples of irradiated Santowax OMP were analyzed for biphenyl,
o-, m- and p-terphenyl by high temperature gas phase chromatography.
Two chromatographs were used during the course of the 610*F and 750*F
irradiations: a Burrell K-7 (A2. 1) and an F and M 500 with a Model 1609
flame ionization attachment. 1 The operating conditions for the Burrell
have been described by Morgan and Mason (A2. 1), and all samples anal-
yzed on this equipment have since been re-analyzed on the F and M, the
operating conditions for which are given in Table A2. 1. Although not
recorded in Table A2. 1, some samples were originally run with a tem-
perature programming technique. However, it was found that this tech-
nique produced less reproducible results than did isothermal operation,
and it was abandoned.
Figure A2. 1 shows a typical chromatogram of an irradiated Santo-
wax OMP sample. The peaks are, in order: benzene (solvent), biphenyl,
o-terphenyl, triphenylmethane (standard), m-terphenyl and p-terphenyl.
Meta- and para-terphenyl are not completely separated; this phenomenon
was observed for all of the Apiezon L columns used.
Quantitative determinations of the various components were made
through the use of standard solutions with known amounts of the compo-
nents and of triphenylmethane (TPM). The o:m:p ratio in the standards
were chosen to closely approximate those of the irradiated samples and
the meta-terphenyl: TPM ratio was chosen to give the same peak height
for both components. For the standard solutions, "f" factors may be
defined as (A2. 1):
X A
f = X-- (A 2. 1)
TPM i
1. F and M Research Corp., Avondale, Pa.
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TABLE A2.1
Operating Conditions for F and M Model 500 Chromatograph
Column 5-8 w/o Apiezon L on 30-50 and 40-
60 mesh firebrick; column lengths
6-8 feet, 1/4"i OD
Column Temperature 200-2500 C (isothermal)
Column Life About 2 months
Detector Flame ionization
3He Flowrate 35-40 cm /min at 60 psig
Detector Temperature 350OC-450 0 C
Injection Block Temperature 350*C-450 0 C
Internal Standard Triphenylmethane (TPM)
Solvent Benzene
Nominal Concentration 0.004 grams of TPM and 0.03 grams
of sample per cc of solution
Sample Size Injected 4-8 1 liters
AOBenzene (solvent) - N3 - H - - --
- - -- - - - - ---- T -
9- --- - - 9 - - --
-
t-- K T-T--
-A 7--T
Date 7/18/63 Time 1242 sale Number 21 F
- T eCoiium .25 Flow nitFow 4&5 Air plow -- 4-
Blck1301 Port 1110 0t6-Detector Injection - --- - -Variao 24y - Variao -70-
7- -P1.genn (0 Tntheralmai 7 -L
8 /o is4iT son J--H Range 'lon Attenuator12---
On 4-6o mesh-
T Cuk Sample Size - 2-Terpheny-
Oerator .E e calculator in O
41.
- ---- -
Triphonyimethans
-1 7 -7 - - -
4- 4 
-
Hj~j
- - - -
- - 44- +
- - - -717--
-- 1---ea n 1 1 
- -4 * f
t -- --- t H
-7- --V - "f
w~
FG -I - - M - --
-IJ FIGURE A 2.1 SAMPLE CHROMATOGRAM
-J-- 2"
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where
i refers to biphenyl, o-, m- and p-terphenyl
X. is the weight of component i in the standard
A. is the chromatogram area of component i in the standard.
The overlapping area between m- and p-terphenyl was divided equally
between the two components. For each column many standard samples
were injected, and the average "f" factor for each component was used
for computational purposes as long as no trend of the "f" factor with time
was observed. For the irradiated samples the weight fraction of each
component was calculated from
X A
C.=f TPM i (A2. 2)
z XT ATPM
where
is the average "f" factor of component i
XTPM is the weight of TPM in the irradiated sample solution
XT is the total irradiated sample weight
A. is the chromatogram area of component i in the irradiated
sample solution.
At least four injections of each irradiated sample were made to reduce the
error in the determination.
Errors in the chromatographic analyses can be divided into three
categories: errors in the preparation of standards and "f'T factors; errors
in the preparation of irradiated samples and the calculation of C. ; and
errors due to non-representative sampling. In view of the form of
Eqs. (A2. 1) and (A2. 2), and the fact that chromatogram areas were made
about the same for all samples via sample injection size, no matter what
the omp concentration of the samples, it was felt that the relative error
in the measured concentrations was a constant for each component (i. e. ,
AC. /Cg was a constant) for the concentration ranges covered in this work.
Relative standard deviations (AC/C) in the preparation of standards
and the "f" factors have been determined for a typical column as: biphenyl
±1%, o-terphenyl ±0.2%, m-terphenyl ±0.2%, p-terphenyl ±0.9%. Typical
relative standard deviations in the preparation of irradiated samples and
the calculation of C. were: biphenyl ±4%, o-terphenyl ±0.9%, m-terphenyl
±0.4%, p-terphenyl ±1.1%. The third type of error, that due to nonrepre-
sentative sampling, was difficult to assess. It was found that the LIB
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content of some samples changed due to repeated heating for sampling
purposes, as witnessed by the gradual disappearance of biphenyl (in
extreme cases o-terphenyl) in chromatograms of those samples. Also,
there is a small probability that the sample taken at the loop may not
have been completely representative of the circulating coolant in the loop.
An estimate of the combined effects of errors due to nonrepresentative
sampling and the calculation of Cg was provided by the samples analyzed
for the 610*F irradiation steady-state-HB period in which the HB level
remained essentially constant. There appeared to be no trend of the ter-
phenyl and biphenyl concentrations with irradiation (see Section 4. 4. 2)
so that the standard deviation of the results from the average value for
the period provided the estimate. Thus, these relative standard devi-
ations were estimated as: biphenyl ±10%, o-terphenyl ±3%, m-terphenyl
±1%, p-terphenyl ±4%. Propagation of these errors led to the results
tabulated in Table A2. 2. The error for total terphenyl was calculated
TABLE A2. 2
Estimated Relative Standard Deviations in Gas
Chromatographic Analysis
Estimated Relative
Component Standard Deviation
(% of value reported)
Biphenyl ±12
Ortho-terphenyl ± 3
Meta-terphenyl ± 1'
Para-terphenyl ± 4
Total terphenyl ± 2
assuming an o:m:p ratio of 1:6:3, which was typical of the irradiated San-
towax OMP samples.
A2. 2 HB Determination by Distillation
A procedure for the distillation of samples weighing approximately
300 g was developed by TeStrake (A2. 2). The distillation apparatus is
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shown in Fig. A2. 2 and consisted principally of a pot, an air cooled con-
denser, a distillation receiver, a cold trap, and N 2 and vacuum lines.
Samples were distilled under 10-20 mm Hg of N 2 , and the progress of a
distillation was determined from its temperature-distillate yield curves.
Typical curves are shown in Fig. A2. 3, displaying the sharp cutoff after
the distillation of p-terphenyl. For the irradiated Santowax OMP samples
of this experiment, typical operating variables are given in Table A2. 3.
The HB content of the sample was defined as
wt. of bottoms[100-w/o omp in bottoms]
w/o HB = wt. of charge (A2. 3)
where the weight percent omp (actually just m- and p-terphenyl for the
samples of this work) was determined by gas chromatography and usually
amounted to a very small (<1%) correction. A series of distillations on
samples taken from a large homogeneous batch of OMRE coolant (containing
about 18 w/o HB) was performed and a standard deviation of 0.2 w/o was cal-
culated for the accuracy of an HB determination.
A2. 3 Results of Chemical Analyses on Irradiated Santowax OMP Samples
from the 610 *F and 750 *F Irradiations
The results of the gas chromatographic analyses on loop samples from
the 610*F irradiation are listed in Table A2. 4. The Monsanto Research
Corp. (Everett, Mass.) performed similar analyses on many of these samples,
and their findings are also listed in Table A2. 4. Their results for total
w/o omp generally agreed with those obtained at M. I. T. , but their analyses
usually showed a higher w/o m-terphenyl and a correspondingly lower w/o
p-terphenyl. The Monsanto analyses were performed with Eastman White
Label m-terphenyl which has been discovered at M. I. T. to contain about
4 w/o p-terphenyl in it. Where possible, the samples were re-analyzed at
M. I. T. using a fractionally crystallyzed 99. 9 w/o pure m-terphenyl stand-
ard; otherwise, corrections were applied to the old analyses. Monsanto
made no such corrections, thus accounting for the differences in the results.
Table A2. 5 lists the results of gas chromatographic analyses on
sample distillates and bottoms from distilled samples of the 610*F irradi-
ation, and these analyses, together with the analysis of the makeup material
1. Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N.Y.
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TABLE A2.3
Typical Operating Variables for Distillation of Irradiated Santowax OMP
Pressure 10-20 mm Hg of N 2
Liquid temperature range 200-350*C
Vapor temperature range 150-2700 C
Charge 300 g containing approximately: 60 w/o omp
33 w/o HB
7 w/o LIB
Distillate 200 g containing approximately: 90 w/o omp
10 w/o LIB
Cold trap < 2 g containing approximately: 100 w/o LIB
Bottoms 100 g containing approximately: 99.5 w/o HB
0.5 w/o omp
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TABLE A2.4
Gas Chromatographic Analyses of Loop Samples
from the 610*F Irradiation of Santowax OMP
POLYPHENYL COMPOSITION, WT%
MIT ANALYSES MONSANTO ANALYSES
SAMPLE REACTOR TOTAL TOTAL
NUMBER MWH O-0 3 mc0 3 p-0 3 omp +2 ~43 m-4)3 P- 3 omp +2
1L16
1L18
1L22
1L24
1L27
1L35
1L37
1L42
1L47
1L50
1L51
1L52
1L59
1L62
1L63
1L66
1L74
1L82
1L91
1L92
1L99
1Lll
1L116
1L117
1L118
1L120
1L121
1L123
1L124
1L126
1L131
1L134
1L136
1L137
1L146
1L151
1L152
1L159
1L160
1L167
1L172
1L176
1L180
1L183
1L186
0
58
148
172
250
392
400
643
816
930
1076
1174
1472
1621
1659
1793
2164
2529
2869
2879
3215
3621
3839
3880
3887
3985
3999
4083
4140
4243
4379
4476
4621
4662
4779
4875
4980
5179
5179
5381
5578
5668
5785
5886
6047
10.7
9.5
10.5
10.1
10.5
9.4
9.4
8.6
8.3
7.3
7.5
7.5
6.6
6.3
6.7
6.8
6.1
5.6
5.3
5.3
4.7
4.3
4.1
4.2
4.1
5.1
5.3
5.1
5.5
5.6
6.0
5.9
6.2
6.5
6.4
5.3
6.2
6.7
6.0
6.1
6.4
5.8
6.2
64.8
56.8
59.4
57.9
59.1
54.8
54.5
50.2
48.5
47.8
44.6
42.3
38.2
37.4
41.2
39.4
37.8
34.4
32.4
31.9
30.1
24.8
26.2
25.7
25.1
32.0
30.9
30.9
33.9
32.4
36.9
33.7
35.2
37.8
36.6
33.7
35.1
38.8
37.2
34.6
37.1
37.1
41.3
24.6
27.4
25.1
20.8
20.4
22.2
22.3
20.2
19.3
17.8
19.3
17.0
17.7
16.2
18.7
17.8
16.6
15.1
13.5
14.5
13.2
11.7
11.2
10.2
10.4
14.6
13.5
13.9
16.0
14.4
14.0
16.6
17.1
17.5
17.9
16.4
19.9
20.0
18.7
17.3
19.7
19.6
20.9
100.1
93.7
95.0
88.8
90.0
86.4
86.2
79.0
76.1
72.9
71.4
66.8
62.5
59.9
66.6
64.0
60.5
55.1
51.2
51.7
48.0
40.8
41.5
40.1
39.6
51.7
49.7
49.9
55.4
52.4
56.9
56.2
58.5
61.8
60.9
55.4
61.2
65.5
61.9
58.0
63.2
62.5
68.4
0.2
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.4
0.3
0.4
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.2
0.3
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.3
0.2
0.3
10.0
12.9
9.9
9.7
9.4
10.6
9.5
8.9
7.9
8.2
7.8
7.0
6.7
5.8
7.4
6.5
6.0
5.3
3.7
4.3
4.1
4.2
5.3
5.3
5.0
7.0
5.7
6.3
5.9
6.2
6.2
6.2
6.3
5.9
6.4
6.2
6.1
6.2
6.2
6.2
5.7
61.3
73.0
61.7
61.5
60.0
63.4
57.6
52.8
49.8
52.5
48.7
44.6
42.9
39.6
44.2
42.7
37.9
33.5
25.7
28.5
26.2
25.6
31.2
31.4
30.6
42.1
33.6
36.7
36.1
37.1
37.1
35.9
36.6
34.9
37.6
38.2
36.0
38.4
38.9
38.6
40.4
22.7
8.5
23.4
20.5
22.8
22.7
20.3
19.1
16.1
19.1
18.1
14.8
14.3
13.4
15.5
16.1
13.5
12.6
9.0
9.9
9.0
8.8
11.5
12.6
11.9
17.1
12.9
13.2
15.5
15.9
16.2
15.9
15.8
15.0
17.6
17.9
16.5
17.6
17.9
17.9
18.7
94.0
94.4
95.0
91.7
92.2
96.7
87.4
80.8
73.8
79.8
74.6
66.4
63.9
58.8
67.1
65.3
57.4
51.4
38.4
42.7
39.3
38.6
48.0
49.3
47.5
66.2
52.2
56.2
57.5
59.2
59.5
58.0
58.7
55.8
61.6
62.3
58.6
62.2
63.0
62.7
64.8
0.3
1.4
0.5
0.3
0.3
0.4
0.08
0.4
0.4
0.6
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.3
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.1
0.3
0.5
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.3
0.9
0.3
0.4
0.2
0.3
0.2
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.4
___________________ ___________ - ___________ __________ I ______________ l~ _______ I. __________ .1. ___________ 1 __________ 1 I..
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TABLE A2.4 (Concluded)
Gas Chromatographic Analyses of Loop Samples
from the 610*F Irradiation of Santowax OMP
POLYPHENYL COMPOSITION, WT %
MIT ANALYSES MONSANTO ANALYSES
SAMPLE REACTOR TOTAL TOTAL
NUMBER MWH O-43 m-4)3 P43 omp 02 ~3 M-03 P~03 'omp 42
1L192
1L195
1L208
1L214
1L223
1L231
1L238
1L245
1L251
1L252
1L253
1L254
1L255
1L256
1L257
1L258
1L259
1L260
1L261
1L262
1L263
1L264
1L265
1L266
1L267
1L268
1L269
1L270
1L271
1L272
1L278
M3L1
6196
6290
6742
6928
7075
7317
7524
7723
7880
8030
8180
8336
8481
8628
8781
8928
9081
9231
9381
9530
9683
9831
9979
10130
10280
10428
10579
10730
10983
11180
11538
11538
6.4
6.0
5.8
5.4
6.4
5.9
6.1
6.1
5.8
5.1
5.8
5.3
5.9
5.6
5.9
6.0
5.9
6.2
6.1
5.4
6.1
4.9
8.4
34.9
41.0
36.1
32.6
38.0
33.7
35.6
36.5
37.2
36.6
36.8
36.6
37.2
36.4
37.1
36.9
37.0
37.6
37.6
37.0
38.2
34.6
54.1
19.1
22.3
18.0
17.6
20.0
15.5
17.2
17.8
19.1
18.4
19.0
17.7
18.2
19.2
17.6
17.6
18.1
16.8
17.4
17.5
18.3
18.1
25.7
60.4
69.4
59.9
55.6
64.4
55.1
58.9
60.4
62.1
60.1
61.6
59.6
61.3
61.2
60.6
60.5
61.0
60.6
61.1
59.9
62.6
57.6
88.2
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.2
0.1
0.2
0.1
0.2
0.1
5.6
5.8
5.6
5.5
6.1
6.0
6.6
5.6
4.8
5.7
5.5
5.8
6.0
5.6
5.9
5.7
5.0
5.9
5.5
5.7
5.8
5.7
5.6
5.6
5.6
5.6
5.5
5.4
36.7
41.5
37.9
34.3
39.0
37.2
42.4
36.8
31.3
36.6
35.9
38.0
39.0
38.1
38.3
36.9
38.6
39.3
38.6
39.2
39.7
39.2
40.2
39.2
39.4
38.0
38.2
39.2
17.4
18.7
16.5
16.2
17.2
15.6
17.5
15.4
12.4
15.3
14.0
16.3
15.3
16.5
16.8
15.7
16.6
15.6
14.4
15.0
15.0
14.6
15.2
15.3
15.3
14.8
14.8
15.1
59.7
66.0
60.0
56.0
62.3
58.8
66.5
57.8
48.5
57.6
55.4
60.1
60.3
60.2
61.0
58.3
60.2
60.8
58.5
59.9
60.5
59.5
61.0
60.1
60.3
58.4
58.5
59.7
0.2
0.06
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.4
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.1
0.3
0.2
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.2
0.3
0.2
0.3
0.2
0.3
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used during these periods, are listed in Table A2. 6.
Table A2. 7 lists the weights of the various input and output streams
during the steady-state-HB periods of the 6100F irradiation. From this table,
an overall mass balance on the loop and mass balances around the distilla-
tion column and makeup flask were performed.
The HB determinations on samples from the 6100F irradiation of San-
towax OMP are given in Table A2. 8. The DP contents, determined from the
M. I. T. results listed in Table A2. 4, are also listed in order to determine
the LIB content by difference. From Table A2. 2 it may be seen that the
standard deviation of a DP (gas chromatographic) analysis in the 40 w/o
range was ±1 w/o. The standard deviation of an HB (distillation) analysis
was ±0. 2 w/o (see Section A2. 2). By the propagation of variances rule the
LIB contents have standard deviations of ±1 w/o or ±14% of the values quoted.
The results obtained on the samples of the 750 F irradiation are listed
0in Tables A2. 9-A2. 12 in the same order as for the 610 F irradiation samples.
Table A2. 9 lists the results of the M. I. T. and Monsanto gas chromatographic
analyses on loop samples, and Table A2. 10 lists the distillate and bottoms
analyses. Table A2. 6 lists the return and makeup analyses. Table A2. 11 gives
the mass balance information for the steady-state-HB period of the 7500F
irradiation. Finally, the HB and LIB determinations are listed in Table A2. 12.
Some of the samples from the 610 F and 750 F irradiations were
analyzed for HB content by microsublimation at Chalk River (A2. 3). Their
results are listed in Table A2. 13 together with the HB and DP determina-
tions made at M. I. T. As may be seen from the table the agreement between
the Chalk River determinations and those at M. I. T. is only fair.
Since the microsublimation techniques are dependent upon the HB
content and must be calibrated by distillation of large (-300 gm) samples
of the coolant to be sublimated, the M. I. T. results are believed to be more
accurate.
A2. 4 Tabulation of Radiolytic Gas Analyses
Mass spectrographic analyses were performed on undissolved and dis-
solved radiolytic gas samples from both the 610 F and 750 F irradiations by
the Petroleum Analytical Research Corp. (Houston, Texas). The results of
0 0
analyses on 610 F and 750 F irradiation undissolved gas samples are
tabulated in Table A2. 14 and Table A2. 15 respectively.
The actual mole % of nitrogen plus oxygen in the samples is given
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TABLE A2.5
Gas Chromatographic Analyses of Sample Bottoms and Distillates
from the Steady-State-HB Periods of the 610*F Irradiotion of
Santowax OMP
POLYPHENYL COMPOSITION, WT %
BOTTOMS DISTILLATE
SAMPLE REACTOR TOTAL TOTAL
NUMBER MWH O-e3 _m-)3 ___3 omp 02 O~4 3 m-4 3 p-4 3 omp +2
59.4
59.4
55.2
24.2
22.3
26.5
94.3
91.6
91.3
0.3
0.2
0.3
52.3 i 24.7 1 86.3 I 0.3
5.5
3.6
2.2
2.6
2.7
1.9
3.0
1.8
2.4
2.1
1.8
2.1
1.6
1.4
0.2
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.2
0.1
0.6
0.2
0.3
0.1
0.3
0.1
0.2
1L137
1L146
IL151
1L152
1L159
1L160
1L167
1L172
1L176
1L180
1L183
1L186
1L192
1L245
1L251
1L252
1L253
1L255
1L256
1L257
1L258
1L259
1L260
1L261
1L262
1L263
1L264
1L265
1L266
1L267
4662
4779
4875
4980
5179
5179
5381
5578
5668
5785
5886
6047
6196
7723
7880
8030
8180
8481
8628
8781
8928
9081
9231
9381
9530
9683
9831
9979
10130
10280
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.08
0.2
5.1
4.7
3.1
3.5
3.6
3.3
3.8
2.6
3.3
3.2
2.7
3.0
2.8
1.6
0.3
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.3
0.2
0.8
0.2
0.2
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.2
10.6
8.3
5.3
6.1
6.3
5.2
6.8
4.4
5.7
5.3
4.5
5.1
4.4
3.0
0.5
0.3
0.4
0.4
0.3
0.3
0.5
0.3
1.4
0.4
0.5
0.4
0.6
0.3
0.4
10.7
9.9
9.6
9.3
10.0
8.9
9.0
9.0
8.9
9.2
8.8
8.9
9.2
9.3
9.0
9.4
9.2
9.2
9.4
27.8
28.5
25.9
26.4
26.9
24.5
24.9
26.5
25.6
24.6
26.3
24.4
23.7
24.3
25.1
99.5
91.7
89.0
90.2
93.2
89.1
86.5
91.7
90.9
90.7
92.3
89.0
89.3
91.2
92.1
61.7
54.3
54.1
54.8
57.4
55.4
52.8
56.3
56.1
56.8
57.0
55.2
56.4
57.7
57.6
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TABLE A2.6
Gas Chromatographic Analyses of Makeup and Return Samples for the
Steady-State-HB Periods of the 610*F and 750*F Irradiations
of Santowax OMP
Polyphenyl Composition, Wt %
Sample Total
Number o-*3 m-4 3  p- 3  omp $2
1L186R 10.6 60.2 26.1 96.9 -
1D28 8.9 58.3 26.6 93.8 -
1D31 10.0 56.8 27.3 94.1 0.1
Makeup 9.4 58.7 31.9 100.0 -
M-3
2D8 11.0 53.1 28.2 92.3 1.5
2D11 11.0 52.4 28.6 92.0 1.4
2D17 11.3 56.9 28.6 96.7 1.3
2D23 11.3 56.6 28.6 96.5 1.8
7 50rF 12.7 58.3 29.4 100.4 -
charge
TABLE A2.7
Masses Removed and Returned for the Steady-State-HB
Periods of the 610*F Irradiation of Santowgx OMP
MAKEUP WEIGHTS,
SAMPLE REACTOR DISTILLATION WEIGHTS, GRAMS GRAMS RETURN REACTOR
SAMPLE WEIGHT, MWH COLD WEIGHT, MWH RETURN
NUMBER GRAMS REMOVED CHARGE DISTILLATE BOTTOMS TRAP DISTILLATE MAKEUP GRAMS RETURNED NUMBER
BEGINNING OF QUASI-STEADY-STATE-HB AT 4630 MWH WITH 1D6
- - - - - - - - 282.0 282.0 4630 1D6
1L137 317.0 4662 304.0 180.6 119.6 0.2 171.0 263.0 296.0 4678 1D7
Drop in 60.0 4730 - - - - - - - - -
surge tank
1L146 320.0 4779 310.3 195.6 114.0 - 185.0 221.5 317.0 4830 1D8
1L151 314.0 4874 304.5 196.1 106.5 - 185.1 250.9 308.0 4920 1D9
1L152 317.0 4980 307.0 200.1 104.6 - 192.6 202.3 301.0 5028 1D10
1L159 319.0 5179 308.0 196.4 109.7 - 188.8 220.8 308.0 5233 1D12
- - - - - - - - 332.0 332.0 5179 1D11
1L160 317.0 5179 306.9 204.9 100.0 - 197.2 209.3 334.0 5465 1D13
1L167 320.0 5382 310.8 196.5 109.5 - 189.6 191.5 318.0 5623 1D14
1L172 316.0 5579 307.3 200.0 105.6 - 192.4 221.1 340.0 5715 1D15
1L176 317.0 5668 306.5 199.3 105.0 - 193.0 206.8 331.0 5804 1D16
1L180 318.0 5784 306.7 201.8 102.7 - 194.6 213.3 339.0 5898 1D17
1L183 317.0 5886 286.1 - 93.3 - 181.5 214.2 315.0 6131 1D18
1L186 317.0 6046 306.2 201.2 101.8 - - - - - -
1L192 320.0 6196 305.9 202.3 100.5 - - - - - -
END OF QUASI-STEADY-STATE-HB AT 6196 MWH WITH 1L192
1L231 314.0 7317 297.7 193.9 102.3 - 188.1 240.4 344.0 7546 1D24
1L238 319.3 7526 309.1 - - 0.4 154.7 228.0 340.5 7792 1D25
1L245 316.0 7723 301.3 189.1 109.8 2.4 182.4 235.1 333.3 7882 1D26
1L251 314.7 7880 301.7 197.3 102.4 2.1 190.1 241..1 312.9 8049 1D27
cJ1
TABLE A2.7 (Concluded)
Masses Removed and Returned for the Steady-State-HB
Periods of the 610* F Irradiation of S antowax OMP
MAKEUP WEIGHTS,
SAMPLE REACTOR DISTILLATION WEIGHTS, GRAMS GRAMS RETURN REACTOR
SAMPLE WEIGHT, MWH COLD WEIGHT, MWH RETURN
NUMBER GRAMS REMOVED CHARGE DISTILLATE BOTTOMS TRAP DISTILLATE MAKEUP GRAMS RETURNED NUMBER
BEGINNING OF STEADY-STATE-HB AT 7880 MWH AFTER 1L251
1L252 311.0 8030 299.0 199.3 98.8 1.8 191.9 247.7 332.5 8189 1D28
1L253 316.0 8180 303.9 201.0 102.5 3.4 193.4 247.1 316.0 8340 1D29
1L254 310.8 8336 293.0 189.9 98.5 2.9 183.9 233.0 313.0 8490 1D30
1L255 318.8 8481 306.3 200.3 101.6 3.3 193.8 243.0 315.3 8642 1D31
1L256 310.8 8628 298.3 196.2 99.6 1.3 188.9 225.0 310.0 8787 1D32
1L257 316.6 8781 302.8 199.8 100.8 1.4 195.4 245.0 326.0 8932 1D33
1L258 311.0 8928 297.9 194.3 99.2 3.2 187.3 211.0 302.5 9086 1D34
1L259 313.5 9081 299.0 195.5 98.9 2.7 188.6 211.9 316.0 9234 1D35
1L260 314.0 9232 300.2 195.6 99.6 2.8 189.2 212.3 306.0 9388 1D36
1L261 316.5 9381 301.4 194.8 103.2 2.2 187.4 199.0 334.2 9533 1D37
1L262 311.1 9530 298.1 198.9 98.4 2.0 191.7' 211.2 303.0 9688 1D38
1L263 318.5 9683 305.4 201.8 100.8 2.0 196.7 197.9 314.0 9836 1D39
1L264 312.0 9832 298.8 197.9 98.0 1.5 189.7 168.6 304.0 9986 1D40
1L265 319.5 9979 296.3 195.5 98.4 1.4 188.2 189.0 313.0 10132 1D41
1L266 311.0 10130 290.0 191.2 95.3 1.9 183.4 199.5 314.0 10284 1D42
1L267 321.0 10279 303.9 199.5 100.7 2.0 198.1 181.0 299.5 10442 1D43
1L268 328.5 10428 318.3 197.7 108.4 1.3 190.2 199.5 326.5 10590 1D44
END OF STEADY-STATE-HB AT 10428 MWH WITH 1L268
1L269 350.5 10578 327.6 215.8 108.0 1.2 209.5 187.9 317.0 10783 1D45
1L270 323.5 10730 308.8 199.5 104.7 0.3 190.9 196.3 325.5 10850 1D46
1L271 321.1 10983 214.3 137.1 72.8 - 130.3 278.5 333.6 11186 1D47
1L272 333.5 11180 320.1 202.2 112.8 0.5 189.4 186.3 - - -
1L278 FINAL DRAIN 300.0 186.8 110.9 1.8 - - - - -
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TABLE A2.8
HB and LIB Content of Samples
from the 610*F Irradiation of Santowax OMP
LIB Content
Sample HB Content DP Content (By Difference)
Number Wt % Wt % Wt %
1L137 35.2 41.5 6.3
1L146 33.7 38.2 4.5
1L151 33.1
1L152 32.0 39.1 7.1
1L159 33.4 44.6 11.2
1L160 30.9 38.8 7.9
1L167 32.8 34.5 1.7
1L172 32.9 38.1 5.2
1L176 32.3 42.0 9.7
1L180 31.7 36.8 5.1
1L183 31.1 37.5 6.4
1L186 31.6 31.6 -
1L192 31.4 39.6 8.2
1L231 34.4 44.9 10.5
1L245 35.3 39.6 4.3
1L251 33.8 37.9 4.1
1L252 33.0
1L253 33.6
1L254 33.5 39.9 6.4
1L255 33.0 38.4 5.4
1L256 33.3 40.4 7.1
1L257 33.2 38.7 5.5
1L258 33.2 38.8 5.6
1L259 32.9
1L260 33.1
1L261 33.8
1L262 32.9 39.4 6.5
1L263 32.8 39.5 6.7
1L264 32.7 39.0 6.3
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TABLE A2.8 (Concluded)
HB and LIB Content of Samples
from the 610*F Irradiation of Santowax OMP
No bottoms analysis available.
0.4 w/o omp used.
Average correction of
Uncorrected for omp content in bottoms.
LIB Content
Sample HB Content LP Content (By Difference)
Number Wt % Wt % Wt %
1L265 33.0 39.4 6.4
1L266 32.8 38.9 6.1
1L267 33.0
1L268 33.9 40.1 6.2
1L269 32.8 37.4 4.6
1L270 33.8
1L271 33.8
1L272 35.1
1L278 36.8 42.4 5.6
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TABLE A2.9
Gas Chromatographic Analyses of Loop Samples
from the 750*F Irradiation of Santowax OMP
POLYPHENYL COMPOSITION, WT %
MIT ANALYSES MONSANTO ANALYSES
SAMPLE REACTOR TOTAL -I TOTAL
NUMBER MWH 
-43 m-43 P~3 omp -2 -43 m-4 3 p- 3 omp *2
2L1
2L2
2L3
2L4
2L5
2L6
2L7
2L9
2L10
2L11
2L 12
2L13
2L 14
2L16
2L17
2L18
2L19
2L22
2L23
2L24
2L25
2L26
2L27
2L28
2L29
2L31
2L32
2L33
2L34
2L36
2L40
2L41
2L42
0
41
122
240
253
378
494
628
810
1056
1126
1406
1650
1936
2040
2060
2145
2278
2360
2424
2520
2618
2707
2800
2900
3000
3200
3245
3344
3445
3733
3748
3748
9.7
10.0
9.2
7.6
10.4
9.9
8.8
7.3
7.5
6.3
6.9
6.0
4.6
3.5
3.1
5.8
5.9
6.4
5.5
6.3
6.2
6.1
6.0
6.1
5.7
5.8
5.9
5.8
5.6
5.4
11.0
59.5
55.5
55.6
51.8
53.0
51.0
48.2
45.7
42.0
37.0
38.4
34.5
29.8
25.7
24.2
31.2
31.1
35.7
33.9
35.7
34.8
35.3
35.5
35.5
33.8
34.8
34.7
34.7
34.3
34.0
51.9
32.6
34.9
29.3
28.7
27.0
26.4
25.9
24.2
22.1
19.7
20.6
19.2
15.3
14.0
13.8
16.7
17.1
18.6
17.3
18.3
18.8
18.5
18.4
18.9
17.9
18.6
18.1
18.5
18.4
18.9
26.1
101.8
100.4
94.1
88.1
90.4
87.3
82.9
77.2
71.6
63.0
65.9
59.7
49.7
43.2
41.1
53.7
54.1
60.7
56.7
60.3
59.8
-60.0
59.9
60.5
57.4
59.2
58.7
59.0
58.3
58.3
89.0
0.2
0.6
0.6
0.9
0.9
0.6
0.8
1.7
1.7
2.4
2.6
2.4
2.9
2.0
1.9
1.9
1.8
2.0
2.1
2.0
2.3
2.2
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.3
2.3
2.2
0.9
10.6
5.8
5.4
6.3
6.3
6.4
6.2
7.1
6.5
6.0
6.2
6.0
5.6
5.6
5.5
5.6
60.1 1 27.7
33.0
33.7
35.9
36.2
36.1
37.3
42.2
37.9
36.2
36.7
35.6
33.7
36.1
33.5
34.5
13.8
14.4
15.1
15.4
15.6
15.8
17.7
15.8
15.9
15.8
15.8
15.4
16.2
15.2
15.8
98.4 1 0.2
52.6
53.5
57.3
57.9
58.1
59.3
67.0
60.2
58.1
58.7
57.4
54.7
57.9
54.2
55.9
2.4
2.5
2.5
2.7
2.5
2.6
3.1
2.6
2.4
2.7
2.3
2.8
2.6
2.8
2.7
TABLE A2.10
Gas Chromatographic Analyses of Sample Bottoms and Distillates
from the Steady-State-HB Period of the 750*F Irradiation
Polyphenyl Composition, Wt %
Reactor
MWH
2060
2145
2278
2360
2424
2520
2618
2707
2800
2900'
3000
3200
3245
3344
3445
3544
3733
Bottoms
0-3 m-$3
0.3
1.1
0.7
0.3
0.5
0.3
0.9
0.7
0.2
0.5
0.1
2L18
2L19
2L22
2L23
2L24
2L25
2L26
2L27
2L28
2L29
2L31
2L32
2L33
2L34
2L36
2L37
2L40
0.6
1.7
1.0
0.5
0.8
0.5
1.6
0.7
0.3
1.1
0.1
1.1
Total
omp
0.9
2.8
1.7
0.8
1.3
0.8
2.5
1.4
0.5
1.6
0.3
1.5
O0cP3 LrI 3
9.7
9.6
9.7
10.6
9.8
9.5
10.5
10.1
10.2
9.4
9.0
8.9
9.8
9.0
9.4
54.6
54.6
53.3
55.1
55.0
55.2
58.6
54.3
56.4
53.3
52.7
51.2
56.0
53.7
51.4
28.6
28.2
26.8
27.4
28.1
27.6
30.2
27.1
29.0
27.3
27.0
26.8
30.3
29.2
26.9
Total
omp_1 
*2
92.9
92.4
89.8
93.1
92.9
92.3
99.3
91.5
95.6
90.0
88.7
86.9
96.1
91.9
87.7
3.3
2.9
2.6
2.7
2.2
2.7
3.4
2.7
3.4
3.4
3.5
2.7
4.3
3.4
3.9
0
Sample
Number
0.4
---F ---Distillate
p-*3
TABLE A 2.11
Masses Removed and Returned for the Steady -State -HB
Period of the 750*F Irradiation of Santowax OMP
MAKEUP WEIGHTS,
SAMPLE REACTOR DISTILLATION WEIGHTS, GRAMS GRAMS RETURN REACTOR
SAMPLE WEIGHT, MWH COLD WEIGHT, MWH RETURN
NUMBER GRAMS REMOVED CHARGE DISTILLATE BOTTOMS TRAP DISTILLATE MAKEUP GRAMS RETURNED NUMBER
2L18 302.0 2060 279.2 171.5 104.7 0.5 163.5 192.7 332.0 2150 2D7
- - - - - - - - 323.0 323.0 2066 2D6
Fouling 50.0 2110 - - - - - - - -
probe out
2L19 299.5 2145 285.3 174.6 108.1 0.4 166.9 211.9 330.5 2253 2D8
- - - - - - - - - 335.0 2190 Opened
5p filter
2L20 303.0 2250 - - - - - - - - -
2L21 308.0 2253 - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - 330.0 2253 2D9
2L22 297.0 2278 272.6 176.5 93.7 0.2 168.9 204.5 342.5 2368 2D11
5Closfer 335.0 2280 - - - - - - -
- -
BEGINNING OF STEADY-STATE-HB AT 2280 MWH WITH 2D10
- - - - - - - - - 312.0 2280 2D10
2L23 355.0 2360 344.8 223.4 118.0 0.7 211.8 161.6 341.0 2427 2D12
Fouling 50.0 2412 - - - - - - - - -probe leak
2L24 318.0 2424 300.7 195.2 102.7 0.4 186.3 204.4 344.0 2526 2D13
2L25 299.5 2520 285.3 186.6 94.6 1.1 178.0 207.3 349.0 2623 2D14
Fouling 50.0 2566 - - - - - - - - -probe leak
2L26 308.0 2618 280.6 179.0 98.2 0.7 171.8 207.8 335.0 2712 2D15
Fouling 50.0 2620 - - - - - - - - -
probe leak
2L27 301.0 2707 285.0 186.2 94.9 0.7 179.3 215.8 364.0 2804 2D16
I-.'
TABLE A2.l1 (Concluded)
Masses Removed and Returned for the Steady-State-HB
Period of the 750*F Irradiation of Santowax OMP
MAKEUP WEIGHTS,
SAMPLE REACTOR DISTILLATION WEIGHTS, GRAMS GRAMS RETURN REACTOR
SAMPLE WEIGHT, MWH COLD WEIGHT, MWH RETURN
NUMBER GRAMS REMOVED CHARGE DISTILLATE BOTTOMS TRAP DISTILLATE MAKEUP GRAMS RETURNED NUMBER
Fouling 50.0 2746 - - - - - - - - -
probe leak
2L28 303.0 2800 285.9 187.4 93.2 0.8 180.7 203.7 355.5 2908 2D17
2L29 299.5 2900 285.5 187.8 93.9 0.5 180.6 222.9 365.5 3006 2D18
2L30 25.5 2902 - - - - - - - -
2L31 297.5 3000 270.8 180.8 87.2 0.5 173.2 167.0 325.0 3200 2D19
Fouling 35.0 3199 - - - - - - - - -
probe out
2L32 339.2 3200 318.3 204.7 109.3 0.6 196.6 157.4 312.4 3250 2D20
2L33 301.0 3245 284.6 186.3 94.9 0.8 178.3 171.6 291.0 3354 2D21
2L34 377.5 3344 360.7 234.8 121.9 0.9 226.7 133.7 332.0 3448 2D22
2L35 25.5 3350 - - - - - - - -
2L36 323.5 3445 294.9 195.9 98.1 0.1 189.6 180.8 300.5 3546 2D23
2L37 302.2 3544 281.5 182.2 94.9 0.7 173.9 174.8 303.2 3656 2D24
2L38 296.0 3645 - - - - - - - - -
2L39 27.0 3651 - - - - - - - - -
2L40 343.0 3733 331.5 215.6 113.4 0.4 - - - - -
END OF STEADY-STATE-HB AT 3733 MWH WITH 2L40
2L41 FINAL DRAIN
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TABLE A2.12
HB and LIB Content of Samples
from the 750*F Irradiation of Santowax OMP
LIB Content
Sample HB Content DP Content (By Difference)
Number Wt % Wt % Wt 
2L18
2L19
2L22
2L23
2L24
2L25
2L26
2L27
2L28
2L29
2L31
2L32
2L33
2L34
2L3 6
2L37
2L40
37.2
36.8
33.8
33.9
33.7
32.9
34.1
32.8
32.4
32.4
32.1
34.4
33.4
33.8
33.3
33.7
33.7
46.3
45.9
39.3
43.3
39.7
40.2
40.0
40.1
39.5
42.6
40.8
41.3
41.0
41.7
9.1
9.1
5.5
10.4
5.6
7.4
7.6
7.7
7.4
8.2
7.4
7.5
7.7
8.0
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TABLE A2.13
Comparison of Chalk River and M.I.T. HB Determinations
Sample DP Content HB Content
Number (M.I.T.) M.I.T. a Chalk Riverb
1L92 48.3 45.2
1L254 39.9 33.5 38.5
1L268 40.1 33.9 33.7
2L1 ~,0 1.0
2L5 9.6 7.8
2L14 50.3 40.4
2L22 39.3 33.8 33.5
2L31 39.5 32.1 34.6
2L41 41.7 33.7c 42.5
a. By distillation.
b. By microsublimation.
c. Analysis for 2L40 given.
TABLE A2.14
Mass Spectrographic Analyses of Gas Samples
from the 610*F Irradiation of Santowax OMP
NITROGEN AND OXYGEN FREE COMPOSITION, MOLE %
PENTANES NITROGEN
ETHANE PROPANE BUTANES PENTENES BENZENE +
SAMPLE REACTOR METHANE ETHYLENE PROPYLENE BUTYLENES HEXANES TOLUENE OXYGEN
NUMBER MWH HYDROGEN (C1 ) (C 2 ) (C3 ) (C4 ) (C 5+6) XYLENE MOLE %
1G39 562 77.3 7.6 8.9 2.5 1.3 0.6 1.8 42.5
1G43 735 74.8 8.9 9.7 3.2 1.4 0.5 1.5 35.5
1G54 1207 57.9 15.7 15.7 5.6 2.5 1.2 1.4 28.4
1G56 1386 53.9 16.8 17.7 5.9 2.9 1.2 1.6 23.9
1G6r 1586 49.1 18.1 18.0 6.8 4.6 2.1 1.3 23.3
1G64 1726 53.8 17.0 16.5 6.2 4.0 1.3 1.2 22.0
1G70 1972 48.6 19.3 19.3 7.1 3.2 1.4 1.1 16.3
1G73 2164 56.3 18.4 16.7 5.6 2.0 0.7 0.3 11.8
1G83 2529 46.2 20.6 20.7 7.7 2.8 1.3 0.7 7.0
1G90 2860 46.9 21.0 20.2 7.3 2.8 1.2 0.6 5.8
G101 3220 43.6 21.7 21.3 8.1 3.2 1.4 0.7 4.5
1G110 3574 41.3 22.9 21.8 8.2 3.3 1.6 0.9 4.4
1G119 3887 38.2 22.5 22.0 9.1 3.9 2.5 1.8 4.7
1G127 4243 34.2 27.4 23.6 8.7 3.5 1.7 0.9 5.0
1G135 4555 48.2 25.3 17.0 5.9 2.2 1.0 0.4 9.5
1G142 4678 48.5 22.0 19.1 6.5 2.5 1.1 0.3 31.1
1G143 4712 51.8 20.8 17.9 6.2 2.2 0.9 0.2 8.5
1G147 4817 52.8 19.3 17.4 6.4 2.5 1.2 0.4 7.1
1G156 5075 52.6 19.4 17.2 6.4 2.5 1.3 0.6 13.9
1G163 5358 57.2 17.7 15.4 5.8 2.0 1.2 0.7 5.4
1G170 5510 56.7 17.7 15.8 5.8 2.2 1.2 0.6 7.5
1G177 5710' 56.2 17.6 16.1 5.9 2.3 1.2 0.7 6.8
1G182 5884 60.0 16.7 14.6 5.2 2.0 1.0 0.5 6.3
1G187 6085 61.0 16.4 14.3 5.1 1.9 0.8 0.5 5.3
1G194 6282 60.3 16.5 14.5 5.2 2.0 1.0 0.5 4.4
tI
TABLE A2.14 (Concluded)
Mass Spectrographic Analyses of Gas Samples
from the 610*F Irradiation of Santowax OMP
NITROGEN AND OXYGEN FREE COMPOSITION, MOLE o
PENTANES NITROGEN
ETHANE PROPANE BUTANES PENTENES BENZENE +
SAMPLE REACTOR METHANE ETHYLENE PROPYLENE BUTYLENES HEXANES TOLUENE OXYGEN
NUMBER MWH HYDROGEN (C 1 ) (C2 ) (C3 ) 4 5+6) XYLENE MOLE 7
1G 197 6391 60.8 15.8 14.2 5.7 2.0 1.0 0.5 4.9
1G203 6649 62.9 15.1 13.9 5.1 1.9 0.8 0.3 2.5
1G209 6777 59.5 15.7 15.3 5.6 2.3 1.1 0.5 2.2
1G220 6976 59.5 16.2 15.2 5.4 2.1 1.2 0.4 10.8
1G225 7180 59.0 16.5 15.8 5.5 2.0 0.9 0.3 2.0
1G230 7316 60.0 15.7 14.9 5.5 2.1 1.3 0.5 1.8
1G239 7586 60.7 16.0 15.2 5.3 1.9 0.7 0.2 2.9
1G246 7784 60.4 16.1 15.7 5.0 1.8 0.7 0.3 5.6
1G251 7880 61.4 15.7 14.8 5.2 1.7 0.8 0.4 4.3
1G254 8052 59.6 16.4 15.4 5.5 1.9 0.8 0.4 5.1
1G260 8244 58.3 16.6 16.2 5.7 2.1 0.8 0.3 4.3
1G267 8502 59.5 16.3 15.6 5.3 1.6 1.2 0.5 3.7
1G270 8652 63.9 13.9 13.0 5.0 2.1 0.8 1.3 8.1
1G273 8782 58.1 15.1 16.3 6.2 2.4 1.3 0.6 14.5
1G283 9134 56.8 14.0 17.6 6.5 2.9 1.5 0.7 3.0
1G289 9481 65.0 14.3 13.1 5.0 1.7 0.7 0.2 8.1
1G293 9635 62.9 15.2 13.9 5.0 1.7 0.9 0.4 8.3
1G299 9847 61.1 15.3 15.3 5.3 1.8 0.8 0.4 7.7
1G304 10033 59.5 17.1 14.3 5.2 1.9 1.1 0.9 4.4
1G308 10204 60.8 16.3 14.8 5.6 1.7 0.6 0.2 18.9
1G311 10350 60.3 16.4 14.0 5.5 2.0 1.1 0.7 13.7
1G318 10596 59.4 17.6 15.3 5.3 1.7 0.6 0.1 10.1
1G321 10685 57.9 17.6 16.0 5.7 1.8 0.7 0.3 2.5
1G325 10895 54.3 16.7 15.4 6.8 2.7 2.1 2.0 2.9
1G333 11142 58.0 15.9 16.5 6.2 2.1 1.0 0.3 7.0
1G336 11282 58.7 16.4 15.3 5.8 2.1 1.0 0.7 5.4
1G342 11538 55.0 17.2 16.9 6.5 2.3 1.3 0.8 9.9
IN,
O~3
TABLE A2.15
Mass Spectrographic Analyses of Gas Samples
from the 750*F Irradiation of Santowax OMP
NITROGEN AND OXYGEN FREE COMPOSITION, MOLE %
PENTANES NITROGEN
ETHANE PROPANE BUTANES PENTENES BENZENE +
SAMPLE REACTOR METHANE ETHYLENE PROPYLENE BUTYLENES HEXANES TOLUENE OXYGEN
NUMBER MWH HYDROGEN (C 1 ) (C 2) (C 3 ) (C4 ) (C 5+6) XYLENE MOLE %
2G28 531 47.4 28.8 14.7 5.4 1.6 0.7 1.4 22.4
2G38 669 46.2 29.5 15.8 5.6 1.5 0.5 0.9 11.8
2G39 673 47.7 28.6 15.5 5.5 1.5 0.4 0.8 14.0
2G45 720 44.0 29.3 16.4 6.0 1.6 0.5 2.2 10.0
2G47 805 36.1 28.8 17.1 8.8 2.0 2.2 5.0 7.2
2G56 905 36.0 31.7 17.8 8.0 2.0 0.7 3.8 6.1
2G67 1010 35.4 32.8 19.5 6.6 2.1 0.9 2.7 3.6
2G98 1208 48.8 30.2 14.4 4.8 0.9 0.3 0.6 23.0
2G108 1300 45.4 32.0 15.3 5.4 0.6 0.5 0.8 15.3
2G110 1400 42.1 35.2 15.7 5.1 1.1 0.09 0.7 10.9
2G124 1607 36.4 38.2 16.8 5.5 1.0 0.4 1.7 6.1
2G138 1800 34.9 40.2 17.1 5.5 1.0 0.3 1.0 3.1
2G153 1970 31.3 41.2 18.0 6.2 1.3 0.5 1.5 2.8
2G194 2311 37.4 39.4 16.1 4.9 1.0 0.3 0.9 14.0
2G207 2404 39.0 37.2 16.0 5.1 1.0 0.4 1.2 10.5
2G208 2462 39.5 37.5 16.0 4.9 1.0 0.2 0.9 8.7
2G229 2697 37.1 37.2 17.4 5.5 1.1 0.4 1.3 2.7
2G231 2787 37.8 37.8 16.8 5.4 1.1 0.3 0.8 1.9
2G233 2895 31.0 40.1 19.5 6.3 1.3 0.4 1.4 3.1
2G244 2999 37.4 38.1 16.7 5.2 1.0 0.3 1.3 1.9
2G246 3084 35.1 40.1 17.2 5.4 1.0 0.3 0.9 2.7
2G260 3176 36.2 38.3 17.0 5.1 2.2 0.3 0.9 2.1
2G272 3287 37.9 37.2 16.8 5.1 1.0 0.3 1.7 3.6
2G274 3440 40.2 37.7 15.2 4.6 1.1 0.2 1.0 3.0
2G286 3590 41.0 38.5 14.4 4.0 0.7 0.3 1.1 1.8
2G287 3634 36.5 40.9 16.4 4.7 0.8 0.1 0.6 1.7
2G305 3730 39.2 38.1 16.0 4.7 0.8 0.2 1.0 1.6
-J
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in the tables. Some oxygen was identified in the forms of CO and CO 2.
The hydrocarbon gases are listed as mole % on an oxygen and nitrogen
free basis, since oxygen and nitrogen are not radiolytic gas products but
come from two sources:
1. The original pressurizing nitrogen at the start of the irradiation
2. Air leakage into the gas samples.
Above methane the analyses are ordered according to the number of car-
bon atoms in the species. A typical mole % split of the analyses for
samples from the steady-state-HB period of the 610*F irradiation was
C2 : 98% ethane, 2% ethylene
C 3 : 85% propane, 15% propylene
C4 : 85% butanes, 15% butylenes
C5+6: 48% pentanes, 39% pentenes, 8% hexanes, 5% hexenes
Aromatics: 61% benzene, 23% toluene, 16% xylene.
Samples from the 750'F irradiation tended to show a higher percentage of
saturated hydrocarbons (C 5 + 6 is an exception). A typical mole % split
for samples from the steady-state-HB period of the 750 *F irradiation was
C 2: 99% ethane, 1% ethylene
C 3 : 94% propane, 6% propylene
C 4 : 95% butanes, 5% butylenes
C5+6: 21% pentanes, 62% pentenes, 17% hexenes
Aromatics: 89% benzene, 10% toluene, 1% xylene.
Analyses have also been performed an dissolved gas samples recov-
ered from the gas solubility experiments (see Section 5. 7). The results
of these analyses for both irradiations are given in Table A2. 16. For the
610*F irradiation dissolved gas samples, a typical mole % split of the
hydrocarbon gases was
C 2: 100% ethane
C 3 : 65% propane, 35% propylene
C 4 : 80% butanes, 20% butylenes
C 5+6: 35% pentanes, 37% pentenes, 15% hexanes,
12% hexenes, 1% heptenes
Aromatics: 94% benzene, 6% toluene, trace xylene.
As with the samples of gas produced, the 750*F irradiation dissolved gas
samples tended to show a higher percentage of saturated hydrocarbons.
A typical mole % split, taken from the 750'F steady-state-HB samples,
was
TABLE A2.16
Mass Spectrographic Analysis of Dissolved Gas Samples from the
610*F and 750*F Irradiations of Santowax OMP
Nitrogen and Oxygen Free Composition, Mole %
Hydrogen
16.0
25.3
17.4
18.5
16.5
14.5
11.1
Ethane
Ethylene
(C 2)
34.8
27.8
23.6
27.4
22.8
25.2
26.6
29.0
Propane
Propylene
(C 3)
23.7
18.4
14.7
16.6
19.0
18.2
18.3
20.7
Butanes
Butylenes
(C 4 )
17.5
9.9
9.4
6.0
5.7
6.2
5.8
6.3
Pentane s
Pentenes
Hexanes
(C 5+6)
7.4
8.7
8.5
3.9
5.5
4.5
3.9
4.2
Benzene
Toluene
Xylene
4.9
3.0
3.1
5.8
9.1
2.7
3.3
2.3
Nitrogen
+
Oxygen
Mole %
23.9
1.4
36.8
20.6
84.5
7.0
3.8
22.9
Co
Sample
Number
1L52
1L118
1L195
2L8
2L14
2L30
2L35
2L39
Reactor
MWH
1174
3887
6290
522
1650
2902
3350
3651
Methane
(C 1 )
11.7
16.2
15.4
22.9
19.4
26.7
27.6
26.4
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C 2 : 100% ethane
C 3 : 74% propane, 26% propylene
C 4 92% butanes, 8% butylenes
C5+: 23% pentanes, 70% pentenes, 7% hexenes
Aromatics: 97% benzene, 3% toluene, trace xylene.
No error limits have been quoted on the above samples. Errors could
be due both to analyses and representation of gas samples. An ove rall
standard deviation estimate was provided by the assumption of constancy
of undissolved gas composition during the steady-state-HB period of the
750 0F irradiation (Section 4. 9 shows no trend of the concentration of any
species). The standard deviation from the average value provided the esti-
mate. The results of this error analysis are given in Table A2. 17.
It may be seen that the relative standard deviation in measurement
(AC/C) tends to increase as the concentration of the desired species de-
creases. The absolute standard deviation (AC) tends to decrease with
decreasing concentration. Assuming the above results to be independent
TABLE A2. 17
Estimated Standard Deviation in Mass Spectrographic Analyses
Average Undissolved Gas
Component Composition, 750 0 F Irradiation Estimated Relative
Steady-State-HB, mole % Standard Deviation
(% of value reported)
H 2  37. 5 4
C1  38 4 3
C 2  16. 5 7
C 3  5. 1 10
C4  1. 1 33
C5+6 0. 3 26
Aromatics 1. 1 27
of the species being studied, Table A2. 17 gives an indication
cision with which high and low concentrations were measured,
of the pre-
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A2. 5 Calculations of Circulating Coolant Mass in the Loop
Three basically different methods were employed to calculate the
circulating coolant mass in the loop during both the 610*F and 750*F
irradiations. These were:
1. Calculations based on the known volume of various sections of
the loop.
2. Calculations based on the amount of coolant drained at the ter-
mination of the irradiation.
3. Dilution calculations, employing the change in concentration
of the terphenyls and HB across a dilution with fresh material.
A special tritium dilution was also employed, in which a known
amount of tritiated terphenyl was added to the loop just before
the drain from the 610*F irradiation.
Each method will be described in turn.
Calculations of the volume in the loop in which the coolant may
be considered to have good mixing have been performed by Morgan and
Mason (A2. 1). These calculations were based on measurements with
acetone. A fraction of the volume of some loop sections not in the direct
line of flow was included in the circulating volume. A summary of these
calculations for the normal circulating volume (which includes flow
through only one filter and one flowmeter) together with the temperature
profiles around the loop for the 610*F and 750'F irradiations is given
in Table A2. 18. The circulating volume is divided into sections which
are shown schematically in Fig. A2. 4. To facilitate the identification
of each section in the figure, the sections were not joined together.
Using the data of Table A2. 18 together with the density of the cool-
ant in the loop (see Section 5. 2) and the measured surge tank level, it
was possible to calculate the circulating coolant mass in the system at
any time. Errors in this method of determining the circulating coolant
mass arose for two reasons. First, the assignment of circulating and
non-circulating volume to sections was somewhat arbitrary. Morgan
and Mason (A2. 1) have estimated this error at ±200 cc. Second, the
underlying assumption in this method is that the sections tabulated in
Table A2. 18 are filled with coolant. There is no way at present of
checking this assumption and, probably more important, estimating
this as a source of error.
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TABLE A2.18
Circulating Volumes and Temperatures of Loop Sections
Section
1. In-pile section
to right angle
bend below
upper shield
plug
2. Right angle bend
to surge tank
3. Surge tank above
0"in lower sight
glass
4. 0" lower in
surge tank to
pump
5. Pump impeller
section through
upstream half
test heater
6. Pump motor
section
7. Downstream
half test heater
to coolers
8. Volume of
sampler (and
AECL fouling
probe when in
use)
9. Coolers
10. Coolers to right
angle bend
Circulating
Volume, cc
500
407
a
61.ply gage glass
psurge tank
788
1030
660
444
17 3 + capsule volume
(+ volume of AECL
fouling probeb)
341
246
Temperature, *F
610*F Irradiation 1750*F Irradiation
610
605
GG = 400
ST = 600
590
585
400
615
585
, 500
615
750
745
GG = 530
ST = 740
725
720
450
760
720
500
755
a. y is the measured surge tank level in inches.
b. Fouling probe volume = 35 cc.
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The second and third methods of calculating M are somewhat inter-
0
dependent, since a drain of the loop leaves a sizeable amount of residue
and the amount of residue can only be calculated from a subsequent dilution-
caused concentration change in the loop. The method based on the drain of
the loop assumes that only the circulating mass in the loop is drained. At
present there is no way of verifying such an assumption. Using this method,
the circulating mass in the loop at the end of an irradiation is
M = M . +M . (A2.4)
end drain residue
Mdrain was weighed and known fairly accurately. Mresidue was obtained
by diluting the loop with fresh material and performing a dilution calcula-
tion:
M .eside = M a (C added -C diluted (A2. 5)Mresidue added (2-C5)(diluted- residue)
where
Cdiluted refers to the terphenyl concentration after dilution
Cadded refers to the terphenyl concentration in the material added
Cresidue is assumed to be the same as the terphenyl concentra-
in the drained material.
Mresidue has a possible error introduced by the possible errors in terphenyl
concentration. This error will be discussed shortly under the more general
dilution calculation.
The third method of calculating the circulating coolant mass in the
loop, that of measuring the concentration change after a dilution, is theo-
retically the most accurate, since no assumption of assignment of circu-
lating and non-circulating columes need be made. Also, sections of the
loop that may have void spaces would be taken into account by this method.
However, in practice this method had quite a large error due to the possible
errors in the measured concentrations, since most concentration changes
were small. For the general dilution with a given mass of material, Ma'
containing a concentration of the desired component, Ca, the circulating
mass in the loop before dilution may be calculated as
M (C -C 2
M a a (A 2. 6)loop (C 2 C 1)
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where
C 1 is the concentration of the desired component in the loop
before dilution
C 2 is the concentration of the desired component in the loop
after dilution.
Calculations based on Eq. (A2.6) were made using the change in terphenyl
concentration across major dilutions during both irradiations. One cal-
culation using the change in HB concentration was also made during the
610*F irradiation as a result of a dilution during the quasi-steady-state-
HB period (1L159 et seq) over a weekend, when the reactor was shut
down.
Just before the termination of the 610 *F irradiation about six grams
of terphenyl which had been tritiated by an exchange process by the Con-
trols for Radiation, Inc. (Cambridge, Mass.) to an activity of about
10 mc/gram (A2. 4) was added to the loop. Since the tritium background
level in the loop was determined to be about 0. 05 [ic/gram (A2. 4) this
independent dilution method provided another means for calculating the
circulating coolant mass in the loop. A sample of the coolant after addi-
tion of the tritiated terphenyl had been added and mixed was burned, and
the water produced was analyzed for tritium content (about 15 tic/gm).
The measured activities were stated to be accurate to ±5%(A2. 4).
It should be possible to determine the circulating coolant mass in
the system at any time from just one calculation using any of the methods
described above because additions to and removals from the loop during
the course of each irradiation are either weighed or determined by the
change in levels of the feed and dump tank and surge tank. However,
as will be shortly demonstrated, discrepancies arose when using these
calculations and a mass balance on the system.
The circulating coolant mass in the loop at any time was defined by
M = M + M* (M > M* (A 2. 7)loop o o M)(27
M is an arbitrary level of mass and is set equal to M1 0 op at the time
when Mloop is at its lowest level during the irradiation. Table A2. 19
presents the results of the mass balance determinations of the circulating
coolant mass in the loop during the 610*F irradiations in terms of M*.
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TABLE A2.19
Relative Circulating Coolant Mass in Loop
During the 610*F Irradiation of Santowax OMP
SAMPLE REACTOR I AM, M*, SAMPLE REACTOR AM, M*,
NUMBER MWH GRAMS GRAMS COMMENTS NUMBER MWH GRAMS GRAMS COMMENTS
NEW SAMPLER
INSTALLATION
END TRANSIENT NO. 1
AVG. FT AND ST
UNEXPLAINED ST
DROP
UNEXPLAINED ST
DROP
END TRANSIENT NO. 2
AVG. FT AND ST
AVG. FT AND ST
AVG. FT AND ST
PUMP
REPLACEMENT
1D6
1L137
1D7
1L146
1D8
1L151
1D9
1L152
1D10
1L159
1D1l
1L160
1D12
1L167
1D 13
1L172
1D14
1L176
1D15
1L180
1D16
1L183
ID17
1L186
1D18
1L192
1D19
1L195
1D20
1L208
1L214
1D21
1L223
1D22
1L231
1D23
1L238
1D24
1L245
1D25
1L251
BEGIN QUASI-STEADY-STATE-HB
4630
4662
4678
4730
4779
4830
4874
4920
4979
5028
5179
5179
5179
5233
5381
5466
5578
5623
5668
5715
5785
5804
5886
5898
6046
6131
6196
+282
-317
+296
-60
-320
+317
-314
+308
-317
+301
-319
+332
-317
+308
-320
+334
-316
+318
-317
+340
-318
+331
-317
+339
-317
+315
-320
1297
980
1276
1216
896
1213
899
1207
890
1191
872
1204
887
1195
875
1209
893
1211
894
1234
916
1247
930
1269
952
1267
947
UNEXPLAINED ST
DROP
END QUASI-STEADY-STATE -HB
6196
6289
6442
6741
6928
6934
7074
7180
7317
7347
7526
7546
7723
7792
7880
-120
-21
0
-21
-79
+800
-79
+340
-314
+340
-319
+344
-316
+341
-315
827
806
806
785
706
1506
1427
1767
1453
1793
1474
1818
1502
1843
1528
PUMP
REPLACEMENT
FLOW THROUGH
FLOWMETER 2
AVG. FT AND ST
BEGIN STEADY-STATE-HB
1D26 7882 +333 1861
1L252 8030 -311 1550
1D27 8049 +313 1863
1L253 8180 -316 1547
0
18
58
95
148
172
178
220
250
316
392
400
643
816
930
1076
1174
1472
1621
-17
-160
-14
-14
-15
-15
-50
-15
-15
-15
-72
-15
-15
-16
-16
-18
-16
-75
573
556
396
382
368
353
338
288
273
258
243
171
156
141
125
109
91
75
0
1L16
1L17
1L18,19
1L21
1L22,23
1L24,25
1L26
1L27
1L28
1L35
1L37
1L42
1L47
1L50
IL51
1L52
1L59
1L62
1D 1
1L63
1L66
1L74
1L82
1L91
1L92
1L95
1L99
1L100
1L1ll
1L116
1L117
1L118
ID2
1L120
1L121
1L123
1D3
1L124
1L126
1L131
1D4
1L134
ID5
1L136
1623
1659
1710
1793
2163
2529
2860
2869
2879
3075
3215
3219
3621
3839
3880
3887
+850
-72
-60
-16
-17
-17
-100
-17
-17
-35
-74
-17
-17
-75
-75
-17
850
778
718
702
685
668
568
551
534
499
425
408
391
316
241
224
3891
3985
3999
4083
4087
4140
4243
4379
4426
4476
4520
4621
+1100
-315
-321
-320
+841
-317
-16
-317
+850
-318
-60
-16
1324
1009
688
368
1209
892
876
559
1409
1091
1031
1015
,
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TABLE A2.19 (Concluded)
Relative Circulating Coolant Mass in Loop
During the 610*F Irradiation of Santowax OMP
SAMPLE REACTOR AM, M*, SAMPLE REACTOR AM, M*,
NUMBER MWH GRAMS GRAMS COMMENTS NUMBER MWH GRAMS GRAMS COMMENTS
1D28 8189 +333 1880 1L267 10280 -321 1546
1L254 8336 -311 1569 1D42 10284 +314 1860
1D29 8340 +316 1885 1L268 10428 -328 1532
1L255 8480 -319 1566 END STEADY-STATE-HB
1D30 8490 +313 1879
1L255 8627 -311 1568 1D43 10442 +300 1832
1D31 8642 +315 1883 1L269 10579 -351 1481
1L257 8781 -317 1566 1D44 10589 +326 1807
1D32 8787 +310 1876 1L270 10730 -323 1484
1L258 8928 -311 1565 1L270.1 10735 -13 1471
1D33 8932 +326 1891 1L270.2 10746 -14 1457
1L259 9081 -314 1577 1L270.3 10749 -17 1440
1D34 9086 +303 1880 10758 -100 1340 UNEXPLAINED STDROP
1L260 9231 -314 1566 1D45 10783 +317 1657
1D35 9234 +316 1882 1L271 10983 -321 1336
1L261 9381 -317 1565 1D46 10985 +326 1662
1D36 9388 +306 1871 1L272 11180 -336 1326
1L262 9530 -311 1560 1D47 11187 +337 1663
1D37 9533 +334 1894 1L273 11329 -336 1327
1L263 9683 -319 1575 1L274 11483 -335 992
1D38 9688 +303 1878 1L275 11538 -72 920
1L264 9831 -312 1566 1D48 11538 +6 926 TRITIUM
1D39 9836 +314 1880 ADDITION
1L265 9979 -319 1561 1L276 11538 -335 591
1D40 9986 +304 1865 1L277 11538 -72 519
1L266 10130 -311 1554 1L278 11538 -2733 FINAL DRAIN
1D41 10132 +313 1867 11538 +3480 DILUTION
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Some of the comments listed in Table A2. 19 need explanation. When-
ever a dilution was made via the feed and dump tank (FT), it was found that
after the system had reached a temperature equilibrium again the surge
tank (ST) level never rose as much as would be predicted from the cali-
brated volumes of each tank. For these dilutions the average of the feed
tank and surge tank predictions of the increase in circulating mass was
used, since this discrepancy has not been resolved at present.
Near the beginning of the 610*F irradiation there were sudden drops
in the level of the surge tank for no apparent reason. It was felt that these
drops were due to the sudden filling of some sections of the loop which had
contained trapped gas. It was decided to assign one-half of the loss of mass
in the surge tank to the "non-circulating" volume in the loop and the other
half to circulating volume that had not quite been filled at the start of the
irradiation (that is, had contained gas).
During the course of the 610 *F irradiation there were also two pump
failures which necessitated switching over to the spare pump. In these
cases, the drop in the surge tank level was taken as indicative of the loss
of circulating coolant mass.
The relative circulating coolant mass (M*) in the loop during the
750*F irradiation is tabulated in Table A2. 20. The explanations of com-
ments in Table A2. 19 also apply for Table A2. 20. During this irradiation
there were extra losses of circulating mass incurred by the installation
and removal of the AECL fouling probe at various intervals.
Thus, the tabulations of Tables A2. 19 and A2. 20 provided a means
of comparing the results of the different methods of calculation via the cir-
culating coolant mass constant, M 0 . Table A2. 21 summarizes the results
of the calculations of M (and hence M lop) for the 610'F irradiation. No
formal error limits were assigned because, in most cases, they were un-
known, but a discussion of the accuracy of the data presented in Table A2.21
follows. The first point to observe is that calculations using the data of
Table A2. 18 performed at the end of the first transient period and the
middle of the steady-state-HB period differed by about 16%. One possible
explanation of this discrepancy is that at the end of the first transient period
there were sizeable gas pockets in the circulating volume. That there could
be about 700 cc of gas space in the circulating volume at the end of the first
transient period seems unreasonable. Another possible explanation is that
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TABLE A2.20
Relative Circulating Coolant Mass in Loop
During the 750*F Irradiation of Santowax OMP
SAMPLE REACTOR AM, M*, SAMPLE REACTORi AM, M*,
NUMBER MWH GRAMS GRAMS COMMENTS NUMBER MWH GRAMS GRAMS COMMENTS
-100
-10
-26
-9
-140
-335
-19
-10
+619
875
775
765
739
730
590
255
236
226
845
CLOSED OFF
FLOWMETER 2
SAMPLE POSITION
LEAK
CLOSED FILTER
NO. 1
AVG. OF FT AND
ST
BEGIN TRANSIENT NO. 1
2L5 253 -282 563
348 -100 463 UNEXPLAINED ST
DROP
2L6 378 -11 452
2L7 494 -12 440
2L8 522 -23 417
2L9 628 -108 309
2L10 810 -14 295
2L11 1056 -14 281
END TRANSIENT NO. 1
1056 -281 0 SAMPLE POSITION
LEAK
2D2 1075 +281 281
2D3 1115 +266 547 AVG. OF FT AND
ST
BEGIN TRANSIENT NO. 2
2L12 1126 -12 535
2L13 1406 -15 520
2L14 1650 -31 489
2L16 1936 -14 475
2D4 2038 +30 505 AVG. OF FT AND
ST
2L17 2040 -101 404
END TRANSIENT NO. 2
+1200 1604
-25 1579
-299 1280
-3 1277
+323 1600
-50 1550
-300
+332
+335
-303
1250
1582
1917
1614
AVG. OF FT AND
ST
FOULING PROBE
INSTALLATION
FOULING PROBE
INSTALLATION
FOULING PROBE
LEAK
OPENED FILTER
NO. 1
2D8
2L21
2D9
2L22
2D10
2L23
2D11
2L24
2D12
2L25
2D 13
2L26
2D14
2L27
2D15
2L28
2D 16
2L29
2L30
2D 17
2L31
2D18
2L32
2D19
2L33
2D20
2L34
2L35
2D21
2L36
2D22
2L37
2D23
2L38
2L39
2D24
2L40
2253
2253
2253
2278
2280
+331
-308
+330
-297
-335
1945
1637
1967
1670
1335 CLOSED FILTER
NO. 1
BEGIN STEADY-STATE-HB
2L2
2G1,2
2L3
2G 19
2L4
2D1
+312
-355
+342
-50
-318
+341
-300
+344
-50
1647
1292
1634
1584
1266
1607
1307
1651
1601
-308 1293
-50 1243
41
90
122
123
124
235
240
242
2280
2360
2368
2412
2424
2427
2520
2526
2566
2618
2620
2623
2707
2712
2746
2800
2804
2900
2902
2908
3000
3006
3199
3200
3200
3245
3250
3344
3350
3354
3445
3448
3544
3546
3645
3651
3656
3733
FOULING PROBE
LEAK
FOULING PROBE
LEAK
FOULING PROBE
LEAK
FOULING PROBE
LEAK
FOULING PROBE
OUT
I ENDSTEADY-STATE-HB
2L41 3748 -3731
3748 +3481
FINAL DRAIN
DILUTION (NO
IN-PILE SECTION)
2L1
+349
-301
+335
-50
-303
+364
-300
-26
+356
-298
+366
-35
-339
+325
-301
+312
-378
-26
+291
-324
+332
-302
+301
-296
-27
+303
-343
0
28
1592
1291
1626
1576
1273
1637
1337
1311
1667
1369
1735
1700
1361
1686
1385
1697
1319
1293
1584
1260
1592
1290
1591
1295
1268
1571
1228
2D5
2L18
2D6
2L19
2D7
2L20
2042
2056
2060
2060
2066
2110
2145
2150
2190
2250
I i
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TABLE A2.21
Summary of Determinations of Circulating Mass Constant, M9
for the 610'F Irradiation
Method M 0 , grams
Data of Table A2.18 at 9000 MWH (middle of steady-state-HB) 3700
Data of Table A2.18 at 1623 MWH (end of first transient) 4400
Measured drain and terphenyl dilution calculation on heel 3550
Measured drain and tritium dilution calculation on heel 2840
Tritium dilution at 11538 MWH 2770
Terphenyl dilution at 1623 MWH (end of first transient) 3420
Terphenyl dilution at 3891 MWH (end of second transient) 3620
HB dilution at 5179 MWH (quasi-steady-state HB) 3100
TABLE A2.22
Summary of Determinations of Circulating Mass Constant, M,
for the 750*F Irradiation
Method M 0 , grams
Data of Table A2.18 at 3006 MWH (middle of steady-state-HB) 3170
Data of Table A2.18 at 2040 MWH (end of second transient) 3660
Measured drain and terphenyl dilution calculation on heel 3760
Terphenyl dilution at 2042 MWH (end of second transient) 4000
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some of the material being fed into the loop via the feed and dump tank
may not show up in the circulating volume, but in non-circulating vol-
ume, such as the space flowpath in the loop (possibly explaining the
fact that surge tank rise was never as much as predicted from the feed
tank change). Thus the mass balance of Table A2. 19 would show an
increasing amount of mass in the loop as more dilutions were made.
This is currently being investigated.
The results obtained from the measured drain and the residue
calculated from terphenyl dilution (about 30% of the total was residue)
apparently agreed with the calculations of Table A2. 18 during the
steady-state-HB period. It is difficult to say whether such agreement
is fortuitous or not since there is no way of telling whether drain mate-
rial came from circulating or non-circulating volume. The drain and
tritium dilution calculations did not agree as well with the calculations
of Table A2. 18, pointing out the difficulty of obtaining accuracy with
dilution calculations with the present experimental error possible in
the concentrations and activities. In fact, the results of all dilution
calculations were estimated accurate to only ±20% because of the
small concentration changes. Only one dilution method seems worth
developing for the future - that of the tritium dilution. When only a
small amount of highly active tritium is added to the loop (~6 grams
in this case) the errors due to concentration change are diminished
because of the very large dilution, but then there is a larger error
possible in the fraction of the 6 grams which actually entered the cir-
culating volume of the loop. Thus the error of the tritium dilution
method was still ±20%. In the future, approximately 100 gram
samples will be diluted in the loop in a compromise between concen-
tration change and sample size.
For the steady-state-HB periods, the calculations using
Table A2. 18 are believed to be the most accurate, since by the time
the steady-state-HB period began all the circulating volume that could
be filled should have been filled with coolant. Thus, for calculations
of small corrections in G values due to small changes in concentrations
of components during the steady-state-HB period, M 0 was set equal
to 3700 ± 200 grams. During the transient periods, however, there
remained the discrepancy between the "mass balance" and the
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calculations of Table A2. 18 at that time. It was arbitrarily decided to use
the higher value of 4400 grams, equivalent to believing that M* should not
have risen as much as given by the mass balance table between the transient
and steady-state-HB periods (see discussion concerning feed tank dilution
above). An error limit of ±16% was set on this value, however.
The results of all calculations for M during the 750'F irradiation
are summarized in Table A2. 22. Again there was a discrepancy between
the calculations of Table A2. 18 at the end of the second transient period
and the same calculations made in the middle of the steady-state-HB period.
This discrepancy amounted to about 13%. The drain and dilution calcula-
tions did not agree as well with the calculations using Table A2. 18 for the
750 *F irradiations, perhaps pointing out the fortuitous nature of the agree-
ment during the 610 0 F irradiation. It was decided that the value of M0
calculated with the aid of Table A2.18 was the most accurate value for use
in calculations during the steady-state-HB period. As with the 610*F tran-
sient periods, it was arbitrarily decided to use the calculations of Table
A2. 18 during the transient period (3660 gm), with a possible error of ±13%
for this report.
A2. 6 Least Squares Analysis of Data by Equations of the Form
Y = a + bx (A2. 5, A2. 6)
In order to apply the method of least squares when fitting a set of data
(y. , x.) by an equation of the form
Y = a + bx (A2. 8)
it is usually assumed that the only source of error lies in the dependent
variable, Y, or at worst
.2(y ) 2 (x ) (A2. 9)
where
o_2 denotes a variance
and
(y , x) denotes the th data point.
Attempts have been made to derive relations when both variables are sub-
ject to error (A2. 7), but the equations recommended are both cumbersome
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and not very general. It is felt that even when the relation (A2. 9) is not
valid the equations to be derived in this section yield better results than
fitting the data by eye.
The quantity to be minimized is
N
j=1
N
W1(Y - y )2 W. (a + bx. - yP 2
7=1
(A2. 10)
where
Generally
of the j th
(A2. 5):
N is the number of data points
W. is a weighting factor to be applied to the j th data point.
the weighting factor is chosen as the reciprocal of the variance
data point (each data point may have a different variance)
W.
1
1
(y .
.I
Upon setting the partial derivatives of Eq. (A2. 10) with respect
b equal to zero and solving, there results
(M W. )(T W. x. y.) - (T W. x. )(F W. y.)
1 11] 11 1
(Z W. )(M W. x. 2) - (Z Wy xy )2
a = y -x
a = 7X
where
W7 y
y=E W. and
and the sums are over the N
rule states that the variance
computed from
c2 Q)
j=1
W.x.
X-]Z
x=j (A2. 14)
data points. The propagation of variances
of any quantity Q(ql, q 2 ' '. qm) may be
2(q) (A2. 15)
-7
Applying this relation to Eqs. (A2. 12) and (A2. 13) with y. (and therefore
W-) the only variable with a variance, there results
(A2. 11)
to a and
(A2. 12)
(A2. 13)
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2( = 2 12 (A2. 16)(b Wx 2.W
a2 _ 1 + k- 22(b) (A2. 17)
When computing the variance of the calculated value of y , Y. , itI' I'
must be remembered that the proper form of Eq. (A2. 8) for this computa-
tion is
Y = a' + b(x. -y) (A2. 18a)
a' =a + b- (A2. 18b)
The desired variance may be computed as
-2 2 2
1. (a) + x) (x -) a (b) (A2. 19)
Standard deviations are given by the square roots of Eqs. (A2. 16), (A2. 17)
and (A2. 19). Confidence limits may be computed with the aid of Student's
t (for N-2 degrees of freedom (A2. 5)) as
confidence limit = ±t X (standard deviation) (A2. 20)
A table of Student's t may be found in reference (A2. 8).
Another statistical quantity of interest is-the correlation coefficient r
defined as (A2.6):
2 W.(Y. -7)2
r= 2 (A2. 21)
W (y. -y)
which may be written in terms of sums already formed as
(Z W. )(E W- xg y) (i W: x W. y)
r = 
.5 -0.5
(EW EW xj - (Z Wgx 2] ( j W M W W y2]
r=2
(A2. 22)
Thus far nothing has been said about the calculation of the variance
cr2 (y ) which is needed to compute the weighting factor W. In the com-
Imonly occurring case where the variance of each point y. is the same (or
in other words the absolute error in y is constant) the weighting factors
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in Eqs. (A2. 12), (A2. 13) and (A2. 14) may be replaced by ones and the
variance a-2 (y.) may be estimated by
2 (y= N - 2 (A2. 23)
or, substituting,
2 2y A( yj) - B(M xjy) 7
2 (y.) = N - 2 (A2. 24)
This relation assumes that only random errors contribute to variance of
yj , for the statistical method has no way of evaluating consistent errors.
If these latter errors exist, their contribution to the total error must be
calculated separately; and depending on the type of bias, the errors in
the constants a and b may be affected in different ways. The propa-
gation of variances rule may be used to include the errors due to bias.
Equations (A2. 16) and (A2. 17) simplify to
o (b) = (A2. 25)
(Zx 2 N2)
2 (a) 2 + 2 2(b) (A2. 26)
N
Another commonly occurring case involves the change of variables
y = ln z to obtain the form of Eq. (A2. 8), and the variance o 2(z ) constant
for all data points. In this case, applying the propagation of variances
(Eq. (A2. 15)):
1 2(z (A2. 27)
and a2(z ) may be estimated from
(Z - )2
2(z ) = N - 2 (A2. 28)
As can be seen from the two cases above, the technique is to reduce
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the problem, by a change of variables if necessary, to one in which the
absolute error in the transformed variable is a constant for all data points.
A2. 7 Statistics for Liquid Degradation Calculations
During transient periods of irradiation the organic coolant is assumed
to degrade according to the power law (see Section 4. 2),
dC.
z = k. [C.]n (A2. 29)dT Z,n z
where
C. is the concentration of liquid component i
T is the specific dose received by the coolant
k is the reaction constant
n is the reaction order.
Integrating this relation there results
[C. ]1-n n #1 (A2. 30)
-k T+a= 1 -n
~ n
ln C. n= 1
where
"a" is a constant.
This form of the degradation relation is amenable to the method of least
squares described in the previous section, but the weighting factors remain
to be computed. Two possibilities were considered:
1. The absolute error (AC.) in C. is constant for all data points.
2. The relative error (AC. /C) in C is constant for all data points.
For a constant absolute error in C., the propagation of variances
rule (Eq. (A2. 15)) yields
[c. ]1n
2 __ _ _ _ 2n 2
1-n = [ . . (c. ) (A2. 31)
where
th
c. . refers to the j measured value of the concentration of
component i ,
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and -2 (c. j) may be estimated by
*2
a- (Cj (Cg ,j -
Ci )2
2(cg , )= N - 2
Thus the
(A2. 32)
N is the number of data points.
weighting factor for this case is
[c,,, ]2n
W. =1 2(, )
For a constant relative error in Cg it should
able ln C has equal weighting for all data points.
tion of variance rule,
[c. [c]1-n
c 2 __,_= [c. 2- 2n
and 2(ln cj ,) may be estimated by
a2(In c. . )
1 ,7
(A2. 33)
be noted that the vari-
Applying the propaga-
(A2. 34)
'c
a2(In cg , *) =
(lnC ) - ln c *)2
(A2. 35)
N - 2
Thus, the weighting factor for this case is
[c ,]2n -2
W 
= 2
T (In cg ,j)
The G and G values for the
are defined as (see Section 4. 2)
( 1 1 (A2. 36)
organic component under consideration
dC.
G(-i) .dT - 11. 6 5 ki, n n
G(-i)
G (i)= Cg
where
and
(A2. 37)
(A2. 38)
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The variances of these quantities are calculated from the propagation of
variances rule as
a-2 (G( 0)) = C. ]2n a-2 (k ., ) (A2. 39)
z n
and
2 (G'(- 0) = 2n-2 (k . ) (A2. 40)
A2. 8 Degradation Computer Program, MNDEG
MNDEG is an IBM 709/7090 FORTRAN program (for use with a 32 K
storage) which applies a least squares fit to the concentration versus spec-
ific dose data during the transient period and determines G and G values
for the data. A FORTRAN listing of the program is given in Table A2. 23
and a logic flowsheet in Fig. A2. 5.
The specific dose data are calculated from the period of reactor oper-
ation in MWH for each sample by the relation (see Section 4. 2)
F(MWH. - MWH.)
7+1 7
T.+ / * (A2. 41)
1 yM +M.
where
F is average dose rate factor for the in-pile section for the
period MWH. to MWH+1 7+1
p is the average density during this period
(M +M.) is the mass of circulating coolant in the loop
M. is the relative mass of circulating coolant in the loop
thj refers to the j sample
j + 1 refers to the j+ 1 st sample.
The program has the option of setting the specific dose back to zero after a
dilution with fresh coolant, or letting it accumulate. If mass data are not
given, the program will assume that the specific dose will be given as input
instead of the reactor MWH and (Eq. (A2. 41)) will not be used. This last
option allows calculation to be performed on data from other laboratories.
Least squares analyses may be performed with four different weightings:
1. Equal weighting.
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TABLE A2,23
FORTRAN LISTING OF MNDEC,
* LIST 8
* LABEL
* SYMBOL TABLE
CMNDE,
C MNDEG HAS SUBPROGRAM MAIN IN FORTRAN, INT2D IN FAP
C MAIN HAS 182 CARDS 6-1-63
ntMFNSTON POWR(20,tTTFST(31 ),FMWHMS(5O ,*FMSTAQ(500).TR(?0),PC 70.?
10),FMWHR(PO),TAU(~0O),flATE(fln0),FMWH( 100 ,f(l00),Y(l00),CON (100),
39NOWTS(4)#FAC2(2n)tFMWHFA(?n)
NOTz2
NIT=4
a WT (1) a454645 256060
B WT(2)=512543336060
9 WT(3)=212262512541
a WT(4)=212262336060
45 READINPUTTAPE NIT,10O1NPOWRS,1NOWTS(I),Iul,4),NBATCHKPUNCHKOVFR,
iNRi ,NR29MSTARNFACNACC
101 FORMAT(/(1814))
RFADINPUTTAPF NIT,102,FAC1,TRULKFMZFROFMWHC,(FAC2(1),FMWHFA(T),I
1=1 ,NFAC)
102 FORMAT(/(6E12.5,)
RFADINPUTTAPF NtT,1029(POWR(N) ,N-INPOWRS)
RFADINPUTTAPF NITI07,(TTFST(I),Imj,31)
IF(MSTAR )37*37,36
36 RFADINPUTTAPF NIT,10?,(FMWHMS(T),FMSTAR(T).I.1.,MSTAR)
READINPUTTAPF NTl02,(TR(J)9(R(JI)tIllNRUtJaloNR2)9(EMWHR(TI)tT
izi oNRi -
FTAU( 1)u0.0
DO 38 K-29MSTAR
TF(EMSTAR(K)-EMSTAR(K-1n6,,65,66
66 tF(NACC)67,67,65
67 ETAUIK)=Oo
GO TO 38
65 CALL INT2f(NFAC,1,FMWHFA,0,FAC2,(FMWHMS(K-1)4.FMWHMS(K)l*0.5,0,FAC3
1)
CALL TNT2n(NR2,NRI ,TREMWHRRTBULK,(FMWHMS(K-1)+FMWHMS(K) )*0.5,RA
1v)
PTAU(K)uFTAU(K-I)+FA3l*RAV*(FMWHMS(K)-FMWMSK-1/(MZFROFMSTAR(
1K-11)
38 CONTINUE
WRITPEOUTPUTTAPF NOT,105,EMZFROFMWH(,(FMSTAP(I),FMWHMS(I),FTAU(I),
l1=1,MSTAR)
IF(KPUNCH)201,201 .37
201 PUNCH 10%,FMZFR0,FMWHr,(EMSTAP1I), MWHMS(I),rTAU(I)IuIMSTAR)
37 nO 3 MRATCMa1,NRATCH
READINPUTTAPE NIT,100
WRITEOUTPUTTAPE NOTo100
100 FORMAT(80H
WRITEOUTPUTTAPE NOT,106,TBULKFMZERO
IF(KPUNCH) 10391039104,
103 PUNCH 100
PUNCH 1069TBULK4EMlfR0F--->
104 READINPUTTA~ NIT93f00,NOPTS,
l0fl FORMAT(84
READINPUTTAPF NJT,107,(nATF(T),FMW9(ler(fltT1NOPTSI
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TA BLE A2*23 (CONTINUED)
!F(MSTAR )34,34,35
34 DO 39 !a1,NOPTS
TAU(T )uFMWHI I)
3Q CONTINUF
35 DO 41 IulNOPTS
DO 42 KulMSTAR
TF(A8SF(FMWHI)-FMWHMSIK))-1.0O-7)41,43,42
43 TAU(t)mFTAUMK
GO TO 41
4? CONTINUE
41 CONTINUE
40 FNzNOPTS
r) --l N1,*NPOWPS
D0 2 M=1,4
IF(NOWTS(M) )2OO,20092
700 WRITFOUTPUTTAPF NOT,108,WT(M)
IF(KPUNCH) 109.109,110
10Q PUNCH 108*WT(M)
110 IF(M-1)5,5,6
5 Pow~p.znom
GO TO 7
6 POWER=2o0*POWR(N)-4.o+FLOATF(M)
7 SUMW=O0
SUMXWwoq0
SUMYW=0.0
SUMXYWno.0
SUMY2Wu0.,n
DO 1 Is1,NOPTS
IF(POWER189,910
8 WEIGHTwjo0fC(fl**f-POWFW1
GO TO 11
9 WFIGHTelon
GO TO 11
1n WFIGHTw.C(f1**POW9P
11 SUMWmStJMW+WFIGHT
SUMXWzSUMXW+WEIG5HT*TAU(T)
SUMXWUSUMX2W+WFT(-HT*TAtl( I)**2-
TFSTaI .0-POWRfNl
IF (A8SF( TEST [-1 .F-7I 12, 12913
12 Y(I) "x (CI)
- GO TO 14
13 IF(TEST)15,15,16
15 Vt ):tlO/tC(T)**(-rFs;T) )/TFSIT
GO TO 14
CLU=h*TEST /TEST
SUMXYWaSUMXYW+TAU(I )*Y( I)*WFIGHT
SUMY2W-SUMY2W.Y(tI **2*WFIGHT
1 CONTINUE
SL OP F at SUMX YW* SIJMW- SOMXW*SUM W ) /tSJMW#SJm X 2 WSUMXW** 2
FNTCPT ( SUMVW-SLOPF*SUMXW) /SIJMW
SIG2EC=Ooo
23 DO 4 tu1,NOPTS
IF (ABSF( TEST )-l*0F-7) 17,17*,18
A17 CCALCII)uEXPFtFNTCPT+SLOPF*TAUII))
GO TO 19
p18 TF(TEST)2n,20,21
20 CCALCtliwl.O/tTFST*tENTCPT4SLOPE*TAU(i)))**t-1.0/TEST)
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TARLE A2923 (rONTTNIJFf)l
GO TO 19
21 CCAL('( I )-(TF'ST*(IrNTCPT+SLOPF* TAU( I)))**( J*O/TFST)
19 IF(M-1)4*4961
61 IF(M-1)24925926
24 SIG2EC-SIG2EC+(LOCF(CCALC(II/Ctt)))**2
GO TO 4
25 SIG2EC-SIG2FC+((LOGF(CCALC(T)/C(1)1)**2+(CCALC(l)-C(1)1**2)*0*5
GO TO 4
26 SIC2EC=SIG2FC+(e*CALC(I)-C(l))**2
4 CONTINUE
SIG2EC=SI62EC/(FN-2*())
22 STC72F=(SUMY2W-FNTrPTVSUMYW-SLOPF*SUMXYW)/IFN-2*0)
IF(SIG2F)52953*53
52 SIG2E20on
53 SICi2P=(SUMY2W-SUMYW**2/SUMW)/(FN-1*0)
RCORR=SORTF(I*O-STG2E*(EN-2*0)/SI62P/(FN-190))
TF(M-1)27#2708
27 SIG2-SIG2F
GO TO 29
28 SIG2=SlG2EC
2q StCi2B=S1C32/(SUMXW-SUMXW**2/SUMW)
SIG2A=SIG2/SUMW+(SUMXW/SUMW)**2*SIG2B
SIGR-SQRTF(clG2B)
SIGA=SGRTF(SIG2A)
NFREE=NOPTS-2
IF(NFREE-31)30930931
31 NFREE=31
30 DO 32 1-19NOPTS
CON(I)=TTFST(NFPrP)*SOPTF(STri2A+TAU(T)*(TAU(TI-7,n*sumxw/Sumw)*ST,
12B)
IF(POWR(N))46*47947
46 CN=l*0/CCALCM**(-POWRfN))
GO TO 51
47 CN=CCALC(I)**POWR(N)
51 G(T)=FAC1*SLOPE*CN
GSTAR(T)=G(l)/CCALCM
CONCi( I )=TTFT(NFRrr)*S I r,9*CN* PAC I
CONGST(I)=CONGM/CCALCM
32 CONTINUF
WRITFOUTPUTTAPF NOT 9509",LOPFoSTGRoPNTCPT#SlrA*PCORRtSTC7F9STCi2pisT
jr7pprosumwtsumxwt5t.JMXW9,SUMXYW#.';LJMYPW*POWP(N)tff)ATF( I )#TAU( T)vYfl ) 9
2CON(I)*G(I)oCONri(l)olzloNOPTS)
WRITFOUTPUTTAPF NOT9609(1)ATF(T)oGSTAR(T)tCONrST(I)oCCALC(flolcloNO
1FT51
TF(KPUNCH)31911*2
33 PUNCH 509SLQPFgSlrRoFNTCPToSIrAoRCORPtSTnPtStrPP951nFCtSUMWoSIJMX
lwtSUMX2W*SUMXYW*SUMY2W9POWR(N)9(DATF(T)tTAU(11*Y(TIoCON(T)or,(T)trO
2NGM9lzrl9NOPTS)
PUNCH 609(DATE(I)gGSTAR(I)*CONGST(I)oCCALC(T)oluloNOPTSI
2 CONTINUE
3 CONTINUE
IF(KOVER)44#44945
44 CALL EXIT
105 FORMAT(lHlvj5X3HM0=F6*0931H rRAMS RASFf) ON CALCULATIONS ATF7094H
1MWH//26X2 M*99X3HMWH*5XIOHWATT-HR/C3M/(F3OoltFl2ol9Fl2o3))
50 FORMAT(78H SLOPE SoD*(SLOPE) INTERCEPT S.D,(INT.CP) CO
IRR* COEFF SAMPLF VAR*/IP6Fl3o5/3X9HPOP, VAR,95X6HStri2FC96X4HSUMW9
29XSHSUMXW97X6HSUMX2W97X6HSUMXYW/IP6Fl3o")/4X6HSUMY2W*SX10HPOWFR OF
3C/IP2Fl3o5///SX3HRUN97XIOHWATT-HR/CiM93XIOHC**l-N/1-N93XIlHCONF* LY
A2. 52
TABLE A2.23 (CONTINUED)
4M Yo7X1HG97X11HCONF. LIM G/(4XA6,3X,1P5F13.5))
107 FORMAT(A692E12.5)
106 FORMAT(2OX7HT BULKaF5.197H DFG. F,3X7HM ZERO=F6.196H GRAMS)
108 FORMAT(1H3,21X30HTHF TYPF OF WFICZHTING USF) IS A6)
60 FORMAT( IH0,4X3HRUN,11X2HG*,7X11HCON. LIM C-*94X7HC CALC*/(4XA6,3Xl
1P3E13.5)
END
TAB
INT2D HAS 120 CARDS
* FAP
COUNT 120
1 TTL TWO DIMENSI
LRL INT2D
ENTRY INT20
REM THE, FORTRAN
REM CALL INT2D(
REM
REM Ni IS TAE N
REM N2 IS THE N
REM A IS THE FT
REM B IS THE SE
REM C TS THE DF
REM PA IS THE P
REM PB IS THE P
RFM 0 IS THE AN
REM
REM FOR 10 INTE
RFM SFTRPRO
REM
INT2D CLA*
SUB
TZE
SXA
SXA
SXD
STD
CLA
STA
STA
ADD
STA
CLA
STA
AXT
NLOOP1 CLA
FSR
TMI
TX I
NILOOP TXL
OUT TSX
PZE
TXT
PZF
TSX
TXL
STO
CLA*
SUB
TZF
NZT*
TRA
STD
CLA
STA
STA
ADD
STA
CLA
LE A2.23 (CONTINUED)
ONAL LINEAR INTERPOLATION FOR FORTRAN
CALLING SFOUENCE 15 . . .
Ni N2,ABC9PAPB,0)
UMBER OF ELEMENTS IN A
UMBER OF EtPMENTS IN 8
RST INDFPFNDFNT VARIABLE (20 E
COND INPEDFNDENT VARIABLE (10 I
PENDEN-T VARIABLE (20 X N MATRI
ARTICULAR VALUE OF A
ARTICULAR VALUE OF B
SWER RETURNF BY THE SURROUTINF
RPOLATION SET
1,4
=01000000
ONEELA
BACK 1
BACK+1 ,2
INT2D-24
NILOOP
3,4
NLOOP1+1
SETA
a1
SETA1
6,4
NLOOP1
0,1
PA
* * '1
*+191.1
NLOOP11 Ni-i
SERROR.4
ALPHA
*+2 .00
TNT2D-e0 .0
SEXIT94
OUT, 1 90
DATA
2s4
-01000000
10
4,4
I0
N2LOOP
4.4
NLOOP2+1
SETB
a1
SETR
794
L MATRIX)
MATRIX)
X)
N2= TO COLUMN NO. OF C DESIRED,
ONLY ONE ELEMENT
SAVE INDEX REGISTERS
PA-A(L)
FIND THE RIGHT A INTERVAL
ERROR IN DATA
20 OR 10
A2. 53
A 2. 54
STA
AXT
NLOOP2 CLA
FSB
TMI
TXI
N2LOOP TXL
TRA
TXL
STO
SXD
PXD
AXT
LOOP3 SSM
XCA
MPY
ARS
ADD
STA
STA
ADD
STA
SETA CLA
SETA1 FS9
STO
SETC CLA
SETC1 FSB
FDP
FMP
ISETC FAD
STO
NZT*
TRA
CLA
SU9
TIX
L XD
SFTR CLA
SETRI FSq
STO
CLA
FSB
FDP
FMP
FAD
STO*
BACK AXT
AXT
TRA
ONEELA CLA*
STO*
TRA
1D AXT
TRA
DATA ASS
0 BSS
1R2 PZF
ALPHA BCI
OCT
END
TABLE A2.23 (CONCLUDED)
NLOOP2
0,2
PB
**.2
*+4
*+1.2.1
NLOOP2#29 N2-1
OUT
OUT92.0
DATA+1
IR2 .2
092-
2.2
=0?4000000
1
5,4
SETC
1SETC
=1
SFTC1
** ,1
** .1
0+2.2
** ,1
0+2??
DATA
0+2,2
494
RACK-1
IR2
=01000000
LOOP392,1
!R2.2
**.2
**.2
DATA
0
0+1
DATA
DATA+1
0
8,4
**,1
** .2
9.4
54
894
9.4
1.2
LOOP3
2
FIND THE RIGHT B INTERVAL
FIND C ELEMENTS
A(L)-A(L-1)
C(L9IR2)-C(L-1IR2)
((LetR2)
10 OR 2D
R(K)-A(K-1)
ANSWER
2
5s EXTRAPOLATION IS NOT POSSIBLE
777777777777
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FIGURE A2.5 LOGIC FLOWSHEET FOR MNDEG
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2. Weighting assuming a constant relative error (AC/C) in the con-
centration data.
3. Weighting assuming a constant absolute error (AC) in the con-
centration data.
4. Weighting assuming the average of 2 and 3.
In the paragraphs that follow a brief description of how to use the program
will be given; a sample input and sample output are given in Tables A2.24
and A2. 25, respectively, as an aid. Some familiarity with FORTRAN
input/output format is assumed; for details, see the IBM 709/7090 FOR-
TRAN reference manual (A2. 9).
The input is arranged as a series of tables, each headed by a card
upon which any desired information may be placed. All fixed point data
use 14 format and all floating point data E12.5 format. Alphanumeric data,
used to describe the sample numbers, use A6 format.
The first table supplies control information for the program. It must
contain the following information:
1. The number of powers, n, that will be used in the least squares
analysis.
2. Four weighting control constants controlling the four possible
weightings described above in the order
i) Equal weighting
ii) Weighting for constant relative error in C.
iii) Weighting for average of constant relative error and con-
stant absolute error in C
iv) Weighting for constant absolute error in C.
For each possibility if the control is <0, that weighting will
be used; if it is >0, that weighting will not be used.
In the example given in Table A2. 24, only possibilities (ii) and
(iv) are being considered.
3. The number of groups of samples to be analyzed.
4. A punch control. If the constant is <0, a punched record of the
output will be given along with the printed record. If it is >0,
only the printed record will be given.
5. A repeat control. After the computer has analyzed a certain
number of groups of data with one set of "constant" data, it may
be desired to change some of the "constants" before analyzing
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TABLE A2.24
SAMPLE INPUT TO MNDEG
CONTROL TABLE
2 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 10 2 37 2 0
CONVERSION FACTOO5 AND TBULK
1.65 610. 'T 4180. 1623. i- 60.5
16442.
2.
4.303
2.306
20145
2.086
?.056
POWERS TABLE
95 PER CENT CONFIDENCE LIMIT TABLE
6-12- 3
790.
602.
558.
478.
376.
329.
220.
938.
888.
754.
628.
461.
12?0.
610 rFG RUN
0.9632
0.993
0.8640'
0.874
3891.
11540.
3.182
2.262
2.131
2.080
2.052
M* VERSUS
18.
148.
220.
392.
816.
1174.
1623.
1793.
2860.
3075.
3621.
3887.
2.776
2.228
2.120
2.074
2.048
MWH TAFLE
776.
588.
508.
463.
361.
311.
1070.
922.
788.
719.
611.
444.
OFNSYTY TARLF
0.9899
0.999
0.8.590
0.874
4150.
2.57-1
2.201
2.110
2.069
2.045
FOR 610 DEG RUN
58.
172.
250.
400.
030.
1472.
1659.
2164.
2869.
3215.
3839.
3891.
5-26-63
0.9870
0.999
0.8944
0.883
4575.
1.0114
1.01
0.877
-0.001
6233.
THIS IS TOTAL TFQPHFNYL To 1ST DILUTION 2.15.63
0.8992
.0.8636
0.8615
0.7891
0.7285
0.7142
0.6681
0.6253
0.5987
1
55.8 N
-2566. N'
1.
12.706
2.365
2.160
2.093
2.060
1.95996
0.
95.
178.
316.
643.
1076.
1621.
1710.
2529.
2879.
3219.
3880.
2.447
2.179
2.101
2.064
2.042
616.
573.
493.
391.
345.
295.
998.
905.
771.
645.
536.
1544.
0.997
700.
0.868
1623.
7880.
1
3085.
400.
0.993
0.8231
0.868
1623.1
10730.
1L27
1L35
1L37
1L42
IL 50
1L51
1L52
1L59
1L62
250.
392.
400.
643.
930.
1076.
1174.
1472.
1621.
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TABLE A2.25
SAMPLE OUTPUT FROM MNDEG
MO= 4180. GRAMS BASED ON CALCULATIONS AT 1623. MWH
M* MWH WATT-HR/GM
790.0 0. 0.
776.0 18.0 0.188
616.0 58.0 0.606
602.0 95.0 1.006
588.0 148.0 1.582
573.0 172.0 1.843
558.0 178.0 1.909
508.0 220.0 2.370
493.0 250.0 2.703
478.0 316.0 3.439
463.0 392.0 4.291
391.0 400.0 4.381
376.0 643.0 7.166
361.0 816.0 9.164
345.0 930.0 10.489
329.0 1076.0 12.196
311.0 1174.0 13.350
295.0 1472.0 16.886
220.0 1621.0 18.668
1070.0 1623.0 0.
998.0 1659.0 0.366
938.0 1710.0 0.892
922.0 1793.0 1.759
905.0 2164.0 5.655
888.0 2529.0 9.517
788.0 2860.0 13.046
771.0 2869.0 13.144
754.0 2879.0 13.253
719.0 3075.0 15.406
645.0 3215.0 16.958
628.0 3219.0 17.003
611.0 3621.0 21.557
536.0 3839.0 24.044
461.0 3880.0 24.519
444.0 3887.0 24.602
1544.0 3891.0 0.
1229.0 3985.0 0.896
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TABLE A2.25 (CONTINUED)
THIS IS TOTAL TERPHENYL TO 1ST DILUTION 2.15.63
T BULK=610.0 DEG. F M ZERO=4180.0 GRAMS
SLOPE
-2.559 76E-02
POP. VAR.
2. 17707E-02
YUM 2W ,
9.710 OE-0 I
RUN'
1L27
1L35
1L37
1L42
1L50
1L51
1L52
1L59
1L62
RUN
1L27
1L35
1L37
1L42
1L50
1L51
1L52
1L59
1L62
SLOPE
-2.57511E-02
POP. VAR.
1.15174E-02
SUMY2W
4.40770E-01
THE TYP
S.D. I SLOPE y
7.3713OOE-04
SIG2Ee)
lo,43 5-8 4E-04
POWER OF C
1.00000E 00
WATT-HR/GM
2.70324E 00
4.29085E 00
4.38087E 00
7.16562E 00
1.04887E 01
1.21964E 01
1.33497E 01
1.68855E 01
1.86681E 01
G*
-2.98211E-01
-2.98211E-01
-2.98211E-01
-2.98211E-01
-2.98211E-01
-2.98211E-01
-2.98211E-01
-2.98211E-01
-2.98212E-01
E OF WEIGH
INTERCEPT'
-4.1217lE-02
SUN W
9.000 0E 00
C**1-N/1-N
-1.06250E-01
-1.46646E-01
-1.49080E-01
-2.36862E-01
-3.16768E-01
-3.36592E-01
-4.03317E-01
-4.69524E-01
-5.12995E-01
CON. LIM G*
2.03088E-02
2.03388E-02
2.03088E-02
2.03088E-02
2.03088E-02
2.03088E-02
2.03088E-02
2.03088E-02
2.03088E-02
THE TYPE OF WEIGHT
S.D.(SLOPE) INTERCEPT
7.25507E-04 -3.95807E-02
SIG2EC SUMW
7.27351E-05 5.15582E 00
POWER OF C
1.OOOOOE 00
TING USED IS REL.
S.D.(INTCP) CORR. COEFF
8.39292E-03 9.97110E-01
SUMXW SUMX2W
9.01289E 01 1.16685E 03
CONF. LIM Y
1*58640E-02
1.37398E-02
1*36263E-02
1.06721E-02
9.48245E-03
1.01834E-02
1.10923E-02
1.52548E-02
1*77991E-02
C CALC.---
8.95464E-01
8.59803E-01
8.57824E-01
7.98804E-01
7.33666E-01
7.02286E-01
6.81856E-01
6.22853E-01
5.95071E-01
G
-2.67038E-01
-2.56403E-01
-2.55813E-01
-2.38213E-01
-2.18788E-01
-2.09430E-01
-2.03337E-01
-1.85742E-01
-1.77457E-01
SAMPLE VA .
1 .43587E-04
SUMXYW
-3.35834E 01
CONF# LIM G
1.81858E-02
1.74615E-02
1.74213E-02
1.62227E-02
1.48999E-02
1.42626E-02
1.38477E-02
1.26494E-02
1.20852E-02
K
ING USED IS ABS.
S.D.fINTCP) CORR. COEFF
7.25845E-03 9.97246E-01
SUMXW SUMX2W
4.41391E 01 5.16062E 02
SAMPLE VAR.
7.24037E-05
SUMXYW
-1.50362E 01
WATT-HR/GM
2.70324E 00
4.29085E 00
4.38087E 00
7.16562E 00
1.04887E 01
1.21964E 01
1.33497E 01
1.68855E 01
1.86681E 01
G*
-3.OOOOOE-01
-3.00000E-O1
-3.OOOOOE-01
-3.000OOE-01
C**1-N/1-N
-1.06250E-01
-1.46646E-01
-1.49080E-01
-2.36862E-01
-3. 16768E-01
-3.36592E-01
-4.03317E-01
-4.69524E-01
-5.12995E-01
CON. LIM G*
1*99894E-02
1.99894E-02
1.99894E-02
1.99894E-02
CONF. LIM Y
1.34137E-02
1.15147E-02
1.14171E-02
9.19991E-03
9.47867E-03
1.08542E-02
1.21003E-02
1.68202E-02
1.94846E-02
C CALC.
8.96558E-01
8.60644E-01
8.58651E-01
7.99233E-01
G
-2.68967E-01
-2.58193E-01
-2.57595E-01
-2.39770E-01
-2.20105E-01
-2*10636E-01
-2.04472E-01
-1.86677E-01
-1.78302E-01
CONF* LIM G
1.79216E-02
1.72037E-02
1.71639E-02
1.59762E-02
1.46659E-02
1.40349E-02
1.36242E-02
1.24385E-02
1*18805E-02
RUN
1L27
1L35
L37
1L42
1L50
1L51
1L52
1L59
1L62
RUN
1L27
1L35
1L37
1L42
J
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TABLE A2.25 (CONTINUED)
-3.00000E-01
-3*OOOOOE-01
-3.00000E-01
-3.OOOOOE-01
-3-.00000E-01
1.99894E-02
1.99894E-02
1.99894E-02
1.99894E-02
1.99894E-02
7.33685E-01
7.02121E-01
6.81575E-01
6.22258E-01
5.94340E-01
SLOPE
-3.47283E-02
POP. VAR.
2.0.9514E-02
SUMY2W
9.OOOOE 00
RUN
1L27
1L35
1L37
1L42
1L50
1L51
1L52
1L59
1L62
RUN
1L27
1L35
1L37
1L42
1L50
IL51
1L52.
1L59
1 L62
SLOPE
-3.45091E-02
POP. VAR.
1.05688E-02
SUMY2W
5.15582E 00
THE TYPE OF WEIGHTING USED IS REL.
S.D.(SLOPE)
9.86531E-04
SIG2EC
1.34487E-04
POWER OF C
2.OOOOOE 00
WATT-HR/GM
2.70324E 00
4.29085E 00
4.38087E 00
7.16562E 00
1.04887E 01
1.21964E 01
1.33497E 01
1.68855E 01
1.86681E 01
G*
-3.66001E-01
-3.48614E-01
-3.47677E-01
-3.21000E-01
-2.94074E-01
-2.81921E-01
-2.74267E-01
-2.53191E-01
-2.43748E-01
THE
S.D.(SLOPE)
9.75637E-04
SIG2EC
6.71977E-05
POWER OF C
2.OOOOOE 00
INTERCEPT
-1.01154E 00
SUMW
5.15582E 00
C**1-N/1-N
-1.11210E 00
-1.15794E 00
-1.16077E 00
-1.26727E 00
-1.37268E 00
-1.40017E 00
-1.49678E 00
-1.59923E 00
-1.67029E 00
CON. LIM G*
2.45890E-02
2.34208E-02
2.33579E-02
2.15657E-02
1.97567E-02
1*89403E-02
1.84260E-02
1.70101E-02
1.63756E-02
S.D.(INTCP)
9.86990E-03
SUMXW
4.41391E 01
CONF. LIM Y
1.82397E-02
1.56575E-02
1.55247E-02
1.25099E-02
1.28889E-02
1.47593E-02
1.64537E-02
2.28718E-02
2.64948E-02
C CALC.
9.04634E-01
8.61657E-01
8.59342E-01
7.93405E-01
7.26853E-01
6.96816E-01
6.77896E-01
6.25803E-01
6.02463E-01
TYPE OF WEIGHTING USED IS
INTERCEPT S.D.(INTCP)
-1.01309E 00 8.47114E-03
SUMW SUMXW
3.17099E 00 2.31126E 01
CORR. COEFF
9.97153E-01
SUMX2W
5.16062E 02
G
-3.31097E-01
-3.00385E-01
-2.98774E-01
-2.54683E-01
-2.13748E-01
-1.96447E-01
-1.85924E-01
-1.58448E-01
-1.46849E-01
ABS.
CORR. COEFF
9.97156E-01
SUMX2W
2.39058E 02
SAMPLE VAR.
1.36133E-04
SUMXYW
-6.25705E 01
CONF. LIM G
2.22440E-02
2.01807E-02
2.00724E-02
1.71103E-02
1.43602E-02
1.31979E-02
1.24909E-02
1.06450E-02
9.86573E-03
SAMPLE VAR.
6.85943E-05
SUMXYW
-3.16649E 01
WATT-HR/GM
2.70324E 00
4.29085E 00
4.38087E 00
7.16562E 00
1.04887E 01
1.21964E 01
1.33497E 01
1.68855E 01
1.86681E 01
C**1-N/1-N
-1.11210E 00
-1.15794E 00
-1.16077E 00
-1.26727E 00
-1.37268E 00
-1.40017E 00
-1.49678E 00
-1.59923E 00
-1.67029E 00
CONF. LIM Y
1.51814E-02
1.28987E-02
1.27885E-02
1.08968E-02
1.31546E-02
1.57084E-02
1*77230E-02
2.46750E-02
2.84241E-02
G
-3.28436E-01
-2.98174E-01
-2.96585E-01
-2.53082E-01
-2.12629E-01
-1.95512E-01
-1.85095E-01
-1.57872E-01
-1.463-69E-01
CONF. LIM G
2.19602E-02
1.99368E-02
1.98306E-02
1.69218E-02
1.42171E-02
1.30725E-02
1.23760E-02
1.05558E-02
9.78671E-03
1L50
1L51
1L52
1L59
1L62
RUN
1L27
1L35
1L37
1 L42
1L50
1L51
1L52
1L59
1L62
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TABLE A2.25 (CONCLUDED)
G*.
-3.63375E-01
-3.46230E-01
-3.45306E-01
-3.18977E-01
-2.92376E-01
-2.80360E-01
-2.72789E-01
-2.51931E-01
-2.4258OE-01
CON. LIM G*
2.42964E-02
2.31500E-02
2.30882E-02
2.13278E-02
1.95491E-02
1.87457E-02
1.82395E-02
1.68449E-02
1.62196E-02
C CALC.
9.03849E-01
8.61203E-01
8.58905E-01
7.93416E-01
7.27248E-01
6.97360E-01
6.78528E-01
6.26646E-01
6.03387E-01
RUN
1L27
1L35
1L37
1L42
1L50
1LS1
1L52
1L59
1L62
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more groups of data. This control provides the possibility. If
it is <0, the computer, when it is finished analyzing the number
of groups of data specified, will return to the very beginning of
the program and start over. If it is >0, the computer will halt
after completion of the analyses of the number of groups speci-
fied.
6. If density data are to be given to compute the specific dose from
the reactor MWH, two constants must be given to specify the
number of density data points to be given, since p = p(MWH, T).
The first gives the number of MWH elements to be supplied and
the second the number of temperature elements to be supplied
(see below for the description of the density input). If density
data are not to be given, two zeros must be typed.
7. If the specific dose is to be computed, the number of elements
in the M -MWH table to be supplied. If the specific dose is given
as input a zero must be typed.
8. The number of elements in the F-MWH table to be supplied.
9. A control constant telling the computer whether to set the spec-
ific dose back to zero after a dilution with fresh coolant or not.
If the constant is <0, the specific dose will be set back to zero;
if it is >0, the specific dose will accumulate.
The second table supplies the following information:
1. The conversion factor between k. [C. ]n and G(-i) (11.65 in
this work.
2. The bulk temperature at which the irradiation took place.
3. The circulating mass constant, M in Eq. (A2. 41).
4. The reactor MWH at which the calculation of M was made.
5. The F-MWH table. The average dose rate factor for the in-pile
section is considered as a function of the period of reactor oper-
ation in MWH and the table supplies this relationship in the form
F1 MWH1, F 2 , MWH 2
The third table lists the powers, n, to be used in the least squares
study of the concentration-specific dose data. In the example in Table A2.24
n = 1.0 and 2.0 were used.
The fourth table supplies Student's t data for use in the calculation
of confidence limits. The data are to be supplied in the form ti, t 2 ' '''
t 3 0 , t 3 1 where the subscript refers to the number of degrees 
of freedom
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st
up to 30 and the 31 entry is for t . The Student's t values for 95%
oo
confidence limits are given in Table A2. 24.
The next two tables are to be given only if the specific dose is to
be calculated from the reactor MWH. The first of these tables is the
M -MWH table giving information in the order MWHi, Mi, MWH 2 , M2
Figure A2. 6 shows how the entries are to be picked for the table.
The M values are to be given after the step change, corresponding to
1,-M*, MWH1)
(M , MWH 2(M ,MWH.2' H.2) j+±1j i+
*
M
(M ,MWH.)---"
MWH
Figure A2.6 Schematic of M as a Function of Reactor MWH
after the sample has been taken (or other loss of material has occurred)
or after a dilution with fresh material has been made. The second table
gives the coolant density as a function of reactor MWH and temperature
in the order T, p, p '' , NR1, T 2 ' 21 ' 2 . . T1 l 11 12' P!.NlT2l2 ~2.,NR 1 .. TNR2'
PNR2, 1 ' NR2,NR1' MWHj, MWH 2 ... MWHNR1; Pi is the value of
p at Tg MWHI , NR1 is the number of MWH entries and NR2 the number
of temperature entries. The computer will linearly interpolate in both
dimensions to calculate the density at a given temperature and MWH. The
interpolation routine will not extrapolate and interpolates only on an open
interval, so that the span of the table must be large enough to include all
possible data. For instance, Table A2. 24 lists -0.001 MWH as the first
MWH entry to ensure that 0 MWH is inside the table.
Next, the groups of data are given the computer. Each group is
headed by a "free" card upon which any desired information may be
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punched, and the computer will re-print the information as a heading for
the output. The second card contains the number of samples in the group
to be analyzed. For each sample the following information must be given:
1. The sample number (A6 format).
2. The reactor MWH at which the sample was taken. This quantity
must exactly correspond to one of the MWH entries in the M -
MWH table. As stated above, if desired, the specific dose may
be given here instead of the reactor MWH.
3. The concentration of the desired component in the sample, c .
For each group of data the format must be as described.
If it is desired to change some of the "constants" in the input after a
certain number of groups of data have been analyzed (the repeat control
being selected above), the computer will return to the beginning again, and
the format used must be as described above.
The output needs little explanation. First, if the conversion from
MWH to watt-hr/gm was performed by the computer, a listing of the watt-hr/
gm will be given each time there is a change in the value of M
Following that tabulation, the results will be given for each weighting,
W, for each power, n, for each set of samples to be analyzed. The type of
weighting used is listed above each set of output, followed by the least
squared slope and intercept, their standard deviations and various least
squares sums. The power used is listed also for reference. The rest of
the output is straightforward.
The loading time for MNDEG in an IBM type 7090 computer is 0.19 min
and the running time is about 0. 01 min per weighting per power per set of
data to be analyzed (a set of data normally includes about ten data points).
A2. 9 Corrections for Out-of-Pile Pyrolysis
There appears to be a general agreement at the various laboratories
performing pyrolysis analyses that the terphenyl isomers pyrolyze according
to a first order rate law (A2. 10, A2. 11, A2. 12, A2. 13):
dC.
- - =k C. (A2. 42)dt p,z z
where
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t is the physical time elapsed at the pyrolysis temperature
kp is the reaction constant.
Available data on first order rate constants are shown in Fig. A2. 7.
The data are assumed to obey the Arrhenius relation:
k . =k eAE/RT (A2. 43)
pz pa
A summary of the data used for this report is given in Table A2. 26, and
it may be seen that the isomer stability is para > meta > ortho.
TABLE A2. 26
Pyrolysis Data for Terphenyls
Component AE, kcal/mole kp at 610*F, hr kp at 750*F, hr~l
0-$3 73 1. 2 X 10 7  1. 6 X 10~4
m-$3 74 4. 8 X 10-8 6. 8 X 10-5
p-$3 74 2. 5 X 10-8 3. 5 X 10-5
For ortho-terphenyl the data obtained at Atomics International
(A2. 11, A2. 14) were used. Kuper (A2.13) also reports pyrolysis data
for ortho-terphenyl which generally agree with those obtained at AI,
but seem to have a larger activation energy. The differences between
the two results are perhaps indicative of the precision to which the
pyrolysis measurements were made. For para-terphenyl the data of
Houllier and Puig (A2. 12) were used. For comparison the data of
Wilkinson and Bates (A2. 10) are shown, and again the precision of
the results may be inferred from the differences in the data reported.
Houllier and Puig also report preliminary results of measurements
on meta-terphenyl which would indicate a much lower activation energy
than those for para- and meta-terphenyl (A2. 12). In another prelim-
inary report (A2. 15) their smoothed data for meta-terphenyl showed
about the same activation energy as their measurements on para-
terphenyl. Kuper (A2. 13) also reports kp data on meta-terphenyl
E0
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which are somewhat lower than those obtained by Houllier and Puig, but
show about the same activation energy as his own measurements on ortho-
terphenyl. At any rate, it is certainly reasonable to expect an activation
energy for meta-terphenyl about the same as for para- and ortho-terphenyl,
so the best line having an activation energy equal to that of para-terphenyl
was drawn through the data of Houllier and Puig, and this smoothed curve
was used in the analysis of data in this report.
Preliminary calculations based on the data of Table A2. 26 showed
that out-of-pile pyrolysis for the 610*F irradiation contributed a negli-
gible amount to the terphenyl degradation. For the 750*F irradiation
out-of-pile pyrolysis contributed a small, but not negligible amount (~10o%)
to the terphenyl degradation, and so a method was developed for calcu-
lating its contribution.
During the transient periods of operation the time in hours at 750*F
to which an irradiated sample was exposed was recorded. Using the first
order law (Eq. (A2. 42)), the number of grams of component i pyrolyzed
in the out-of-pile section to the time of removal of the irradiated sample
was written as
F -k .t~
6 . = M C0 1- e kpI = M C'(1-x) (A2. 44)p, z out j out z
where
Mout is the average circulating mass in the out-of-pile section
during the period t = o to t = t
C? is the initial concentration of component i
Thus, if there were no out-of-pile pyrolysis, the concentration of compo-
nent i in the irradiated sample would have been
M
Ccorr = Cmeasured + out C0 (1 -x) (A2. 45)
where
Mloop is the average total circulating coolant mass in the loop
during the period t = o to t = t.
Based on the dimensions of the in-pile capsule given by Morgan and Mason
(A2. 1) and the circulating coolant mass given in Section A2. 5 the ratio
Mout /Mloop was found to be fairly independent of the DP concentration in the
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circulating coolant and equal to about 0. 93 for the transient periods of the
750*F irradiation.
The simple relation derived above applies as long as there is no dilu-
tion with unirradiated material. The simplest way to handle the dilution
problem was to set the time equal to zero after each dilution and start with
a new value of C? based on a mass balance at the dilution. Thus, after the
first dilution
(Co new
The total
was thus
-k . t
yCgDe P) 0 .(Ciob az
M b + M CMb + a
(A2.)46)
t is the time elapsed (at 750*F) until the first dilution
is the initial concentration of component i in the coolant
Mb is the circulating coolant mass before dilution
Ma is the number of grams of fresh material added.
correction to be added to a sample taken after the first dilution
(ACg )pyrolysis M out Cg e -k P' - AC dilutionM oo
+ Co new e-ek Pit2]
t is the time elapsed to the first dilution
t2 is the time elapsed since the first dilution
' zilution = Cz new -C9 e P t
Applying these relations to the data of the transient periods of the 750*F
irradiation and using the tabulated values of the measured sample analyses
given in Section A2. 3, the pyrolysis corrected data are given in Table A2.27.
During the steady-state-HB period of the 750*F irradiation, the cor-
rection for out-of-pile pyrolysis was much simpler. Since the out-of-pile
circulating mass was approximately constant for the steady-state-HB period,
where
where
and
(A2.47)
(A2.48)
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TABLE A2.27
Out-of-Pile Pyrolysis Corrected Concentration Data for Samples
from the 750*F Irradiation of Santowax OMP
Measured Analyses Corrected Analyses
Sample Total Total
Number 0-l 3  m-l 3  p-l 3  omp 0- 3  m- 3  P- 3  omp
2L5 10.4 53.0 27.0 90.4 10.6 53.4 27.1 91.1
2L6 9.9 51.0 26.4 87.3 10.1 51.6 26.6 88.3
2L7 8.8 48.2 25.9 82.9 9.1 49.1 26.1 84.3
2L9 7.3 45.7 24.2 77.2 7.8 46.8 24.4 79.0
2L10 7.5 42.0 22.1 71.6 8.1 43.4 22.5 74.0
2L11 6.3 37.0 19.7 63.0 7.1 38.9 20.2 66.2
2L12 6.9 38.4 20.6 65.9 7.6 40.1 21.0 68.7
2L13 6.0 34.5 19,2 59.7 7.0 36.7 19.8 63.5
2L14 4.6 29.8 15.3 49.7 5.8 32.4 16.0 54.2
2L16 3.5 25.7 14.0 43.2 5.0 28.9 14.9 48.8
2L17 3.1 24.2 13.8 41.1 4.6 27.6 14.8 47.0
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Eq. (A2. 42) was written as
M out
-d(M C) k . j) M C.- dt (A2. 49)
out i p,zi Moop loop z
The differential term d(Mout Ci) may be related to a fictitious makeup rate
necessary to keep the observed concentration C constant. Thus, upon
integration, there resulted
6 .k out M C. At (A2. 50)
p, z p, z L) loopz
where
6 .is the makeup needed if there were out-of-pile pyrolysis
p,z
alone acting on the coolant
At is the duration of the steady-state-HB period.
This makeup was subtracted from the actual makeup to obtain the pyrolysis
corrected makeup. The results of corrections using Eq. (A2. 50) are de-
scribed in the next section.
A2. 10 Calculations of G Values for Steady-State-HB Periods
This section presents details of the calculations of G values for
the steady-state-HB periods. Attention is focused on the steady-state-
HB period of the 610*F irradiation, and summaries of the calculations
for all steady-state-HB periods are given.
A schematic flow chart of the makeup procedures used at the loop
is given in Fig. A2. 8. In part A of the figure the operations performed
on a given loop sample are indicated. Before the ~300 gm sample was
charged to the distillation column about 10 gm was set aside for various
chemical and physical analyses. Products of the distillation procedure
included the bottoms (~100 gm), cold trap (1-2 gm) and distillate (-200 gm).
A sample of the distillate was set aside for various chemical and phys-
ical measurements before makeup of unirradiated Santowax OMP was
added. Normally, more makeup than necessary (~250 gm) was added
to insure filling of the dilution return capsule and about 300 gm were
returned to the loop. Part B of the figure indicates schematically how
the sampling and dilution procedures were performed at the loop. The
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period of time, normally measured in terms of reactor MWH, between the
taking of samples was maintained approximately constant. Following loop
sample i, the sample was taken at the loop, distilled, and makeup was
added to the distillate. Sample i + 1 was taken at the requisite time later,
and, as soon as possible after that, the dilution return of sample i was fed
back into the loop.
For the steady-state-HB period of the 610*F irradiation, a mass bal-
ance around the loop was begun just after sample 1L251 and terminated just
after sample 1L268. In Section A2. 3 the masses of each stream in part A
of Fig. A2. 8 are tabulated for each sample taken during the steady-state-
HB period. The concentrations of the terphenyl isomers and of HB in each
sample are also listed in Section A2. 3. The amount of mass of each com-
ponent removed from the loop during the period is given by
S7 S
mass of i out = M. C.
jj
(A2. 51)
where
S th
Mj is the weight of the j loop sample
S thC. is the concentration of component i in the j loop sample.
However, as pointed out in Section 4. 4. 2, the concentration of each of the
terphenyl isomers and of HB remained statistically constant during the
steady-state-HB period, so that a simpler version of Eq. (A2. 51) was used:
mass of i out = CJM. (A2. 52)
where
C is the average concentration of component i in loop samples
from the steady-state-HB period.
Calculations using both methods differed negligibly.
The distillate analyses showed statistically constant concentrations of
the terphenyls, and the same makeup was used throughout the steady-state-
HB period, so that the amount of component i returned to the loop was cal-
culated as
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r
SM.
mass of i in= Cid M. + C7, z MM (A2. 53)
where
d refers to distillate
m refers to makeup
r refers to dilution return.
The difference of Eqs. (A2. 52) and (A2. 53) provided the net num-
ber of grams of makeup or removal of component i during the steady-
state-HB period.
The G (-i) values for the terphenyl isomers were calculated from
(see Section 4. 2):
11. 6 5 [net grams of i makeup + (]
G(-i) = (A2. 54)
F p [MWH 2 - MWH ]
A M 1 C - M2 C 2 (A2. 55)loop loop
G(-i)
G () = (A2. 56)
L
Cg
where
1 refers to the start of the steady-state-HB period
___ 2 refers to the end of the steady-state-HB period.
LC. is the loop average concentration of component i and may be calcu-
lated from the definition of G(-i) (using the value calculated from
Eq. (A2. 54)) as
L - F AMWH 1C 2 = G(- ) - AMWHSD (A2. 57)
i z M ~loop2 f
where
AMWH5 is the average period, in MWH, between the taking of
samples during the steady-state-HB period
AMWHSD is the average difference, in MWH, between the
taking of samples and diluting with the dilution returns.
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L SC. was not equal to C. during the steady-state-HB periods, as A MWHSD was
kept as close to zero as possible.
Because of the knowledge of the HB concentration during the steady-
state-HB period it was also possible to calculate the production rates of
HB and LIB. As explained in Section 4. 4. 2 these production rates were
converted to an equivalent amount of terphenyl degradation. Equation (A2.54)
still applies for the production rates of HB and LIB with "makeup" being
replaced with "removal," and the signs in Eq. (A2. 55) must be reversed.
The concentration used in Eq. (A2. 56) for these production rates was the
loop average total omp concentration. The notation for these production
rates is G(-.HB), G(-LIB), G (-HB) and G (-LIB).
Using Eqs. (A2. 52) to (A2. 57) with the data for the 610*F irradiation
steady-state-HB period tabulated in Section A2. 3, an average in-pile dose
rate factor, F, of 57.6 (see Section 3. 4) an average density at 610*F, p,
of 0. 912 (see Section 5. 2), the results are summarized in Table A2. 28.
1 2M l was not needed for these calculations since C equalled C for all
components studied.
An error analysis was performed on the G calculations listed in
Table A2. 28. For this analysis a standard deviation of ±2% was assigned
to the average in-pile dose rate factor, F (see Section 3. 4). The errors
in loop average concentrations of the terphenyls were determined from the
standard deviations of the mean values of the sample analyses and the pos-
sible consistent errors in analysis (see Section A2. 1 for "f" factor error).
The standard deviation in the grams of makeup (or grams removed) were
determined from the standard deviations in the sample average concentra-
tions and the standard deviation in the makeup analysis. For this latter
analysis the deviations tabulated in Section A2. 1 for individual sample anal-
ysis error were used. The errors in the average density and the sample
weights were much smaller than the other errors considered and were
neglected. Ninety-five percent confidence limits were assigned to the G
values by multiplying the resulting total standard deviations by a factor of
two.
G' calculations for the quasi-steady-state-HB period of the 610*F
irradiation were performed in a similar manner to those outlined above
and the results are summarized in Table A2. 29. No makeup analysis was
available for this period, so the composition was assumed 95 w/o omp,
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TABLE A2.28
Summary of G * Calculations for the Steady-State-HB Period
of the 610*F Irradiation
Component
Total Total H I
Coolant ~( 3 m-* 3  P4 3  omp HB LIB
1. Sample avg.
concentration 100.0 5.9 37.0 18.1 61.0 33. 2 5. 8
(w/o)
2. Grams removed
(5361 X C. ) 5361 318 1983 968 3269 1778 314
3. Distillate avg.
concentration 100.0 9.2 56.2 25.7 91.1 0.0 8.9
(w/o)
4. Distillate grams 3222 295 1812 828 2935 0 287
to return
5. Makeup concen-
tration (w/o) 100.0 9.4 58.7 31.9 100.0 0.0 0.0
6. Makeup grams 3717 349 2184 1184 3717 0 0to return
7. Actual grams
([4.+6][(3717+ 5366 498 3090 1556 5144 0 222
3222)/5366])
8. Net makeup 5 180 1107 588 1875 -1778 -92(7. -2.)
9. A Correction -5 -0.3 -1.9 -0.9 -3.1 -1.7 -0.2
10. G(- j), G(-HB),
(1165[F15AMWH]= - 0.0157 0.0963 0.0511 0.163 0.155 0.008
8.71 X 10-5
11. Loop avg. concen- 100.0 6.0 37.6 18. 3 61.9 32. 3 5.8tration (w/o)
12. G G (-H),- 0. 26 0. 26 0.28 0. 26 0. 25 0.01
G (-LIB)
13. Percent error 
- ±2 ±2 ±2 ±2 ±2 ±2
in T
14. Percent error
- il ±0. 4 il ±0. 7 - -
in Cg
15. Percent error 
- ±3 ±1. 5 ±4 ±2 ±0. 1 ±63in makeup
16. Total percent 
- ±4 ±3 ±5 ±3 ±2 ±63
error
17. 956 confidence 
- ±0.02 ±0.02 ±0.03 ±0.02 ±0.01 ±0.01limits
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TABLE A2. 29
Summary of G Calculations for the Quasi-Steady-State-HB Period
of the 610*F Irradiation
I_ Component
1. Sample avg.
concentration
(w/o)
2. Grams removed
(4189 X C.)
t
3. Distillate avg.
concentration
(w/ o)
4. Distillate grams
to return
5. Makeup concen-
tration (w/o)
6. Makeup grams
to return
7. Actual grams
returned
([4.+6.] [(2071+
3029)/4121])
8. Net Makeup
(7. -2.)
9. A Correctionb
10. G(-omp), G(-.HB),
G(-LIB)
(11. 6 5/ [F iP AMWH]=
1.4 X 10~4
11. Loop avg. concen-
tration (w/o)
12. G (-omp),G (-LIB),
G (-LIB)
13. 95% confidence
limits
Total
Coolant
100. 0
4189
100. 0
2071
3029
4121
-68
68
100. 0
Total
omp
61. 5
2575
90. 9
1882
95.0 a
2874
3844
1269
-50. 3
0. 171
61. 5
0. 28
±0. 05
HB
32..5
1360
0.0
0
0.0
0
0
-1360
+204.0
0. 162
32. 5
0. 26
±0. 03
LIB
6.0
254
9. 1
189
5.0
155
277
+23
-85. 7
0.009
6.0
0.02
±0.03
a. No makeup analysis available; assumed 95 w/o omp, 5 w/o LIB.
b. M 1  = 5000 gm, M2 = 4932 gm (see Section A2. 5).loop lo
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TABLE A2.30
Summary of G Calculations for the Steady-State-HB Period
of the 750*F Irradiation
Component
Total Total
Coolant o -$ 3 m-4 3  P-4 3  omp HB LIB
1. Sample avg.
concentration 100.0 5.9 34.9 18.4 59. 2 33. 3 7. 5
(w/o)
2. Grams removed 5077 302 1771 932 3005 1695 377(5077 X Ci
3. Distillate avg.
concentration 100.0 9. 7 54. 3 28.0 92.0 0.0 8.0
(w/o)
4. Distillate grams 2596 252 1410 726 2388 0 208to return
5. Makeup concen- 100.0 12. 7 58. 3 29. 4 100. 4 0.0 -0.4a
6. Makeup grams 2925 372 1705 860 2937 0 -12to return
7. Actual grams
([4.+6 ][(2925+ 4973 561 2806 1429 4796 0 177
2596)/49731)
8. Net Makeup 
-104 259 1035 497 1791 -1695 
-200(7. -2.)
9. A Correction b 104 24.2 56.3 1.6 82.1 34.8 -12.9
10. G(-i ), G(-HB),
(1L5/[F pAMWH]= - 0.0482 0. 186 0.0848 0. 319 0. 282 0.037
1.7 X 10~4
11. Loop avg. concen- - 6.1 35.3 18.6 60. 5 32.4 7.1tration (w/o)
12. Total G (-i),
G(-HB),G(-LIB) 0.79 0.52 0.45 0.53 0.47 0.06
13. 951 confidence 
- ±0.07 ±0.03 ±0.03 ±0.04 ±0.02 ±0.05limits on 12.
14. Out-of-pile pyrol-
ysis, grams (see - 31.8 80.6 22.5 134.9 - -
Eq. (A2. 50))
15. Pyrolysis cor-
- 0.70 0.48 0.43 0.49 - -
rected G (-i )
16. 95% confidence
liis n 1 c - ±0.07 ±0.03 ±0.03 ±0.04 - -limits o  5.
a. Required to satisfy mass balance.
b. M1  = 4820 gm, M2 00 = 4716 gm (see Section A2. 5).
c. Assumed same as for 13. since error in pyrolysis data unknown.
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5 w/o LIB. Good control was not maintained on the HB concentration in the
loop (see Section 4. 4. 2), and so corrections for changes in concentration
during the period were not negligible (15% for HB). G calculations for the
individual terphenyl isomers did not yield meaningful results; and in view
of the large corrections needed for changes in concentrations during the
period, only the calculations for total omp and HB are presented in this
work.
For the steady-state-HB period of the 750 *F irradiation, the same
methods employed for the G calculations for the 610 *F steady-state-HB
period were used. The results are summarized in Table A2. 30. One extra
correction was applied to the 750 *F irradiation data - for out-of-pile pyrol-
ysis (see Section A2. 9). The pyrolysis corrected G*(-i) values were cal-
culated by subtracting the number of grams pyrolyzed in the out-of-pile
section during the steady-state-HB period according to Eq. (A2. 50) from
the net makeup. The error limits assigned to the pyrolysis corrected
G (-i) values were the same as those assigned to the total G (-i) values
since the possible errors in the terphenyl pyrolysis data were unknown.
A3.1
APPENDIX A3
PHYSICAL PROPERTY MEASUREMENTS
A3.1 Density Measurements - Theory
The densities of irradiated Santowax OMP samples were measured
over the range 400-800*F by means of calibrated pycnometers. The
details of the calibrations are given by Morgan and Mason(A3.1); only a
recapitulation of their analysis will be given here.
During a measurement, the pycnometer containing a known weight
of a sample is suspended in a constant temperature fused salt bath and
pressurized with nitrogen to prevent boiling. The height in the capillary
tube at any temperature is measured using a cathetometer. Each pyc-
nometer has a height-to-volume calibration determined by the use of
mercury in a 25*C water bath. From the known weight of a sample and
the calculated volume, the sample density at any temperature may be
determined. The calibration curves for the pycnometers used for the
experiment are shown in Figure A3.1. The observed straight line
relation between capillary height and pycnometer volume indicates a
constant capillary thickness, so the calibration data were fit by least
square straight lines. Table A3.1 gives the derived analytic relations
for the pycnometer calibrations in the form
V = a + bH (A3.1)
where
V is the pycnometer volume, cc
H is the measured height in the pycnometer capillary tube, cm
a,b are constants.
An error analysis was performed on the calibration curve for pyc-
nometer no. 7, which has the fewest data points to support it and thus
should have the largest error. Using the relations derived in Section
A2.6 for the statistics of a least squares analysis and assuming a
measured height of 10 cm (most data fall between H= 5 and H= 10 cm),
a standard deviation in the calculated value of V for pycnometer no. 7
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TABLE A3.1
Pycnometer Calibration Curves
Pycnometer Number
1
2
5
6
7
9
V = volume, cc
H = height, cm
Calibration
V = 1.084 + 0.02525H
V = 1.002 + 0.02667H
V = 1.087 + 0.02642H
V = 1.106 + 0.02488H
V = 1.034 + 0.02724H
V = 1.055 + 0.02514H
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due to the error in the least squares fit was calculated to be 0.01 cc.
Morgan and Mason (A3.1) report that the cathetometer can only be read
to 0.005 cm. Assuming a maximum error of 0.01 cm at a height of
10 cm, the error in the calculated volume would be 0.0003 cc. The
final error considered is the error in the temperature of the water bath.
At 25*C mercury has a volume change per gram per degree of 1.34 X
10-6 cc/(g)(*C) (A3.2). A height of 10 cm usually requires about 18 g of
mercury, so that even if as large an error as 1*C occurred in the bath,
the error from this source would be considered to be negligible.
Thus, the error in the least squares fit to Eq. (A3.1) can be seen
to be a reasonable approximation to the calibration error estimated
above. Pycnometer no. 7 has a possible calibration error of about
0.001 cc or about 0.1% since the pycnometer volume is close to 1 cc.
This error is considered a conservative error estimate for all pyc-
nometer calibration curves.
In order to calculate the sample density at a given temperature,
the following relation is used:
p(T) = (A3.2)
[a+bH(T)]
where
p(T) is the calculated density at the measured temperature,
gm/cc
W is the sample weight, gm
a,b are the pycnometer calibration constants (Table A3.1)
H(T) is the measured height at the measured temperature, cm.
In addition to the calibration error, the error in the salt bath
temperature becomes important for Santowax samples. From Section 5.2
it can be seen that a typical rate of change of density with temperature is
4 X 10-4 gm/(cc)(*F). Using an estimate of the salt bath temperature
error of 2-3*F, the error in the measured density due to this source is
0.001 gm/cc. Also for Santowax, since the density is close to unity, the
error in the measured sample weight is not insignificant in the calcu-
lation of the density, but contributes as much as a 0.0005 gm/cc error.
Using the propagation of variances rule on Eq. (A3.2), a standard deviation
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of ±0.002 gm/cc was calculated for a sample density at a given tempera-
ture.
Once a density-temperature plot has been prepared for a sample,
the sample density as a function of temperature may be determined by
fitting the data to the relation
p = A + BT (A3.3)
This functional relation has been initially demonstrated as valid
by Morgan and Mason (A3.1) and has since been found to be valid for all
samples of both the 610*F and 750*F irradiations.
The conversion of sample height-temperature data to a smoothed
curve of the form of Eq. (A3.3) is performed with the aid of the computer
program VISDEN, which will be described in Section A3.3. An error
analysis is performed by the computer solely on the least squares fit to
Eq. (A3.3), and the error estimates given come fairly close to the error
quoted above for a given density at a given temperature, the values
ranging from almost zero to ±0.003 with most standard deviations around
±0.002 gm/cc.
In conclusion, the pycnometers are capable of measuring the
densities of irradiated Santowax OMP samples to better than 0.5%
A3.2 Viscosity Measurements - Theory
Viscosities of irradiated Santowax OMP samples were determined
by measuring efflux times in semi-micro capillary viscometers of the
Ostwald type over the range 400-800*F. The theoretical details are
described by Morgan and Mason (A3.1).
The measurement consists of placing a viscometer containing a
known sample weight in the fused salt bath and pressurizing it with
nitrogen to prevent boiling. At each temperature, the time for the liquid
level to fall a measured distance is recorded. Because the weight of
sample and the temperature are known, the total volume of sample in
the viscometer may be calculated. Each viscometer has been calibrated
using water in a 25'C water bath to obtain the constant, Cv, in the known
relation for the viscometer
E = C t (A3.4)
p v
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where
is the sample viscosity, centipoises
t is the efflux time, sec
CV is the constant, (cp)(cc)/(gm)(sec).
C is linearly related to the sample volume, and by knowing the sample
volume and density at a given temperature and measuring the efflux
time, the viscosity may be determined from Eq. (A3.4). Figure A3.2
shows the calibration curves for the viscometers used in this experi-
ment. The data have been fit to the relation
C =c+ dV (A3.5)
where
c,d are constants
and
V is the sample volume, cc
by the method of least squares, and Table A3.2 lists the analytic form of
the calibration curves. The error-of-fit to the most often used viscome-
ters, N302 and N306, determined by the relations developed in Section A2.6,
amounts to about 1.5% and may be considered to include all errors of the
calibration experiments, as in the case of the pycnometer calibration.
In order to calculate the sample viscosity at a given temperature,
the following relation is used
(T)= p(T) t(T) (A3.6)
c + d T
where
[i(T) is the calculated sample viscosity at the measured
temperature, centipoises
W is the sample weight, gm
c,d are the viscometer calibration constants (Table A3.2)
t(T) is the measured efflux time at the measured
temperature, sec
p(T) is the calculated sample density at the measured
temperature, gm/cc.
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TABLE A3.2
Viscometer Calibration Curves
Viscometer Number Calibration (C vX 103
135 C = 1.95 - 0.289V
v .
137 Cv = 2.25 - 0.309V
139 C = 2.18 - 0.319V
140 C = 1.98 - 0.277V
v
N302 C = 3.48 - 0.378V
V
N303 C = 3.82 - 0.375V
V
N304 C = 4.39 - 0.433V
V
N305 C = 3.30 - 0.323V
N306 C = 3.67 - 0.506VV
See Eq. (A3.5).
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The sample density is obtained from a sample density measurement
using the smoothed relation, Eq. (A3.3). A salt bath temperature error
is much more important for the viscosity than the density. Based on
the data presented in Section 5.3, this error amounts to about 1.5% for
an error of 3*F. Considering this error and an error of 0.2% in the
density, an error of 0.5% in the measured efflux time and an error of
1.5% in the calibration constants, the propagation of variances rule
yields about ±2.5% as a total error in the calculated sample viscosity
at a given temperature.
Another source of consistent error, which is difficult to evaluate,
is the possibility of minute particles becoming trapped in the capillary
part of a viscometer before filling with a sample. Usually, this results
in giving the viscosity data an erroneous temperature slope. The best
technique to eliminate this source of error is to measure all sample
viscosities twice to check for reproducibility. In most cases, this was
done.
Once a table of sample viscosities at various temperatures has
been prepared, the data may be fit to the relation
= [0eAE/RT (A3.7)
where
is a constant, cp
R is the gas constant, kcal/(mole)(R)
AE is an "activation energy" for the viscous fluid, kcal/mole
T is the absolute temperature, *R.
Morgan and Mason (A3. 1) have shown this functional relation to be valid
for initial irradiated samples, and it has since been found valid for all
samples of the 610*F and 750*F irradiations. The best fit is determined
by the method of least squares applied to the logarithm of Eq. (A3.7),
because ln is a linear function of 1/T.
The computer program VISDEN performs the complete data
reduction from sample temperatures and efflux times using the equations
and calibrations described above. The errors-of-fit determined by the
computer agree quite well with the errors of the individual viscosity
measurements calculated above, the values ranging from about ±1% to
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±6% with most values near ±3%. Thus, the reported viscosity data are
expected to be accurate to about ±3%.
A3.3 Density and Viscosity Computer Program, VISDEN
VISDEN is an IBM 709/7090 FORTRAN program (for use with a
32K storage) which reduces the density and viscosity data (taken at the
fused salt bath) by means of the theory described in Sections A3.1 and
A3.2 and produces as output the constants in the smoothed relations
p = A + BT (A3.3)
ln = C + RT (A3.8)R T
where C is equal to ln o in Eq. (A3.7) for each sample. It also has the
facility of least squaring the data for a group of samples at a given
temperature versus an independent variable, which could be reactor
MWH, specific dose in (watt)(hr)/gm or some other desired variable.
The purpose of this section is to briefly describe the program and how
to utilize it via an example.
Table A3.3 gives the FORTRAN listing of VISDEN and a logic
flowsheet of the program is presented in Fig. A3.3. An understanding of
the use of the program is best given with the aid of an example, so Table
A3.4 contains a sample input and Table A3.5 a sample output. Some
knowledge of FORTRAN input/output format is presumed; for a detailed
description, see reference (A3.3).
All fixed-point data are read in by 14 format, and all floating-point
data in by E12.5 format. In addition, some alphanumeric data are used to
label the sample numbers and the field description of these data is A6.
The input is arranged as a series of tables, each headed by a card on
which any desired information may be written, in order to help define
the data.
The first table in the program provides the fixed-point control data
for the program, and contains the following information:
1. A punch control. If the variable is -0, a punched copy of the
output will be provided along with the printed copy; if it is > 0,
then no punching will be done.
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TARLF A193
FORTRAN LISTING OF VISDEN
LIST 8
LARFL
SYMPOL TARLF
CVTS0FN
c VISDEN HAS SUP00r)rZf7A'.S MAT.',.1q!-T'lLSr)(2) T ' V*r)' Tr'A ,'
C MAIN HAS 174 CARDS 1-in-61
CnMkAO" SU'-IXtSU 'YoSUMX2*SU"'XytSU'IY29SLnP.PeF 'TrPTOSlf,,29$ST(,,PPOSTr.)A*S
IIGBoRLIN*NOT*KPUNCH
IN;(200)gPNTCPM(200)tSr)SM(200)*SnFM(200)*FMUP(700*?O)*ArTE(20n)*YP(7
400920)9TINVP(20)
NIT=4
NOT=2
47 READINPUTTAPE NITtloKPUNCHoNDEN*NVISoNBATCH*NTEMPS*KFND
I FORMAT(/(lST4))
READINPUTTAPF NlT9?9(AD(l)s8D(l)9lal9NDFN)
PPAnTNPUTTAPP'NTT9791AV(T)94V(T)oTuloNVTS)
PFAf)INPUTTAPF NTT*7*FAC19PAC79(TFMPS(T)#TuloNTFMPS)
2 FORMAT(/(6Fl2e5))
DO 61 1=19NTFMPS
TINVP(11=1*0/(FAC1+TFMPS(l))
61 CONTINUE
DO 46 J=19NRATCH
RFAr)INPUTTAPF NIT.3
I Fr)PMAT(AOH
1 0WRITEOUTPUTTAPF NOT93
IF(KPUNCH)49495
4 PUNCH 3
5 READINPUTTAPE NIT91PNoKLSO
DO 28 T=I*N
P'7An.Tol'PUTT! r)lr "ITT91
lYC2*NMU29NMU3vNVI',r?
OPAr)TNPUTTAPP NTT*6917MWH(Tltf',RH09TFMPP(I)vH(I)tTFVOP(?)oH(2)95AMOL
1E(1)9(TFMPR(K)tH(K)iK=19NRHO)trM09(TFMPM(KitTIMF(K)oK=19NMU)
6 F0PMAT(6El2*59A6/(6El?*5))
N!HjnH=N0H0
DO 7 K=loNRHO
RHO(K)=rPHO/(AD(NPYC)+BD(NPYC)*H(K))
7 rf)NTTNUc
IF(NPH02)57952950
50 NLOW=NPHO+l
NHIGH=NRHO+NRHO2
PEADINPUTTAPP NIT960*GRHO*ITEMPR(K)tH(K)oK=NLOW#NHIGH)
60 FORMAT(6Fl2*5)
00 51 KzNLOW9NHIGH
PHO(K)=GRHO/(Af)(NPYC?)+RD(NPYC?)*H(K))
51 CONTINUF
NHTrH=NRHO+NPHOI
NRHOwNRHO+NPH02
52 CALL LINLSO(NPH019NHIGHtTFMPRoPH09-1)
SLOPER(I)wSLOPF
ENTCPR(I)=ENTCPT
SOSP(I)SSIGR
SDFR(T)-SIGA
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TABLE Alel (CONTINUED)
DO 8 K=19NTEMPS
RHOP(ToKlaFNTCPP(T)+SLOPER(11*TEMPS(KI
8 CONTINUE
TF(NMU)qoqoln
FNTrPMMuM*n
GO TO '12
10 NHtriH=NMU
DO 11 K=19NMU
EMU(K)*(FNTrPP(I)+SLC)PEP(I)*TFMPM(K))*(AV(NVISCC-))+BV(NVTSCO)*GMU/(
IENTCPRfl)+SLOPER(I)*TEMPM(K)))*TIME(K)
TTNV(K)=I*O/(FACI+TFMPM(K))
Y+(K)=LOGF(EMU(K))
11 CONTINUF
YF(NmU2)S59SS9S'4
51 NLOW=NmU+l
NHIGH=NMU+NmU7
PrADIMPUTTAPr NIT96nor,,A.Ut(T;7149)"(K)tTTMF(K)tKuNLOWoNHIrHI
DO 54 K=NLOWoNHIGH
FMU(K)=(FNTCPQ(T)+SLOPFP(T)*TFmDM(K))*(AV(,NVTSC2)+BV(NVISC2)*GMU/t
1FNTCPR(T)+SLOPFR(T)*TFMPM(K)))*TIMF(K)
TTNV(K)=1*0/(FACl+TEMPM(K)l
Y(K)=LOGF(FMU(K))
54 CONTINUE
NHIGH=NMU+NMUI
NMU=NMU+NMU2
55 CALL LINL50(NMUl9NHjGH*TTNV*Y*-l)
SLOPEM(T)=SLOPF
ENTCPM(I)=ENTCPT
SDSM(T)USIGR
SDFMtT)=STGA
ACTF(i)-FAC2*SLOPcMM
12 DO 13 K=I*NTEMPS
YP(I*K)*ENTCPM(I)+SLOPFM(I)*TTNVPIK)
EMUP(T*K)=FXPF(YP(19K)l
13 CONTINUE
WRITFOUTPUTTAPF NOT91*49SAMPLrM
14 FORMAT(lHO*33X7HSAMPLF A6/ BX5HTFMDn*5X7HDFNSTTY94X6HTFMPMU93X9HVT
15COSITYo4XIOH1/T OEG* A96X6HLOnFMUl
TF(KPUNCH)15915916
i5 PUNCH 1495AMPLEM
16 IF(NMU)26926#56
56 WRITEOUTPUTTAPE NOT918#(TEMPS(K)oRHOP(19K)oTFMPS(K)#FMUP(T*K)oTINV
1P(K)9YP(I*K)sKvl9NTEMPS)
Tr(KPUNCH)57957958
57 PUNCH 18*(TFMPS(K)PPHOP(I*K)tTFMPS(KlgFMUP(19K)oTTNVP(KItYP(toK)OK
1-19NTEMPSI
58 IF(NRHO-NMU)20917*23
17 WRITEOUTPUTTAPF NOTtlAt(TEMPR(K)tRHO(K)*TEMPM(K)tFMU(K) *TINV(K)*Y
l(K)oKzltNRHO)
18 FORMAT(OPF14*19OPF11,490PPIOIvnPFII,491PF16*59OPF12*4)
IF(KPUNCH)19*19928
19 PUNCH lgt(TFMPR(K)tRHO(K)#TFMPM(K)trMU(K)tTTNV(K)*Y(K)tK=1*NRHO)
GO TO 28
20 NV2NPHO+l
WRTTFOUTPUTTAPF NOTtlAoiTEMPP(K)#RHO(K)*TFMPM(K)tEMU(K) oTTNV(K)*Y
l(KlsKwlsNRHO)
WRITFOUTPUTTAPF NOT921*(TEmpm(K)oFMU(KItTINV(K)tY(K)tKRNVoNMU)
21 FORMAT(OPF35*19OPFIlo4tlPE16*590PF12*4)
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TABLE A393 (CONTINUFD)
IF(KPUNCH 22.22 ,2P
22 PUNCH 18,(TFMPP(K) ,RHO(K),TFMPM(K) ,FMU(V ,TTNV(K) ,Y(K) ,K=1,NPHO)
PUNCH 21. (TFMPM(K) ,FMU(K) ,TINV(K) ,Y(K) ,K=NV,NMU).
GO TO 28
23 ND=NMU+1
WRITFOUTPUTTAPF NOT,'A,(TFMPR(K) .RHO(K) ,TFNPM(K)JcMU(K) 9TINV(K)oY
1(K) ,K=1,NMU)
WPTTFOUTPUTTAPF NCOT,24,(TFMP9(K) ,PHO(K) ,KuNrnNPHO)
24 FORMAT (P14.1ol 1.4)
IF (KPUNCH) 25o25928
7S PUNCH l8,(TFMPR(K) ,RHO(K),TFMPM(K) ,FMU(<iTTNV(K) ,Y(K),K=1,NMU)
PUNCH 24s,(TFMPR(K ),9RHO (K ),K=Nr~,NRHO)
GO TO 28
26 WRTTFOUTPUTTAPF NOT,24,(TEMIDS(K),RHOP(TK),K=1,NTFMPS),(TFMP9(K),P
1HO(K) ,K=1 ,NRHO)
I F (KPUNCH) 27 .279
27 PUNCH 24,(TFMPS(K),RHOP(IK),K=1,NTFMPS),(TFMPR(K),RHO(K),K=1,NRHO
1)
28 CONTINUE
WRITFOUTPUTTAPF NOT,29,(SAMPLI(),SLOPFR(T),SSR(T,NTCPR(T)SlrR
29 FORMAT(1HI,3X6H5AMPLF96X9HRHO ;LOPF91XIOHSfn. SLOPF93X11HR TNTFRCF
1PT,2X1 IHSaDe INTCPT/(4XA6,3X,4F13.5))
WPITrOUTDUTTAPF Ne)TqI0
i0 F0PMAT(jH1,lX6HAMPLc96X0HMU S*LOPF9,AX10H.rf SLOPF,3XIIHM TNTPRCF
iPT ,2X1 iNS.). TNTCPT ,2XlIHACT. PNFRGY)
IF(KPUNCH)31 .31 .3?
31 PUNCH 29, (SAMPLF( I) SLOPFR( I) ,SrSR(1T) ,FNTCPP( I) ,SrFR( I) , IleN)
PUNCH 30
32 DO 36 1=19N
TF( SLOPrM(I) ) 36 .36,3
33 WRTTFOUTPUTTAPF NOT,34,SAMPLF(T),SLOPFM(I),SDSM(!),FNTCPM(I),SO)FM(
JI) ,ACTF(TI
34 FORMAT (4XA69, X ,5F13,5)
IF(KPUNCH) 35,35,36
3S PUNCH 34,SAMPLF(I),SLOPrM(I),SnSM(I),PNTCPM(I),S0FM(I),ACTF(I)
36 CONTINUE
IF(KLSQ)137,37,46
37 WPITFOUTPUTTAPE NOT,38
3P FORMAT(lHl,)2H TEMPERATURE,2XI.IHIRRA) SLOPF,2X1OHS*fl. SLOPE,3X11HI
1RRAr) INTCP9?XIlHS.D. INTCPTs2XIIHCORR* COFPE.
IF (KPUNCH) 39,39,40
39 PUNCH 3B
40 00O 45 11,oNTFMPS
CALL LINL5O(1,NEMWHRHOP(19T)s-1)
WRITEOUTPUTTAPE NOT,41,TEMPS(T),SLOPFSICnPFNTCPTSIGARLIN
41 FORMAT(6F13.5)
IF (KPUNCH) 42,42,43
42 PUNCH 41,TEMPSfI),SLOPESIGRENTCPTSlIGARLIN
43 CALL LTNLSO( 1,NvEMWHYP(lw1.11)
WRITEOUTPUTTAPE NOT,41,TEMPSfI),SLOPESICBFNTCPTSIG3ARLIN
IF (KPUNCH) 44,44,45
44 PUNCH 41,TEMPS(I),SLOPESIGRENTCPTSICARLIN
45 CONTINUE
46 CONTINUE
1Ff KFND) 47,47,48
48 CALL EXIT
END
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TABLE A303 (CONCLUDED)
* LIST 8
* LABEL
* SYMBOL TABLE
SUBROUTINE LINLSO(N1 ,N2,XY.N3)
CL tMLI 5
C LINLSO(2) HAS 47 CARDS 7-26-6*1
COMMON SUMX ,SUMySUMX2,SUMXY.SUMY2,SLOPFNTCPTSTi2FSC,2PSy(A ,S
1 IGBRLIN.NOTKPUNCH
DIMENSION X(ln0)9Y(300)
SUmxzno.
sumyzn.o
SUMX2xO0
SUMXV= 0.0
SUMY2=0*0
EN =N2-N 1+1
DO 1 IwNl#N2
IF(Y( 1)112911#12
11 EN=EN-1*O
GO TO 1
12 SUMXZSUMX+X(fl
SUMY=SUMY+V( I)
SUMX2=SUMX2+X( I)**2
SUMXY=SUMXY.X( I)*Y( I)
SUMY?=SUMYP+Y( I)**2
1 CONTINUF
OFN=EN*SIJMX2-SUMX**2
SLOPE.-=(EN*SUMXY-SUJMX*SOUMY) /DEN
FNTCPTz(S)JMY*SUMX2-SUMX*SUMXY) /DFN
ST ,?E= (SUMY?-FNTCPT*SUMY-SLOPF* ,tJMXY) If rN-2 .0)
IF(SI62F)Q9Q,1O
G 0TG a n.
10 SIG2P=(SUMY2-SUMY**2/FN) /CFN-l.O)
S IGBwSQRTF ( N*S IG2F/DFN)
SIGA=SQRTF(SUMX2*5IcG2F/flFN)
RL INzSORTE (1 .0-S I (2E*ICEN-2 .0)/SIGP/ (EN-I .0))
IFtCN3 18.2 .5
2 WRITFOUTPUTTAPF NOT,3
3 FORMAT(75H SLOPE S.D.CSLOPE) INTERC'POT S*D.(INTCP) CO
1RR* COEFF S1G2F)
IFCKPUNCR)4*4*5
4 PUNCH 3
5 WRITFOUTPUTTAPF NOT, SSLOPFSICBFNTCPTS1rARLINSI,2E
6 FORMAT(1P6E13*5)
IF(CKPUNCH) 7 7 .8
7 PUNCH 6.SLOPFSTG~,FNTCPTPSI('A ,RLINSTC,2F
8 RETURN
F Nr)
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FIGURE A3.3 LOGIC FLOWSHEET FOR VISDEN
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TABLE A3.4
SAMPLE INPUT TO VISDEN
1 9 10 1 6
1.0844
0.
1.0336
0.
0.0043905
0.0022533
0.0019814
459.7
0.025251
0.
*0 .027242
0.
-0.00043280
-0.00030861
CONTROL TABLE
PYCNOMETER TABLE
1.0019 0.026673
1.0873 0.026417
0. 0.
VISCOSIMOTFR TARLE
0.0034R44 -0.0037795
0.0032978 -0.00032338
0.0019514 -0.00028911
1.0743
1.1056
1.0554
0.003816?
0.0036655
0.002181R
-0.00027667
TEMPERATURES AND CONVERSION FACTORS
0.001104 400. 500. 600.
800. 1200.
1 DATA OF 610 DEG.
8
5 1 1 5 1
0.0 1.029
565. 3.033
1.3166 420.
131.6 618.
1.029 38Q.
5.427 632.
0.94 389.
262.3 632.
4 2 7 6 1
250. 0.9061
559. 2.795
537.5 502.6
242.9 723.6
61 1 2 5 2
400. 0.9579
'576. 2.828
770. 7.533
202.8 593.
137.8
1.186 519.
124.6 666.
6 2 5 5 1
816. 1.1483
557. 6.738
752.8 11.860
349.1 621.7
202.8
4 1
930.
570.2
6
1.1561
6.9
0.026317
0.024875
0.025136
-0.0003746?
-0.0000 550
-0.00031907
700.
F IRRADIATION TRANSIENT NO. 1 LSQ VERSus MwH
NUMBER OF SAMPLES
THIS
4 5 5
424.
634.
222.1
105.4
2.4
7.557
475.6
199.6
THIS
8
623.
698.
388.9
207.3
THIS
5 0 0
431.
645.
1.0545
170.8
169.9
108.6
THIS
9
484.7
621.7
1.1412
285.3
THIS
451.2
639.
IS 1L16
2 5 5
0.028
4.73
480.
705.
454.
731.
454.
731.
*S 1L27
5.18
5.99
576.3
768.6
IS 1L37
0 5 5
0.223
4.428
466.
654.
560.
695.
IS 1L47
4.738
8.303
482.8
687.7
IS iL50
5-21-63
7
4
4.238
8.703
494.
687.
169.4
84.8
3.615
10.233
356.1
157.9
489.
1*1365
304.2
191.
494.
730.
249.4
145.
147.
103.
414.8
687.7
459.2
237.8
485.5
1.44
6.118
543.
542.
542.
1*39
422.
657.
1.323
6.47
535.
677.
615.
3.325
10.038
557.
752.8
4.968
THIS IS IL51
8
11.505 1L51
1L16
IL27
1L37
7 1
1076.
1 4 2
1.3281
1L47
1L50
412.3 11.185 427.o
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TABLE A3.4 (CONCLUDED)
489.7 13.065 418.7 11.32 551.7 14.615
610.7 16.45 729. 19.925 1.1508 616.7
388.5 489.7 560.5 418.7 783.7 551.7
447.3
THIS IS 1L59
4 1 1 6 1 4 0 0 0 5 5 9
1472. 1.1582 485. 5.378 550. 6.79 1L59
617. 8.268 606. 10.333 1.1642 433.
388.7 496. 270.8 566. 202.5 617.
174. 645. 159.9 715. 131.1
0.8452 485. 599. 553. 455.7 617.
372.1 696. 297.2 793. 257.6
THIS IS 1L61
5 1 2 5 1 2 0 0 0 4 4 7
1621. 1.0757 498. 4.875 560. 6.01 1L62
650. 7.9 723. 9.593 747. 10.253
1.1904 482. 398.8 547. 307.9 604.
248.2 663. 218.3 680. 205.
'0.8779 408. 609.1 560. 439.2 650.
320.4 747. 244.5
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TABLE A3.5
SAMPLE OUTPUT FROM VISDEN
DATA OF 610 DEG. F IRRADIATION TRANSIENT NO. 1 LSQ VERSUS MWH 5-21-63
SAMPLE 1L16
TEMPD DENSITY TEMPMU VISCOSITY l/T DEG. A LOGEMU
400.0 0.9610 400.0 0.8628 1.16320E-03 -0.1475
500.0 0.9152 500.0 0.5347 1.04199E-03 -0.6260
600.0 0.8695 600.0 0.3627 9.43663E-04 -1.0142
700.0 0.8238 700.0 0.2630 8.62292E-04 -1.3355
800.0 0.7781 800.0 0.2007 7.93840E-04 -1.6057
1200.0 0.5952 1200.0 0.0943 6.02519E-04 -2.3611
424.0 0.9483 420.0 0.8016 1.13675E-03 -0.2212
494.0 0.9181 480.0 0.5910 1.06417E-03 -0.5260
565.0 0.8863 543.0 0.4424 9.97307E-04 -0.8154
634.0 0.8548 618.0 0.3385 9.27902E-04 -1.0833
687.0 0.8306 705.0 0.2575 8.58590E-04 -1.3566
389.0 0.9654 389.0 0.8972 1.17827E-03 -0.1084
454.0 0.9369 454.0 0.6480 1.09445E-03 -0.4339
542.0 0.8974 542.0 0.4535 9.98303E-04 -0.7908
632.0 0.8550 632.0 0.3266 9.16003E-04 -1.1191
731.0 0.8072 731.0 0.2422 8.39842E-04 -1.4178
SAMPLE 1L27
TEMPD DENSITY TEMPMU VISCOSITY 1/T DEG. A LOGEMU
400.0 0.9714 400.0 0.9347 1.16320E-03 -0.0675
500.0 0.9248 500.0 0.5784 1.04199E-03 -0.5475
600.0 0.8781 600.0 0.3918 9.43663E-04 -0.9369
700.0 0.8315 700.0 0.2839 8.62292E-04 -1.2592
800.0 0.7849 800.0 0.2165 7.93840E-04 -1.5303
1200.0 0.5983 1200.0 0.1015 6.02519E-04 -2.2880
623.0 0.8480 422.0 0.8315 1.13417E-03 -0.1845
489.0 0.9297 502.6 0.5731 1.03918E-03 -0.5567
559.0 0.8976 576.3 0.4279 9.65251E-04 -0.8489
698.0 0.8323 657.0 0.3238 8.95496E-04 -1.1276
723.6 0.2638 8.45094E-04 -1.3326
768.6 0.2352 8.14133E-04 -1.4472
SAMPLE 1L37
TEMPD DENSITY TEMPMU VISCOSITY 1/T DEG. A LOGEMU
400.0 0.9664 400.0 1.0078 1.16320E-03 0.0077
500.0 0.9208 500.0 0.6302 1.04199E-03 -0.4617
600.0 0.8752 600.0 0.4306 9.43663E-04 -0.8426
700.0 0.8296 700.0 0.3142 8.62292E-04 -1.1577
800.0 0.7840 800.0 0.2410 7.93840E-04 -1.4228
1200.0 0.6016 1200.0 0.1149 6.02519E-04 -2.1639
431.0 0.9504 466.0 0.6851 1.08026E-03 -0.3782
494.0 0.9236 535.0 0.5360 1.00533E-03 -0.6236
576.0 0.8891 593.0 0.4365 9.49938E-04 -0.8289
645.0 0.8553 654.0 0.3573 8.97908E-04 -1.0292
730.0 0.8156 677.0 0.3348 8.79740E-04 -1.0943
770.0 0-.7964 519.0 0.5932 1.02176E-03 -0.5222
560.0 0.5012 9.80681E-04 -0.6908
615.0 .0.4111 9.30492E-04 -0.8890
666.0 0.3472 8.88336E-04 -1.0578
695.0 0.3233 8.66026E-04 -1.1291
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TABLE A3.5 (CONTINUED)
SAMPLE 1L47
TEMPD DENSITY TEMPMU VISCOSITY l/T DEG. A LOGEMU
400.0 0.9826 400.0 1.2002 1.16320E-03 0.1825
500.0 0.9361 500.0 0.7217 1.04199E-03 -0.3261
600.0 0.8896 600.0 0.4777 9.43663E-04 -0.7387
700.0' 0.8432 700.0 0.3395 8.62292E-04 -1.0802
800.0 0.7967 800.0 0.2547 7.93840E-04 -1.3675
1200.0 0.6109 1200.0 0.1141 6.02519E-04 -2.1704
484.7 0.9471 482.8 0.7787 1.06101E-03 -0.2502
414.8 0.9772 557.0 0.5657 9.83574E-04 -0.5697
557.0 0.9075 621.7 0.4436 9.24727E-04 -0.8128
621.7 0.8788 687.7 0.3538 8.71536E-04 -1.0389
687.7 0.8490 752.8 .0.2884 8.24742E-04 -1.2435
752.8 0.8199
SAMPLE 1L50
TEMPD DENSITY TEMPMU VISCOSITY l/T DEG. A LOGEMU
400.0 0.9769
500.0 0.9342
600.0 0.8916
700.0 0.8490
800.0 0.8064
1200.0 0.6359
451.2 0.9546
485.5 0.9405
570.2 0.9052
639.0 0.8745
SAMPLE 1L51
TEMPD DENSITY TEMPMU . VISCOSITY 1/T DEG. A LOGEMU
400.0 0.9774 400.0 1.3522 1.16320E-03 0.3017
500.0 0.9345 500.0 0.8080 1.04199E-03 -0.2132
600.0 0.8916 600.0 0.5321 9.43663E-04 -0.6310
700.0 0.8487 700.0 0.3766 8.62292E-04 -0.9767
800.0 0.8059 800.0 0.2815 7.93840E-04 -1.2675
1200.0 0.6344 1200.0 0.1249 6.02519E-04 -2.0804
412.3 0.9717 616.7 0.5413 9.29023E-04 -0.6138
427.0 0.9660 489.7 0.8405 1.05330E-03 -0.1738
489.7 0.9390 418.7 1.2217 1.13843E-03 0.2002
418.7 0.9692 551.7 0.6475 9.88728E-04 -0.4346
551.7 0.9138
610.7 0.8855
729.0 0.8366
SAMPLE 1L59
TEMPD DENSITY TEMPMU VISCOSITY l/T DEG. A LOGEMU
400.0 0.9849 400.0 1.6498 1.16320E-03 0.5007
500.0 0.9432 500.0 0.9925 1.04199E-03 -0.0075
600.0 0.9016 600.0 0.6572 9.43663E-04 -0.4197
700.0 0.8599 700.0 0.4672 8.62292E-04 -0.7609
800.0 0.8182 800.0 0.3507 7.93840E-04 -1.0479
12C0.0 0.6515 1200.0 0.1572 6.02519E-04 -1.8500
485.0 0.9492 433.0 1.4615 1.12020E-03 0.3795
550.0 0.9222 496.0 0.9870 1.04635E-03 -0.0131
617.0 0.8956 566.0 0.7121 9.74944E-04 -0.3395
696.0 0..8609 617.0 0.5957 9.28764E-04 -0.5181
645.0 0.5392 9.05223E-04 -0.6177
715.0 0.4253 8.51281E-04 -0.8550
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TABLE A3.5 (CONCLUDED)
0
0
0
0
0
1.0794
0.7930
0.6258
0.4785
0.3920
SAMPLE 1L62
U VISCOSITY
0 1.8679
0 1.0791
0 0.6915
0 0.4784
0 0.3509
0 0.1476
0 1.1521
0 0.8596
0 0.6718
0 0.5716
0 0.5316
0 1.1407
0 0.7962
0 0.5530
0 0.3991
1.05854E-03
9.87459E-04
9.28764E-04
8.65276E-04
7.98276E-04
1/T DEG. A
1.16320E-03
1.04199E-03
9.43663E-04
8.62292E-04
7.93840E-04
6.02519E-04
1.06191E-03
9.93345E-04
9.40115E-04
8.90710E-04
8.77424E-04
1.04417E-03
9.80681E-04
9.01144E-04
8.28706E-04
SAMPLE
1L16
1L27
1L37
1L47
L50
1L51
1L59
1L62
SAMPLE
1L16
1L27
1L37
1L47
1L51
1L59
1L62
TEMPERATURE
0.40000E 03
O.40000E 03
0.50000E 03
0.50000E 03
0.60000E 03
0.60000E 03
0.70000E 03
0.70000E 03
0.80000E 03
0.80000E 03
0.12000E 04
O.12000E 04
RHO SLOPE
-0.45725E-03
-0.46631E-03
-0*45605E-03
-0.46464E-03
-0.42626E-03
-0.42869E-03
-0.41672E-03
-0.42882E-03
MU SLOPE
0.39480E 04
0.39604E 04
0.38731E 04
0.41965E 04
0.42486E 04
0.41926E 04
0.45267E 04
IRRAD SLOPE
0.16874E-04
0.46896E-03
0*19658E-04
0.42988E-03
0.22442E-04
O.39818E-03
-0.25225E-04
0*37194E-03
0.28009E-04
0.34987E-03
0.39145E-04
0.28819E-03
S.D. SLOPE
0.36360E-05
0.32456E-05
0.62800E-05
0.63013E-05
0.90010E-05
0.36644E-05
0.66673E-05
0.51201E-05
S.D. SLOPE
0.46718E 02
0.12424E 02
0.81773E 02
0.28713E 02
O.99613E 02
0.15594E 03
0.16228E 03
S.D. SLOPE
0.27041E-05
0.18710E-04
0.20290E-05
0.16508E-04
0.15233E-05
0.18351E-04
0.13856E-05
0.21820E-04
0.17054E-05
0.25567E-04
0.45518E-05
R INTERCEPT
0.11439E 01
0.11579E 01
0.11489E 01
0.11684E 01
0.11474E 01
0.11488E 01
0.11516E 01
0.11649E 01
M INTERCEPT
-0.47398E 01
-0.46742E 01
-0.44975E 01
-0.46988E 01
-0.46402E 01
-0.43762E 01
-0.46406E 01
IRRAD INTCP
0.96289E 00
-0.17716E-00
0.91629E 00
-0.64690E 00
0.86970E 00
-0.10280E 01
0.82310E 00
-0.13433E 01
0.77651E 00
-0.16086E 01
0.59014E 00
S.D. INTCPT
0.20574E-02
0.19098E-02
0.38911E-02
0.38930E-02
0.48737E-02
0.19470E-02
0.39484E-02
0.32903E-02
S.D. INTCPT
O.47054E-01
0.1 1870E-01
0.76632E-01
0.26899E-01
0.10578E-00
0.14906E-00
0.15407E-00
S.D. INTCPT
0.26538E-02
0.18496E-01
0.19913E-02
0.16319E-01
0.14950E-02
0.18141E-01
0.13598E-02
0.21570E-01
0.16737E-02
0.25274E-01
0.44672E-02
0.37986E-04 -0.23501E 01 0.37551E-01
ACT. ENERGY
0.43586E 01
0.43723E 01
0.42759E 01
0.46329E 01
0.46904E 01
0.46286E 01
0.49974E 01
CORR. COEF.
O.93086E 00
0.99604E 00
0.96950E 00
0.99633E 00
0.98646E 00
0.99473E 00
0.99107E 00
0.99151E 00
0.98906E 00
0.98691E 00
0.96175E 00
0.95921E 00
TEMPD
400.0
500.0
600.0
700.0
800.0
1200.0
498.0
560.0
650.0
723.0
747.0
485.
553.
617..
696.
793.
TEMPM
400.
500.
600.
700.
800.
1200.
482.
547.
604.
663.
680.
498.
560.
650.
747.
DENSITY
0.9934
0.9505
0.9076
0.8647
0.8218
0.6503
0.9503
0.9256
0.8871
0.8552
0.8434
0.0764
-0.2320
-0.4687
-0.7371
-0.9364
LOGEMU
0.6248
0.0762
-0.3689
-0.7373
-1.0471
-1.9132
0.1416
-0.1513
-0.3978
-0.5593
-0.6319
0.1316
-0.2279
-0.5925
-0.9187
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2. The number of pycnometer calibrations to be expected.
3. The number of viscometer calibrations to be expected.
4. The number of groups of samples to be run.
5. The number of temperatures at which the smoothed densities
and viscosities will be calculated and printed.
6. A repeat control. If the variable is O, the computer, when
it is finished analyzing the number of groups of data speci-
fied, will go all the way back to the beginning again for more
data. In this way, if calibrations or other "constant" infor-
mation change over the course of time, new calibration data
may be read in to update the calibration tables before calcu-
lating densities and viscosities which depend on the new cali-
brations. If the variable is > 0, the computer will halt after
completing the number of groups specified.
The second table supplies the pycnometer calibration data in the
form of the constants a and b in Eq. (A3.1). The intercept and slope
for each pycnometer are given in order, and in cases where no pyc-
nometer number exists, zeroes are substituted. Thus there will be a
one-to-one correspondence between the actual pycnometer number and
the pycnometer number used by the computer to denote the same cali-
bration curve.
The viscometer calibration curves are to be supplied in the
third table using the form of Eq. (A3.5) in the same manner as the
pycnometers, with one exception:- there is not a one-to-one corre-
spondence between actual viscometer numbers and numbers assigned
the viscometers by the computer since the numbers are so large.
For the viscometers used in this experiment, the correspondence was
established by means of Table A3.6.
The fourth table is the final table supplying "constant" informa-
tion before the sample data begin. This table supplies:
1. The conversion of temperatures to degrees absolute
(usually 459.7).
2. The gas constant (1.104X10 kcal/(mole)(OR)).
3. The list of temperatures at which the smoothed data are to
be calculated.
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TABLE A3.6
Correspondence of Actual Viscometer Numbers
to Those Used by VISDEN
Actual Viscometer Number
N302
N303
N304
N305
N306
137
135
139
140
VISDEN Viscometer Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
For each group of samples to be supplied,
also be given before giving the sample data: -
the following data must
1. A "free" card upon which any desired information may be written.
The computer will reprint the information on this card at the head
of the output.
2. A control table listing first the number of samples in the group,
and second, a control constant controlling least squaring with
respect to an independent variable. If the control constant is
40, there will be least squaring; if it is > 0, there will not be
any least squaring. In the example given, the period of reactor
operation in MWH was supplied on the sample data cards and
least squaring was requested for the six mentioned tempera-
tures versus MWH.
The
giving the
data for each sample are preceeded by another table of constants
following information:
1. The number of density data points in the density run (there is
an allowance for re-run data to be included, as shown below).
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2. The density data point number at which the computer will
begin including the data for a least squares analysis. For
example, Table A3.4 for sample 1L27 shows that the first
density data point given the computer will be calculated but
not used in smoothing the data, and the second and onward
will be used for smoothing.
3. The pycnometer number.
4., 5., and 6. A repeat of 1-3 for viscosity data.
7. The number of density data points in a re-run which will be
lumped together with the other data given. Thus, the
program has provisions for one run and one re-run to be
analyzed together.
8. The density data point in the re-run data at which least
squaring will cease. Thus, for example, Table A3.4 shows
sample 1L16 with a density re-run in which all five data
points are to be included in the analysis.
9. The pycnometer number for the re-run data. If there is no
re-run, type zeroes for items 7-9.
10.,11., and 12. A repeat of 7-9 for viscosity data.
After this heading, the observed sample data will be presented in the
following order:
1. The value of the independent variable (such as reactor MWH)
at the time the sample was taken.
2. The weight of sample placed in the pycnometer.
3. Temperature-height data given in the form T, H1., T2, H2'
T H3, . . . A minimum of the three data points is assumed.
In addition, the first data card will also contain in columns
72-78 the sample number (A6 format).
4. Following immediately after the last density data point, the
weight of sample placed in the viscometer.
5. Following immediately after item no. 4, the temperature-
efflux time data in the form TVy ti, T 2 , t 2 . . . A minimum
of two data points is assumed if data are supplied. If it is
desired to run just density data for a sample, the computer
still searches for an imaginary viscosity run containing one
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data point, so in this case, one must be careful to leave enough
room on the data cards for this imaginary run. Table A3.4
shows this for sample 1L50, in which one blank card is placed
at the end to leave enough room for the computer search.
6. Re-run density data (if any) starting on a new card with the
sample weight and the temperature-height data in the form
T 1 , H 1 , T 2 , H 2 . . . As little as one data point may be given.
7. Re-run viscosity data (if any) starting on a new card with the
sample weight and the temperature efflux time data in the form
T 1 , t 1 , T 2 , t 2 . . . As little as one data point may be given.
If it is desired to run more than one group of data, the proper
heading for each group must precede each group as described above.
Finally, if it is desired to supply new calibration or other "constant"
data after a certain number of groups of data (the repeat control being
selected above), the format must be as described from the very begin-
ning of the input description.
The output listing, as shown by example in Table A3.5, is almost
self-evident. First, the listing of the results for the individual samples
are given. The smoothed densities and viscosities are listed, followed
by the individual data points. For the viscosity, the values of 1/T and
ln 4 are also given. Next, the tabulation of the least squared parameters
of Eqs. (A3.3) and (A3.7) and their standard deviations are given. Finally,
the least squared slopes and intercepts are given for the density and vis-
cosity data at a given temperature versus an independent variable (in the
example, reactor MWH), respectively.
The loading time for the program is 0.15 minutes on an IBM type
7090 computer and an average running time is about 0.01 minutes per
s ample.
A3.4 Tabulation of Results of Density and Viscosity Measurements
The results produced by VISDEN for all the samples analyzed
during the course of this experiment are given in Table 3.7 for the 610*F
irradiation of Santowax OMP and in Table A3.8 for the 750*F irradiation
of Santowax OMP, in terms of the least squared parameters of Eqs. (A3.3)
and (A3.7).
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TABLE A3.7
Densities and Viscosities of Irradiated Santowax OMP Samples
for the 610*F Irradiation
Density, p=A + BT gm/cc
A, gm/cc I B,gm/(cc)(OF)X1(
1L16
1L27
1L37
1L47
1L50
1L51
1L59
1L62
1L63
1L74
1L91
1L95
1L99
1L116
1L120
1L121
1L123
1L124
1L134
1L151
1L159
1L172
1L180
1L186
1L192
1L208
1L214
1L231
1.144
1.158
1.149
1.168
1.147
1.149
1.152
1.165
1.157
1.160
1.163
1.162
1.165
1.166
1.164
1.165
1.158
1.157
1.153
1.157
1.160
1.159
1.160
1.161
1.162
1.165
1.162
1.151
AE
Viscosity, 1±= 0 e , cp
Sample
Number
4.573
4.663
4.561
4.646
4.263
4.287
4.167
4.288
4.250
4.207
3.972
3.995
4.022
3.898
3.997
3.985
3.969
3.990
3.884
4.156
4.122
4.124
4.152
4.234
4.200
4.114
4.003
4.016
0, cp
0.00874
0.00933
0.0111
0.00911
0.00966
0.0126
0.00965
0.0107
0.0137
0.0123
0.0170
0.0103
0.0163
0.00942
0.0123
0 .007 61
0.00935
0.0150
0.0 165
0 .0 143
0.0117
0.0156
0.0164
0.0158
0.0123
AE, kcalgmole (0R)
43.6
43.7
42.8
46.3
46.9
46.3
50.0
47.0
47.3
51.6
48.4
53.8
52.5
55.7
53.0
57.5
54.0
46.8
46.3
47.7
49.3
46.8
47.1
48.0
49.0
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TABLE A3.7 (Concluded)
Densities and Viscosities of Irradiated Santowax OMP Samples
for the 610*F Irradiation
AE
Density, p=A + BT gm/cc Viscosity, pL= eRT, cp
Sample 4ka
Number A, gm/cc B, gm/(cc)(F)X104 11, cp AE, gmol( 0 R)
1L245 1.167 4.071 0.0174 46.5
1L252 1.156 4.055 0.0106 52.0
1L254 1.171 4.179 0.0161 45.8
1L256 1.161 3.994 0.0129 49.2
1L258 1.164 4.179 0.0134 47.8
1L260 1.168 4.079 0.0144 47.4
1L262 1.164 4.167 0.0102 51.9
1L264 1.170 4.269 0.0114 50.1
1L266 1.170 4.205 0.0137 47.8
1L268 1.168 4.158 -- --
1L270 1.171 4.297 0.0110 50.2
1L278 1.179 4.216 0.0118 50.9
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TABLE A3.8
Densities and Viscosities of Irradiated Santowax OMP Samples
for the 750*F Irradiation
AE
Density, p=A + BT gm/ cc Viscosity, = 0e , cp
Sample 4 kcal
Number A, gm/cc B,gm/(cc)(OF)Xl0 1, cp AE, gmole(*R)
750*F
irradiation 1.158 4.791 0.00874 43.5
charge
2L1 1.144 4.565 0.00921 43.3
2L2 1.146 4.518 0.00860 44.5
2L5 1.144 4.485 0.00995 43.5
2L6 1.157 4.641 0.0103 43.9
2L7 1.159 4.541 0.0110 43.2
2L9 1.165 4.509 0.0112 43.9
2L10 1.160 4.405 0.0128 44.0
2L11 1.173 4.373 0.0118 46.6
2L12 1.163 4.390 0.0135 44.4
2L13 1.180 4.475 0.0155 44.6
2L14 1.176 4.222 0.0155 46.0
2L16 1.178 4.124 0.0128 50.3
2L17 1.179 4.043 0.0148 50.1
2L18 1.178 4.335 0.0123 48.3
2L19 1.177 4.351 -- --
2L22 1.158 4.162 0.0125 46.5
2L24 1.165 4.209 0.0176 42.7
2L26 1.168 4.346 0.0122 47.0
2L28 1.162 4.245 0.0130 46.1
2L31 1.166 4.332 0.0126 46.5
2L33 1.163 4.278 0.0132 46.1
2L36 1.167 4.343 0.00919 51.0
2L40 1.166 4.273 0.0148 45.0
2L41 1.165 4.385 0.0133 45.4
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A3.5 Specific Heat and Thermal Conductivity Data
Tabulations of the specific heat measurements made on irradiated
Santowax OMP samples at the Monsanto Research Corporation (Dayton,
Ohio) (A3.4) and at Grenoble, France (A3.5) are given in Tables A3.9
and A3.10, respectively.
Error limits of ±1% have been assigned to the measurements made
at Grenoble (A3.6), but no error limits have been quoted for the Monsanto
measurements. These latter measurements were made using drop
calorimetry.
The heat content of each sample was determined at three temper-
atures and the specific heat determined from the derivative of the
parabolic fit to the heat content-temperature curve. Since three points
uniquely determine a parabola, no statistical estimate of the error
involved in the measurements on one sample can be obtained. Since there
seems to be no trend of the C data with irradiation (see Section 5.4), anp
estimate of the error of the Monsanto measurements can be computed
from the RMS deviation of the smoothed values from the average at each
temperature. Using this procedure, the maximum RMS deviation occurred
at 400*F and was 3.5%. Thus, it seems reasonable to assign an error of
±4% to the data obtained for each of the samples by Monsanto.
The results of the thermal conductivity measurements on samples
of the 610 and 750*F irradiation, as determined at Grenoble (A3.5), are
given in Table A3.11. The results are stated accurate to ±2%.
A3.6 Number Average Molecular Weight Measurements - Theory
The number average molecular weight measurements made at
1M.I.T. use a Mechrolab Model 301A osmometer , a sketch of which is
shown in Fig. A3.4. The instrument consists of two principal units -
the sample chamber assembly and the control unit. The sample chamber
assembly is a urethane-insulated housing consisting of a sample chamber,
solvent cup, two thermistors, a thermostat, and six syringe guideholes
and holders. The control unit is composed of a null indicator, a wheat-
stone bridge and a heater input control circuit. Two syringes in the
1Mechrolab, Inc., Mountain View, Calif.
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TABLE A3.9
Specific Heat Measurements on Samples from the 610*F and 750*F
Irradiations of Santowax OMP by Monsanto Research Corporation
Sample
Number
1L4
1L62
1L63
1L116
1L267
Charge
material
7 50 0OF
irradiation
2L 17
2L37
Temperature, *C I Heat
204.4
315.5
425.7
204.3
315.5
426.7
204.4
315.6
426.5
204.5
315.7
426.7
204.4
315.7
426.7
204.4
315.6
426.7
204.4
315.6
426.7
204.5
315.7
426.8
cal
Content, gm
101.8
160.1
222.1
85.1
144.3
209.5
83.9
141.2
205.4
78.4
137.3
201.8
82.1
139.3
204.6
98.7
157.4
222.2
74.5
139.6
203.2
81.3
141.6
206.6
Specific Heat, m("lC), at
400*F
0.505
600*F
0.544
800*F
0.582
0.505 1 0.5.60 | 0.614
0.483
0.504
0.478
0.501
0.531
0.521
0.547 0.610
0.555 1 0.607
0.551
0.556
0.624
0.610
0.556 1 0.582
0.563 0.606
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TABLE A3.10
Specific Heat Measurements at Grenoble on a Sample
from the 610*F Irradiation of Santowax OMP
Sample:- 1L195 (23.7 w/o) + 1L278 (76.3 w/o)
TABLE A3.11
Thermal Conductivity Measurements on Samples of the 610*F
and 750*F Irradiation of Santowax OMP at Grenoble
Sample cal
Number Temperature, F k, (cm)(sec)(C)X 10
446 2.95
1L192 540 2.76
615 2.66
435 3.24
1L278 569 3.06
662 2.96
Charge to 381 3.35
750*F
irradiation 540 3.20
684 3.00
Temperature, *F Specific Heat, (g ( C)
374 0.490
504 0.527
608 0.551
651 0.561
766 0.595
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FIGURE A3.4 MECHROLAB MODEL 301A OSMOMETER
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sample chamber assembly contain the solvent, and the other four hold
standards if a calibration is in progress, or samples if molecular weights
are being determined. One of the solvent syringes is used to place a
solvent drop on the reference thermistor and the other is used to rinse
the sample thermistor between measurements.
When a measurement is being made, a solvent drop is placed on
the reference thermistor, and a solution drop is placed on the sample
thermistor. The solvent cup contains solvent material to saturate the
sample chamber atmosphere. Since the vapor pressure of the solution
drop is lower than that of the solvent drop, solvent vapor will condense
on the solution drop, causing its temperature to rise. In an ideal situ-
ation, the temperature rise is given by the Clausius-Clapeyron equation:
2
AT=RT c (A3.9)X 1000
where
R is the gas constant
X is the heat of vaporization per grams of solvent
c is the molality of the solution.
In the real case, the temperature rise will be somewhat smaller, due to
heat losses, but AT and c are still related in a linear manner (A3.7).
Thus, since the temperature rise increases the sample thermistor
resistance in a linear manner, the change in thermistor resistance is
directly proportional to the molality of the solution. A wheatstone
bridge circuit is used to measure changes in the thermistor resistance.
Pasternak et al. (A3.7) have found a linear relation between the
resistance change, AR, and sample concentration to hold over the range
0.01 to 0.1M.
The relation between AR and c for the instrument used was estab-
lished through a series of calibration experiments in which three
standards (diphenyl, triphenylmethane and p-terphenyl) were dissolved
in reagent grade tetrahydrofuran (THF) at various concentrations.
These calibration experiments were performed periodically to check
the calibration curve. A typical calibration curve is shown in Fig. A3.5.
This curve was used for the samples of the 750*F irradiation. The data
were fit to a linear relation by the method of least squares (see
1. THF was the solvent used for the molecular weight samples.
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Section A2.6) and the resulting equation for these data was
AR = 0.23 + 354c (A3. 10)
AR in ohms
c in moles/ 1000 g of THF
The intercept of the equation is not zero, even though the instrument was
zeroed prior to each measurement. Subsequent calibrations, using dilute
solutions (<0.01 m), showed the intercept to be zero, and so the osmometer
seems to be non-linear for concentrations less than 0.01m. Thus, all
sample solutions were made with concentrations between 0.01 m and 0.1 m.
Once the calibration curve is obtained, the molality of a sample
solution may be calculated from the measured resistance change of the
sample thermistor. Knowing the molality and the number of grams of
sample used to make up the solution, the number average molecular weight
may be obtained from the relation
WMW = (A3.11)N 1000c
where
W is the sample weight, grams
c is the calculated solution molality (Eq. (A3.10)).
This number average molecular weight is also defined by
EC.
MWN C (A3.12)
where
C. is the weight fraction of component i in the mixture
and
A. is the molecular weight of component j.
Analysis of the osmometer operation and sample preparation indicate two
significant sources of error. These are insolubility effects and errors in
the osmometer itself. When a dilute solution of an HB sample was placed
in the path of a strong light, a Tyndall beam was easily observed, indicating
a colloidal suspension of an insoluble fraction of the sample. This insolu-
ble fraction has been estimated at about 2 w/o of the total sample. Equation
(A3.12) may be split into the soluble and insoluble portions as follows:
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EC.sol + a
MWN s (A3.13)
z + a
z a
where a is the insoluble fraction, having a molecular weight of A a. It
can be seen from Eq. (A3.13) that if the molecular weight of the insolu-
ble fraction is very large (about a factor of 100 higher) in comparison
with the other A., the number average molecular weight calculated will
be essentially correct, in spite of the insoluble fraction. If Aa is of the
same order as the other A., an error of the order of the per cent insol-
ubility will be committed in computing the number average molecular
weight. However, if the insoluble fraction has a lower molecular weight
than A., a large error in MW could result. Plus 2% is assumed as anI N
error estimate for the error due to insolubility.
Significant osmometer errors are: the error in the calibration
curve, and the random error in each measurement. A statistical ana-
lysis applied to the calibration curve shown in Fig. A3.5 gives a
standard deviation of ±1.5% at the mean of the resistance readings
measured. In the measurements on each sample, AR readings are
taken until consecutive readings agree with ±1%.
Thus, applying the propagation of variances rule, the error in
each number average molecular weight determined is estimated at
+3% to -2%.
A3.7 Tabulation of Number Average Molecular Weight Data
The results of the number average molecular weight measure-
ments made at M.I.T. and at the Monsanto Research Corporation
(Everett, Mass.) for samples from the 610*F and 750*F irradiations
are tabulated in Tables A3.12 and A3.13, respectively. The bottoms
(HB) analyses were corrected for the small (usually less than 1 w/o)
m- and p-terphenyl in the bottoms.
Using Eq. (A3.12), the uncorrected number average molecular
weight of the bottoms may be written as
EC. + y
MW uncorrected _ z I (A3.14)N C.
T + 230
TABLE A3.12
Number Average Molecular Weight, Coolant Melting Point
and Carbon-Hydrogen Content of Samples from the
610*F Irradiation of Santowax OMP
NUMBER AVERAGE MOLECULAR WEIGHT COOLANT MELTING POINT C-H CONTENT
SAMPLE MIT ANALYSES MONSANTO ANALYSES INITIAL FINAL
ME TBOT TOMS LIQUIDUS LIQUIDUS CARBON HYDROGENNU BER COOLANT BOTTOMS COOLAN  IBOT POINT, OF POINT, 0 F W/o W/o
1L16
1L24
1L27
1L28
1L35
1L47
1L50
1L51
1L59
1L62
1L66
1L74
1L82
1L91
1L92
1L99
1L1ll
1L116
1L120
1L123
1L134
1L137
1L151
1L152
1L159
1L160
1L167
1L172
1L176
1L180
1L183
1L192
1L195
1L214
1L231
1L245
1L251
1L252
1L253
1L254
1L255
296
346
834
750
806
773
762
774
749
832
790
820
836
682
672
691
679
701
238
261
263
278
266
285
340
321
303
312
315
660
712
690
656
679
576
167
165-169
145
135-145
145
138-144
135-142
134-138
122-131
100-109
104-109
113
102
77
106
82-104
86-100
90-104
86-108
97-104
81-93
84-97
86-97
90-102
88-100
81-95
340
333
322
329
307
302
284
280
248-257
282
286
270
262
282
275
277
266
270
230-259
268
273
280
275
289
289
282
93.8
94.2
94.1
94.3
93.8
93.7
94.3
94.2
94.0
94.5
94.3
93.9
94.3
94.2
94.3
94.2
6.2
5.9
6.1
5.8
6.0
6.3
5.9
5.9
6.0
5.7
5.9
6.1
5.9
5.9
6.1
6.1
A3.36
A3.37
TABLE A3.12 (Concluded)
Number Average Molecular Weight, Coolant Melting Point
and Carbon-Hydrogen Content of Samples from the
610*F Irradiation of Santowax OMP
NUMBER AVERAGE MOLECULAR WEIGHT COOLANT MELTING POINT C-H CONTENT
SAMPLE MIT ANALYSES MONSANTO ANALYSES INITIAL FINALSAMLELIQUIDUS LIQUIDUS CARBON HYDROGEN
NUMBER COOLANT BOTTOMS COOLANT BOTTOMS POINT, *F POINT, *F W/O W/O
1L256 697
1L257 647 300
1L258 658
1L259 652
1L260 307 94.1 6.1
1L261 646
1L262 297 678
1L263 309 712 670
1L264 302 696
1L265 304 752 276 611 94.2 5.9
1L266 296 751
1L267 302 741
1L268 705
1L269 632 720
1L270 652
1L271 669
1L272 325
1L273 304
A3.38 TABLE A3.13
Number Average Molecular Weight, Coolant Melting Point
and Carbon-Hydrogen Content of Samples from the
750*F Irradiation of Santowax OMP
NUMBER AVERAGE MOLECULAR WEIGHT COOLANT MELTING POINT C-H CONTENT
SAMPLE MIT ANALYSES MONSANTO ANALYSES INITIAL FINALSAMLELIQUIDUS LIQUIDUS CARBON HYDROGEN
NUMBER COOLANT BOTTOMS COOLANT BOTTOMS POINT, *F POINT, *F W/O W/O
2L1 229 232 163 322 93.9 6.1
2L2 229
2L3 236
2L4 244
2L5 144 325
2L6 241
2L7 240
2L8 299
2L9 100 264
2L10 266
2L11 280
2L12 273
2L13 301
2L14 307
2L17 341 <72(Room 261
2L18 284 561 295 616 temp.) 94.3 5.7
2L22 289 568 273 730 <81(Room 270 94.2 5.5
2L24 287 567 262 temp.)
2L25 265
2L26 290 563 272 563 <82(Ro6m 273
2L28 276 586 279 594 temp.)
2L29 275
2L31 282 271 580 <81(Room 273 93.3 5.8
2L32 274 temp.)
2L33 282 582 278
2L36 287 587 94.2 5.9
A3. 38
A3.39
where y is the weight fraction terphenyl in the bottoms sample and C.
is the weight fraction of component i (i not terphenyl). What is desired
is the corrected value
EC.
MWcorrected =_ I (A3.15)N C.
By combining Eqs. (A3.14) and (A3.15), remembering that EC. = 1, there
results
MWcorrected 1 (A3.16)
MWuncorrected 230N
Normally, the effect of the correction for terphenyls was to increase the
MWN of the HB fraction by about 3%.
A3.8 Tabulation of Coolant Melting Point Data
The initial and final liquidus points determined by a Fisher-Johns
apparatus (A3.1) on samples of the 610*F and 750*F irradiations of
Santowax OMP are given in Tables A3.12 and A3.13, respectively. For
some of the samples, a melting range is given, due to the uncertainty
in visual observation.
A3.9 Tabulation of Carbon-Hydrogen Content Data
The carbon-hydrogen content of irradiated Santowax OMP samples
have been measured by the Monsanto Research Corporation (Everett,
Mass.) using a standard combustion technique. The stated accuracy is
±0.5 w/o (A3.1). The results of these measurements for 610'F irradi-
ation and 750*F irradiation samples are listed in Tables A3.12 and
A3.13, respectively.
A3.10 Tabulation of Ash and Semi-Quantitative Emission
Spectroscopy Analyses
The Monsanto Research Corporation (Dayton, Ohio) has performed
ash and semi-quantitative emission spectroscopy analyses on irradiated
samples of Santowax OMP, and the results of their analyses for 610*F
A3.40
irradiation and 750*F irradiation samples are tabulated in Table A3.14.
The conditions for ashing were 1000*C for 90 minutes, and the ash
analyses have a probable accuracy of ±100 ppm.
TABLE A3.14
Ash and Semi-Quantitative Emission Spectroscopy Analyses
on Irradiated Santowax OMP Samples from the 610*F and 750*F Irradiations
Al
Sample
Number
1L35
1L47
1L50
1L51
1L66
1L91
1L116
1L134
1L159
1L180
1L214
1L265
1L269
2L1
2L5
2L18
2L22
2L26
2L31
2L3 2
2L36
Cr
1-4
<2
Concentration of Inorganic Material, ppm (by v
Cu Fe 1 Mg Mn Mo Na Ni
React
MWH
392
816
930
1076
1793
2869
3839
4476
5179
5785
6928
9979
10579
0
253
2060
2278
2618
3000
3200
3445
<2
3-8
1-4
<2
1-3
3-8
2-4
2-4
2-6
1 3-8
2-4
<2
<2
<3
2-5
<4
<3
<4
<4
3-9
<3
<2
4-12
7-21
<2
<1
2-5
<3
<3
<3
<3
<2
<2
<3
2-6
<4
<3
<4
<4
<4
<3
<1
trace
<3
<3
<3
<3
<2
1-3
<2
<1
<3
13-39
6-17
<4
<3
3-8
3-9
2-4
<3
<5
<2
<2
<2
2-7
2-5
<4
<3
<4
2-6
2-7
2-6
it.)
Ti
<2
<2
<2
<1
2-5
1-3
3-8
2-7
<2
2-5
<3
2-5
<4
<3
<4
<4
<4
<3
1-2
2-7
2-6
1-3
2-5
2-7
<2
2-6
3-8
2-7
1-3
<2
9-27
3-8
4-13
2-5
2-6
4-12
4-12
3-9
ISi
3-9
15-150
28-57
3-10
2-5
14-42
2-7
1-3
8-24
9-28
2-7
2-5
2-5
3-9
5-15
18-45
8-25
11-32
8-23
12-35
6-19
Ash
ppm
90
400
200
30
20
80
15
10
70
20
5
0
0
30
20
50
40
10
20
20
20
2-5
<3
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APPENDIX A4
HEAT TRANSFER
A4.1 Determination of Heat Transfer Coefficients - Theory
The techniques used in the report for determining heat transfer
coefficients are, with minor modifications, the same as those reported
by Swierzawski (A4.1) and Morgan and Mason (A4.2). This section
summarizes the theory used.
The heat transfer coefficient determined was the local coefficient
from the inside test heater wall to organic coolant, defined by
dQ.
U = Q in (A4.1)
dA T -TB)
where
dQin is the heat transfer rate into the coolant for a differ-
ential length of test heater, Btu/hr
dA is the differential inside wall surface through which
the heat flows, ft 2
T I is the temperature of the inside surface of the testw
heater wall at the differential element, *F
TB is the coolant bulk temperature at the differential
element, *F.
Morgan and Mason (A4.2) have shown that except near the electrodes of
the test heater, the temperature difference is constant along the test
heater length, and that dQ and dA can also be considered constant (see
Fig. A4.1). Thus, Eq. (A4.1) is equivalent to the average heat transfer
coefficient:
U Qin (A4.2)
A (T -TB)
Temperature
Mill- *F
volts
a161
Run No.25 q/A 1=96,800 BTU/(hr-ft 2 )
Inlet Section
4 6 8
700
600
I
10
12
12 inches
FIGURE A4.1 TYPICAL TEST HEATER
15-
14-
13-
Outlet Section
L 1 1 I I
0 2 4 6 8 10
-I
TB
I.
0 2
j
12
I
TEMPERATURE PROFILE
_
I I I I| | |
A4.3
Both the test heaters used for this report (TH5 and TH6) were divided
electrically into two halves by the flow of current from the center
electrodes to the end electrodes, so the analysis for the determination
of (T I-B) and Q, which will be described, was applied to each
section of the test heater separately. Normally, only the data for the
upstream half heater were used in the correlation described below,
since the downstream half heater wall thermocouples yield tempera-
tures which were more scattered than those for the upstream half
heater.
The thermocouples on the test heaters were attached by spot
welding to the outside of the test heater walls. These thermocouples
were calibrated relative to the bulk inlet immersion thermocouples
with each of the test heaters in place in the hydraulic console. After
the calibration experiment, TH6 was removed to provide a sampling
position at the loop and TH5 was used initially for the heat transfer
measurements. Unfortunately, two sources of error arise from these
calibrations. First, the thermocouples were only calibrated to a wall
temperature of 750*F and measurements were made to a wall temper-
ature of 900*F, so that the curves had to be extrapolated. Second, on
November 10, 1961, after about three months of operation, TH5 had to
be removed and replaced by TH6 because of a coking accident. However,
TH6 had previously been calibrated using the TH6 inlet immersion
thermocouple, but was placed in the TH5 position on November 10, 1961.
An unknown (but certainly less than 5%) error was introduced by the
change as it was assumed that the response of the TH5 and TH6 inlet
thermocouples was the same, and the previous TH6 calibrations were
used for TH6.
For each section of the test heater, a smoothed curve was drawn
through the corrected outside wall temperature profile and the average
0
outside wall temperature, TW, for each half section was calculated, but
Iit was desired to have the average inside wall temperature, T W. This
temperature profile may be calculated from the theoretical relation
(A4.2):
I 0 1 Q1r_ r Qloss r1l]T =T k L ~ 2 r -1 -21 + n i
sL r 7 rO nr l I l OO27r 1 -I
rO(A4.3)
A4.4
where
ks is the thermal conductivity at the test heater section
evaluated at the average outside wall temperature, TW
L is the total test heater length (24 inches for this
experiment)
r 1  is the inner radius of the test heater section
ro is the outer radius of the test heater section
Q is the heat produced in the half section of the test
heater (see below)
Qls is the heat lost in the half section of the test heater
(see below).
The data for k were taken from McAdams (A4.3) who shows a linear
5
dependence of k on temperature. Equation (A4.3) differs from that
5
derived by Morgan and Mason (A4.2) only in that the coefficient of Qloss
has been exactly doubled. This is because, for the reported calibrations,
it was assumed that at infinite fluid velocity the inside and outside wall
temperature were equal, which is true only if there is no heat loss. It
was found easier to correct this error in Eq. (A4.3) than to change all of
the calibrations. Substituting the dimensions of the test heaters into
Eq. (A4.3), there results
I 0 1TW TW kL [1.22 Q - 4.61 Qloss] (A4.4)
s
with
k in Btu/(hr)(ft)(F)
5
L in inches
Q, Q in wattsloss
I 0TW, TW in *F.
The average bulk temperature of the coolant in each half section
was calculated from
A4.5
U
TB B + in .(T"-'T (A4.5)BTB+Q U +QD B B
in in
T = (w+T' (A4.6)B 2~ B
T D = +T0 ) (A4.7)B 2 (B B/
where
T is the inlet bulk temperatureB
T is the outlet bulk temperatureB
Q is the heat transferred to the coolant in the upstreamin
half of the test heater (see below)
Q n is the heat transferred to the coolant in the downstream
half of the test heater (see below)
TB is the average bulk temperature in the upstream section
of the test heater
T Dis the average bulk temperature in the downstreamB
section of the test heater,.
so that, with the aid of Eqs. (A4.4) and (A4.5), the desired temperature
difference T was calculated for each half of the test heaters
from the measured temperature profile.
The heat transferred to the fluid for each half section of the test
heater was calculated from
2
Q = -Q =Q-Q (A4.8)in R loss loss
where
AV is the measured voltage drop across the section
R is the resistance of the test heater section evaluated at
the mearq outside wall temperature
Qloss is the heat loss in the test heater section evaluated
at the mean outside wall temperature.
A4.6
Test heater resistance and heat loss measurements as a function of
temperature have been reported by Morgan and Mason (A4.2). The heat
loss measurements have been corrected for the use of more recent
specific heat data for the coolant. As a check on Eq. (A4.8), the heat
input to the coolant for each half section was also calculated from
Q U 14 6 . 8 GpC -T (A4.9)
Q = 146.8 GpCp(T0-Th) (A4. 10)
where
G is the volumetric flow rate of the coolant in the test heater
p is the coolant density evaluated at the mean bulk temperature
of the half section, gm/cc
Cp is the coolant specific heat at the mean bulk temperature of
the half section, cal/(gm)("C)
T's in *F
Qth in watts.
Knowing the temperature difference T' the heat input Q and theW B/ in
geometry of the test heater, the heat transfer coefficient was calculated
from
U = in 312.9 Btu (A4. 11)
DL (hr)(ft2 )(OF)
where
D is the inner diameter of the test heater, inches
Q is in watts
T T 's-in *FW' B
L is the total test heater length, inches.
Morgan and Mason (A4.2) estimated the over-all error in the measure-
ment of U to be about 10% for measurements with Q/A larger than 100,000
Btu/(hr)(ft 2). As the heat flux is lowered below this value, uncertainties in
the calibrations and heat losses become more important and may lead to
larger errors.
A4.7
A4.2 Determination of Flow Rates and Film Heat Transfer Coefficients
In Section A4.1, the equations used for the determination of the
over-all heat transfer coefficient, U, from the inside of the test heater
wall to the coolant were developed. It is desirable to know the film
heat transfer coefficient, hf, as a function of the coolant velocity, in
order to develop dimensionless relations valid for other heat transfer
geometries.
The coolant velocity was determined from the volumetric flow
rate measured by a Potter turbine flowmeter (A4.2). Calibration
experiments on the flowmeter were performed using water and metha-
nol at room temperature, and the calibrations agreed closely with that
supplied by the manufacturer. Morgan and Mason (A4.2) estimate that the
combined effect of viscosity, density and elevated temperature on the
flowmeter may produce an error of only about 1%, which is better than
the accuracy with which the flowmeter can be read. The calibration
used for the instrument was
Gactual = (1.05 Gmeasured +0.01) gpm (A4.12)
The velocity in the test heater was calculated from
Ga
v = 0.409 actual ft/sec (A4.13)
D2
D in inches.
The film heat transfer coefficient, hf, is equal to U if there is no
scale on the heat transfer surface. One method of determining the
scale resistance is due to Wilson (A4.2). The relation between U and
hf may be written as
1 1
= + R s (A4.14)
The film heat transfer coefficient is related to the fluid velocity by (A4.3):
BB
h = avB(0.8<BC1.0) (A4.15)
Thus, by plotting 1/U versus 1/vB and extrapolating to infinite velocity,
the scale resistance is given as the intercept. The computer program
A4.8
MNHTR, described in Section A4.5, performs this analysis by fitting the
set of data taken at different velocities on a given day to Eq. (A4.14) by
the method of least squares (see Section A2.6), using the value of B
determined by the computer for the over-all correlation of the heat
transfer data. (U is assumed equal to hf for a first approximation in the
correlation. Corrections may be applied in further iterations if required.)
A second method is provided by the insertion of TH6 into the system
after three months of operation (see above). Any change in U observed
between the pre-coked TH5 and TH6 could be attributed to a scale buildup
since very little change in physical properties occurred during the change-
over. As reported in Section 6.4, no significant scale buildup has been
observed by either method, so that hf was equated to U for this work.
A4.3 Correlation of Heat Transfer Data
As reported in Section 6.2, the heat transfer rates were correlated
with the physical properties of the coolant by an equation of the type:
Nu = AReBPr C()D (A4.16)
where
h D
Nu = Nusselt number = k
Re = Reynolds number = Dvp
C~J
Pr = Prandtl number p
[ is the viscosity evaluated at the inside wall surface temperature. All
physical properties except W were evaluated at the bulk fluid tempera-
ture. The heat transfer coefficient, h f, and the fluid velocity, v, were
measured at the loop, and the physical properties were determined from
measurements made on samples from the loop. These data have been
reported in Chapter 5 as a function of per cent degradation products in
the coolant, but it is more convenient to know the physical properties as
a function of the period of reactor operation in MWH (it is assumed that
the properties do not change when the reactor is not operating), in order
A4.9
to calculate the physical properties at the time of the heat transfer
measurements. Figures A4.2, A4.3 and A4.4 show the density, vis-
cosity, and thermal conductivity data, respectively, as a function of
reactor MWH for the 610*F irradiation of Santowax OMP; and
Figures A4.5, A4.6 and A4.7 show the same for the 750*F irradiation
of Santowax OMP. For interpolation in temperature, the linear
dependence of the properties reported in Chapter 5 was employed
as follows:
p = a + bT (A4.17)
In = c + d/ (T+460.) (A4.18)
k = e + fT (A4.19)
The specific heat measurements show no change with irradiation
and the data of Chapter 5 may be used directly. The dependence on
temperature was taken as
CP = g + hT (A4.20)
Thermal conductivity measurements were made only on three
samples at two DP concentrations for the 610*F irradiation of Santowax
OMP, and so the MWH dependence of these data was calculated from the
variation of the DP concentration with MWH. The density and viscosity
measurements, however, were made on many samples covering the
entire periods of irradiation, so the MWH dependence could be deter-
mined directly from the measurements on each sample. These
measurements are tabulated in Section A3.4 and the smoothed values
at each temperature are shown on the figures. In order to calculate
the viscosity at the inside wall surface temperature, the viscosity data
listed in Section A3.4 were extrapolated to 1200*F.
A4.4 Statistics of Heat Transfer Correlations
Equation (A4.16) may be written in linear form by taking loga-
rithms of both sides:
In Nu = ln A + B In Re + C ln Pr + D In (1) (A4.21)
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or
Y = A' + Bx + Cz + Dw (A4.22)
The variance in each measured value of Y, y. seems to be much
larger than the variances in the measured values x., z., and w., since
the measurement of h has the largest error, and the percentage error
in the Nusselt number should be about the same for every measurement, so
an unweighted least squares analysis may be applied to Eq. (A4.22).
The quantity to be minimized is
N N
(Y.-y.) 2 = (A'+Bx.+Cz.+Dw.-y.) 2 = minimum (A4.23)
j=1 j=1
where N is the number of data points (y., x., z., w.). Setting the partial
I I j l
derivative of Eq. (A4.23) with respect to A', B, C and D equal to zero,
there results
NA' + (Ex.)B + (Zz.)C + (Ew.)D = Ey. (A4.24)
(Ex.)A'+(, 72)B + (Ez.x.)C + (Zw.x.)D = Ey.x. (A4.25)
2(Zz.)A' + (Ex.z.)B + (Ez.)C + (Ew.z.)D = Ey.z. (A4.26)
2(Zw.)A' + (Ex.w.)B + (Ez.w.)C + (Ew.)D = Ey.w. (A4.27)
This set of equations may be solved by Cramer's rule (A4.4) for A', B, C
and D. The variance in y. may be calculated directly from the fit,
assuming only random errors contribute to the measurements, as
2
Z (Y.--y.
2 1 J -
- (y) = N -4 (A4.28)
The correlation coefficient, r, is given by the relation (see Section A2.6)
Z (Y .- j) 22-
r = 2 (A.29)
The appropriate form of Eq. (A4.22) for the calculation of the vari-
ances of the parameters is
A4.17
(A4.30)Y = A" + B(x-x) + C(z-z) + D(w-w)
Using the propagation of variances treatment
an error), there results
(y. is the only variable with
3
(Mx2_ 2(Ex. -Ni2)
3
A = (Ex.z.-Niz)
3)3
(Ex .w .- Niiw)
I)
2 (0. (y.)
2 __
T (B) =
2 (y
2 (y )A
2
r-(y .)
2 __
o- ( ) =
(~x .z .- Niiz)
3)3
(Ez9-Nz 2 )
(.E z .w .- Nzw)
3,]
z -N 2)
z .w .- Nzw)
D 3
Ex w-Ni 2 )
I
x .W .- Niw)
Ex 2-Ni 2)
x.z.-Nxz)
I I
(~x .w .- Nii)
I3
(Ez.w.-Nii)
2 2(Ew.-N 2)
I
(F3z.w.-Nzw)
_3
(Zw 9-Nw 2)
3
(Ex.w .- Niiw)
2 -2
(Zw 9-Nw2)
(Ex .z .- Nii-)
(2z -Nz 2)
I
02 (
2 2 (y) -2 2
a2(A') = -N + Xo. (B) + zo.2(C) + wo.2(D) (A4.35)
where
Ex.
x=
Ez.
z N
Ew.
w = N (A4.36)
Using the logarithmic relation between A' and A, the error in A may be
calculated as
a. 2(A) = A 2 ,T2 (A')
(A4.31)
(A4.32)
(A4.33)
(A4.34)
(A4.37)
A4.18
The error in the calculated value of the dependent variable, Y., may be
calculated from
2S(y.)
2 -22 -2 -2 2
aN (Y + (x.-x) o (B) + (z.-z) a- (C) + (w.-w) a- (D)
(A4.38)
and the root-mean-square deviation of the data may be calculated as the
square root of Eq. (A4.28). Standard deviations are the square roots of
the variances. Student's t may be used to calculate confidence limits
(see Section A2.6).
Consistent errors in variables have to be taken into account sepa-
rately and, depending on the bias, may affect the error in the parameters
A, B, C and D in a different way (see Section A2.6).
The least squares analysis may still be applied in its entirety if
the dependence on the variable ([i/ LW) is assumed not to exist. In this
2
case, every sum involving w. is set to zero, except that Zw. is set to
unity.
If a parameter is fixed instead of least squared, Eqs. (A4.24) to
(A4.27) must be modified. The equation resulting from the partial deriva-
tive with respect to this parameter must not appear, and the fixed value of
the parameter must be substituted into the other equations. The analysis
of variance (Eqs. (A4.28) to (A4.38)) can no longer apply since the fixed
parameter has an unknown error.
A4.5 Heat Transfer Computer Program, MNHTR
MNHTR is an IBM 709/7090 FORTRAN program (designed for a
32K storage) which correlates the heat transfer data measured at the
loop using the relations derived in the preceding sections. The program
has several options. First, the heat transfer coefficient may be based
on the upstream half heater, the downstream half heater, or the average
of the two. As noted in Section A4.1, data are usually based on the up-
stream half heater. Next, the heat input may be based on the voltage
drop and the heat loss, Q , the calculated value from the temperaturein'
rise of the coolant, Qth, or the average of the two. Third, the heat trans-
fer coefficients calculated may be corrected for a given amount of scale
resistance. Heat transfer data will be rejected on two counts: if the
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difference between Q in and Qth is greater than a specified percentage,
or if the scatter in the wall temperature data is too great. Finally,
correlations of the data will be made using Eq. (A4.16) with any combi-
nation of A, B, C or D fixed or least squared. The parameter D has
one special extra option - that of being set to zero in case no dependence
on ( L/ W) is desired.
Table A4.1 gives the FORTRAN listing of the program and
Fig. A4.8 gives the logic flowsheet of the program. Of particular note
is the size of the program. It must use the special library subroutine
DF2PM in order to fit into a 32K core. In the paragraphs that follow,
a brief description of how to use the program will be given; a sample
input and sample output are given in Tables A4.2 and A4.3 as an aid.
Some familiarity with FORTRAN input/output format is assumed; for
details, see the IBM FORTRAN reference manual (A4.5).
The input is arranged as a series of tables, each headed by a card
upon which any desired information may be placed. All fixed-point data
use 14 format and all floating-point data use E12.5 format. Alpha-
numeric data, used to describe run numbers, use A6 format.
The first table supplies control data for the program. It must
contain the following information:
1. The number of groups of data to be run with the same
"constant"data (to be described below).
2. The number of MWH entries to be supplied in the density-
temperature-MWH table.
3. The number of temperature entries in the density-temperature-
MWH table. In Table A4.2, the p = p(T,MWH) plane is described
by two temperature entries and seven MWH elements.
4. The number of MWH entries in the ln - (+0 - MWH table.
5. The number of temperature entries in the ln - 1 - MWH(T 4 6 0.)
table.
6. The number of entries in the specific heat-temperature-MWH
table.
7. The number of temperature entries in the specific heat-
temperature-MWH table.
8. The number of MWH entries in the thermal conductivity-
temperature-MWH table.
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TABL A4*1
FORTRAN LISTING OF MNHTP
LIST 8
LABEL
SYMBOL TABLE
MNHTP HAS SUPPROnPAM5 MAINoPTT*HTLSOoHTSUPoCRPL*WOToLINLSO IN
c FORTRAN* INT2D IN FAP
C MNHTR MUST USE DUMMY FPPM
c MAIN HAS 178 CARDS 5-27-63
COMMON SUMX#SUMYtSIJMX2*SUMXY95UMY29SLOPFoFNTCPT*STG2FtSTGPtSTCA95
lIC389PLINoNOToKPUNCH
COMMON MoNRloNP?#NEN'loNEM29NCPI*NCP29NFKIPNEK29NRF519NPI .S29N",.,LoSlt
INOLOSPiNTCPLTtNT",rPloNTMCP2*NCiPATgNrTNTgMOVFRoNrORRSoNITgNeKAgKR*K
7CsKD9KH9K09NFPFF9NTH
COMMON DIA*ERPOR19ERROR29FAC19FAC2*FAC39FAC49FAC59FAC6#FAC7sFAC8oF
1KWALO*FKWAL19APAAoPtrgr)oTRoRoPMWHRVTFMFMoF,'4WHFMoTrPgrP#VMWHCnoT;7K
29FKtEMWHFK#TRFS*RFSTSI*FMWHRF*TQLOS90LOS*FMV!HoLtTT ICPLoVT'4rPLoVTCP
IC 9VTCPCR 9 XTCPL 9GRAT CtFmk'HCP on TNT oFMWHG It SLOPP1 9SLOPr7 9 F TCDT 1 9 FTCP
4T29RCORloRCOR29SInAlgSIGA2tSTGOl9ST6B2oV9TWO19TW02*OA*')B*0190?90.LO
5519OL0529TRoTRIoTP29TWT19TWI79 0APFAl90AR;7A?91-'19W:7jH9PW
6FAN*FMMFAN#CMWMr'N*CP'mc4N9FKMPAN*QINH90TN*;:'RR*FNU*PR#PFgPAT109DATF9
70INHJ*OINHP*TTFST*VAPFgVARP#PHPAToXoYoZoWoCOPFII*COFF12#COPPIlorr)P
8F149
q4 9COFF4v 9R TEST #YSO 9FNTH9 FMWHTH 9RFS T S? 9VTCPL 9 TT('PL 9 FMWH ONPCAr qKPUNC
COMMON VARA9VAR89VAPCvVARD
COMMON Cll9Cl2tCll9Cl49Cl59C229C23tC?49r25tCl3tC349C359C449C4r-9C55
ltEl9E29F39F4
COMMON NRS*RSCALFoFMPS
D.IMPNSION
2tFK(20920)gFMWHPK(?O)oTPFS(70)oPFSTSI(709701ocMWHPP(7n)*TOLOS(7n)o
IOLOS(709?n)*FMWHOL(Pn)oTTMCPL(?n)vVTMCPL(70)*VTCOC(2M)*VTCPrP(?Mo?
40)#XTrPL(20)orRATTO(20)*FMWH",R(20)orTNT(2nloPMWHGT(2n)*TTCIT(II)OK.
SA(1019KP(10)tKC(10)oKn(10)tVARc(10)tVtPP(10)%RHPAT(10)*NFPrc,(10)oV
6TrPL(20itTTCPL(?n)*FNTH(20)tPMWHTH(7n)*RFStS2(2n#7n)
DIMFNSION SLOPFI(InO)gSLOPF?(InO)tFTCPTI(IMn)oFTCP!'2(100)#R(OP1(10
10) oPCORV100) 9SInAl (Ion) qSTrA7(jn0j *51nol (3nnj sSTCR?(1101 9Vt!n0) 9T
4ARFA2(3OOl9Hl(lOO)9H2(100)*H(InOlgRMFAN(100)*FMMEAN(300)oFMWMcN(IO
50)tCPMEAN(300)tFKMFAN(InO)*OTNH(3nn)gOtN(300)*FPR(3nO)oENU(Inn)*DP
6(300loRF(100)vRATTO(IOC)tf)ATr(100)#OTNHI(300)tOTNH2(100)*X(Inn)#Y(
7'300)tZ(Inn)lwfloo)tFMWH(300)oVARA(10)oVARR(In)*VARC(10)*VARn(In)
n DIMFNSION Cll(l)*C12(1)oCll(l)tCI4(1)*CI5(l)oC2?(l)9C23(l)9C24(1)9
r)
D 29F4(l)
DIMENSION.RSCALE(20)tFMRS(20)
24 CALL RIT
READINPUTTAPF NITsjqNR5
PFADINOUTTAPF NTTt2009(RSCALF(I)oFMRS(T)ol*IoNRS)
200 FORMAT(6E12@51
DO 22 J=loM
READINPUTTAPF NIT*100
100 FORMATt8OHl
1
WRITFOUTPUTTAPF NOTtino.
CALL CLOCK(NOT)
IF(KPUNCH)10191019102
101 PUNCH 100
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TARLE A4*1 frONTTNUFD)
102 PcAnINPUTTAPF NTT.1,N,(KA(L),KS(L),KC(L).KD(L),LulNCOPRS) ,KHKO
1 PORMATM/(1T41)
WRITEOUTPUTTAPE NOT,10qJ
TF(KPUNCH)7,798
7 PUNCH 109J
A DO 13 1=19N
PrAnTNPUTTAPP NlotMHIo'oOT*O~pVrLIoTP()nT(
1), (VTC'PL (K) .Ka3 NTMCPl)
2 FORMAT(6F12e5,A6/(6El~oS))
NHALFwNTMrPj/2+I
CALL I NT2n (NTH,91 99MWHTHOoFNTHPMWH(I) 909ENTHC I
IF(FNTHC) 54,54,55
55 RFADTNPUTTAPF NIT ,3 91)TA*FAC49* AC6 9FAC7sFAC8
RFAD!NPUTTAPF N!T,3,(VTCPC(J) ,(VTCPCR(JK),KalNT4CPI) ,JzlNTMCP2)
PcAnTNPUTTAPF NTT,3,(TRFS(J),(QFSTS1(JK),POSTS2(JK),Ku1,NPFS )*,J
1=1 ,NPFS?) ,(PN 4WHPr(K) .Ku1 NRFSI)
READ!NPUTTAPP NjTT,1(TQLOS(J)9 (OLOS(JoK),*Kul 9NfLOS1) #Jul 9NLOSP)O(
1EMWHOL(K)vKwlN0LOSI)
3 FORMAT(/(6E1?s5))
54 LLOWm1
LIGH=2
53 DO 40 K=LLOWoLHIGH
CALL TNT~fl(NTMrP2,KVTCPCtflVTCPCRVTCPL(K) ,0,VTCPI(K))
CALL TNT2nflNTCPLT,91 tVTmrPL v0sTTMCPL 9VTCPL (K) ,OTTCPL (K) I
40 CONTINUE
TF(LLOW-1)6?*6?,61
62 LLOWul
LIIIGH=NTMCPI
tFfVTCPL(3fl50950951-
50 LLOWzNHALF-1
51 IF(VTC0L(NHALF+1) )52s,7?,5j
5? LHIGH=NHALF
GO TO 53
61 WR IT FOUTPUT TAPE NOT sI1 9nA T F t T,TTCPL I oTTC PL(2),(T TCPL (K)9K ULLOW 9
ILHTGH)
IF(KPUNCH) 12912,14
12 PUNCH l1,DATF(I),TTCPL(1),TTCPL(2),(TTCPL(K),KuLLOWLHIGH)
14 TF(VTrPL(3) )60960,61
60 RCOPI(I)-O0
GO TO 5q
61 CALL LINLSO(IoNHALF#XTCPL*TTCpL9-1)
SLOPFI (I)=SLOPF
ETCPT1(1I)zFNTCPT
RCOP1 (1) RLIN
SIGA1f1)wSTGA
SIGRI ( SriGp
59 TF(VTCPL(N~HLF+ ) )56q16q57
56 RCOR?(I)v-0e0
GO TO 58
57 CALL L INLSO (NHA LF+IsNTMCP 19XT COL T TCPL 9-1)
SLOPF2 (I ) SLOPF
FTCPT2 (1) sNTCPT
RCOP2(I)wPL!N
STGA2 (I) SIGA
S IGA 2( I) aST I R
58 CALL !NT2D(NGPAT,1,*FMWHG'R,0,GrPAT!0,FMWH( T),0,GPATP)
CALL INT2fl(NGTNT,1 *FMWHGI ,09CINT *FMWH( I ),0,GrTNTP)
CaGINTP+GRATP*G
VII )*FACI*G/DIA**2
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TARLF A4,1 (CONTINUFD)
TWO1(T)=FTCPTI(T)+SLOPEI(1)*XTCPL(2)*0.25
TW02(T)=FTCPT2(T)+SLOPE2(T)*XTCPL(2)*0.75
CALL INTDNF~NF19RS9"HFPSI 9W I )9MH(I P5
CALL IN T2D( N!PES2*NPES TPES9EMWHQE9PESTS2,TW02 (I) #EMWH( I),9ES2
OA( I)=VOLT1**2/RES1
OB( I )VOLT2**2/RES2
CALL INTr(O02NL5 TLS;M~) O(S Wl FW(II LSI
CALL I NT2D(NOLOS2*NOLOSJ 9T0LOSEMWH0LOLOSTW02( I),9EMWH( I),OrLoS2( I
01(1) =OA(I 1-0LOSi (I)
TPR1(TI)=(TTCPL(1 )+TR( T)1*0o.
TF32(T)z(TTCPL(2)s.TF(I))*0,5
TW II(I )=TWO I( I )(FAC7*OA(I I)+FAr8*0L0S I( I) )/(FKWALO+FKWAI-1* TwOJ trI
1/XTCPL C?)
TWI2( I)=TW0? (I )-(CAC7*0Pk(I )+FrA (R*OL(0S2( I)/fc'WALO+EKWAL I*TW02( I))
1/XTCPL C?)
CALL TNTDC(NCP?,Nt7P1,TCPEMWHC0,CPTHl(I),FMwH(I),CQ1)
CALL INT2D(NCP?.NCPITCPEMWHCDCPTB2CI),FMWHCI)gCP2)
CALL TNT?O(NR?,NRH ITR9FEMW)HP9Tql ( I IEMWH( I ) 9Q1)
CALL TNT2D(NR?,NRI ,TREMWHRPTB2CI),EMWHCI ),R2)
QTNH1CI)=FAC3*G *R1*CPI*(T93C1)-TTCPLC1))
Q)TNH2(T)=FAC3*r *P2*CD2*(TTCPL(2)-TB(1))
IF (KO) 739495
73 (QAV1=OINH1CI)
QAV2=01NH2 (I)
GO TO 6
5 OAVI=0iCT)
OAV2=02( I
GO TO 6
4 OAVl=CQ1 (1)+0TN'41 T) *0.5
QAV2m(02( I)+QTNH2C 1)1*0.5
6 GA REAl( I )=FAC2*0AV I/DTIA /XTCPL 2)
QAREA2(I)inFAC2*QAV2/()IA/XTCPLf 2)
CALL INT2DCNRS,1,FMRSORSCALFEMWH(I),0,RS)
Hi ITsOAREAl I) / TW 1 C r -TFU C))
H2(I)=OAREA?(1)/(TWT2CI)-T62(1fl
Hi (I) :H1(I) / Ci .RS*H (I))
H2 (I) H2 (1)/Cl .RS*H2 (I))
H(TI)=(Hl(TI)+H2(T1)1*0.5
CALL INT2D(NR2,NRlTPEMWHo~,TB(I),EM WH(I),QME-AN(lI)
CALL TNT2D(NEM2,N1gM1,TFMEVWHF"4%FM,1.O/CTB(I1)+460*O),gFMWH( I) 9FMmFA
INC I))
EPAMEAN( I)=EXPF CEMMEANC 1))
CALL TNT2D(NCP2,NCPiTCPEMWHC~,CPTRCI),FMWHCI1,CPMFANCI))
CALL I NT2D( NEK29NPK I TEIC ,EM4WHFK 9EKTBC I) ,EMWH( I) 9EKMC'AN( IM
OINH( 1V=FAC3*C, *PMFAN(I)*CPMFAN.(I)*(TTCPL(2)-TTCPL(1))
0IN( 11:01(1 1+02 CI)
ERRC )-(01N( I)-OINH(1) )*1,O.oO/QIN( 1)
13 CONTINUE
CALL HTLSO
CALL WOT
CALL CRRL
22 CONTINUE
IF (MOVER)23923o24
23 CALL FXIT
10 FORMAT (34X1OHBATCH NO*u12/1H0,24X33HTEMPERATURE PROFILES FOR ALL R
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TABLE A4.1 (CONTINUED)
lUNS)
11 FORMAT(1H A6912F61/(13F6.11)
END
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TABLE A4*1 (CONTINUFD)
LIST 8
LABEL
SYMBOL TARLF
SUPROUTTNF PIT
r PIT HAS 68 CAPnS 7-26-62
COMMON SUMXOSUMY*SUMX29SUMXYtSUMY295LOPFtFNTCPT95162F#STG2P*STGAoS
lTGR9RLIN9NOT9KPUNrH
COMMON MsNP I 9NR29NFM I 9NFM2 9NCP1 sNCP29NFK I oNFK29NRFS I 9NRPS79NOLOS 1 9
INOLOSoNTCPLToNTMCP19NTMCP29NGPATtNGINTtMOVFPtNCORRSoNtToNoKAgKBgK
2C#KDtKH*KO*NFPFFoNTH
COMMON D I A *FRPOPI *FqqOPP 9FACI 9 PAC 2 sFACl gr7AC49FAC5 9f:,AC6 PFAC79FAC8 I
I KWAL09FKWALl *At A A opt roDoTR oPoPMWHRt TFMgPMtr*MWHFM*TCPtCP9 MWHCPoT 'K
79FK oFMWHFK 9TPF59RPS IS I 9FMWHQP9TQLO59QL059FMWH0L 9TTMCPL 9VTMCOL #VTCP
lCoVTCPCR,)XTCPL oGR AT I CtFMWH(-:)Po(', IN To;"MWH(- It SLOP F 1 9 SLOP F2 9FTCPT I 9FTCP
4T2 9RCOR1 9RCOR? 951riAl 9SIGA2 9S I GR I 9s I rR2%vq TWO1 9TW02 POA9 OR 901902 90LO
5SIsOLOS29TRqTRI9TR29TWI19TWI79 QAPFAI90APFA?9Hl9H29H9RM
6EANtEMMEANtEMWMFNtCPMEANtEKMqAN90INH*OTN*FRPoFNU*PR9REtRAT109DATE9
70INHI. 90 1 NH2 9TTFST 9VAPF9VAPP9PHFAT9XqY9Z qW9rOFF I 1 9 COFF 12 9COFF11 9M:
SF149 C)FF159COF; '?2grOFF?3*CO 7F749rOPF25,COPPII*roFF149COFF15trOFc4
q49COFF45vPTF.',T#Y,';09FNTHoPMWHTHoRF! TS29VTrPLoTTCPL
DIMFNS'TON A(10)oAA(10)tP(10)*C(10)gf)(Io)oTR(7(1)sR(209?0)OCMWHP(70)
29FK(20920)tFMWHFK(20)#TRcS(20)oRFSTSI(?Ot?019PMWHP -"(20)gTOLOS(20)9
30LOSt?0920)gFMWHr L(20)oTTMCPL(20).oVTMCPL(2n)gVTCPC(20)tVTCPCR(2092
40)tXTCPL(20)orRATTO(20)*rM'.qHCiR(2n)tCTNT(?O)tCMWHCiT(20)tTTFST(11)tK
SA(10)*KP(10)*KC(IO)gKn(IO19VARF(10)oVARD(10)tPHPAT(10)%NFRFF(10)oV
6TCPL(20)tTTCPL(20)*FNTW(20)qPMIA!HTH(2n)9Rg7SlS?(2n92O)
DIMFNSION SLOPFItIOnItSLOPF7(InO)tFTCPT1(3nM)gcTCPT2(10n)gPCOPI(lO
10)tRCOP2(300)95ICiAl(100)951rAP(IOO)951rPI(100)951rR2(100)tV(InO)tT
2WO1(10019TW07(300)90A(!nO)top(inoisoi(inn)to7(ion)90LOSI(100)90LOS
32(100)tTB(100)*TBI(3oo)*TB2(loo)oTWI1(300)%TW12(lno)90AREAI(300)90
4ARFA2(300)#Hl(3OO)9H2(300)tH(300)#RMEAN(3no)oFMMFAN(300)*FMWMFN(30
50)tCPMEAN(300)*FKMFAN(300)901NH(100)901N(300)oEPR(100)gFNU(100)tPR
61 '400) 9RP(300) *RAT TO( 1001 9DATP(100) *OTNHI (100) *OINH2( 100) *X(100) 9Y(
7100)qZ(ln0)9W(3nn)
NOT=7
NIT=4
PrADINPUTTAPF NIT 91 9"qNP1 *NP29NFMI oNFM?*NCPI 9MCP?*NFKI %NFK29NPFSI 9
1NRFS29NOLOS19NOLOS29NTCPLTo ITMCP19NTMCP2*NCiRAToNriINTtMOVFR*NCORR59
2KPUNCHoNTH
I FORMATMI814))
PFADINPUTTAPF, NIT 92 gr)lAoFRROPI 9FRROP2 9FA(19FAC2,PFAC39FAC49FAC59FA('
169FAC7#FA(-A#FKWAL09FKWAL19PT17,')To(A(L)#R(L)oC(L)90(L)PLul*NC'ORPS)
2 FORMAT(/(6FIP*5))
PFAr)INPUTTAPF NIT979(TR(J)tfR(Jtl)tlxltNPI)tJulvNPP)#(FMWHR(I)tl-I
RFAr)TNPUTTAPr N tT 92 9 ( TFM (J) o ( FM(Jo I ) , Iml 9NFMl ) 9J=l 9NPM? ) 9- f FMWwf 'Mf I
1191-loNFMI)
READINPUTTAPF NIT *2 9 ( TCP ( J) 9 ( CP( Jq I ) 9 1 zl qNCPl ) 9J= I 9NCP2 ) 9 (EMWHCP( I
1)91219NCP1)
READINPUTTAPF NTTt29(TEK(J)o(FK(JgT)91=19NEK1)*JcloNFK2)*(FMWHEK(I
1)91=19NFKI)
READINPUTTAPF NIT929(TRFS(J)9(PFSIS1(Jgl)tRPSTS2(Jollol=ltNPF51)tj
1=19NRE52)9(EMWHRE(1)9121PNRFSI)
RFADINPUTTAPF NI  92 9 ( TOLOS(J) 9 (OLOS (Jq I ) 9 1=1 9NOLOS1 ) sJul 9NOLOS2) 9 (
1FMWH0L(I)9I=lvNOLOS1)
RFAOINPUTTAPF NIT92 9 ( TTMCPL I ) 9VTMCPL ( I ) 9 Iml tNTCPLT )
READINPUTTAPF NTT*29(FNTH(TloFMWHTH(T)oT=19NTH)
RFADI.NPUTTAPF NTT 92 9 (VTrPC (J) 9 (VTCPCR( J9 I 1 9 Tel oNTMCPI I eJul 9NTMCP2 )
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TARLE A4*1 tCONTINUED)
RFADINPUTTAPF NTTs7*(XTrPL(T)*Tsl9NTMCPj)
READINPUTTAPF NIT92otC)IIATIO(t)tl:MWH(*iR(1)91219N(',RATI
READINPUTTAPE NTT929(61NT(I)#EMWHGftlloluloNr"TNTI
REAnT.NPUTTAPF NTT9-29tTTFSTtT')qlwjq3j)
DO 3 Lul*NCORRS
AAtL)uLOGFtAtL)i
3 4 ONTINUE
RFTURN
END
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TABLE A4ol (CONTINUED)
LIST 6
LABEL
SYMBOL TABLE
SUBROUTINE HTLSO
HTLSQ HAS III CARnS 5-24-63
COMMON SUMX *SIJMY *SWXP 9SUMXY i SlJMY2 9 SLOPFoFNT(-PT 95 IG2FPS 162P 9 5 T CIA OS
IIGP9RLINqNOT9KPUNrH
COMMON MoNRloNP29NEM19NFM29NCP19NCP29NEK19NFK2*NRESloNRFS29NOLOSIt
1NOL0529NTCPLT*NTMCP19NTMCP29NGRAToNGINTtMOVPRoNCORRS*NITtNoKA*KR$K
2C9KD9KH*KQ9NFRFE9NTH
COMMON DIA*FRRORIsERPOR2oFAC19FAC29FAC39FAC49FAC5*FAC6*FAC79FACSsF
IKWAL09EKWALItAsAAPR#CoDgTRtRoFMWHRiTFM*FMiEMWHFMtTCPtCPvFMWHCPtTr7K
29PKtFMWHFKvTRPS*Rc'SISItFMWHRFtTr)LOStOLOSoFMWH )L#TTMCPL*VTMCPLtVTCP
lCgVTCDCPgXTCPLtCiPATT09FMWHGPgriTNToFMWHGT*SLOPFJ*SLOPE29FTCPT19FTCP
4T29RCORltRCOR2951r AltSIGA2951GR1951GB2*V9TWOloTWO29OAtOB9019029OLO
r)519OLnS29TP#TnltTP29TWI19TWTP9 0A0PAl90ZPPA2qHl9H2*H#pM
6FANtPMMP-AN#FMWMFN*CPMEA 19FK4PAN!901 !H*OlNtFPD*CN(-'oPRoPFoPAT109DATE9
70IN4190INH,29TTC'SToVAPFoVAPDoPHFATtXtYoZgWtCll 'PI19COFF129COFF139CO17
SF149 COFF15srOFF2?gCOrF23*CoFF?49C() F259COFF33*COFF349<7')FF159COFF4
049C,"Fr4 9PTr'ST*YSotFNTHtc7MIq$4T 10OF51StVTrvLgTTCDL*rVWHo \PC*Al)*KPt)"IC
COMMON VAPA9VAPP9VAPC9VAPD
C010MON
DlmrNSION A( 10) 9AA (10) 9P ( 10) qc(lo) tr ( 10) 9TR(20) 9P(20920) 9FmWHP(20)
loTPN'(PO)gFM(20i,7(')gr'VWH 1*1(20)tT(-0(20)9('P(?()92())oFMWH('O(?())tTc'K(20)
Po K(."0970)9 MWHFK(201#TPrS(20)oPFSISI(70920)*PMWHOF(20)tTr)L"15(20)9
IOLOS(709?0)tPMWHOL(20)gTTMCPL(Pn)oVTvCPL(20)*VTrDC(20)tVTCPCP(2092
40)gXTrPL(')O)trPAT70(7n)vPMWHcP(7o)grTNIT(?n)IPIAWHC,1(20)#TTPST(11)ov
5A(10)gKR(10)gKC(IOI*K()(10)tVAPP(10)oVAPD(IO)#PHFAT(10)oklFll'FF(10)tV
6TrPL(70)tTTCPL(70)*FNTH(?O)tr'm , iTH(7n)oQOSI52(2092())
DVIFNSTON SLOPFI(100)tSLOPF?(100)tPTCOTI( 00)tFTCOT2(lt)O)*PCOOI(30
lo)gPCOP?(10(1)*SYrAJ(I..Or))#SlrA?(10())tSYrPI(10019SIriq2(100)gV(300)$T
2WOI(10n)tTW02(100)*OA(InO)tnR(InO)tr)11300)9()2(300)90LOSI(30n)toLf)S
!?(300)sTP(300)#Tpl(?00)gTB2(100)pTWTI(300)tTWT2(100)#OAPFAI(300)9('
4AR A2(300)gHlt100)*H?(300)gH(100)oPMP-AN(300)*FMMFAN(300)*EMWMEkl(30
r o)#rPMPAN(i6n)tFKMFAN(100)9()TNH(100)901M(3nm)vFOP(100)*FNU(300)90P
6(100)tRF(!Ot))gRATTO(100)tr)ATr(InO)901NHI(3001*t' TNH2(300)oX(300)gY(
7300)tZ(110)*W(1001trMWH(100)tVAPA(10)*VAQP(10)tVARC(10)*VAPD(IOI
D DIMFNSION Cll(l)9rl2(1)oCltlloCI4(1)oCI5(1)PC22(l)tC23(l)tC24(l )t
0 lC25(l)oC3S(l)tC34(l)oC35(l)9C44(l)tC4S(l)#C55(l)9Fl(l)9F2(l)#F3(l)
D 2sF4(l)
NRFAD=0
KPUNC=l
D Y12060
D x1cosm
r)
0 w1=000.
D C11-00
D C12=00
D C13unoO
D C14=00
D C15=00M
r) CP 2=n on
1) C21=neO
D C24=0*0
D C25=00
D C312090
0 C34=090
D C35=0*0
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TABLE A4el (CONTINUFO)
r) C44=0.O
o C45=00O
D C55=0.0
o EluO*
0 E2-ne
D E3a0e
o E4=no
CIll=N
K zt
D0 70 Lul.NCORRS
IF(KD(L) )71970971
70 CONTINUF
GO TO 72
71 Kul
72 00 13 IztN
SF (NQFAD)A8090, vA,01
800 j.F(ARSrF(FRR(1) )-FPR0Rl)6,6,5
5 REMT=060
o cii=Cii-i0o
GO TO 13
6 NRTFST=O
1F(QCOR2(1l-PTFST)798,8
7 NQTFSTl
8 TF(RCORl (I)-RTF-ST)QCl1,I
q TF(NRTFST) 10910,5
10 NPTFST=-I
11 IF(KH)1,14,3
1 TF(NRTFST)2,',12
2 H(1)=H?'(T)
GO TO 4
1 TF(NPTFST ?,12.1?
1? H(tI=Hl(T)
GO TO 4
14 IF(NPTFST)2,4,12
4 FNU(!)=PAC4*H(T)/mKMFAN(1)
PR( T )FACS*CPMFAN(1 )*FMMEAN(! )/FI(MFAN( T)
PF(T )=FA(6*V( I)*RMFAN( I)/FMP~WAN( I
A01 V(T)=LOGF(FNU(Tfl
X (II=LOGF (PF (1))
7 1!) L0GF (PP (TI
XI=X( I)
71=7(T)
SF (NRFAD) 802,802,803
802 IF(K)f,1*61960
60 CALL TNT~rn(NFM2,NCN1TFMFMWHFMFM,1.0/((TWT1(Tfl+TWT2(Tl #005+460*
10),cMWH( TI ,FMWMrN( 1)
FMWMPN(f)=FXPF(FMWk*FN(If))
PATYO( 1) FMMFAN( I)/FMWMrN( I)
803 W(I)FLOF(RAT!O(!))
W12W( T)
D Cl4uC4W1
O C24cC24+X1*Wl
) r14wCI4+71*WI
1) C442C44+WI**P
O) C45aC45+WI*Y1
Go TO 62
61 RATIO(!)w1.0
o 62 C12=C12+Xl
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TABLE A4*1 (CONTINUED)
r) C13=C13.71
D C15=cl5+Yl
r) C22=C72+Xl**2
r) C23=C23+Xl*71
D C2!i=C25+)X1*Yl
D C33-C33+71##2
o C35sC3s+Z1*VI
D CSSaC55+Yl**2
11 CONTINUE
TFfKPUNrl804,8048rM6
805 FORMAT(32Xl7HSFMT-RF)UCFD DATA/(6Fl.(,#AAI)
806 CALL HTSUP
RETURN
END
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TABLE A4.1 (CONTINUED)
* LIST 8
* LABEL
* SYMBOL TABLE
SURROUT!NF HTSUP
C HTSUP HAS 190 CAPflS 6-26-63
rOMMON SUMX ,SUMYSUMX2,SUMXYSUMY2 ,SLODFFNTCOT ,SI(2FSTG2VDST(AS
1 TGBPLINNOTKPUNrH
COMMON MNR1 R*E1NM9C19C2N l'F2 PE1NP2''Ll
2CsKOKH9K0#NFRFFNTH
COMMON DJAERROR1,ERROR2,FACI ,FAC2,FAC3,FAC4,FACSFAC6,FAC7,FAC8,E
ir,VTr(C 9 X TrPl , AT Tfl F"AWHGP,9T -T 9rWH(ICT ,SL( tFl 9Sl-F2 9F TIPT 1 FTC
551,f.Lns?,TBTnTtR2,TWr1,TWr2, O AFl"AIAtlHi~P,
RF149 COFF1I ,COFF2?,COFF?3,COFF?4,COFF25,COPFF33,COEF34Cl*EF35C)EF4
rOPAMON VARAvAVAqvaprvjpn,
I1 9E qE 9 lq-
0TO L( 70s ) TT Wn 7 9 T? ,F T L 7 s0 ,F' T ?n 9 VT2 ( 20 ) 9V~C C
n T VrNS TON SL MPF 11 In0,-St pf: ( In) t TT I f nETCDTT 2 ( in ), 9 cn ( In
*2WO I100) 9TWO2 f 10) 90A (3o0) tog ( Inn) sol( ion 19,2 Inn I %PL'eSl ion)sef'
5~0 ) O( AN30) 9r( A O) YW( 0) TNH ( 0) 9 ,AQ( ) ,VQ( 10) 9 VAf( 10) 9D
r) 0 1MFNS ION C I f1 ) orl 2( I),C (1I) 9C 4 ( 1) stf15 11 ) 9 C2 f1 (72 3 f1 ),tC24 fI) 9
O) 299*4(1
O VDMPNSION DETERM(5)
806 00O 41 L-ioNCORRS
VARF(L 1.0.0
Fl =AA (L)
E2zB(L)
E4*D(L)
D CI12wCll
r) C212-C12
D C312=C1l
O) C412zC14
n Cl 52,C I
D C222-C22
O C122uC21
D C422=C24
D C252mC25
D C332UC31
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TABLE A4*1 (CONTINUED)
1) C432=C14
r) C352=C35
D) C442=C44
D C452=C45
131 TF(KA(L) )120,1209130
n 13n C112=1*
0) C712=Ms
D) C312uns
0 C412=0*
TF(TT-1)900*900,120-
0) 900 C252=C252-Cl2*E1
0 C352=C352-C13*El
r) CS=42C4F
120 Tr 1KP(L) )140,1409150
D 15n C?12=0.
0) C222=1*
0) C122=00
D C422=0e
IF(I 1-l)90190l140
D 901 C152=C152-Cl?*F2
D C352zC352-C23*E2
0) C4'i?=C452-C24*F2
140 IF(KC(L)11609160,170
0170 C31?=no
D C322=0'.
0) C332=1*
D C432=0*
0 902 C15?=C152-Cl3*E3
Pl C29i=C2 2-C? 3*F3
) C4r5?=r452-C34*Fl
160 !F(KD(L))11991199904
O q C41?=0.
D C422=0*
D C432=09
D C442=1*
D C452=0*
IF(11-1)903,903,904
0 903 C15?=Clr-2-C14*E4
r) C252=C252-C24*F4
004 IF(KA(L))701,701,700
D 700 C152=0*
701 TF(KP(L)V70l970l#7n2
070? Cr,?=no
703 TF(KCtL) )6I11611,704
0 704 C35?=0*
0) 611 C122=C212
0) C117-C112
0 C142SC412
O C23?'-C322
0) C242-C422
D C342=C432
C30 TO (6109121914191619104)911
r) 610 Sj-Cl32*C44-'-Cl47*C417
r) S~vC3?22*C442-C34?*C427
D S3=C322*C432-C332*C422
D S4-C312*C442-CI42*C412
D S5*C312.*C432..C312*C412
A4. 31
TABLE A4*1 (CONTINUED)
D) S6=C3I2*C42?-C327*C41?
D PON IM I C2?*S I-C?12*S7+C24?*S I
r) RONTNI2=C212*Sl-C232*S44C242*S5
O RONtM3=C212*S2-C222*S4+C242*S6
D PONTN14=C212*S3-C222*SS+C23?*S6
r) 613 r)FTFRM(tT)3Cll2*RONIM1-Cl22*RON!M2+C132*RONIM3-C142*RONIM4
TF( IT-i )614,614,615
614 VARA(L)=O*
VARR(L )=Oo
VARC( L )inO
VARD( L ) 0.
615 c6o TO(100,10l,102#10S,1o4,yr1
0100 C112=C152
D C212-C252
O) C1?C352
O) C412=C452
11=11+1
GO TO 610
f) 101 rll2z(*11
D C212=C12
D C312=C13
n C412=C14
rO TO 1I1
0) 121 C122=C152
O) C227-C252
D 6322=C352
r) C422=('452
11=11+1
GO TO 610
D 102 C122=C12
D C222=C22
O C322-C23
D C42?=C24
GO TO III
r) 141 C137,Clr,2
r) C232-C252
0 C332=C352,
D C432=C452
11=1 1+1
CGO TO 610
r) 103 C(132-(13
0 C332=r33
D C432=C34
GO TO 131
O 161 C142=C152
0 C242=C252
D C342=C3'i2
0 C447=C4S2
11=11+1
GO TO 61n
104 Tr(KA(L) 1010V,1Ol6
*105 AA(L)wDFTERM(2)/DFTERM(1)
106 !F(KB(L))10791079108
107 RI L)mrOFTFRM( 3) /fFTERM(1),
109 TF(KC(L))10OQ,109,110
109 C(L)w0FTFRMt4)/FTFRM(l)
112 D(L0aDT-RM()/DT'$M(l)
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TABLE A4ol (CONTINUED)
Ill NFRFE(L)=Cll
,IFPEF(L)uNFPFE(L)-I+KA(L)+KP(L)+KC(L)-Kn(L)
FNFRFE=NFRFF(L)
DO 33 Iz1*N
IF(QF(M13s13934
1-4 VAPF(L)wVARF(L)+(AA(L)+P(L)*X(Y)+C(L)*Z(T)+n(L)*W(l)-Y(l))**2
33 CONTINUE
. VARE(L)uVARF(L)/ENFREE
81 VARP(L)n(CSS-CI5***2/Cll)/(Cll-IeO)
RHFAT(L)wS00TF(l -VARE(L)*FNFOFr/((711-1.90)/VA-'D(L))
41 CONTINUF
RFTURN
END
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TABLE A4e1 (CONTINUED)
* LIST 8
* LABEL
* SYMBOL TABLE
SUAROUTINF WOT
C WOT HAS 102 CARDS 6-12-63
COMMON SUMXSUJY ,SUMX?,.SUMXY9, SUMY2,SLODFEMTCDTSTG,2F.STG?P,SleA .S
1 IG3BPLTNsNOT9KPUJNCH
COMMON MNR1,NP?,NEM1,NEM?'2,CNC20FK1N'F?,K1QESlNE2N!( ';1,
1 NOLOS? qNTCPLT 9NTMCPl oNTMCP7#NGPAT,9NGyTTMOVl:'9CORSN IT 9M 9A9'Bor
2CKDKH9KQNFRFFNTH
rcM~MON DI-ArRROPlFRP0R2,FAC1 ,FAC2,FAC3,FA(4,FAC5,FAC6,FAC7,FACB,$F
5$1,0L052,TP,tTPlTP2,TWTITWT2, ')APEA1,'0ARFA29Hlsl-2stHvM
AF149, COIEF1~f,EF22,C0EF?3,C )1F)4,CtnEF25 COFF33,CoEF34,CoEF35,CO)EF4
q4,COEPF45 ,PTFST ,Y~,e~NTHEMWHTHQES 152 ,VTCPL ,TTCD'L ,EkWHNEADV DUNC
COMMON VARA9VAR09VAPCsVARn
COMMON Cl I r C 91sl592 2 C79? C3r4C5C4C595
I. Fl 9 ?2 Flqr4
1 9TEM.4(,0) 9EM 20 920 9 FMWHFk(0 ) TC ( 20 ) Cf20 2) EAWHCO(20 ) TF' 20 )
40) 9XTCPL (20) s RAT TO(?20),9FMWHGjP (?0) ,INT ( 70),FMWHG I( 20 1 9TTFST (31 ) 9K
5A(1() ,KA( 10 ) 9KC ( 10) 9 KD 10) 9VAP r(10) 9VAPO( 10) ,QHFAT( 10) NFPEFP(10)9
6TCPL (201 ),T TCPL (70~ , 9FNTH( 20) 1 tMWHTL4 20) 1Q~ 9PS52 f 20,920)
r) I MNS ION SLOPF1( in),9SL02( In) 9F TCDT I( in) #TCT2 (inn ) qorYo t3n
7W10 ( 1P002 ) 37 00) of I ( 00) 0BU ( 100) 9 1 T( ( 0 ,SrB? 30)9L'~ 00) Vt)0O
12 f 310) TR ( I00) 9 TRI( 300) 9TR2 ( 200) TW I I( 100) 9 TW 2 (300O) 90APFA 1(300) i s
4APFA 2(t300)1 ,H1 (300 ) 9H2 ( 30) 9H( 3)0) ,QMf7AN! (300 ) 9FMMFAIN ( 300 1 , PMWI-EN (30
50) 9CPMFAN ( 10 ) tKMrAN (3nN 901 NHf 300 ) 901 N1(30300) ED 0n) 9FNU (30)PP
7100) , 7 ( In00) , W ( 300) I W I LS#'N (3100 ) 91 ,NIV ( 300) ,FMWH4( 300) 9VAOA (10),VAPB (1
RO I VAPC( 10) ,VARO( 0)
r) r)IMFNS ION (l11(1I) orl 2 ( I) 9CI I3(1I) 9C C 1(I) 9C1 5' ( I) 9C27( 1) PC23 ( 1) 9C24 ( 1 ),
0 1 C2 5C I) #C33 (1 9 C34C(1 ), '35C(1 ) C44( 1 ),C4 5( 1) 9C55(1 ) 9E1l I) E2 (1I) 9E3 (1 )
0) 2#F4(I)
WRITFOUTPUTTAPF NOT91
I FORMAT( 1HI,92SX25HDATA FOP LEFT HALF HEATEP)
WP ITOUTPUT TAPC WIT,92,9(DATE(fI ),SLOP1 (I I STIR 1 (T 1 FTCOTCI) 95 1 AlC(
2 FMQMAT ( HS , XIHOUM 9QX6nHSL'nF Sofl.CSLOOF) ThITFOCED~T So r), (
1NTCP) COP. rOPFF/(4XA6s3X,1P F13.5il
3 FnRMAT(lH5,5X3HDUMIRXFAHVELOCITY,7X1H01IX5H0LOSTBX4H0NET, QX6H0 H
lEAT/(4XA693XvlP5iF13s5))
WRTTECUTPUTTAPF NOT,4,(C)ATFCTiQARFAlCI),TWOI(1),TWTI(11,TPl1 7),Hl
WR!TEOUTPUTTAPE NOT,95
5 FORMATI1HI,27X26HOATA FOR RIGHT HALF HEATER)
WRYTFOUTPUTTAPF NOT,2,(flATFC1)9,LOPF2(I),SCFR2CI),ETCPT?(1),SCA2(
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TABLE A4*1 (CONTINUED)
WO IT FnUTOUTT A DrW" ' T, (rATF( I) 9V( I I 90T,~LOS2(I) 902( 1) 90 1NH2 (II*
11=19,N)
WO IT FfUT PUTT AF NT94 9(r)ATF( I) 91ARFA2( M 9TW0)2(I),*TWI2f I I TR2(I) 9,H2
WPTTF(OUTPUTTAPF N()T96
6 FORMAT(lHl*2lXl7HMEAN PRODPrTIFS O)F THF HEATER SECTION)
WPITrrOUTPUTTAPF Nr)T,79 MtATE( I ) ,0!N( I),T!HI JQI H(),T(1,=
11 N )
7 FOM TE 595X1PN96X7( LEC T I1C THE"'AAL EPOOrP 0/0
19-AN H97X6HPULK T/(4XA69lX,1lPSFl.5))
WRITEOUTPUTTAOF NoT9A~frATl7(I ) PMFANI)JMMFAN( I ) tWM( I ) CPMFANM
1(1) ,FKMF.AN( I)9 1:1 N)
p FOPYAT( 1H5,5X'3HPUO',t9X7HfFNSTV7X2HU,1X3HMUW,10X?HC0,12X1HK/(4XA
1693X9IP5EI3*'5))
WPITPUTPUTTAPP CTq(AFtUIOI,~~O)I1M
0 FokA(H9XHU,*S1HI., - N!0. D'A0"DTL %le% rU/"'UW/(4XA6,3
WPITcOUTPUTTAOF NOT,129(VAPP(L),VAQ0(L,Lul.NC)PPS),C11(1),C1?(1 )q
2(1) ,C44 (1) C45 (1) C5'5(1)
12 FOQMIAT(lH1,'4OX21HMIS-CFLLANFlUS NUMBFPS/(6FI395))
T F(KPUNCH) io, i 011
In OUNCH 1
PUNCH 2' (f)ATF( I) ,FLOPF1 (I) ,STCr1 (I) ,FTCPT1 ( I) SlIC(I) RCOR1 (1), 1
119,N)
PUNCH 3,(rDATE( It)(AIL~11,1TIH()I1N
PUNCH 5
PUNC'H 2,(f)ATF(T),SeL0DF2(1),STiGR2(I),ETCOT?(I),SlIGA2(1),PCOP2(I )91=
119,N)
PUNCH ~(AF )V
PUNCH 4, (rATF( I ,OAPFA2( J) Tt' ( ) ,TWAT2( I) Tq2( I') ,2f( I ,=1 9kl)
PUNCH 6
PUNCH R,(DATF(!),pMrAN(1),EM'MFAN(I),FMWM$:N(I),CPMEAN(I),EKMFAN(I),
1 1=1 ,N)
PUNCH q, (DATE( 1) FNU( I) .P( ) PATIOf I) , I-iN)
PUNCH 129(VAP (L),VARP(L),L.INC0PDS) ,Cll(1),C12(l),Cl3C1),C14(1),
lCI5(l),C22(1),C23(1),C*24(1),C25(1),C'33(l),C34(l),C35(l),C44(l),C45
2(1) C55 (1)
11 PFTURN
END
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TABLE A491 (CONTINUED)
LIST A
LAPFL
SYMBOL TAPLF
SUBROUTINE CRRL
C CRRL HAS 137 CARDS 6-17-61
COMMON SUMX*SUMYOSUMX29SUVXY95UMY29SLOPFoENTCOToST62F*SIG209ST(-,A,,,
lIGP9PLIN9NOTKPUNCH
COMMON MgNRloNR29NEMIoNFM29NCP19NCP29NFK19NFK29NRFS19NRPS29NOLOSIt
INOLC)579NTCPLT#NTMrP'*NTMCP2*NGPAToNrTNT*MOVFPoN('OPP,,c),.NTTNKAKRK
2C#KDoKHoKO*NFREE*NTH
COMMON DIA*ERPORItERPOR29FACI#FAC29FAC39FAC4*FAC5*FAC6#FAC79FAC89E
IKWAL09FKWALIgAtAAo9tC9f)*TR*Po N4WHP*TFMgFMoFMWHEN19TCP*rPoFMWHCP*TFK
79FKtFMWHFK*TRFSgRFSIS19FMWHProTOL059r)LOSgEMWHQLgTTrACPL*VTMCPLVTCP
lCgVTCP.rRtXTCPLorRATTOoFMWHG996TNToFMWHrTSLODFloSLOPF?*FTCPTIFT('P
4T29PCORlsRCOR?9STr-Al9S -TriA29ST6Rl9STCPpoVeTWO19TWOoOA908*0190290LO
1',SI*OLOS29TRoTR19TPpoTWIIoTWT79 0ARFAl*0ARFA2*Hl*H2qHqPm
6EANoFMMrANgFMWMFNoCPMFANgEKMPANoOTNH#(".'TNoFRRoFNUoPPoRFoRATIOt.r)ATF9
70INHI*QTNH7*TTFST*VAPFoVAPP*RHFATeXeyoZoWoCOFFJI*(()FF129C()FF139 7,nF
PF149 COFF159COFF7?trOFF23oO7CrF749COEF259COEF339COEF34*COFF359COFF4
n4tCOFF4159RTFST#YS09F ITHoFMWHTHoRFSTS29VTCPLgTTCDLtFMWHoNPFAn*KPUNC
COMMON VARAqVARB9VAPC9VARD
COMYON C119C129CI19CI49CISoC?29C23*C249C25tC339C349C35oC449C45tr 55
lqEl9F29F3qc4
' TMFNSTON A(IO19AA(I())*P(1019((1n)tr)(10)%TR(7f))9Pt7n97O)9FMWHP(?nI
loTFM(Pl?)oFM(10970)tFMWHFM(70)tTCP(70)orp(7097o)ocMWwrD(20)tTFK(20)
IOLOS(70970)oFMWHOL(70)#TTMCDL(70)oVTMCPL(20)oVTI-PC(20)oVTrDCP(2092
40)*XTrPL(20)oCRAtTO(20i*FMWHCR(?O)oGINT(20)97MWHC,1(20)*TTFST(31)#K
5A(10)tKB(10)tKC(10)oKr)(10)*VARF(IO19VARP(InloPHFAT(IO)o IFRFr(lo)tv
6TCPL(2C)oTT(P L(20)oFNTH(20)*FMWHTH(20)tRESISP(20970)
r)TVFNSTON SLOPcI(InO)o SLOPFP(Ino)*FTrPTI(ion)ogTrPT?(InO)oRCOPI(In
10) *PrOR2(100) 9SYr-Al ( 100) 95TC-A2(In0) 9SInPI (Inn) *l;IrR2(100) qV(jn0)qT
;PWOI (100) 9 TWO?( 100) 004( 100) $OR (100) 901 li nn) rN7( Inn) ge)Lns I( Inn) 9OLnS
lpflOO)oTR(100)gTPI(ion)#Tptlnn)*TWTI(300)#TWIPtlnO)9"ADrAI(inn)s-
4APPA2 ( 100 ) 9HI ( 100) 9HP( 100) 9H( 100 ) *PMEAN( inn ) 9EMk4FAN( 100) *rMWMFN( 30
90)trOMFAN(100)*FKMFAN(IMO)901NH(!On)901N(Inn)*FRR(30n)*FNU(300)$Pp
6(10019RF(100)oRATTO(10f)lof)ATP(ir)n)o()TNHI(IMO)901NH2(100)tX(lOn)tyt
7100)tZ(100)tW(S00)tWTLSON(100)gHTNV(100)oFMWH(InOloVARA(In)oVARR(I
80)vVAPC(ln)9VARn(lo)
r) r)TMFNSION Cllfl)*rl2(1)oCI3(1)oCI4(11*CI5(l)9C22(l)9C23(l)9C24(1)9
D 1C?5(l)9C33(1)tC,34(l)9C3r(l)9C44(l)9C4S(l)oCSS(l)9El(l)9E2(l)9E3(l)
D 29F4(j)
XAV=C12/Cll
ZAV=C13/Cll
WAV=C14/Cll
D C22=('22-CI2**2lCll
0 C24=C23-CI2*CII/Cll
D C33=C33-Cl3**2/Cll
DO 2 L=19NCORRS
D C242cC24-CI2*CI4/Cll
0 C342=C34-Cl3*('14/rll
D C442uC'44-CI4**2/Cll
IF(KA(L)11009100*106
100 IF(K8(L))10191t)l#lM6
101 IF(KC(LI)10291029106
102 lF(KD(L))106910I*104
D 103 C242moo
D C342=0*
D C442wle
A4.'36
TABLE A4.1 (CONTINUED)
104 VARA CL) =VARF CL) /CI1
r) OFrmr2(I*44-32* Cl(ClC4-32C )+C242#CC23*C
D 1342-C33*C242)
D VRsuC3*C447-C34?**2)/DFTERM
VARBCL )=VB*VARE CL)
D VC=CC22*C442-C242**2)/DETERM
VARCCL )=VC*VAPE (U
IF (KOCL) ) 16, 106,105
C) 105 Vn:(C?2*C33-C23**2)/C)FTFRM
.VARD(L)wVD)*VARE CL)
106 Nlu)
3 IF(NFREF(L)-11)4,4#5
5 NF-31
GO rO 64
4 NF=NFREECL)
64 ACL)=EXPFCAA(L))
WRTTFOUTPUTTAPE NOT941
I F(CKPUNCH) 45,45 ,46
45 PUNCH 43
46 DO 41 1=19N
HINV( I)=1 .O/HC I)
WILSON CI )v .0/VC I)**R(L)
IFCWILSONC I)-WILSONC 1-1) )3c,39,49
49 IFC I-N)41950950
50 N2=1
GO TO 40
39 N2=1-1
40 IFCN2-N1)42,41942
42 CALL LINLSOCNIN29WILSONH!NV,-1)
WR ITrOUTPUTTAPF NOT,944,PnATF (NI ) onATFC N2 ),5LOPE oFNTCPT 9S IGR STGA9 R
1L. I N
IF CKPUNCH)47,47,48
47 PUN'H- 44,O AT F fNl'), A TFCN2 ),SLOPF *FNTCPT 9S T GPS I AARL TN
4A NI=I
41 CONTINUF
41 rOpMAT(Iw1,SX4HPUN5,r X64HWyLSON SLOPF TNTFPC-FPT S*1l.CSLOPF) S
1.D.CINTCP) CORR* COEFF)
44 FOPMATClXA6w1H-9A6v1P5E13*5)
WQITFOUTPUTTAPF NOT9?q
IF(KPUNCH) 33,33,34
33 PUNCH 20
34 00 27 1=19N
IF CREC I) I 79?7,65
65 PFR=REFCI)**!PCL)
PRC=PRCI) **C CL)
IFCKDCL) )7,6,7
7 RATTOT)RATIOC I)**Or)L
GO TO A
6 PATIOD=1.C
8 CORRFL=FNUC !)/RATIOC)/PRC
?5 VARCOPeVARACL)+VAPRCL)*CXC I)-XAV)**?+VARCCL)*CZCI )-ZAV)**?+VARDCL)
1* CW C ) -WAy) **?
26 SnCORRUTTFSTCNF)*SORTF(VARCOR)*CORRFL
WR IT FOUTPUT TAPE NOT 93SODATF (I) 9H INV (I ) Wl LSON (I ) 9RE ( f) COPREL 9SDCO
1RR
IFCKPUNCH) 28,28,27
2A PUNCH 30,DATECI),tNVCI),WILSONC!),RFCI),CORRFLSOCORR
27 CONTINUE
VAAt2OT(AAL)XV**AAL+A*PVR()WV**AnL
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TAALE £4.1 (CONTINIJF))
I )*A(L)
VAR8(L)zSQRTF(VARR(L))
VARC(L)*S0RTF(VARC(L)l
VARfl(L)3S0RTF(VA~RnL))
RMSwSQRTF(VAPF(L))*IMoO
WRITEOUTPUTTAPE NOT,911,A(L)oVARA(L),P(L),VARR(L),C(L) .VARC(L .D(LI
1.VARD(L) ,RMS*PHFAT(L)
IF(KPUNCHM 32932.2
1.2 PUNCH 319AIL) #VARA(L) *R(L) ,VARP(L )9C(Ll*VARC(L) on(L.) 9VAn(L)9RMS9R
IHEAT(L)
2 CONTINUE
QFTURN
70 FOM~I0SIRNOAM*/oX4~nV* RgYNOLflg NO COPQFLA
ITION CONF* LEVEL)
10 FORMAT (4XA6 ,1X,1P5Fi3oS)
31 FORMAT(6H5 NWuOPF7*59 IHSI PFI I 4,6H*( RE**0OF7*5 #IHSI1PEI I.497H)*(PO
1**OPF7.5,*IHSI PE1I e4tR) *//I XQH IMU/MUW**1DOFl1 o4t 1M I F I19.4912H) OM
2S DEV..o=PF6ol,2lH 0/0 CORRFLATION COFF0PF6o4)
END
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TABLE A4.1 (CONTINUED)
* LIST 8
* LARFL
* SYMROL TABLE
SURROUTINF LINLSQ(NIjN2*X9YN3)
C LINLSO HAS 43 CAROS 7-26-6?
COMMON SUMX SUMYSUMX2,SUMXYSUMY2SLOPFFNTCPTSIG2ESG2PSCiAS
1IGB,RLINNOTKPUNCH
DIMENSION X(300),Y(300)
SUMX=0.0
SUMY=n.0
SUMX2=0.0
SUMXY=0.0
SUMY2=0.0
EN=N2-N1+1
DO 1 I=N1,N2
12 SUMX=SUMX+X(T)
SUMY=SUMY+Y(I)
SUMX2=SUMX2+X(I)**?
SUMXY=SUMXY+X(I)*Y(I)
SUMY2=SUMY2+Y(I)**2
1 CONTINUE
DEN=EN*SUMX2-SUMX**2
SLOPE=(EN*SUMXY-SU)MX*SUMY)/DEN
FNTCPT=(SUMY*SUMX2-SUMX*SUMXY)/D'N
SIG2F=(SUMY2-FNTCPT*SUMY-SLOPF*StMXY)/(FN-2.0 )
IF(SIG2F)9.9,10
9 SIG2E=0.0
10 SIG2P=(SUMY2-SUMY**2/EN)/(EN-1.0)
SIGB=SQRTF(EN*SIG2E/DEN)
SIGA=SQRTF(SUMX2*SIG2E/DEN)
RLIN=SQRTF(i.0-SIG2E*(EN-2.)/SIG2P/(EN-1.0))
IF(N3)82.E5
2 WPITEOUTPUTTAPE NOT93
3 FORMAT(75H SLOPE S.D.(SLOPE) INTFRCEPT S.D(INTCP) CO
1RR. COEFF SIG2E)
IF(KPUNCH)4,4,5
4 PUNCH 3
5 WRITEOUTPUTTAPF NOTe6,SLOPFeSIGRFNTCPT SIGA.RLTNSIGr2F
6 FORMAT(1P6E13.5)
IF(KPUNCH)7,7,8
7 PUNCH 6,SLOPESICPRFNTCPTSIGARLINSTG2F
8 RETURN
END
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INT2D
* FAP
COUNT
1 TTL
LBL
ENTRY
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
INT2D CLA*
SUB
TZE
SXA
SXA
SXD-
STD
CLA
STA
STA
ADD
STA
CLA
STA
AXT
NLOOP1 CLA
FSB
TMI
TXI
NILOOP TXL
OUT TSX
PZE
TXI
PZE
TSX
TXL
STO
CLA*
SUn
TZF
NZT*
TRA
STD
CLA
STA
STA
ADD
STA
CLA
TABLE A4.1 (CONTINUED)
HAS 120 CARDS
120
TWO DIMENSIONAL LINEAR INTFRPOLATION FOR FORTRAN
INT2D
INT2n
- THE FORTRAN CALLING SFOUENCE IS .
CALL INTf(NlN2AB.(RPA9PR90)
Ni IS THE NUMBER OF ELEMENTS IN A
N2 IS THE NUMBER OF ELEMENTS IN B
A IS THE FIRST INDEPENDENT VARIABLE
B IS THE SECOND INPEDENDENT VARIABLE
C IS THE DEPENDENT VARIARLO (20 X N
PA IS THE PARTICULAR VALUE OF A
PB IS THE PARTICULAR VALUE OF B
0 IS THE ANSWER RETURNFD RY THF SURRO
FOR 10 INTERPOLATION SET
SETB.PB*O
194
=01000000
ONEELA
BACK.1
BACK+1.2
INT2D-294
NILOOP
394
NLOOP1+1
SFTA
a1
SETAl
694
NLOOP1
091
PA
** 91
*+8
*+1 9191
NLOOP1 1,
SERROR.4
Ni-1
ALPHA
*+2.0,0
INT2D-290#6
SEXIT.4
OUT1 90
DATA
2,4
=01000000
i
494
10
N2LOOP
494
NLOOP2+1
SETR
=1
SETBi
794
(20 EL MATRIX)
(ID MATRIX)
MATRIX)
UTINE
N2w TO COLUMN NO. OF C DESIRED.
ONLY ONE ELEMENT
SAVE INDEX *REGISTERS
PA-A(L)
FIND THE RIGHT A INTERVAL
ERROR IN DATA
2D OR 1D
A4. 40
STA
AXT
NLOOP2 CLA
FSB
TMI
TX I
N2LOOP TXL
TRA
TXL
STO
SXD
PXD-
AXT
LOOP3 SSM
XCA
MPY
ARS
ADD
STA
STA
ADD
STA
SETA CLA
SFTA1 FSR
STO
SETC CLA
SFTC1 FSB
FDP
FMP
1SETC FAD
STO
NZT*
TRA
CLA
SUB
T IX
LXD
SETB CLA
SETB1 FSB
STO
CLA
FSR
FDP
FMP
FAD
STO*
BACK AXT
AXT
TRA
ONFFLA CLA*
STO*
TRA
1D AXT
TRA
DATA
0
IR2
ALPHA
RSS
8SS
PZE
BC!
OCT
END
NLOOP2
092
PB
**92
TABLE A4#1 (CONCLUDED)
*+1#2,1
NLOOP2,2* N?-1
OUT
OUT929O
DATA+1
1R2,2
0,2
2.2
0240 00000.
1
594
SFTC
1SETC
al
SETCl
**91
**91
0+2,2
**91
**91
0+2.2
DATA
** 91
0+2.2
494
RACK-1
IR2
=01000000
LOOP3.291
IR2.2
**92
**92
DATA
0
0+1
DATA
DATA+i
0
894
**.1
FIND THE RIGHT B INT.ERVAL
FIND C FLFMFNTS
A(L)-A(L-1)
C(LeIR2)-C(L-1, IR2)
C(LeIR2)
ID OR 2D
B(K)-B(K-1)
ANSWER
***2
Q,4
5,4
894
9,4
192
LOOP3
2
2
5, EXTRAPOLATION IS NOT POSSIBLF
777777777777
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FIGURE A4.8 LOGIC FLOWSHEET FOR MNHTR
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TAALE A4.2
SAMPLE INPUT TO MNHTR
CONSTANT DATA
1 7 2 7 3 1 2 7 2 1 2 1 2 17 12 10 1 1
1 2 0 1
GEOMETRY AND CONVFRS
100.0 0.00005 0.408
5 100.0 1602.57 1.218
6667 0.8 0.004 0.9
0.8 0.4 0.
DENSITY= F(TEMP, MWH) TABLE FOP 750
0.62
0.903
0.854
1120.
1./(T+460.),
-2.33
-1.83
-0.65
0.44
250.
0.967
800.
0.820
2040.
MWH) TARLE
-2.24
0.79384E-3
-1.02
0.35
1060.
0.997
0.781
0.820
2260.
FOP 750
-1.89
-1.57
-1.02
1.04
1120.
400.
0.903
0.812
1060.
VISCOSITY. Ft
0.60252E-3
-1.83
-1012
-0.06
-0.001
ION FACTOMS
56 312.86
948 -4.605158
0.4
146.78
8.5166667
0.
DEG. F IPPADIATION, GM/CC
0.989 1.019
0.785 0.821
-0.001 250.
4000.
DFG. F IRPADIATION, MU IN CP
-1.89 -1.54
-1.5 -1.09
1.16320E-3 -0.11
0.52 0.52
2040. 2260.
4000.
SPFCIFIC HEAT= F(TEMP, MWH) TABLE FO 750 DEG. F IPPADIATION, CAL/GM/DEG. C
400. 0.5 800. 0.61 n.
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY=F(TMWH) TABLE FOR 750 IRR,(CAL/CM/SEC/DEG. C)*10**4
400. 3.02 3.11 3.3 3.29 3.46
3.32 3.32 800. 2.33 2.48 2.8
2.78 3.05 2.83 2.83 -0.001 250.
1060. 1120. 2040. 2260. 4000.
ELECTRICAL RESISTANCE AS A FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE AND NWH TABLE OHMS
400.0 0.0279 0.0279 950.0 0.0339 0.0330
AS A FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE AND MWH TABLE WATTS
55. 1200. 331. 0.
THEPMOCOUPLE TEMPERATUPE-VOLTAGF TARLF
400.0 8.31
550.0 11.71
700.0 15.18
850.0 18.70
1000.0 22.26
1150.0 25.81
-1.0 0.
THERMOCOUPLE
0. .
0.24 -0.015
-0.10 10.
10.045 10.24
9.93 9.9
11.1 11.065
10.99- 10.98
12.03 12.1
12.025 12.025
13. 13.05
13.03 13.05
14. 14.
14.07 14.055
15. 15.
15.44 15.08
450.0
600.0
750.0
900.0
1050.0
1200.0
750 DEG RUN TEST
COPPECTION TABLE
0.
-0.07
10.
9.985
.11.
11.24
10.97
12.85-
12.02
13.1
13.05
14.065
14.07
14.99
15.07
9.43
12.86
16.35
19.89
23.44
26.98
HEATER
FOP TH
-0.025
-0.05
10.
9.93
11.
11.025
12.
12.24
12.01
13.11
13.04
14.1
14.07
15.075
15.083
500.0
650.0
800.0
950.0
1100.0
10.57
14.02
17.53
21.07
74.63
TABLE
6 RUN AT 750
0.
-0.05
9.975
9.95
11.
10.98
12.
12.04
13.
13.34
13.04
14.13
14.055
15.1
15.083
0.045
-0.07
10.1
9.95
11.
10.99
12.
12.02
13.
13.06
14.
14.43
14.06
15.135
15.07
0.207
0.7134
0.0041
0.023
0.
HEAT LOSS
400.
TABLE A4.2 (CONTINUED)
16. 15.985 16.08
16.085 16.08 16.09
17. 17. 16.98
17.45 17.085 17.08
17.065 30. 30.
30.14 30.97 30.085
30.08 30.065
THERMOCOUPLF 0ISTANCES TARLF
3.0 4.5 6.0
16.5 18.0 19.5
SLOPE OF G CALIBRATION CURVE TABLE
INTERCEPT OF G CALIBRATION CV9VE TABLE
95 PER CENT
3.182
2.262
2.131
2.080
2.052
CONFIDENCE
2.776
2.228
2.120
2.074
2.048
LIMIT TABLE
2.571
2.201
2.110
2.069
2.045
16.1
16.09
17.08
17.095
29.98
30.08
7.5
21.0
2.447
2.179
2.101
2.064
2.042
RSCALF TAALF
5ECIAL QUNS
0 1 1
8.605
16.45
16.76
8.61
17.63
18.12
8.7
18.3375
18.605
8.705
19.305
19.75
8.405
14.925
14.925
8.48
15.91
16.385
8.8
14.83
15.17
8.815
15.37
15.7675
8.85
16.38
16.85
8.84
15.6075
16.025
8.88
16.16
AT CONSTANT FLOW
CONTROL TABLE
0 1 1
9.085
16.20
16.8
9.09
17.375
18.19
9.16
18.06
18.5775
9.16
19.04
19.785
8.895
14.3625
15.0025
8.91
15.65
16.456
9.28
14.595
15.2525
9.29
15.125
15.865
9.3
16.095
16..94
9.295
15.4825
16.1
9.31 .
15.92
750 DEG RUN
13.683
16.69
13.628
17.'93
14.441
16.78
14.802
18.145
15.858 16.585
18.585 18.575
15.6345
19.635
11*565
14.81
11.575
16.155
11.585
15.045
11.5915
15.61
11.5905
16.625
12.661
15.945
12.626
16.42
16.779
19.755
12.3275
15.005
12.731
16.42
12.384
15.25
12.55
15.835
12.849
16.89
13.4525
16.08
13.569
16.58
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16.
16.44
16.065
17.14
17.08
30*75
-30.095
24.0
15.0
0.0
0.0
4.303
2.306
2.145
2.086
2.056
15.065
16.14
16.08
17.1
17. 05
30.08
30.095
0*
9.0
1.051
0.006
12.706
2.365
2.160
2.093
2.060
1.95496
1
0.
1
n ,
20 0
2425.
16.325
17.04
2425.
17.48
18.47
2425.
18.1975
18.89
2425.
19.12
20.13
2425.
14*48
15.205
2425.
15.795
16.725
3599.
14.7
15.46
3599.
15.25
16.095
3599.
16.26
17.215
3599.
15.5725
16.33
3599.
16.02
0 0 0
1.8
16.41
17.215
1*14
17.555
18.655
1.8
18.3
19.06
1*14
19*245
20.32
1..8
14.5425
15. 355
1*14
15.79
16.845
1.805
14.765
15.625
1.5
15.30
16.2525
1*12
16.245
17.37
1.8
15.6475
16.485
1.51
16.09
2-60
2-59
2-61
2-62
2-63
2-64
2-107
2-106
2-105
2-110
2-109
A4. 44
TABLE A4.2 (CONCLUDED)
16.8525 17.025 16.5325 16.62
3599. 1.12 8.89 9.32 12.624 13.867 2-108
16.975 17. 17.105 16.855 17.405 17.61
17.95 18.11 17.585 17.6775
3599. 1.81 8.8 9.285 13.809 14.5795 2-112
16.5 16.5975 16.645 16.4 16.88 16.9625
17.24 17.415 16.94 16.95
3599. 1.12 8.85 9.3 13.669 14.8885 2-111
17.7C05 17.77 17.865 17.615 18.17 18.375
18.7 18.885 18.335 18.425
3599. 1.8 8.905 9.36 14.8405 15.631 2-113
17.505 17.595 17.64 17.385 17.88 17.945
18.245 18.435 17.935 17.965
3599. 1.5 8.91 9.38 14.811 15.7615 2-114
17.935 18.04 18.085 17.825 18.36 18.455
18.775 18.97 18.44 18.49
3599. 1.12 8.925 9.39 14.761 16.001 2-115
18.685 18.8 18.87 18.61 19.2 .19.36
19.77 10.,4?5 19.135 19.4
3599. 1.8 8.91 9.38 15.792 16.5675 2-118
18.315 18.425 18.46 18.205 18.715 18.715
19.04 19.22 18.73 18.74
3599. 1.495 8.92 9.385 15.714 16.645 2-117
18.675 18.8 18.845 18.585 19.135 19.185
19.515 19.715 19.18 19.215
3599. 1.12 8.94 9.395 15.612 16.8325 2-116
19.355 19.495 19.56 19.29 19.885 20.01
20.37 20.585 19.995 20.05
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TABLE A4.3
SAMPLE OUTPUT FROM MNHTR
SPECIAL RUNS AT CONSTANT FLOW 750 DEG RUN
BATCH NO.= 1
2-60 635.5 668.0 752.3 756.8
683.4 801.3
759.2 831.9
767.4 871.0
576.8 672.8
594.4 729.7
579.3 682.4
586.5 706.2
599.5 749.6
625.5 720.1
630.6 739.3
643.4 779.9
673.9 759.7
687.1 810.9
718.7 802.4
724.3 820.7
734.4 852.7
758.5 837.0
761.7 852.3
769.6 880.9
806.5
840.0
881.8
676.8
730.3
686.4
709.4
749.8
724.3
743.2
781.8
764.7
816.2
808.3
828.3
862.2
845.6
862.2
892.8
TEMPERATURE PROFILES FOR ALL RUNS
760.2
810.3
840.5
881.3
680.4
737.2
690.7
714.0
757*2
724.2
747.9
787.9
768.4
820.3
810.7
829.7
863.0
845.e7
862.0
892.0
762.4
813.2
843.7
886.6
683.5
738*9
693.6
716.5
757.9
731.7
750.4
790.4
770.9
823.9
813.7
833.2
867.8
850.1
866.7
897.5
768.0 771.6 783.3 790.7
820.7 829.7 844.2 852.1
848.7 848.1 862.0 869.1
892.9 897.7 914.2 922.2
687.4 695.5 704.7 711.1
745.3 756.4 769.9 775.0
697.6 706.1 715.7 722.8
721.9 731.3 743.0 749.7
765.3 776.3 790.7 797.2
736.3 741.9 753.0 759.6
756.6 763.1 775.3 782.6
798.3 806.8 822.9 828.8
776.1 779.3 791.7 799.2
831.0 839.5 854.0 861.8
818.6 821.2 834.6 842.7
839.1 842.9 857.1 865.3
874.6 881.1 896.8 905.5
854.2 854.0 868.3 875.8
871.8 873.7 888.2 896.6
903.4 908.5 924.4 933.5
770.8 771.8
828.6 831.0
849.4 847.5
897.5 898.3
692.0 695.2
754.9 757.2
702.6 705.9
728.4 732.1
774.6 777.8
739.5 742.1
761.1 764.2
805.8 809.1
778.4 778.2
837.8 841.0
820.7 821.4
842.3 843.8
880.0 882.1
854.6 854.4
873.5 874.4
907.8 909.5
SLOPE
2.46328E 00
3.04059E 00
2.48546E 00
3.23347E 00
2.38570E 00
2.65541E 00
2.50690E 00
2.56011E 00
2.63041E 00
2.66018E 00
2.78429E 00
3.03263E 00
2.58898E 00
3.19403E 00
2.52322E 00
2.78062E 00
3.28964E 00
'2.60266E 00
2.90870E 00
3.31431E 00
VELOCITY
1.80953E 01
1.14813E 01
1.80953E 01
1.14813E 01
1.80953E 01
1.14813E 01
1.81454E 01
1.50889E 01
DATA FOR LEFT HALF HEATER
S.D.(SLOPE)
1.89553E-01
2.74942E-01
4.07699E-01
5.82626E-01
4.81125E-02
3.76550E-01
9.25463E-02
1.61621E-01
4.71934E-01
4.30382E-01
1.77797E-01
3.65940E-01
1.66254E-01
2.13580E-01
2.26627E-01
3.46736E-01
4.62027E-01
4.31406E-01
5.14433E-01
6.51232E-01
2.32655E 03
2.28964E 03
2.31394E 03
2.28478E 03
2.28203E. 03
2.27792E 03
2.49282E 03
2.48089E 03
INTERCEPT
7.45152E 02
7.92165E 02
8.26048E 02
8.63321E 02
6.65875E 02
7.20337E 02
6.75108E 02
6.98239E 02
7.40157E 02
7.11352E 02
7.30761E 02
7.69461E 02
7.52445E 02
8.01290E 02
7.95588E 02
8.13530E 02
8.44333E 02
8.30903E 02
8.45560E 02
8.73451E 02
OLOST
1.79177E 02
1.96591E 02
2.07131E 02
2.21539E 02
1.51665E 02
1.71013E 02
1.55102E 02
1.63192E 02
S.D.(INTCP)
1.20631E 00
1.74972E 00
2.59458E 00
3.70781E 00
3.06186E-01
2.39635E 00
5.88961E-01
1.02855E 00
3.00337E 00
2.73893E 00
1.13149E 00
2.32883E 00
1.05803E 00
1.35921E 00
1.44225E 00
2.20661E 00
2.94032E 00
2.74545E 00
3.27383E 00
4.14441E 00
ONET
2.14737E 03
2.09305E 03
2.10681E 03
2.06324E 03
2.13037E 03
2.10691E 03
2.33771E 03
2.31770E 03
CORR. COEFF
9.91238E-01
9.87946E-o1
9.61939E-01
9.54579E-01
9.99391E-01
9.71114E-01
9.97961E-01
9.94076E-01
9.54913E-01
9.62921E-01
9.93942E-01
9.78871E-01
9.93869E-01
9.93359E-01
9.88105E-01
9.77479E-01
9.71667E-01
9.61178E-01
9.56176E-01
9.46720E-01
o HEAT
2.15402E 03
2.11-865E 03
2.00261E 03
2.02183E 03
2.19494E 03
2.13042E 03
2.31585E 03
2.31256E 03
2-59
2-61
2-62
2-63
2-64
2-107
2-106
2-105
2-110
2-109
2-108
2-112
2-111
2-113
2-114
2-115
2-118
2-117
2-116
633.1
729.0
719.4
543.6
544.1
544.5
544.8
544.8
591.3
589.8
589.7
640.9
634.9
685.4
684.1
681.9
726.2
722.8
718.5
RUN
2-60
2-59
2-61
2-62
2-63
2-64
2-107
2-106
2-105
2-110
2-109
2-108
2-112
2-111
2-113
2-114
2-115
2-118
2-117
2-116
RUN
2-60
2-59
2-61
2-62
2-63
2-64
2-107
2-106
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TABLE A4.3 (CONTINUED)
1.12809E 01
1.80953E 01
1.51892E 01
1.12809E 01
1.81955E 01
1.12809E 01
1.80953E 01
1.50889E 01
1.12809E 01
1.80953E 01
1.50388E 01
1.12809E 01
0/A
1.35231E 05
1.31810E 05
1.32676E 05
1.29932E 05
1.34160E 05
1.32683E 05
1.47218E 05
1.45957E 05
1.43992E 05
1.45800E 05
1.45686E 05
1.43022E 05
1.41350E 05
1.39228E 05
1.41836E 05
1.40579E 05
1.38636E 05
1.39392E 05
1.38542E 05
1.37047E 05
2.46429E 03
2.48312E 03
2.48826E 03
2.45984E 03
2.42650E 03
2.41090E 03
2.44896E 03
2.43572E 03
2.41655E 03
2.42250E 03
2.41469E 03
2.40142E 03
TWO
7.59932E 02
8.10408E 02
8.40961E 02
8.82721E 02
6.80190E 02
7.36269E 02
6.90149E 02
7.13600E 02
7.55939E 02
7.27313E 02
7.47467E 02
7.87657E 02
7.67979E 02
8.20454E 02
8.10728E 02
8.30214E 02
8.64071E 02
8.46519E 02
8.63012E 02
8.93336E 02
1.77799E 02
1.67923E 02
1.74876E 02
1.88742E 02
1.81953E 02
2.00057E 02
1.96701E 02
2.03424E 02
2.15104E 02
2.09049E 02
2.14739E 02
2.25201E 02
TWI
7.52761E 02
8.03802E 02
8.34490E 02
8.76691E 02
6.72542E 02
7.29115E 02
6.81648E 02
7.05358E 02
7.48135E 02
7.19182E 02
7.39486E 02
7.80138E 02
7.60440E 02
8.13411E 02
8.03444E 02
8.23143E 02
8.57348E 02
8.39634E 02
8.56288E 02
8.86902E 02
DATA FOR RIGHT HALF HEATER
SLOPE S.D.(SLOPE)
-8.05104E-01 2.11774E 00
-8.68958E-01 2.50571E 00
-9.12292E-01 2.32195E 00
-1.03035E 00 2.73855E 00
-8.90035E-01 1.86774E 00
-8.80312E-01 2.16690E 00
-8.96076E-01 1.96206E 00
-8.74687E-01 2.14463E 00
-8.75729E-01 2.39565E 00
-8.71944E-01 2.05177E 00
-8.03056E-01 2.21142E 00
-7.83507E-01 2.47258E 00
-1.04524E 00 2.25432E 00
-8.78681E-01 2.50870E 00
-8.97431E-01 2.39358E 00
-8.75069E-01 2e47639E 00
-9.80382E-01 -2.71959E 00
-8.54375E-01 2.40943E 00
-8.96389E-01 2.53028E 00
-9.60451E-01 2.76542E 00
INTERCEPT
7.92119E 02
8.52771E 02
8.71636E 02
9.24532E 02
7.15703E 02
7.78505E. 02
7.26731E 02
7.52648E 02
7.99068E 02
7.62931E 02
7.83728E 02
8.28612E 02
8.04174E 02
8.62643E 02
8.44273E 02
8.66059E 02
9.06774E 02
8.76807E 02
8.97437E 02
9.34026E 02
2.28649E 03
2.31520E 03
2.31339E 03
2.27110E 03
2.24454E 03
2.21085E 03
2.25226E 03
2.23230E 03
2.20144E 03
2.21345E 03
2.19995E 03
2.17622E 03
2-105
2-110
2-109
2-108
2-112
2-111
2-113
2-114
2-115
2-118
2-117
2-116
RUN
2-60
2-59
2-61
2-62
2-63
2-64
2-107
2-106
2-105
2-110
2-109
2-108
2-112
2-111
2-113
2-114
2-115
2-118
2-117
2-116
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
S.D.(INTCP)
3.83832E 01
4.54149E 01
4.20843E 01
4.96350E 01
3.38520E 01
3.92742E 01
3.55615E 01
3.88706E 01
4.34201E 01
3.71874E 01
4.00809E 01
4.48144E 01
4.08586E 01
4.54691E 01
4.33826E 01
4.48835E 01
4.92913E 01
4.36698E 01
4.58602E 01
5.01221E 01
2.27870E 03
2.27941E 03
2.28768E 03
2.24086E 03
2.19936E 03
2.17272E 03
2.22000E 03
2.22697E 03
2.18002E 03
2.14177E 03
2.14688E 03
2.12325E 03
H
1.23381E 03
8.30091E 02
1.34892E 03
8.90675E 02
1.10821E 03
7.66768E 02
1.14229E 03
9.68861E 02
7.56578E 02
1.21803E 03
1.04108E 03
8.05419E 02
1.26506E 03
8.38169E 02
1.28761E 03
1.08541E 03
8.50906E 02
1.31720E 03
1.11515E 03
8.76995E 02
CORR. COEFF
2.26479E-01
1.90780E-01
2.23707E-01
2.19469E-01
2.67974E-01
2.19783E-01
2.63943E-01
2.29659E-01
2.09571E-01
2.42664E-01
2.03604E-01
1.80462E-01
2.56949E-01
1.99738E-01
2.10519E-01
2.09946E-01
2.17112E-01
1.83606E-01
1.93512E-01
2.00135E-01
TBULK
6.43156E
6.45012E
7.36133E
7.30810E
5.51483E
5.56073E
5.52769E
5.54710E
5.57815E
5.99480E
5.99550E
6.02563E
6.48706E
6.47301E
6.93289E
6.93626E
6.94420E
7.33809E
7.32052E
7.30632E
RUN
2-60
2-59
2-61
2-62
2-63
2-64
2-107
2-106
2-105
2-110
2-109
2-108
2-112
2-111
2-113
2-114
2-115
2-118
2-117
2-116
A4. 47
TABLE A4.3 (CONTINUED)
RUN
2-60
2-59
2-61
2-62
2-63
2-64
2-107
2-106
2-105
2-110
2-109
2-108
2-112
2-111
2-113
2-114
2-115
2-118
2-117
2-116
RUN
2-60
2-59
2-61
2-62
2-63
2-64
2-107
2-106
2-105
2-110
2-109
2-108
2-112
2-111
2-113
2-114
2-115
2-118
2-117
2-116
RUN
2-60
2-59
2-61
2-62
2-63
2-64
2-107
2-106
2-105
2-110
2-109
2-108
TWO
7.77628E
8.37129E
2.55296E
2.51065E
2.53843E
2.49207E
2.75241E
2.73328E
2.69595E
2.72649E
2.71470E
2.67913E
2.68538E
2.63894E
2.68985E
2.68143E
2.65291E
2.67156E
2.65691E
2.63189E
Q
2.57771E
2.52928E
8.55214E
9.05986E
6.99683E
7.62659E
7.10601E
7.36904E
7.83305E
7.47236E
7.69273E
8.14509E
7.85360E
8.46827E
8.28120E
8.50308E
8.89128E
8.61428E
8.81302E
9.16737E
02
02
03
03
03
03
03
03
03
03
03
03
03
03
03
03
03
03
03
03
03
03
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
Q/A
1.50663E 05
1.46320E 05
1.80953E 01
1.14813E 01
1.80953E 01
1.14813E 01
1.81454E 01
1.50889E 01
1.12809E 01
1.80953E 01
1.51892E 01
1.12809E 01
1.81955E 01
1.12809E 01
1.80953E 01
1.50889E 01
1.12809E 01
1.80953E 01
1.50388E 01
1.12809E 01
VELOCITY
1.80953E 01
1.14813E 01
1.47419E 05
1.43652E 05
1.49883E 05
1.45595E 05
1.63121E 05
1.61345E 05
1.57986E 05
1.60693E 05
1.59472E 05
1.56249E 05
1.57276E 05
1.53016E 05
1.56629E 05
1.55616E 05
1.52977E 05
1.54753E 05
1.53399E 05
1.51053E 05
MEAN
0 ELECTRIC
4.53980E 03
4.41652E 03
4.44772E 03
4.34432E 03
4.51041E 03
4.41886E 03
4.92797E 03
4.87975E 03
4.79520E 03
4.86689E 03
4.84569E 03
4.75222E 03
TWI
7.69516E
8.29718E
2.12049E
2.29565E
1.58391E
1.80117E
1.62157E
1.71232E
1.87240E
1*74796E
1.82399E
1.48005E
1.87949E
2.09155E
2.02701E
2.10356E.
2.23749E
2.14193E
2.21049E
2.33274E
QLOST
1.85282E
2.05810E
8.47849E
8.99196E
6.91064E
7.54792E
7.01132E
7.27759E
7.74732E
7.38213E
7.60497E
8.06274E
7.76850E
8.39031E
8.19954E
8.42362E
8.81616E
8.53615E
8.73711E
9.09530E
TBULK
6.59398E
6.70141E
2.34091E
2.28109E
2.38004E
2.31195E
2.59025E
2.56205E
2.50870E
2.55169E
2.53230E
2.48112E
2.49743E
2.42979E
2.48715E
2.47108E
2.42917E
2.45736E
2.43587E
2.39861E
QNET
2*39243E
2.32347E
7.51244E
7*54788E
5.68086E
5.81230E
5.70162E
5.75570E
5.85197E
6.16576E
6. 19917E
6.29396E
6.65187E
6.73391E
7.09962E
7.13709E
7.20673E
7.49962E
7.51506E
7.56218E
THE HEATER SECTION
ERROR 0/0 MEA
-3.06407E-01 1.233
-1.21616E 00 8.300
4.97812E 00 1.348
2.05828E 00 8.906
-3.06309E 00 1.108
-1.16002E 00 7.667
-9.03501E-01 1.142
1.84502E-01 9.688
2.94963E-01 7.565
1.53259E 00 1.218
1.09555E 00 1.041
1.31339E 00 8.054
N H
81E
91E
92E
75E
21E
68E
29E
61E
78E
03E
08E
19E
H
1.36820E 03
9.16927E 02
2.22347E 03
2.23267E 03
2.45371E 03
2.33971E 03
2.56766E 03
2.55823E 03
2.50234E 03
2.51287E 03
2.50486E 03
2.44880E 03
2.44681E 03
2.38725E 03
2.45032E 03
2.46367E 03
2.40348E 03
2.37591E 03
2.37485E 03
2.33727E 03
0 HEAT
2.39960E 03
2.35136E 03
1.52601E 03
9.94762E 02
1.21879E 03
8.38867E 02
1.24548E 03
1.06016E 03
8.33543E 02
1.32109E 03
1.13438E 03
8.83369E 02
1.40848E 03
9.23789E 02
1.42400E 03
1.20958E 03
9.50503E 02
1.49299E 03
1.25526E 03
9.85264E 02
03
02
03
02
03
02
03
02
02
03
03
02
BULK T
6.50839E
6.56921LE
7.43291E
7.42198E
5.59325E
5.68068E
5.61020E
5.64618E
5.70871E
6.07613E
6.09273E
6.15386E
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
PROPERTIES OF
0 THERMAL
4.55371E 03
4.47023E 03
4.22631E 03
4.25491E 03
4.64857E 03
4.47012E 03
4.88344E 03
4.87074E 03
4.78105E 03
4#79230E 03
4.79260E 03
4.68980E 03
A4. 48
TABLE A4.3 (CONTINUED)
2-112
2-111
2-113
2-114
2-115
2-118
2-117
2-116
RUN
2-60
2-59
2-61
2-62
2-63
2-64
2-107
2-106
2-105
2-110
2-109
2-108
2-112
2-111
2-113
'2-114
2-115
2-118
2-117
2-116
RUN
2-60
2-59
2-61
2-62
2-63
2-64
2-107
2-106
2-105
2-110
2-109
2-108
2-112
2-111
2-113
2-114
2-115
2-118
2-117
2-116
0.15178E-03
0.12031E-02
0.20000E 02
0.49625E 03
4.74197E
4.64064E
4.73941E
4.70338E
4.63061E
4.67082E
4.63581E
4.57483E
03
03
03
03
03
03
03
03
DENSITY
8.84512E-01
8.81882E-01
8.44527E-01
8.44999E-01
9.24092E-01
9.20311E-01
9.23359E-01
9.21803E-01
9.19098E-01
9.03208E-01
9.02489E-01
8.99845E-01
8.82061E-01
8.80667E-01
8.62726E-01
8.61884E-01
8.60265E-01
8.45317E-01
8.45395E-01
8.44738E-01
NUSSELT NO.
2.92181E 02
1.97063E 02
3.31917E 02
2.19060E 02
2.53024E 02
1.75668E 02
2.60977E 02
2.21667E 02
1.73525E 02
2.83462E 02
2.42444E b2
1.88023E 02
3.00274E 02
1.99209E 02
3.11299E 02
2.62626E 02
2.06206E 02
3.23862E 02
2.74164E 02
2.15751E 02
0.42030E-01
0.42030E-01
0.21009E 03
0.88092E 02
4.64628E
4.56021E
4.67051E
4.69090E
4.58389E
4.51794E
4.52205E
4.46097E
03
03
03
03
03
03
03
03
MU
5.61885E-01
5.50516E-01
4.21119E-01
4.22448E-01
7.87031E-01
7.60125E-01
7.81706E-01
7.70577E-01
7.51788E-01
6.54103E-01
6.50148E-01
6.35895E-01
5.51279E-01
5.45384E-01
4.77457E-01
4.74598E-01
4.69173E-01
4.23344E-01
4.23564E-01
4.21711E-01
PRANDTL NO.
1.06117E 01
1.04534E 01
8.63314E 00
8.65201E 00
1.36967E 01
1.33327E 01
1.36248E 01
1.34742E 01
1.32196E 01
1.18863E 01
1.18320E 01
1.16360E 01
1.04641E 01
1.03819E 01
9.42991E 00
9.38963E 00
9.31315E 00
8.66473E 00
8.66785E 00
8.64154E 00
MISCELLAN
0.43241E-03
0.17082E-03
0.47303E 02
0.11540E 04
2.01794E 00
1.73304E 00
1.45382E 00
2.65319E-01
1.00899E 00
3.27296E 00
2.45408E 00
2.48889E 00
MUW
4.00324E-01
3.44759E-01
3.23966E-01
2.89377E-01
5.07507E-01
4.22746E-01
4.92308E-01
4.55612E-01
3.99993E-01
4*39420E-01
4.13116E-01
3.66833E-01
3.92059E-01
3.36452E-01
3.49339E-01
3.30902E-01
3.02278E-01
3.19595E-01
3.05552E-01
2.82584E-01
M U/MUW
1.40358E
1.59681E
1.29989E
1.45985E
1.55078E
1.79807E
1*58784E
1.69130E
1.87950E
1.48856E
1.57377E
1.73347E
1.40611E
1.62099E
1.36674E
1.43425E
1.55212E
1.32463E
1.38623E
1.49234E
1.26506E
8.38169E
1.28761E
1 .08541E
8.50906E
1.31720E
1*11515E
8.76995E
03
02
03
03
02
03
03
02
CP
5.68981E-01
5.70653E-01
5.94405E-01
5*94104E-01
5.43814E-01
5.46219E-01
5.44280E-01
5.45270E-01
5.46990E-01
5.57093E-01
5.57550E-01
5.59231E-01
5.70539E-01
5.71426E-01
5.82833E-01
5.83368E-01
5.84398E-01
5.93902E-01
5.93853E-01
5.94271E-01
6*56507E
6.59731E
7.01213E
7.03158E
7.06901E
7.41464E
7.41284E
7.42803E
K
3.01272E
3.00527E
2.89947E
2.90081E
3. 12483E
3.11412E
3. 12275E
3.1 1834E
3.1 1068E
3.06567E
3.06364E
3.05615E
3.00578E
3.00183E
2.95101E
2.94863E
2.94405E
2.90171E
2.90193E
2.90007E
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
EOUS NUMBERS
0.42030E-01
0.42030E-01
0.84380E 01
0.11245E 03
0.16012E-03
0.60846E-03
0.10976E 03
0.20204E 02
0.42030E-01
0.42030E-01
0.22085E 04
0.25934E 03
A4. 49
TABLE A4.3 (CONTINUED)
0.37537E 01 0.45958E 02 0.60317E 03
RUNS
2-60- 2-59
2-61- 2-62
2-63- 2-64
2-107- 2-105
2-110- 2-108
2-112- 2-111
2-113- 2-115
2-118- 2-116
RUN
2-60
2-59
2-61
2-62
2-63
2-64
2-107
2-106
2-105
2-110
2-109
2-108
2-112
2-111
2-113
2-114
2-115
2-118
2-117
2-116
NU=0.007205
(MU/MUW** 0.
RUNS
2-60- 2-59
2-61- 2-62
2-63- 2-64
2-107- 2-105
2-110- 2-108
2-112- 2-111'
2--113- 2-115
2-118- 2-116
RUN
2-60
2-59
2-61
2-62
2-63
2-64
2-107
2-106
2-105
2-110
WILSON SLOPE
1.01783E-02
9.84830E-03
1.03754E-02
1.09257E-02
1.03495E-02
9.83345E-03
9.77212E-03
9.36115E-03
1.0/H
8.10498E-04
1.20469E-03
7.41336E-04
1.12274E-03
9.02353E-04
1.30417E-03
8.75435E-04
1.03214E-03
1.32174E-03
8.20998E-04
9.60538E-04
1.24159E-03
7.90476E-04
1.19308E-03
7.76632E-04
9.21308E-04
1.17522E-03
7.59188E-04
8.96742E-04
1.14026E-03
1.0605E-03*(
INTERCEPT
5.73876E-06
-3.73301E-05
8.20120E-05
1.58729E-05
4.26207E-06
1.67375E-05
8.50662E-06
2.19247E-05
1.0/V**B
7.90660E-02
1.17794E-01
7.90660E-02
1.17794E-01
7.90660E-02
1.17794E-01
7.88747E-02
9.27121E-02
1.19626E-01
7.90660E-02
9.21759E-02
1.19626E-01
7.86843E-02
1.19626E-01
7.90660E-02
9.27121E-02
1.19626E-01
7.90660E-02
9.29827E-02
1.19626E-01
RE**0.87630$
s 0.
WILSON SLOPE
9.10540E-03
8.81017E-03
9.28170E-03
9.78925E-03
9.27422E-03
8.80196E-03
8.75722E-03
8.38835E-03
1.0/H
8.10498E-04
1020469E-03
7.41336E-04
1.12274E-03
9.02353E-04
1.30417E-03
8.75435E-04
1.03214E-03
1@32174E-03
8.20998E-04
S.D.(SLOPE)
0.
0.
0.
1039613E-04
9.84161E-05
0.
2.90873E-04
1.86886E-04
REYNOLDS
4.56498E
2.94747E
5.81555E
3.68038E
3.40491E
2.22771E
3.43487E
2.89266E
2.21018E
4.00428E
3.37894E
2.55825E
4.66561E
2.91924E
5.23988E
4.39136E
3.31482E
5.79040E
4.81030E
3.62133E
NO
04
04
04
04
04
04
04
04
04
04
04
04
04
04
04
04
04
04
04
04
S.D.(TNTCP)
0.
0.
0.
1.37567E-05
9.68591E-06
0.
2.86759E-05
1.84402E-05
CORRELATION
8.66965E
5.89267E
1.09516E
7.21077E
6.58416E
4.63501E
6.80955E
5.81700E
4.59855E
7.93423E
6.80212E
5.32079E
8.97423E
5.97791E
9.81529E
8.29890E
6.54349E
1.06658E
9.02735E
7.11513E
01
01
02
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
02
01
01
CORR. COEFF
1.OOOOOE 00
10OO0E 00
1.OOOOOE 00
9.99918E-01
9.99955E-ol
1.00000E 00
9.99557E-01
9.99801E-01
CONF. LEVEL
7.37794E-01
4.90774E-01
1.87751E 00
8.07445E-01
8.64028E-01
8.39343E-01
8.76730E-01
8.07918E-01
8.30258E-01
6.45830E-01
5.35516E-01
6.45522E-01
8.07172E-01
5.11506E-01
1.26331E 00
8.03072E-01
5.80696E-01
1.80878E 00
1.21836E 00
7.99068E-01
1.3129E-02)*(PR**0.51439S 2.1832E-02)*
) RMS DEV.= 1.232 0/0 CORRELATION COEF=0.9984
INTERCEPT
-8.74398E-05
-1.27488E-04
-1.29714E-05
-8.64053E-05
-9.27671E-05
-7.37115E-05
-8.31681E-05
-6.58307E-05
1.0/V**B
9.86160E-02
1.41908E-01
9.86160E-02
1.41908E-01
9.86160E-02
1.41908E-01
9.83981E-02
1.14044E-01
1.43921E-01
9.86160E-02
S.D.(SLOPE)
0.
0.
0.
8.62435E-05
4.52860E-05
0.
2.22787E-04
1.35342E-04
REYNOLDS
4.56498E
2.94747E
5.81555E
3.68038E
3.40491E
2.22771E
3.43487E
2.89266E
2.21018E
4.00428E
NO
04
04
04
04
04
04
04
04
04
04
S.D.INTCP)
0.
0.
0.
1.03733E-05
5.44107E-06
0.
2.681O0E-05
1.62999E-05
CORRELATION
1.13589E -02
7.70730E 01
1.40140E 02
9.24096E 01
'.88207E 01
6.23342E 01
9.18059E 01
7.83248E 01
6.17837E 01
1.05312E 02
CORR& COEFF
1.0000E 00
1.0000E 00
1.00000E 00
9.99961E-01
9.99988E-01
1.00000E 00
9.99677E-01
9.99870E-01
CONF. LEVEL
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
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TABLE A4.3 (CONCLUDED)
2-109
2-108
2-112
2-111
2-113
2-114
2-115
2-118
2-117
26116
NU=O.02104S
(MU/MUW** 0.
9.60538E-04 1.13442E-01
1.24159E-03 1.43921E-01
7.90476E-04 9.81813E-02
1.19308E-03 1.43921E-01
7.76632E-04 9.86160E-02
9.21308E-04 1.14044E-01
1.17522E-03 1.43921E-01
7.59188E-04 9.86160E-02
8.96742E-04 1.14348E-01
1.14026E-03 1.43921E-01
0. *(RE**0.800005
3.37894E
2.55825E
4.66561E
2.91924E
5.23988E
4.39136E
3.31482E
5.79040E
4.81030E
3*62133E.
0.
04 9.02377E 01
04 7.04514E 01
04 1.17392E 02
04 7.81265E 01
04 1.26874E 02
04 1.07221E 02
04 8.44621E 01
04 1.36540E 02
04 1.15570E 02
04 9.10576E 01
)*(PR**0.40000$
) RMS DEV.* 2.079 0/0 CORRELATION COEF=0.9948
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
5 0.
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9. The number of temperature entries in the thermal conductivity-
temperature-MWH table.
10. The number of MWH entries in the test heater resistance-
temperature-MWH table.
11. The number of temperature entries in the test heater
resistance-temperature -MWH table.
12. The number of MWH entries in the heat loss-temperature-
MWH table.
13. The number of temperature entries in the heat loss-
temperature-MWH table.
14. The number of entries in the millivolt-temperature table for
the thermocouples.
15. The number of thermocouples being used for the temperature
profile measurements, including inlet and outlet thermocouples
and wall thermocouples. Five wall thermocouples in each half
heater are used in this work.
16. The number of millivolt entries at which thermocouple
corrections are to be given.
17. The number of entries in the slope of the flowmeter calibration
curve -MWH table.
18. The number of entries in the intercept of the flowmeter cali-
bration curve-MWH table.
19. A repeat control. If the constant is >0, the computer will
begin from the beginning of the program again after completing
analysis of the present group of data. If it is -0, the computer
will halt upon completion of analysis of the present group of
data. In this way, if more data are to be analyzed with different
physical property or other "constant" data, the computer can be
instructed to read in the new "constant" data.
20. The number of different dimensionless correlations to be per-
formed by the computer.
21. A punch control. If the constant is 0, a punched record of the
output will appear along with the pointed record. If it is >0,
only the printed output will be given.
22. The number of entries in the test heater table (see below).
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The second table must supply the following information:
1. The inner diameter of test heater.
2. The allowable error in per cent between Q and Q th The 100%
in Table A4.2 is used so that no data should be rejected on
account of the heat imbalance.
3. A constant unused at present, but room must be made for it.
4. The conversion factor used in Eq. (A4.12) for the calculation of
fluid velocity from the volumetric flow rate. The value of
0.407 applies for D in inches, g in gpm and velocity in ft/sec.
5. The conversion factor used in Eq. (A4.10) in calculating the
heat transfer coefficient U. The value of 312.9 applies for
Q in watts, D in inches, L in inches, temperatures in *F andin 2
U in Btu/(hr)(ft )(F).
6. The conversion factor used Eq. (A4.9) in calculating Qth. The
value of 146.8 applies for G in gpm, p in gm/cc, C in
p
cal/(gm)(OC), T's in "F, Qi in watts.in
7. The conversion factor used to make the Nusselt number
dimensionless. For an inner diameter of 0.207" (A4.2), hf in
Btu , and k in cal o 10, the Nusselt number
(hr) (ft 2) (F)sec)(cm)(C)
is given by h
Nu 0.713 (A4.39)
k
8. The conversion factor used to make the Prandtl number
dimensionless. For p. in centipoises and k in (ca X10,(cm)(sec)(0 C)
the Prandtl number is given by
C
Pr = 100 (A4.40)
9. The conversion factor used to make the Reynolds number
dimensionless. For v in ft/sec, p in gm/cc, D=0.207" and p.
in centipoises, the Reynolds number is given by
Re = 1602 P (A4.41)
10. The constant used in Eq. (A4.4) in front of Q. As stated in
Section A4.1, this constant is 1.22 for the units used.
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11. The constant used in Eq. (A4.4) in front of Q. . As stated inin
Section A4.1, this constant is -4.61 for the units used.
12. and 13. The constants a and b in the relation k =a+bT for
s
the thermal conductivity of stainless steel. For the data of
McAdams (A4.3)
k= 8.52 + 0.0042T Btu (A4.42)S(h r)(ft) (OF)(A42
14. The value of the correlation coefficient below which the
temperature profile data are considered too scattered for
the heat transfer coefficient to be meaningful. For five data
points (the number of wall thermocouples used in each half
heater), Spiegel (A4.6) tabulates that there is about one
chance in twenty that a random set of points will yield a
correlation coefficient of 0.8 in a linear least squares ana-
lysis, so r = 0.8 was chosen as the 95% confidence limit
cutoff in the temperature profile data.
15. The values of A, B, C and D for each correlation to be per-
formed by the computer. The computer will refer to the
values given only if a given correlation is to have some
parameter fixed. The selection of fixed parameters or least
squared parameters will be given in a later table (see below).
However, no matter what the choice below, values must be
provided for every correlation to be performed.
The third table must supply the coolant density information for the
program as a function of temperature and MWH. The program will per-
form a two-dimensional linear interpolation to obtain p* = p(T*,MWH*),
where T' and MWH*: are the values of the independent variables at
which p is desired, so that a grid of values must be supplied. The
order must be T 1 , p,1 1 p 1 2 ' ' ' ' P1,NR1' T 2 ' P2 1' P 2 2 . ' ' P2,NR1 . ' .
TNR2' PNR2,1-'NR2,NRl' MWH 1 , MWH2 .. . MWHNR1; Pj refers to
the value of p at T., MWH . and NR1 is the number of MWH entries,
NR2 the number of temperature entries. The interpolation routine will
not extrapolate and interpolates only on an open interval, so that the span
of the table must be large enough to include all possible data. For
instance, Table A4.2 lists -0.001 MWH as the first MWH entry to ensure
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that 0 MWH is within the table.
The fourth table must supply the coolant viscosity information to
the program in the same manner as the density table. The functional
relation used is ln = f((T+460), MWH). No matter what the units of
±, ln ± may be fed directly into the program for immediately upon inter-
polation, the program will exponentiate the result.
The next two tables supply coolant specific heat and thermal con-
ductivity information to the computer in the same manner as the density
table. These tables supply C = C (T,MWH), and k=k(T, MWH), respect-
p p
ively. Notice that, in case there is to be no MWH dependence, there
must still be one MWH entry, viz., O MWH, and the dependence on temper-
ature will be given for this entry (see Table A4.2 for the C data).
p
The seventh table must give the electrical resistance of the test
heater used. The electrical resistance is known to be a function of out-
side wall temperature (A4.2), but for the sake of generality, it is also
assumed a function of reactor MWH. Also, the resistance of each half
heater is given separately, even though it has been found that the resist-
U
ances of each half heater are equal. Thus, the order of input is T 1 , RUi,
D U D UR T RU RD RU
1 il 12' 12 . ' ' 1,NRES1' 1,NRESl' 2' 21' 21 R 2,NRESl'
RD T U RD MWH2, NRES1 NRES2... RNRES2,NRES1, NRES2,NRES1' 1
MWH 2 . .. MWH NRES1 The superscript U refers to the upstream half
heater and D refers to the downstream half heater; NRES1 is the
number of MWH entries and NRES2 is the number of temperature entries.
The same comments regarding interpolation and no MWH dependence
apply.
The eighth table supplies the heat loss for a half section of the test
heater (heat loss for each half assumed the same at a given temperature)
as a function of outside wall temperature and reactor MWH in the same
manner as the density table. No MWH dependence may be treated as
discussed above.
The ninth table must supply the relation between the thermocouple
millivolts and temperature. Chromel-alumel thermocouples have been
used for the test heaters in this work. The input order must be T 1 , my 1 ,
T 2 , mv 2 .. TN mvN where N is the number of pairs of entries in this
table.
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The tenth table is the test heater table and supplies the necessary
means of taking into account a change in test heaters during the experi-
ment. This table gives a constant, either +1.0 or -1.0, as a function of
MWH. For each heat transfer data point to be analyzed, the computer
will refer to the table. If it finds -1.0 corresponding to the MWH of this
data point, it will assume that no change in test heaters has taken place.
If it finds +1.0, it will assume a change in test heaters and will read in
tables giving new information pertinent to the new test heater (see
below). A typical profile of the table is shown in Fig. A4.9, with the
test heater change indicated at data point j + 1. The length of the curve
+1 TH6+1-
0
-1 TH5 TH6
i i+1 i+2 MWH
Figure A4.9 Graphic Picture of Test Heater Selector
at +1.0 should be small enough so that only the first data point with the
new test heater will yield a +1.0 value when the table is searched (a new
set of test heater data has to be read in for each data point giving a +1.0
value!). The order of input is C, MWH 1 , C 2 , MWH2 * * * NTH'
MWHNTH where NTH is the number of pairs of entries in the test
heater table.
The eleventh table gives the thermocouple corrections for the test
heater being used. For each millivolt level, the table will supply the
actual corrected reading of the thermocouples used in the test heater.
The inlet and outlet thermocouples are listed first, then the wall thermo-
couples for the upstream half heater, then the wall thermocouples for the
downstream half heater. Thus, using the thermocouple numbering system
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and the wall thermocouples used in this work, the input order would be
I 0 2 3 4 5 6 9 10 11 12
MV 1 , mvy1 , mvy, mvy, my 1 , my1 , my, mvy, mvM, mvM. mvM' mv',
13
mvM For instance, when thermocouple j reads MV. millivolts, theMz
corrected reading would be mv. millivolts.
The twelfth table supplies the positions of the thermocouples used
(in inches for this work). The positions of the inlet and outlet thermo-
couples are given first and assumed to be located at 0 and L inches,
respectively. This assumes no change in bulk temperature between the
ends of the test heater and the actual location of the immersion thermo-
couples, which appears to be reasonable from the wall temperature
profile of the test heater (see Fig. A4.1). The positions of the wall
thermocouples used are then listed in order, from upstream to down-
stream, as in the previous table.
The thirteenth table gives the slope of the Potter flowmeter cali-
bration curve as a function of MWH for the sake of generality. The input
order must be SLOPE , MWH . . . SLOPE MWH where NG is the1 NG, NGwhrNGite
number of pairs of entries in this table. For no MWH dependence, only
one pair of entries need be given.
The fourteenth table gives the intercept of the Potter flowmeter
calibration curve as a function of MWH as in the preceding table.
The fifteenth table must supply Student's t for each degree of
freedom as tabulated in reference (A4.7). The input order is ti, t 2
t0 t where the subscript refers to the number of degrees of freedom
up to 30 and subscript 31 gives t,. Table A4.2 gives the 95% confidence
limit Student's t table.
The sixteenth table supplies the scale resistance on the test heater
wall as a function of MWH. The first card of this table must give the
number of pairs of entries in the table and the remaining cards list the
functional dependence in the order R i, MWH 1 , R S2 MWH2 RS,NRS'
MWH As shown in Table A4.2, not only is no MWH dependenceNRS'
assumed, but R is given as 0. This is the normal situation; the table is
included as a generality.
Next, the heat transfer data are to be given the computer, in groups.
Within each group, data are usually taken on a given day, at several
velocities, and it is important to order these data for the use of Wilson's
method (see Section A4.2). The data for each day must be ordered with
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the highest flow rate data point first, down to the lowest flow rate data
point last. Each group is headed by a "free" card upon which any desired
information may be typed, and the computer will head the output with this
information. Also, before the actual data can be given, a control table
must be given, containing the following information:
1. The number of data points to be analyzed in the present group.
2. For each correlation to be performed, control constants for
the parameters A, B, C and D. The function of these control
constants is to select whether the parameter will be least
squared or fixed. Fixed values are given in the second input
table (see above). Table A4.4 gives the use of the control
constants.
TABLE A4.4
Use of Control Constants
for Least Squaring or Fixing Parameters A, B, C, D
Value of Control Constant
Parameter = > 0
A, B, C Least square Least square Fix
D Fix No ( E ) dependence Least square
For instance, in Table A4.2, the first correlation has no
dependence and will least square A, B, and C. The second
correlation has no (4-1) dependence and will least square A,
fix B and C.
3. A control constant selecting which computed value of hf to use
in the correlation. If the constant is <0, the value computed
Dfor the downstream half heater, hf , will be used. If it is > 0,
the value computed for the upstream half heater, h , will be
used. If it equals 0, the average of hU and hD will be used.f f
4. A control constant selecting which computed heat input will
be used in calculating h . If the constant is <0, Qth will be
used. If the constant is > 0, Q will be used. If the constant
equals 0, the average of Qi and Qth will be used.
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For each data point, the following information must be supplied:
1. The reactor MWH at the time of the run.
2. The flowmeter reading, in gpm.
3. The voltage drop across the upstream half heater.
4. The voltage drop across the downstream half heater.
5. The inlet bulk temperature reading in millivolts.
6. The outlet bulk temperature reading in millivolts.
7. For the first card only, in column 73-78 an alphanumeric
description of the run number.
8. The thermocouple readings in millivolts for the wall thermo-
couples being used, in the order upstream to downstream.
If a data point is the first one run on a new test heater (see test
heater table above), immediately after the data for this point, four new
tables must be read in. The first supplies new values of:
1. The inner diameter of the test heater.
2. The conversion factor to make the Nusselt number dimension-
less (see Eq. (A4.38)).
3. The conversion factor to make the Reynolds number dimension-
less (see Eq. A4.40)).
4. and 5. The constants used in front of Q and Q in Eq. (A4.4).loss
The second new table must supply new thermocouple correction data in the
same manner as previously described. The third table must give the elec-
trical resistance of the new test heater in the manner previously described.
The last new table must give the heat losses from the new test heater in the
manner described above.
If it is desired to use new physical property or other constant data
after a given number of groups of data (the repeat control being selected
above), the computer will return to the very beginning to send in more
data and the format must be as described above.
The output needs a little explanation. The first output table lists the
temperature profile for each data point. The inlet and outlet temperature
are given first, followed by the wall temperatures in the order upstream to
downstream.
The next three output tables list results for the upstream half heater
(called right half heater) in the same manner as for the upstream half
heater.
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The mean properties of the test heater as a whole occupy the next
three output tables. The only item needing explanation is the column
marked "ERROR 0/0" under which the difference between Qin and Qth
(based on Q in being correct) is given in per cent.
The table marked "MISCELLANEOUS NUMBERS" lists least
squares sums and may be disregarded. The format for the output is
given in the subroutine WOT.
For each correlation performed by the computer, the results of
Wilson's method applied to each set of data taken on a given day are
listed first. The computer gives the least squared slope and intercept
together with their standard deviations for each set. (The velocity
power dependence is the value of B given by the correlation.) The inter-
cept is the quantity of interest, being equal to the scale resistance (units
(ft 2 )(hr)(*F)/Btu for this work). Next, the values of 1/hf (equal to 1/U
unless a scale resistance is used in the input), 1/vB, Re, Nu/(PrC)( D
and the confidence limits on the latter are listed for each data point.
Finally, the over-all correlation of the data is given. The dollar sign is
used to signify ± and a standard deviation will be given only if it makes
sense, i.e., all parameters least squared. The root-mean-square devi-
ation of the data from the correlation is given in per cent, and the corre-
lation coefficient is also listed.
The loading time for MNHTR in a 7090 type computer is 0.23
minutes and the running time about 0.001 minutes per data point analyzed
and for each correlation assumed.
A4.6 Tabulation of Heat Transfer Data
Some of the results produced by MNHTR for all the heat transfer
data taken during the course of this experiment, are given in Tables
A4.5-A4.10. Tables A4.5 and A4.6 list the results obtained with TH5 at
nominal heat fluxes of 200,000 Btu/(hr)(ft 2) and 100,000 Btu/(hr)(ft2 ),
respectively, during the 610*F irradiation of Santowax OMP. Table A4.7
gives the results obtained with TH6 during the 610*F irradiation of
Santowax OMP. Table A4.8 gives the results obtained with TH6 at a
nominal heat flux of 130,000 Btu/ (hr)(ft 2) during the 750*F irradiation
of Santowax OMP and the special runs at constant flow during the 750*F
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irradiation are listed in Tables A4.9 and A4.10.
In each table, MU/MUW stands for ( /pW)'
A4. 7 Tests of the Effect of Hypothetical Scale Resistance on Heat Transfer
Correlations
The Nusselt number defined in this work is based on the overall heat
transfer coefficient from inside wall to bulk fluid, U. No evidence of
any scale resistance on the wall was found, but an investigation of the
effect of hypothetical scale resistance on the heat transfer correlations
was still pursued.
The relation between U and h is given by
1 1
+ R (A4. 43)
Bh =av (. 8 < B < 1. 0) (A4. 44)
It can easily be shown for the correlation of results obtained on a single
day, when R 5 and the physical properties of the coolant would be constant,
that a scale resistance would only increase the power dependence of hf
on velocity over that determined for U. Assume that the least squares
correlation of the data for a single day yielded
U =CvD (A4. 45)
By substitution of the definition of U by Eq. (A4. 43) there results
DF 1 1Dh = R CD (A4. 46)
L1 -RSCvDS
This is an equation of a curve on log-log paper, but if hf were to be least
squared for a power, B, according to Eq. (A4. 45), an inspection of Eq.
(A4. 46) shows that the power dependence would be greater than D.
However, if there were a hypothetical buildup of scale resistance
with time, it might be thought possible to obtain a lower Reynolds number
power dependence for hf than for U, since the lower Reynolds number data
were, in general, obtained at later times during the irradiation (due to
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TABLE A4.5
HEAT TRANSFER DATA FROM TH5 DURING THE 610 DEG. F IRRADIATION OF SANTOWAX OMP
NOMINAL Q/A= 200.000 BTU/HR/FT**2
RUN REACTOR VELOCITY HT COEF9 U NUSSELT REYNOLDS PRANDTL MU/MUW
MWH FT/SEC BTU/HR/FT**2 NO. NO. NO.
/DEG. F
12
13
14
15
16
34
35
36
37
38
44
45
46
47
48
59
60
61
62
63
69
70
71
72
73
79
80
81
82
83
89
90
91
92
93
99
100
101
102
103
109
110
111
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
442.
442.
442.
442.
442.
658.
658.
658.
658.
658.
935.
935.
935.
935.
935.
1127.
1127.
1127.
1127.
1127.
1355.
1355.
1355.
1355.
1355.
1580.
1580.
1580.
1580.
1580.
1984.
1984.
1984.
1984.
1984.
2212.
2212.
2212.
24.6
22.5
20.1
17.6
15.1
21.2
19.1
17.1
15.1
13.1
21.1
19.1
17.1
15.1
13.1
20.9
18.1
16.1
14.1
12.1
20.9
18.6
16.1
13.6
11.5
20.6
18.6
16.1
14.1
12.1
20.5
18.1
16.1
13.6
11.6
20.6
18.1
16.1
13.8
11.6
20.5
18.*1
16.1
2415.
2189.
1913.
1659.
1444.
1919.
1741.
1573.
1377.
1210.
1834.
1666.
1489.
1329.
1160.
1722.
1523.
1363.
1190.
1040.
1721.
1538.
1330.
1143.
973.
1618.
1466.
1299.
1137.
990.
1566.
1392.
1246.
1049.
917.
1566.
1383.
1243.
1117.
993.
1503.
1334.
1204.
653.
594.
519.
451.
394.
498.
453.
411.
360.
317.
467.
426.
381.
341.
298.
429.
381.
341.
298.
261.
422.
377.
327.
282.
240.
389.
353.
314.
275.
240.
370.
329.
295.
249.
218.
372.
329.
296.
266.
237.
354.
315.
284.
101220.
93791.
84181.
74150.
64495.
74350.
67899.
61544.
54465.
48051.
68517.
62759.
56671.
50677.
44471.
61818.
54411.
48886.
43181.
37583.
57472.
51585.
45206.
38791.
33263.
52321.
47839.
42181.
37023.
32513.
47966.
42884.
38591.
33315.
28843.
46325.
41043.
36859.
31709.
27030.
41819.
37402.
33583.
7.12
7.05
7.02
6.99
6.91
8.12
8.03
7.95
7.93
7.82
8.65
8*57
8.51
8.42
8*34
9.34
9.23
9.15
9.08
8*97
9.94
9.87
9.77
9.63
9.52
10.63
10.52
10.35
10.32
10.12
11.40
11.27
11.15
10.94
10.80
11.96
11.87
11.77
11.73
11.58
13.10
12.95
12.84
______________ L ______________ I ______________
1.32
1.35
1.40
1.46
1.53
1.44
1.48
1.52
1.60
1.68
1.47
1.51
1.56
1.63
1.71
1.49
1.56
1.63
1.71
1.81
1.53
1.58
1.67
1.79
1.92
1.57
1.63
1.71
1.80
1.92
1.60
1.67
1.74
1.88
2.00
1.58
1.66
1.73
1.83
1.92
1.63
1.70
1.77
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HFAT TPANSFFR DAT
TABLE A4.6
A FROM TH5 DURING THE 610 DEG. F IRRADIATION
NOMINAL Q/A= 100,000 BTU/HR
RUN REACTOR VELOCITY HT COEF, U NUSSELT
MWH FT/SEC BTU/HR/FT**2 NO.
~_ 
/DEG. F
28
29
30
31
32
33
39
40
41
42
43
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
64
65
66
67
68
74
75
76
77
78
84
85
86
87
88
94
95
96
97
98
104
105
106
107
108
120
121
122
123
280.
280.
280.
280.
280.
280.
446.
446.
446.
446.
446.
662.
662.
662.
662.
662.
893.
893.
893.
893.
893.
1030.
1030.
1030.
1030.
1030.
1342.
1342.
1342.
1342.
1342.
1568.
1568.
1568.
1568.
1568.
1976.
1976.
1976.
1976.
1976.
2204.
2204.
2204.
2204.
2204.
2572.
2572.
2572.
2572.
20.7
18.1
15.6
13.1
11.1
8.6
20.6
18.1
15.1
12.1
8.6
20.5
18.1
15.1
12.1
8.6
20.1
18.1
16.1
13.1
8.6
20.1
17.1
14.1
11.6
8.6
20.0
17.6
15.1
12.1
8.6
20.0
17.1
14.1
11.6
8.6
20.0
17.1
14.1
11.6
8.6
19.8
17.1
14.1
11.6
8.6
19.6
17*1
14.1
11.6
1836.
1607.
1403.
1199.
1014.
804.
1811.
1598.
1364.
1095.
793.
1707.
1515.
1283.
1043.
769.
1618.
1469.
1323.
1092.
749.
1517.
1336.
1119.
945.
733.
1494.
1334.
1151.
949.
695.
1452.
1274.
1071.
886.
682.
1449.
1256.
1061.
882.
680.
1402.
1217.
1021.
864.
652.
1350.
1170.
993.
844.
______________ A ______________ I ____________________
482.
423.
370.
316.
268.
213.
468.
413.
353.
284.
206.
433.
384.
326.
265.
197.
403.
365.
329.
273.
188.
372.
328.
275.
233.
181.
357.
319.
276.
228.
168.
342.
300.
252.
209.
161.
342.
297.
251.
209.
162.
329.
286.
240.
203.
154.
313.
272.
231.
196.
/FT**2
REYNOLDS
NO.
75903.
66815.
57972.
48727.
41672.
32508.
70110.
61932.
51928.
41896.
30340.
64577.
57151.
48064.
38790.
28231.
58776.
52538.
47129.
38882.
26108.
54555.
46938.
39156.
32656.
24424.
48489.
43014.
37579.
30216.
22056.
45025.
38990.
32246.
26783.
20305.
42931.
37200.
30941.
25449.
19394.
39417.
34335.
28333.
23536.
17676.
34218.
30084.
24920.
20769.
OF SANTOWAX OMP
PRANDTL MU/MUW
NO.
7.82
7.78
7.73
7.73
7.66
7.62
8.32
8.28
8.24
8.19
8.06
8.87
8.85
8.79
8.74
8.56
9.44
9.50
9.43
9.32
9.13
10.06
9.96
9.86
9*74
9.65
11.06
10.99
10.81
10.77
10.52
11.78
11.65
11.61
11.51
11.28
12.44
12.30
12.20
12.19
11.90
13.38
13.27
13.26
13.14
12.98
15.16
15.05
14.99
14.81
1.21
1.24
1.28
1.33
1.39
1.49
1*22
1.25
1*30
1.37
1.50
1*24
1.27
1.32
1.39
1.51
1.25
1*28
1.32
1*38
1*56
1*26
1.30
1*36
1.42
1*54
1.30
1.33
1*38
1.@47
1.63
1.32
1.36
1.43
1.51
1.66
1.30
1.35
1.41
1.50
1.66
1.33
1*37
1.44
1*54
1*70
1.35
1.40
1.47
1*57
A4.63
HE.JAT TRASFER flA
TABLE A4.7
FRO~M TH6~ DUITNG THE 610 DEG. F IRRADIATION OF SATOA OP
NOMINAL Q/A= 100,000 BTU/HR/FT**2
RUN REACTOR VELOCITY HT COEF, U NUSSELT REYNOLDS PRANDTL MU/MUW
MWH FT/SEC BTU/HR/FT**2 NO. NO. NO.
/DEG. F
18
19
20
21
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
160
158
159
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
0.
0.
0.
0.
3120.
3120.
3120.
3120.
3120.
3528.
3528.
3528.
3528.
3528.
3578.
3578.
3578.
3578.
3578.
3820.
3820.
3820.
3820.
3820.
3830.
3830.
3830.
3830.
3830.
3830.
3982.
3982.
3982.
3982.
3982.
4135.
4135.
4135.
4135.
4135.
4820.
4820.
4820.
4820.
4820.
4820.
4820.
5068.
5068.
5068.
5068.
5068.
5377
19.1
17.1
15.1
13.1
19.2
16.6
14.1
11.6
8.6
19.2
16.6
14.1
11.6
8.6
19.0
16.6
14.1
11.6
8.6
18.8
16.6
14.1
11.6
8.6
19.5
19.4
19.2
19.0
16.6
14.1
19.3
16.6
14.1
11.6
8.6
19.6
16.6
14.1
11.6
8.6
19.3
16.6
14.1
11.6
8.6
20.3
17.1
19.4
16.6
14.1
11.6
8.6
19.4
1777.
1580.
1393.
1227.
1062.
939.
819.
696.
536.
1119.
982.
855.
726.
546.
1040.
920.
804.
676.
511.
987.
889.
775.
648.
492.
1104.
1079.
1041.
1030.
910.
792.
1105.
966.
851.
719.
547.
1163.
1017.
890.
754.
571.
1185.
1035.
897.
763.
591.
1326.
1134.
1218.
1066.
926.
782.
599.
1218.
I i _ _I_ _ i ,I
483.
431.
380.
336.
241.
213.
186.
158.
122.
253.
222.
194.
165.
124.
233.
206.
180.
151.
115.
219.
197.
172.
144.
110.
246.
240.
231.
229.
203.
176.
247.
216.
191.
161.
123.
265.
232.
203.
172.
131.
278.
243.
211.
180.
140.
313.
268.
286.
251.
218.
184.
141.
286.
80537.
72653.
64595.
56726.
26393.
23006.
19634.
16274.
12275.
25849.
22494.
19217.
15994.
12078.
22473.
19781.
16853.
13992.
10562.
20059.
17913.
15389.
12764.
9645.
21929.
21388.
20964.
20589.
18391.
15837.
22984.
19882.
17051.
14049.
10726.
28714.
24691.
21189.
17417.
13242.
35445.
30737.
26223.
21649.
16376.
38588.
33047.
35785.
30778.
26302.
21753.
16346.
35630.
6.98
6.94
6.90
6.83
18.98
18.84
18.75
18.62
18.31
19.40
19.28
19.18
18.97
18.64
21.93
21.78
21.71
21.52
21.15
24.17
23.92
23.67
23.48
23.06
23.07
23.48
23.68
23.84
23.37
23.07
21.79
21.62
21.43
21.39
20.81
17.79
17.54
17.37
17.38
16.97
14.51
14.41
14.35
14.29
14.03
14.09
13.88
14.46
14.39
14.31
14.24
14.05
14.51
1.42
1.47
1.54
1.61
1.32
1.36
1.42
1.50
1.67
1.43
1.49
1.57
1.68
1.92
1.49
1.54
1.63
1.75
1.99
1.52
1.58
1.67
1.80
2.05
1.99
1.90
1.77
1.64
1.89
2.04
1.46
1.53
1.61
1.74
1.96
1.46
1.53
1.60
1.72
1.95
1.38
1.43
1.49
1*58
1.73
1.69
1.79
1*37
1.42
1.48
1.56
1*72
1*37
,
.
9 8
A4.64
TABLE A4.7 (CONTINUED)
RUN REACTOR VELOCITY
MWH FT/SEC
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
239
241
242
5372.
5372.
5372,
5372.
5558.
5558.
5558.
5558.
5558.
5950.
5950.
5950.
5950.
5950.
6090.
6090.
6090.
6090.
6090.
6340.
6340.
6340.
6340.
6340.
6462.
6462.
6462.
6462.
6462.
6782.
6782.
6782.
6782.
6782.
6790.
6790.
6790.
6790.
6790.
7333.
7333.
7333.
7333.
7333.
7739.
7739.
8007.
8007.
8007.
8007.
8007.
8007.
8007.
8016.
8016.
16.6
14.1
11.6
8.6
19.4
16.6
14.1
11.6
8.6
19.7
16.6
14.1
11.6
8.6
19.4
16.6
14.1
11.6
8.6
19.5
16.6
14.1
11.6
8.6
19.4
16.6
14.1
11.6
8.6
18.0
16.*1
13.6
11 *1
8.6
19.4
16.6
14.1
11.6
8.6
20.0
16.6
14.1
11.6
8.6
19.7
14.1
18.7
16.5
14.1
11.6
8.6
5.9
9.9
19.7
18.5
HT COEF,
BTU/HR/FT
/DEG. F
1058.
923.
777.
603.
1202.
1043.
910.
775.
595.
1242.
1066.
943.
794.
615.
1199.
1042.
915.
773.
595.
1270.
1105.
965.
815.
627.
1268.
1104.
961.
811.
629.
1163.
1058.
919.
768.
610.
1194.
1037.
911.
762.
597.
1166.
1015.
886.
750.
568.
1173.
898.
1032.
924.
810.
685.
527.
374.
388.
1201.
1141.
U NUSSELT REYNOLDS PRANDTL MU/MUW
**2 NO. NO. NO.
249.
217.
183.
143.
282.
245.
214.
183.
141.
292.
251.
222.
187.
145.
282.
245.
215.
182.
140.
298.
260.
227.
192.
148.
298.
259.
226.
191.
149.
273.
248.
216.
181.
144.
280.
243.
214.
179.
141.
272.
238.
208.
176.
134.
273.
210.
233.
208.
183.
155.
119.
85.
84.
280.
266.
30660.
26179.
21721.
16410.
35534.
30620.
26122.
21843.
16440.
36317.
30731.
26290.
21856.
16485.
35802.
30799.
26256.
21807.
16437.
35460.
30357.
25869.
21484.
16249.
34543.
29618.
25457.
21070.
15961.
30884.
27621.
23458.
19334.
15163.
32996.
28369.
24206.
20235.
15328.
34378.
29059.
24696.
20556.
15437.
35689.
26044.
25374.
22423.
19234.
15876.
11892.
8298.
7540.
36417.
34343.
14.44
14.37
14.25
14.01
14.55
14.45
14.39
14.18
13.98
14.47
14.41
14.31
14.18
13.95
14.45
14.38
14.33
14.20
13.99
14.66
14.59
14.54
14.42
14.15
14.97
14.93
14.78
14.69
14.40
15.53
15.53
15.45
15.31
15.14
15.66
15.59
15.52
15.30
15.00
15.48
15.23
15.22
15.06
14.87
14.69
14.43
18.89
18.86
18.79
18.72
18.53
18.22
31*68
14.40
14.34
1.42
1.48
1*56
1.71
1*37
1.42
1.48
1*56
1.71
1*37
1.42
1.48
1.56
1.70
1*38
1.43
1*49
1.58
1.74
1.36
1.41
1.47
1.55
1.70
1.35
1.41
1.46
1*54
1*68
1.38
1940
1.46
1*54
1*69
1*36
1.41
1.47
1.54
1*68
1*36
1.41
1.47
1.55
1.71
1.39
1.42
1*57
1*64
1*73
1.87
2.12
2.51
1.36
1*38
1.40
I --
A4.65
TABLE A4.7 (CONTINUED)
RUN REACTOR VELOCITY I HT COEF, U NUSSELT I REYNOLDS PRANDTL MU/MUA
MWH FT/SEC BTU/HR/FT**2 NO. NO. NO.
/DEG. F
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259
260
261
262
263
264
265
266
267
268
269
270
276
275
274
273
272
271
286
285
284
283
282
281
280
279
278
277
292
291
290
289
288
287
298
297
296
295
294
8016.
8016.
8016.
8016.
8740.
8740.
8740.
8740.
8740.
8740.
8887.
8887.
8887.
8887.
8887.
8887.
8994.
8994.
8994.
8994.
8994.
8994.
9285.
9285.
9285.
9285.
9285.
9285.
9386.
9386.
9386.
9386.
9386.
9386.
9541.
9541.
9541.
9541.
9541.
9541.
9541.
9541.
9541.
9541.
9741.
9741.
9741.
9741.
9741.
9741.
10000.
10000.
10000.
10000.
10000.
16.6
14.1
11.6
8.6
19.7
18.6
16.6
14.0
11.6
8.6
19.5
18.1
16.1
14.1
12.1
9.1
19.4
17.1
15.1
13.6
11.1
8.1
19.6
17.8
14.8
12.3
10.7
8.4
17.7
15.6
12.9
10.7
8.4
5.9
20.0
17.6
15.9
14.2
13.3
12.0
10.1
8.7
6.5
5.0
17.9
15.3
12.6
10.7
8.3
5.8
19.1
15.4
13.3
11.8
9.1
1029.
898.
769.
598.
1171.
1109.
1012.
889.
756.
584.
1175.
1063.
991.
893.
784.
624.
1168.
1039.
947.
870.
733.
566.
1176.
1086.
941.
805.
717.
585.
1065.
961.
813.
697.
576.
429.
1132.
1019.
933.
850.
799.
731.
632.
564.
435.
342.
1086.
956.
809.
709.
584.
433.
1145.
959.
852.
777.
623.
240.
210.
180.
140.
273.
258.
236.
208.
177.
137.
274.
248.
231.
208.
183.
146.
272.
242.
221.
203.
171.
133.
274.
253.
219.
188.
168.
137.
249.
224.
190.
163.
135.
101.
256.
231.
212.
193.
181.
166.
144.
128.
99.
78.
253.
223.
189.
166.
137.
102.
267.
224.
199.
182.
146.
31026.
26195.
21908.
16618.
36355.
34461.
30943.
26329.
21992.
16563.
36050.
33510.
29867.
26470.
22842.
17446.
35965.
31908.
28137.
25485.
21105.
15651.
36082.
32915.
27495.
23235.
20486.
16038.
32990.
29197.
24221.
20268.
16179.
11640.
28472.
25152.
22857.
20615.
19291.
17501.
14851.
12896.
10078.
8023.
33016.
28415.
23593.
20324.
16037.
11472.
35368.
28549.
24905.
22337.
17452.
14.25
14.32
14.11
13.82
14.42
14.37
14.29
14.22
14.06
13.86
14.39
14.38
14.35
14.19
14.12
13.92
14.36
14.27
14.29
14.21
14.03
13.81
14.45
14.39
14.32
14.11
13.94
13.96
14.29
14.27
14.19
14.07
13.86
13.54
18.11
18.04
17.94
17.84
17.79
17.70
17.56
17.43
16.73
16.43
14.42
14.33
14.22
14.04
13.89
13.61
14.37
14.35
14.22
14.14
13.91
1.44
1.50
1 58
1.71
1.39
1.40
1.44
1.50
1.58
1.72
1.39
1.41
1.46
1.50
1*56
1.69
1.39
1.43
1.47
1.49
1.59
1.75
1.39
1.42
1.48
1.55
1.62
1.72
1.42
1*47
1.54
1.62
1.74
1.95
1.49
1.55
1.60
1.66
1*70
1*76
1*87
1*96
2.18
2.45
1.42
1.47
1*54
1.61
1.73
1*95
1.39
1.47
1.52
1.57
1.69
A4.66
TABLE A4.7 (CONCLUDED)
RUN REACTOR VELOCITY HT COEF, U NUSSELT REYNOLDS PRANDTL MU/MUW
MWH FT/SEC BTU/HR/FT**2 NO. NO. NO.
/DEG. F
293 10000. 6.9 496. 116. 13429. 13.72 1.84
299 10160. 13.6 870. 203. 25377. 14.27 1.51
300 10160. 10.1 680. 159. 19243. 14.00 1.64
322 11340. 19.3 1079. 246. 26911. 18.80 1.68
323 11340. 17.0 951. 216. 23091. 19.24 1.74
324 11340. 14.1 825. 188. 19622. 18.77 1.84
325 11340. 10.0 605. 139. 14716. 17.93 1.87
326 11340. 7.6 458. 105. 10862. 18.29 1.70
A4.67
TABLE A4.8
~iA IAkrI FR'DATA DFROM TH6J fD~R TI4 Afl( F IRRAD)IATION OF SANOA MP
NOMINAL Q/A= 130.000 BTU/HR/FT**2
RUN REACTOR VELOCITY HT COEF, U NUSSELT REYNOLDS PRANDTL MU/MUW
MWH FT/SEC BTU/HR/FT**2 NO. NO. NO.
I _/DEG. F
2-5
2-4
2-3
2-2
2-1
2-6
2-7
2-8
2-9
2-10
2-14
2-13
2-12
2-11
2-19
2-18
2-17
2-16
2-15
2-24
2-23
2-22
2-21
2-20
2-26
2-27
2-31
2-30
2-29
2-28
2-36
2-35
2-34
2-33
2-32
2HT41
2HT40
2HT39
2HT38
2HT37
2HT46
2HT45
2HT44
2HT43
2HT42
2HT51
2HT50
2HT49
2HT48
2HT47
2-53
2-52
2-58
37.
37.
37.
37.
37.
286.
286.
286.
286.
286.
476.
476.
476.
476.
582.
582.
582.
582.
582.
813.
813.
813.
813.
813.
830.
830.
974.
974.
974.
974.
1165.
1165.
1165.
1165.
1165.
1367.
1367.
1367.
1367.
1367.
1562.
1562.
1562.
1562.
1562.
1838.
1838.
1838.
1838.
1838.
1992.
1992.
2365.
21 *
17*1
15.1
13.1
11.0
21.8
18.8
15.4
12.0
10.5
19.6
17.4
15.0
12.8
21.4
17.4
15.1
12.8
10.4
21.3
18.6
15.6
13.0
10.5
20.5
11.5
20.9
15.5
12.9
10.6
21.1
18.1
15.3
12.7
10.4
20.5
18.3
15.5
12.6
10.5
19.5
17.1
15.1
12.5
10.6
17.7
16.0
13.9
11.3
8.9
15.1
8.9
20.9
1954.
1533.
1364.
1202.
1026.
1894.
1633.
1362.
1078.
929.
1664.
1485.
1282.
1110.
1798.
1461.
1283.
1098.
852.
1738.
1525.
1291.
1094.
911.
1494.
895.
1671.
1261.
1054.
891.
1647.
1424.
1145.
1035.
864.
1555.
1390.
1196.
986.
840.
1436.
1275.
1140.
963.
825.
1243.
1131.
1004.
834.
660.
1041.
638.
1524.
569.o
446.
397.
350.
299.
524.
451.
377.
298.
250.
448.
399.
345.
298.
477.
387.
340.
291.
223.
446.
392.
331.
281.
234.
358.
215.
420.
317.
265.
224.
411.
355.
284.
258.
215.
380.
340.
292.
241.
205.
345.
306.
274.
231.
198.
289.
263.
233.
194.
153.
240.
147.
375.
1 1 50.
90253.
79993.
69350.
58082.
108080.
93107.
76667.
59377.
47526.
88970.
78935.
68032.
58085.
92477.
75224.
65245.
55432.
42837.
82602.
72074.
60418.
50199.
40553.
53711.
30805.
75346.
56113.
46402.
38355.
73621.
63078.
51569.
44208.
36051.
64624.
57771.
48941.
39671.
33019.
56101.
49066.
43294.
35792.
30325.
42373.
38252.
33296.
27038.
21296.
34953.
20390.
67136.
5*94
5.92
5*92
5.93
6.03
6.05
6.04
6.05
6.50
6.496 *- 49
6.49
6.49
6.51
6.74
6.75
6.75
6.76
7.01
7.38
7.39
7.39
7.40
7.40
10.26
10.05
7.84
7.81
7.85
7.84
8.00
8.03
8.23
8.04
8.03
8.77
8*78
8.78
8.77
8.78
9.54
9.56
9.56
9.57
9.57
11.25
11.27
11.24
11.25
11.24
11.63
11*71
8.64
1.25
1.28
1.31
1*37
1.22
1.25
1.*30
1.*38
1.40
1.23
1 # 26
1.30
1.34
1.21
1.26
1.30
1 * 36
1.51
1.23
1*26
1.31
1.36
1.43
1.27
1.45
1.24
1.31
1.38
1.45
1.23
1.27
1.37
1.38
1.45
1.26
1.29
1.34
1.41
1.48
1.29
1.32
1.36
1.43
1.50
1.31
1.34
1.39
1.46
1.57
1.33
1.51
1.25
I ,I ,
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RUN REACTOR
MWH
2-57 2365.
2-56 2365.
2-55 2365.
2-54 2365.
2-78 2534.
2-77 2534.
2-76 2534.
2-75 2534.
2-74 2534.
2-83 2947.
2-82 2947.
2-81 2947.
2-80 2947.
2-88 3338.
2-87 3338.
2-86 3338.
2-85 3338.
2-84 3338.
2-93 3530.
2-92 3530.
2-91 3530.
2-90 3530.
2-89 3530.
2-123 3678.
2-122 3678.
2-121 3678.
2-120 3678.
2-119 3678.
TABLE A4.8 (CONCLUDED)
VELOCITY
FT/SEC
HT COEF, U
BTU/HR/FT**2
NUSSELT
NO.
/56E F8.64
17.5
15.2
12.7
10.5
20.5
19.1
16.1
13.1
10.7
18.2
15.9
13.0
10.7
20.8
18.3
15.7
13.3
10.6
20 8
1292.
1133.
961.
828,
1534.
1434.
1227.
1001.
831.
1341.
1206.
1008.
831.
1490.
1325.
1159,
1008.
817.
1 L75
318.
279.
236.
204.
378.
353.
302.
246.
205.
330.
297.
248.
205.
367.
326.
285.
248.
201.
363.
REYNOLDS
NO.
56339.o
48776.
40754.
33792.
66178.
61589.
51863.
42171.
34367.
58651.
51200.
41810.
34407.
66915.
58972.
50660.
42987.
34118.
67000.
.
18.1 1305. 321. 58266.
15.7 1155. 284. 50690.
13.0 977. 241. 41948.
10.7 814. 200. 34381.
20.8 1503. 370. 67097.
18.1 1334. 328. 58554.
15.3 1152, 284. 49326.
13.2 998. 246. 42532.
10.7 828. 204. 34486.
PRANDTL
NO.
8.64
8.64
8.63
8.60
8.61
8.61
8.61
8*62
8.61
8.61
8.62
8.62
8.63
8.61
8.60
8.61
8.61
8.62
8.62
8.62
8.62
8.62
8.61
8.60
8.61
8.61
8.60
1.30
1.34
1.40
1.47
1.26
1*28
1.33
1.41
1.49
1.30
1.33
1.40
1*48
1.27
1.30
1.35
1940
1949
1.27
1.31
1.35
1.41
1.50
1.27
1.30
1.35
1.41
mulmuwl
1.49
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TABLE A4.9
SPECIAL RUNS AT CONSTANT FLOW QSING TH6
750 DEG. F IRRADIATION OF SANTOWAX OMP
NOMINAL Q/A= 130*000 BTU/HR/FT**2
RUN REACTOR VELOCITY HT COEF9 U NUSSELT REYNOLDS PRANDTL MU/MUW
MWH FT/SEC BTU/HR/FT**2 NO. NO. NO.
/DEG. F
2-60 2425. 18.1 1234. 292. 45650. 10.61 1.40
2-59 2425. 11.5 830. 197. 29475. 10.45 1.60
2-61 2425. 18.1 1349. 332. 58156. 8.63 1.30
2-62 2425. 11.5 891. 219. 36804. 8.65 1.46
2-63 2425. 18.1 1108. 253. 34049. 13.70 1.55
2-64 2425. 11.5 767. 176. 22277. 13.33 1.80
2-107 3599. 18.1 1142. 261. 34349. 13.63 1.59
2-106 3599. 15.1 969. 222. 28927. 13.47 1.69
2-105 3599. 11.3 757. 174. 22102. 13.22 1.88
2-110 3599. 18.1 1218. 283. 40043. 11.89 1.49
2-109 3599. 15.2 1041. 242. 33789. 11.83 1.57
2-108 3599. 11.3 805. 188. 25583. 11.64 1.73
2-112 3599. 18.2 1265. 300. 46656. 10.46 1.41
2-111 3599. 11.3 838. 199. 29192. 10.38 1.62
2-113 3599. 18.1 1288. 311. 52399. 9.43 1.37
2-114 3599. 15.1 1085. 263. 43914. 9.39 1.43
2-115 3599. 11.3 851. 206. 33148. 9.31 1.55
2-118 3599. 18.1 1317. 324. 57904. 8.66 1.32
2-117 3599. 15.0 1115. 274. 48103. 8.67 1.39
2-116 3599. 11.3 877. 216. 36213. 8.64 1.49
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TABLE A4.10
SPECIAL RUNS AT CONSTANT FLOW USING TH6
750 DEG. F IRRADIATION OF SANTOWAX OMP
NOMINAL Q/A= 45,000 BTU/HR/FT**2
RUN REACTOR VELOCITY HT COEF, U NUSSELT REYNOLDS PRANDTL MU/MUW
MWH FT/SEC BTU/HR/FT**2 NO. NO. NO.
/DEG. F
2-65 2425. 18.1 838. 187. 27239. 16.68 1.23
2-67 2425. 15.1 724. 162. 22937. 16.54 1.28
2-66 2425. 11.5 576. 129. 17609. 16.41 1.35
2-68 2425. 18.1 806. 178. 24137. 18.58 1.29
2-69 2425. 15.1 686. 152. 20269. 18.47 1.34
2-70 2425. 11.6 551. 122. 15666. 18.35 1.41
2-71 2425. 18.1 934. 213. 33181. 14.01 1.22
2-73 2425. 15.1 804. 183. 27957. 13.88 1.25
2-72 2425. 11.7 645. 147. 21688. 13.86 1.31
2-96 3599. 18.1 835. 186. 26456. 17.12 1.25
2-95 3599. 15.0 706. 157. 22050. 17.06 1.29
2-94 3599. 11.3 553. 123. 16691. 16.94 1.37
2-99 3599. 18.1 900. 202. 29457. 15.60 1.21
2-98 3599. 15.1 761. 171. 24476. 15.61 1.25
2-97 3599. 11.3 592. 133. 18393. 15.54 1.32
2-100 3599. 18.1 922. 210. 32822. 14.15 1.19
2-101 3599. 15.1 784. 178. 27527. 14.07 1.22
2-102 3599. 11.3 613. 140. 20667. 14.02 1.29
2-104 3599. 18.1 987. 228. 37422. 12.61 1.24
2-103 3599. 11.3 669. 154. 23182. 12.68 1.35
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the increase in the coolant viscosity) than the higher Reynolds number
data. A buildup of scale would tend to give a greater increase in the
Nusselt numbers (converting from U to hf) at the lower Reynolds num-
bers than at the higher Reynolds numbers, thus lowering the power
dependence for hf over that found for U. Two tests were thus applied
to the measured heat transfer data. Using the data obtained at a nominal
heat flux of 105 Btu/(hr)(ft 2) with TH5 during the 610 0F irradiation (see
Table A4. 6), least squares analyses were applied using hf under two
conditions:
1. A constant R = 1 x 10-4 (hr)(ft2 )( F)/Btu over the period
The fi
(TablE
that these data were obtained. This scale resistance amounted
to a maximum of 10% in the measured overall resistance to
heat transfer during this period.
2. A linear increase in R from zero to 1 x 10-4 (hr)(ft2 0 F)/Btu
over the period that these data were obtained.
rst test caused the least squares value of B to increase from 0. 93
6. 3 in Section 6. 3. 1) to 1. 04, and the second test caused an increase
to 0. 99.
Thus, it was concluded that the effect of any scale resistance on the
heat transfer walls would be to increase the Reynolds number power de-
pendence above the values reported in this work.
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APPENDIX A6
NOMENCLATURE
A = constant.
2A = inside surface area of test heater wall, ft
A. = atomic or molecular weight of species j.
A. = chromatograph area of component i.
Act = absolute activity per atom of flux detectors. dis /sec. Appears
also with subscript B (bare foil) and subsequent Cd (cadmium
covered foil).
a = constant.
B= constant,
b = constant.
C = constant.
C, C. = concentration of component i in a mixture, wt % or weight
fraction. Subscript i refers most frequently to ortho-, meta-,
para- or total terphenyl.
C. . = calculated concentration of component i in sample j.
C, C = measured count rate of a detector and of the background res-
pectively, dis/sec.
C 1 .... C 6 = number of carbon atoms in a radiolytic gas component.
C C7 = specific heat of material j, cal/(gm)( 0 C).
p p
C = viscometer calibration constant, (centipoises)(cc)/(gm)(sec).
c = constant.
ci . = measured concentration of component i in sample j.
c = molarity of a component in solution, gm/ 1000 gm solvent.
D = constant.
D = total absorbed dose, watt-hr.
D = inner diameter of test heater, inches.
DP = degradation products. That fraction of the irradiated coolant which
is not terphenyls.
d = constant.
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E = neutron energy, ev or Mev.
Ec = cadmium cutoff energy, ev.
Ef= effective threshold energy of a threshold detector, Mev.
E = actual threshold energy of a threshold detector, Mev.
AE = activation energy, kcal/mole.
e = constant.
F, FT = total in-pile dose rate factor, (watt)(hr)(cm 3)/(MWH)(gm).
F N = in-pile dose rate factor due to fast neutron interactions,
(watt) (hr) (cm 3) / (MWH) (gm).
F = in-pile dose rate factor due to gamma ray interactions,
-Y 3(watt)(hr)(cm )/(MWH)(gm).
f = constant.
f = fraction of operating power after reactor shutdown.
f = f" factor for gas chromatograph measurements on component i.
fN fraction of absorbed dose due to fast neutron interactions.
f = fraction of absorbed dose due to gamma ray interactions.
G(- i) = radiolytic decomposition yield of component i in the coolant,
expressed as molecules of component i degraded/100 ev absorbed
in the total coolant, where i refers to ortho-terphenyl (o- 03)'
meta-terphenyl (m-4 3), para-terphenyl (p-4 3) or total terphenyl
(omp).
G(-HB) = radiolytic production yield of HB in the coolant, expressed as
equivalent molecules of omp degraded to form HB/ 100 ev
absorbed in the total coolant.
G(-LIB) = radiolytic production yield of LIB in the coolant, expressed as
equivalent molecules of omp degraded to form LIB/ 100 ev
absorbed in the total coolant.
*
G (-i) = G(-i )/C .
G (-HB) = G(-HB)/C .
* omp
G (-LIB) = G(-LIB)/C .
omp
G N(- i) = decomposition yield of component i in the coolant for fast neutron
interactions.
G (-i) = decomposition yield of component i in the coolant for gamma ray
interactions.
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G(gas i) = radiolytic gas generation yield for gaseous component i, ex-
pressed as molecules of gaseous component i generated per
100 ev absorbed in the total coolant. Subscript i refers to
hydrogen (H 2 ); methane (C 1 ); ethane and ethylene (C 2 ); pro-
pane and propylene (C 3 ); butanes and butenes (C 4 ); pentanes,
pentenes, hexanes and hexenes (C 5 + 6 ); benzene, toluene and
xylene (Aromatics); or total gas.
GN(total gas) = total radiolytic gas generation yield for fast neutron
interactions.
G (total gas) = total radiolytic gas generation yield for gamma ray
interactions.
G = volumetric flow rate, gallons/min.
g = constant.
g. = average fraction of neutron energy lost per collision with nuclide
i, equal to 2A. /(A. + 1) ". Subscript i refers to hydrogen (H),
carbon (C), beryllium (Be) or aluminum (Al).
g(E) = attenuation factor.
H = height of fluid in pycnometer, cm.
HB = high boilers. Those fractions of irradiated coolant having higher
boiling points than that of para-terphenyl.
h = constant.
hf = film coefficient of convective heat transfer, Btu/(hr)(ft 2 )(OF).
I. = energy transfer integral for nuclide i, watts/atom. Subscript i
refers to hydrogen (H), carbon (C) beryllium (Be) or aluminum
(Al).
I(E) = intensity of gamma field, photons/(cm )(sec)(Mev).
K = constant.
K = conversion factor, 0.0387 (watt)( 0 C)(min)/( 0 F)(cal).
k = thermal conductivity of the irradiated coolant, cal/(cm)(sec)(0 C).
k = thermal conductivity of stainless steel test heater tube,
Btu/(hr)(ft)(0 F).
k, n = nth order liquid degradation reaction constant for component i.
in the coolant, gm/(watt)(hr).
k .= first order pyrolytic reaction constant for component i in the
co t h-1
coolant, hr
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L = length of test heater, inches.
LL = distance of the bottom of the in-pile capsule from the reactor core
center, inches.
LU = distance of the top of the in-pile capsule from the reactor core center,
inches.
LT = distance of the top of the in-pile assembly from the reactor core center,
inches.
LIB = low and intermediate boilers. Those fractions of the irradiated
coolant having boiling points equal to or less than those of the ter-
phenyls (w/o DP - w/o HB = w/o LIB).
M = mass of coolant, grams.
M)V oo =circulating mass of coolant in the loop, grams.loop *
Mo= circulating mass constant, grams, defined by Mloo = M0 + M
M relative circulating mass of coolant in the loop, grams, set equal to
zero at that time during the irradiation when there is the least amount
of circulating coolant in the loop.
Mout = the amount of circulating coolant in the out-of-pile section of the
loop, grams.
MW = number average molecular weight, grams/gram mole.
MWH = period of reactor operation, megawatt-hours.
N = number of data points in a group.
N = number of atoms in a flux detector.
N. = number of atoms per gram of nuclide i.
N = Avagadro's number, molecules/gram mole.
N(E) = number of photons of energy E per fission and per Mev emitted on
fission and by fission product decay.
Nu = Nusselt number = UD/k.
n = reaction order.
omp = ortho-, meta-, and para-terphenyl.
P = reactor power level, MW.
Pr = Prandtl number, C p /k.
p = constant.
p = pressure, psia.
Q = electrical heat generated in a half section of a test heater, watts.
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Qloss: heat loss from a half section of a test heater, watts.
Qin= Q - Q = net heat input to coolant in a half section of a test
heater, watts and Btu/hr.
Qth = heat gain by coolant in a half section of a test heater, watts, meas-
ured by temperature rise of coolant.
q = constant.
R = universal gas constant, kcal/(gram mole)(0 R).
R = electrical resistance of a half section of a test heater, ohms.
AR= electrical resistance change in the sample thermistor during a
number average molecular weight measurement, ohms.
R = scale resistance to heat transfer, (hr)(ft2 )(oF)/Btu.
Re = Reynolds number, Dvp/p.
R{ = total dose rate in materialj , watts/gm. Subscriptj refers to
Santowax OMP (SW), polyethylene (PE), polystyrene (PS), carbon
(C), beryllium (Be) or aluminum (Al).
R = fast neutron dose rate in materialj , watts/gm.N
R= gamma ray dose rate in materialj , watts/gm.
Rt =thermal neutron dose rate in materialj , watts/gm.th
RCd = cadmium ratio.
r = correlation coefficient.
r = radius, inches.
-43 2S = conversion factor, 1,6 x 10 (cm. )(watt)(sec)/(barn)(ev).
s = gas solubility, (std, cc)/(gm)(psia).
T = irradiation time for flux detectors, min.
T = temperature, 0F and 0 R.
T = bulk temperature of coolant in test heater, 0F.
T= inlet bulk temperature of coolant to test heater, 0F.B
TB = outlet bulk temperature of coolant from test heater, F.
S0= outside wall temperature of test heater, 0F.W
T I = inside wall temperature of test heater, 0F.
t = time.
t = Student's t.
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U = heat transfer coefficient, Btu/(hr)(ft2 0 F), from inside test heater wall
to bulk coolant.
V = volume, cc.
Vundis = volume of undissolved gaseous component i removed from the
zrem
loop via gas samples, std. cc.
disV = volume of dissolved gaseous component i removed from the loop
via liquid samples, std. cc.
undis _V =acus volume of undissolved gaseous component i accumulated in theiaccuna
loop, std. cc.
disV = volume of dissolved gaseous component i accumulated in theiac cum
loop, std. cc.
AV = voltage drop through a half section of a test heater, volts.
v = velocity, ft/sec.
W = sample or detector weight, grams.
W. = statistical weighting factor to be applied to data point j.
w = ln (p /
w/o = weight percent.
X. = weight of component i in a chromatograph sample.
2
X(E) = fission neutron spectrum, n/(cm )(sec)(ev).
x = volume per unit length of in-pile capsule, cc/inch.
x = ln Re.
x.= th data point for independent variable.
V = calculated value of deoendent variable at data point x. .
y. = measured value of dependent variable at data point x..
y = surge tank gage glass level, inches.
y = ln Nu.
Z. = atomic charge of nuclide j.
Z. = calculated value, ln Y..
z. = measured value, ln y..
z = In Pr.
= beta radiation.
y = gamma radiation.
A= correction factor for G value calculations in steady-state-HB periods,
grams.
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6 = correction factor for G value calculations in steady-state-HB periods,
grams.
6 . = grams of component i in the coolant pyrolyzed in the out-of-pile
section.
E = counting efficiency for flux detectors.
-1
Ka = pair production energy absorption coefficient, cm
X = disintegration constant for a flux detector, min
-1
p = total linear absorption coefficient, cm.
y = viscosity, centipoises (cp).
o= constant, cp.
gW = coolant viscosity measured at the inside test heater wall tempera-
ture, cp.
p = density, gm/cc.
= summation sign.
a, a2 = standard deviation and variance respectively.
a = neutron cross section, barns.
aa = Compton linear absorption coefficient, cm 1 ,
as = elastic scattering neutron cross section, barns.
aff = effective threshold neutron cross section, barns.
ares = resonance component of neutron cross section, barns.
al/v 1/v component of neutron cross section, barns.
a 2 2 0 0 = 2200 meter/sec neutron absorption cross section, barns.
- = specific dose absorbed by irradiated coolant, watt-hr/gm coolant.
(E) = neutron flux per unit energy, n/(cm2 )(sec)(ev).
4(>E) = integrated fast neutron flux above energy E, n/(cm 2)(sec).
2
40 = epithermal neutron flux constant, n/(cm )(sec).
42200 = 2200 meter/sec neutron flux, n/(cm 2)(sec).
= approximately.
